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Editor’s Column
With this issue, Oral Tradition offers a miscellany of six essays examining traditional
verbal arts that range from Mayan mythology and Senegalese song through medieval Slavic epic
and early twentieth-century speech lab recordings, as well as two essays on new analytic models:
an algorithm measurement of formulaic density and a traditional poetics for expressing covert
dissent.
In his essay “The Ch’orti’ Maya Myths of Creation,” Kerry Hull leads off with an
examination of internal and external dynamics that operate upon Ch’orti’ Maya creation myths.
He traces the decline of their oral transmission and sketches how the remaining fragments
constitute a coherent narrative that still informs Ch’orti’ practices.
Next, with “Traditional Poetry in Contemporary Senegal: A Case Study of Wolof Kasak
Songs,” the renascent Wolof song form, kasak, offers Cheikh Tidiane Lo primary material for
ethical, generic, and performance frames of analysis. The findings of these investigations
undergird his contention that despite the demise of the cultural institutions in which kasak
originated, the practitioners of the form have adapted techniques from modern urban resulting in
its transformation.
The third essay is from Robert Mann who offers “The Silent Debate Over the Igor Tale.”
Mann maintains that passages in the medieval Slovo o polku Igoreve that puzzle modern readers
were readily comprehended by medieval audiences who were well-versed in the epic’s traditional
referentiality. He argues that certain hallmarks of oral composition evinced in the poem are
sufficient to contravene scholarly claims that the Igor Tale is the work of an erudite literate
author.
Passing from medieval Slavic epic to early modern sound-recordings in the United States,
with “James Weldon Johnson and the Speech Lab Recordings” Chris Mustazza delivers a study
of the recordings of the poet James Weldon Johnson’s recitations made at Columbia University,
December 24, 1935. Mustazza’s digitization of these sonic recordings invite serious
consideration of their aural dimension and shed light on how the recordings reframed the poems’
topics. Mustazza contextualizes and historicizes these pieces within the ethnographic Speech Lab
Recordings project housed at Columbia University.
In his essay “A New Algorithm for Extracting Formulas from Poetic Texts and Formulaic
Density of Russian Bylinas,” Dimitry Nikolayev proposes a definitive response to a vexed
folkloristic question: what is a formula? His formal definition and an algorithm devised for
measuring formulaic density are brought to bear on his analysis of a Russian bylinas corpus that
serves to illustrate Nikolayev’s methodology.
Finally, Jillian Shoichet proffers “A Model of Defiance: Reimagining the Comparative
Analysis of Concealed Discourse in Text.” Shoichet advocates an analytic model of processes for

concealment that imbricates three principles: articulation, diction and syntax; construction, at the
level of narrative or textual structure; and diversion, distracting attention away from subversive
meanings. Focusing passages from the Babylonian Talmud, the Oddyssey, and Maria
Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent through these three lenses, Shoichet underscores the reciprocity of
text with context. She argues that her model allows for the perception of otherwise unnoticed
nuances that are obscured by literate texts.
This issue of Oral Tradition emerges into the light of day thanks to the combined efforts
of the Center for Studies in Oral Tradition staff—Mark Jarvis, Hannah Lenon, Elise Broaddus,
Katy Chenoweth, Chris Dobbs, Rebecca Benson, and recent arrival Emily Horn. Former
managing editor Justin Arft has stepped into his new role as Assistant Professor of Classics,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and Ruth Knezevich is now pursuing other avenues of
scholarship in upstate New York. The contributions that Ruth and Justin made to Oral Tradition
during their tenures will be sorely missed. We anticipate just compensation for their absence will
be forthcoming in the form of their future scholarly contributions.
It is a source of great satisfaction for me to recognize the signal contributions made by
the readers who referee for Oral Tradition. These anonymous colleagues generously share of
their time and expertise guiding the editorial treatment of essays submitted to Oral Tradition.
Your counsel is indispensable and, as previously mentioned, constitutes the measure for
maintaining the standards of scholarly excellence that John Miles Foley established for the
journal. Among Professor Foley’s many signal accomplishments, his work to ensure that Oral
Tradition serve as a space for debate and discussion about humanity’s verbal arts has born fruit
for three decades. To the extent possible, the editorial staff aspires to continue his practice of
encouraging dialogue and inquiry. This work is made possible by the steadfast support of the
College of Arts & Sciences and Dean Michael O’Brien.
As is customary, I invite you to share your research into the world’s traditional verbal arts
with us. Evaluation of submissions is made by two referees, a specialist and a generalist, and is
generally reported to prospective authors within a trimester of receipt. Published online and open
access, Oral Tradition is seen by more than 20,000 readers in 200 countries and territories. In
closing, though calendar year 2015 CE delivered a decisive rebuke of my plea (voiced in volume
29.1 of Oral Tradition), would that 2016 CE prove itself cooperative.

John Zemke
Editor, Oral Tradition
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The Ch’orti’ Maya Myths of Creation
Kerry Hull

Introduction: The Ch’orti’ Maya
Ethnic Ch’orti’ Maya live in southern Guatemala in the municipio of Chiquimula,
principally in Jocotan and in many surrounding communities such as La Union, San Juan Ermita,
San Francisco Quetzaltepeque, and Camotan. The Ch’orti’ are primarily subsistence farmers,
growing corn (nar)—their most valued produce—as well as a wide variety of other types of
fruits and vegetables.1
The Ch’orti’ language is part of the Eastern Branch of Ch’olan Mayan languages, related
to Ch’ol and Chontal in the Western Branch. Ch’orti’ today is spoken by roughly 12,000 people,
though the number of speakers has been in decline over the last century. Bilingualism in Spanish
is pervasive among Ch’orti’ speakers, and monolingualism in Spanish is becoming all too
common among Ch’orti’ children and youth. Acculturation into the ladino (non-indigenous)
lifestyle is happening at an accelerated pace, which is contributing to the loss of knowledge of
and belief in many oral traditions (such as the Creation as discussed in this study).
Oral traditions among the Ch’orti’ Maya span numerous genres, such as folktales,
legends, jokes, myths, and others (Hull 2003:212-29). A sizable percentage of oral traditions
today are those of the “how-it-came-to-be” variety, explaining how monkeys got their tails, how
bald vultures became such, and so on. These are a particular favorite among the Ch’orti’ since
they are most often humorous.
Another important genre of oral tradition is that of myth. For Ch’orti’ who believe in
traditional myths in their culture, one particular myth stands out in its significance in shaping
Ch’orti’ worldview—Creation. The details of the Ch’orti’ Creation myth (and its accompanying
repeated destructions) inform many other aspects of Ch’orti’ daily life, healing traditions, and
customs, even though, remarkably, the Ch’orti’ themselves are only tangentially aware of the
core narrative of their own Creation myth today. In the discussion that follows I reconstruct
various elements of the Ch’orti’ Creation narrative and show the extent to which aspects of daily
and ritual life for Ch’orti’ trace back to the foundational myths of the creation and destruction(s)
of the world.

1 All

translations are the author’s unless otherwise noted.
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The Myth of Creation
The myth of Creation is one of the seminal traditions held by various Maya groups of
Mesoamerica. The epic narrative of the Popol Vuh of the K’iche’ Maya doubtlessly contains one
of the best known versions of this myth (Christenson 2003). While there exists no single
Creation myth among the different Maya populations, there still remain numerous common
threads of what must have been a more unified set of stories among these groups. In this paper, I
present the story of Creation from the perspective of the Ch’orti’ Maya of southern Guatemala.
Using details from my fieldwork data, together with all other known relevant Ch’orti’ sources, I
reconstruct this narrative as far as is possible from its scattered remnants in Ch’orti’ oral
tradition. I first describe the conception of the world and the universe in the eyes of the Ch’orti’
and how the world came to be. I also show that the creation of humans was not a one-time
occurrence, but rather a series of events that included their destruction on various occasions
through great floods. Also I show that many animals are said to have once been human, but
through disobedience or other means they were transformed into their present state. Finally, I
detail the creation of corn and other major agricultural products as found in Ch’orti’ myth as an
integral part of the creation process, many of the salient details of which can be found dispersed
throughout a broader Mesoamerican tradition.
The World According to the Ch’orti’
The Ch’orti’ visualize the earth as a flat plane resting upon a great body of water2
comprising five seas (or lakes): a white sea, a red sea, a green sea, a brown sea, and a black sea
of tar (cf. Girard 1995:140). Each of these subterranean bodies of water corresponds to one of the
four cardinal directions and the center position (cf. Fought 1972:373). The notion of the earth
floating on a great body of water is well-known throughout the Mesoamerican area. Among the
ancient, colonial, and several modern Maya groups, the world is conceived as the back of a
crocodile or a turtle floating in a pool, an idea tracing back to at least Classic period times
(Houston, Stuart, et al. 2006:95; Taube 1993:67). For the Ch’orti’, the physical geography of the
earth’s flatness makes it highly susceptible to being “immediately covered” with large waves that
can arise from “the sea [which] lay all around the edges of the world” (Fought 1972:354).
At each of the four corners of the earth stands a great oy, a “pillar” or “corner-post,” as
well as a fifth center post, to which specific rain-making angels are appointed.3 While these
pillars provide stability to the earth, they can also be a cause of devastating earthquakes. For
example, one tradition states that an angel decided to shake the corner-posts of the world, which
caused the surface of the land to be submerged in water and the world to be destroyed (Fought
1972:377).
2 According

to one of Fought’s consultants: “che’nob’ ke’ insolo ja’ yeb’ar e rum. Tuno’r e ja’ ch’u’ron
no’n” (“they say that there is just water under the earth. And over the water we are floating”) (Fought 1972:372
[orthography altered and one spelling inconsistency corrected]).
3 Traditional healers, or curanderos, often make reference to both the four and five corner posts of the world
(for example, A’si tamar e 4 pilastre, tamar e 4, 5 pilastre, “They [the evil spirits] mischievously cause illnesses
around the four pillars, around the 4 and 5 pillars”).
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The surface of the land is also said to meet the sky on the horizon. According to a
tradition recorded by Fought (1972:361, 373-74), at the edge of the world there is insolo ja’,
“just water,” which is known as “the sea of tar.” It is called the sea of tar since it is thought to be
the adhesive that holds the land and sky together. There are no humans at the edge of the world;
indeed, they would be “struck with lightning” by the angels who reside there if there were. Even
airplanes and ships cannot pass since that area is said to be “sealed” (pegado), “because they say
that the world an—the sky are like—like—the back of a wasp, coming together at a
joint” (Fought 1972:361, 374). As Hull
(2011) has noted elsewhere, a visual
antecedent to this description of the
edge of the world looking like the
point where the wings of a wasp attach
to its body can be seen in the Classicperiod “dawn” glyph (read pas),
Figure 1. The “dawn” glyph comprised the sky and earth signs clearly depicting the sun wedged
connected at one edge with the sun wedged between (drawing by
between the earth and the sky, with the
Linda Schele).
edge of the sky and earth a joined at a
single point. The viscous sea of tar provides the seal at the point where the sky and the earth
meet.
The Creation of the World and its Inhabitants
As to the method of the creation of human beings, we know precious little from the
extant Ch’orti’ sources. Two of Girard’s consultants, Esteban Pérez and Lorenza Ruchjá, elders
of Titikopot, simply state that “At the beginning of the world it did not rain. Then the souls
brought our Lord down to the earth” (Girard 1995:401).4 This “bringing” of the souls seems to
mark the first effort to populate the earth. Gregorio Suchite, an elder of Tunucó, stated the
following: “The first man he made of maicito (“young maize”), when heaven and earth were
solidified” (Girard 1995:400). This places the creation of the first human soon after the creation
of the earth itself, that is, when dirt that was poured into the sea hardened up.
Also noteworthy is that the first man is explicitly said to have been created from young
maize. The concept of birth from maize accords well with the final creation of mankind in the
Popol Vuh, where after the first attempts at forming humans from various substances, such as
mud and sticks, failed, humans were lastly created out of maize.5 The Ch’orti’ likewise believe
that human beings, just like the earth, were created and destroyed more than once.6
4 In a version of the Creation recorded by Hull in 2002, the text states that rain was created around the same
time as the earth and sky (prior to the creation of the sun and stars), but before humans and animals were placed on
the earth (Hull n.d.). Therefore, as for the timing suggested here by Esteban Pérez and Lorenza Ruchjá, we could
interpret a space of time allowing for the creation of rain before the “bringing of the souls” to the earth.
5 See

Christenson (2003:78-79).

6 For a Tojolab’al Maya creation myth that also mentions failed and repeated creations, see Brody
(1988:319).
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According to the Ch’orti’, the earth has gone through various creative and destructive
cycles. As mentioned above, in one instance a disobedient angel of God was the cause of one of
the destructions of the earth, necessitating its creation again (Fought 1972:357-80). The angel
intended to cause an earthquake by shaking the four corner-posts of the world; however, his
actions plunged the earth into the water. God was angry with the angel and commanded him to
“fix” what he had done. Therefore, certain angels who “hardly knew what they were doing” took
dirt and poured it into the water in hopes of restoring the land. This action, however, just caused
the earth to sink further as it dissolved in the water. The angels were then scolded by God for
having only the power to destroy but not create. At this point, another angel, “Angel San
Reimundo,” made an attempt at it. Fought records the angel’s actions as follows (1972:378):
The Angel San Reimundo went, and took a little earth, and dropped it on the water. And they say
that as the earth fell on the water, it swirled all over the water, and the water was covered over by
it, and it immediately began to harden like foam on the water. They say that it went on floating on
the water, until it thickened all the water of the sea; the world came back again and the people
increased upon it; they say that from that day, the world has no longer been destroyed again, with
mankind. And that is why they say that today there are many people, because the world has not
been destroyed now.

The sprinkling of dirt into the flood waters and the re-forming of the land by Angel San
Reimundo thus marked the final creative act for the earth. In a related version recorded by Hull
(2002), it was not Angel San Reimundo but rather God himself who scattered the dirt: “K’ani
inturb’a a’xin imb’ijk e rum najtnajt” (“I [God] will go about placing bits of dirt all around”).
The reintroduction of dirt eventually led to the creation of large mountains, which then protected
the land from ever undergoing a similar flood again.
Creation of Plants and Agriculture
After the earth was formed and populated with the human race, according to Ch’orti’
tradition, there was a time when there was no corn, no beans, and no sorghum, so the people had
no seeds to plant and nothing to harvest. As I discuss below, leaf-cutter ants are said to have
brought the first seeds from the “Otherworld” that had been stored in the deep recesses of a cave.
The world at this time also lacked a crucial counterpart to seeds necessary for their maturation:
rain. “At the beginning of the world it did not rain,” we are told by two of Girard’s consultants,
Esteban Pérez and Lorenza Ruchjá (Girard 1995:401). The creation of the first rains for the
Ch’orti’ is a mythically significant event directly linked to an ancient sacrificial act involving
God (Katata’) himself.
In this early Ch’orti’ myth, before the creation of the world the God of Agriculture
(Katata’), also known as the “White Giant,” fought against the Black Giant (a physical
representation of all evil)—an epic battle re-enacted in the traditional dance known as El Baile
de los Gigantes (“The Dance of the Giants”). In this ritual drama, no longer performed in the
Ch’orti’ area, the Black Giant overpowers the White Giant and cuts his body up into pieces
(Girard 1949; Girard 1995:397). According to Ch’orti’ tradition, when the blood of the God of
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Agriculture fell to the earth, it fertilized the earth for the first time, allowing all plants to then
grow.7 Thus, as Girard states, the Ch’orti’ “equate the blood of the deity [the God of Agriculture]
with the fertilizing rains” (Girard 1995:271). Luis López, an elder of Quetzaltepeque, confirms
that the hicaques, or barbarians, “cut off the head, cut the body into pieces and buried it. Then
plants and maize were born” (401). This event was described to Girard in more detail as follows
(399):8
At the beginning of the world when the sun did not yet shine, the hicacques [barbarians] opposed
him [warred against him], they killed him, cut off his head, cut him into pieces and buried him.
The king of evil, the evil man killed him. Our Lord showed up inside the belly of his enemies. . . .
When he poured out his blood at the foot of the tree of the cross, the miracle came down [rain and
maize]. Before, it didn’t rain; he gave them winter [rainy season]. They themselves [the evil men]
buried him, after killing him, but the Lord with his power revived. From him was born the Child
[god of Maize]. . . . When he revived, he brought forth a plantation [milpa], because he raised up
the power [Spirit that animates the plants].

An understanding of the mythic narrative of these opposing “Giants” provides a clear
explanation why turkey blood is traditionally poured into holes in the milpa (“cornfield”) by
Ch’orti’ farmers before planting. The offering of blood and other parts of the sacrificial turkey
into the holes at the four corners and the center of the milpa is to guarantee a good harvest
(Fought 1972:468-69, 477-81; Hull and Carrasco 2004:137-38) by recreating this ancient episode
of the first fertilization of the earth (Wisdom 1940:438). It is believed that if the blood of a
turkey is offered into the milpa, “water e chojb’esyaj tama e kosechob’ porke’ che’nob’ ke’
unawalir e rum ja’x mek’er umener ume’yn tuno’r pa’k’b’ajrya’r” (“mercy will come to the
harvest that they planted. Because they say that by the spirit of the Earth is embraced the ghost of
all the cultivated plants”) (Fought 1972:517, 519; Fought’s translation). A bountiful harvest is
assured through use of the turkey since its avatar is the God of Agriculture himself (Girard
1995:267). Thus, while chicken meat and blood can also be placed into holes in the milpa, the
mythic symbolism associated with turkey meat and blood makes the turkey offering of greater
worth and effectiveness. Since it was God’s blood that first fecundated the earth, so too must the
Ch’orti’ re-enact this great sacrificial act by yearly spilling his blood anew (that is, that of his
avatar, the turkey) into the ground to fertilize it while simultaneously providing a
“payment” (tojma’r) to the God of Agriculture.
After the spilling of the blood of the White Giant that caused the ground to become
productive, humans now only lacked seeds to plant. The appearance of the seeds of some of the
7 While Katata’ is primarily a reference to “Our Father,” that is, God the Father, it is sometimes used to
refer to Jesus Christ by the Ch’orti’ today. Thus, at times the spilling of the blood of Christ is equated with the
spilling of the blood of the Father as the first fertilizing agent of agriculture. According to one of Fought’s
consultants (1972:494, 498), “porke’ che’nob’ ke tama uch’ich’er e jesukristo chekta tuno’r b’u’r, nar, ch’um,
sik’ab’, kene” , (“because they say that with the blood of Jesus Christ there appeared all the beans, corn, squash,
sugar-cane, and bananas” [orthography altered]). Among other Maya groups corn is said to come from the body of
Christ (Bassie-Sweet 2014:184).
8 The

original Ch’orti’ text does not appear in Girard’s work.
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most important agricultural products for the Ch’orti’—corn, beans, sorghum, and others—was
accomplished through the efforts of leaf-cutting ants (t’isim). According to one tradition, one day
some people went to a leaf-cutting ant mound where they saw leaf-cutting ants coming and
going. The people noticed that they were carrying seeds of all kinds: corn, beans, rice, and
others. The people then reached down and began picking up kernels of corn and beans and
planting them. Thus, the Ch’orti’ believe that the seeds all of the important staple crops today
came out of the bodega (“storehouse”) of the leaf-cutting ants. Having had sole access to these
valuable seeds for so long, the leaf-cutting ants were and still are referred to as rikob (“the
wealthy”). Today, due to the mythical connection between the coming forth of seeds by the leafcutting ants, their anthills found in cornfields as well as bean growing areas are always viewed as
a positive sign that their crops will grow abundantly. Fought has also recorded a similar version
of tale of the leaf-cutting ants that notes the usefulness of ant hills in the milpa (1972:184-85;
Fought’s translation):
I am going to tell this story—the story of the ant. They say that back when—there was not corn to
plant, and corn was not known, they say that one day the ants discovered it. Because they say that
there was a God called San Manuel—Monte de Oro. They say that God first discovered corn. And
people did not know—how—about corn.
Then the ants, they say, when day broke—their anthill was right next door to the house.
And (the people) went to stir up the anthill. They say that they found a little ant lying in it, and
they took him and planted him. And when corn grew up, they kept it until it had multiplied. They
say that that is how corn appeared. But they say that corn was within the earth. And it was the ant
that made it appear above the earth.
And that is why people today, where they see an anthill, they are happy to see it, because
they say that the anthill is great for growing corn. Because they say that it was the ants that
brought forth corn.

One interesting variant in Fought’s story is that the people actually picked up and planted the
ants themselves. The Ch’orti’ text is even more revealing than the English translation in its
description of the ant found lying on the anthill: “che ke’ utajwyob’ ingojr yer ut’isim ch’a’r
tamar” (“they say they found a tiny one of its ants lying down on it” [orthography altered]). The
word t’isim, here “ant,” is somewhat unexpectedly modified by the numeral classifier -gojr in
this case, which is usually reserved for round objects and never for ants. The ant, however, seems
to have either been holding onto the kernel of corn (which would take the -gojr classifier due to
its shape), or that the ant was curled up into a ball, like the shape of a corn kernel. I tend to see
the former as the more likely. This minor detail, lost in the English translation, provides insight
into the fashion in which the ant was found—in the shape of a kernel of corn.
The origin of corn from a cave is part of a widely diffused tradition throughout the Maya
area of the origin of corn (Navarrete 2000:64-70).9 The Aztecs also had a very similar version of
the story, which is recorded in the Annals of Cuauhtitlan. “To provide food for the newly created
people,” writes Bierhorst (1998:8-9), “Quetzalcoatl follows an ant into the interior of ‘Food
9 For

a large list of other sources of this myth, see Peñalosa (1996).
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Mountain’ and discovers a cache of corn kernels; the rain gods split open the mountain, gaining
control over the corn and other crops as well.” Similarly, throughout Mesoamerica in the vast
majority of versions of this story it is ants that crawl into the small passages of a cave and bring
out corn. However, in a version of this origin of corn story Hull (2002) recorded with an elderly
Q’eqchi’ man living in Pueblo Viejo, Belize, it was a number of small animals—the gopher
(aaqam), the raccoon (aj ow), and the squirrel (kuk)—who crawled into a small hole in the rock
(pek) to get access to the corn seeds.10 It was the gopher who first reached its hand in and
touched the corn. There were 12 lightning/thunder (kaaq) gods who also wanted the corn, so they
tried in vain to split the rock open. Unsuccessful, they turned to one lightning/thunder god
among them who was very ill and who then tried his hand at it. He similarly failed to make a
dent in the hard rock. Therefore, he enlisted the help of a woodpecker (kolonte’): “Set chaq a pek
a wa le’, b’ar wank a hay yooq aatoch’om,” (“Go and break open that rock. Where the thin part
is, you touch it”), to indicate the best place to direct the next lightning bolt. 11 The next strike
succeeded, and the corn seeds were quickly gathered up. The best corn disappeared very quickly,
leaving only black and yellow kernels that were scorched by the heat of the lightning bolt. This,
therefore, is the reason there are different colors of corn in the world today, according to a larger
Mesoamerican tradition.12
The Floods: Creations and Destructions
One of the more informative accounts of various stages and components of the creation and
destruction of this world in Ch’orti’ tradition is found in the story “What the World Used to be
Like,” recorded by Fought (1972:348-56). Due to its importance for this topic, I quote one
section of the English translation of it at length:
People used to tell long ago that the world, long ago, would be destroyed again and again. They
say that the sea rose over the earth and filled all the earth with water. And the earth became mud,
until it finished—it turned to water all over the earth, and the people were completely killed off by
the water. Because—they ended up floating, the people who were on the earth, ended up floating
like rubbish on the water.
And no birds remained, nor foxes, nor deer, nor buzzards, nor hawks; nothing remained,
because all at once, everything was destroyed on the earth, because they say that long ago, there
were no mountains on the—world. Because they say that the world was once just stretched over
the water; there were no mountains like today.
But when God saw that the humans in the world were destroyed, then one day, when it
was filled with water all over the earth, and it had become pure mud, all over the—world. And
10 In the Annals of the Cakchiquels the animals responsible for discovering corn in Paxil are the coyote and
the crow (Thompson 1990:353).
11 The woodpecker is a common feature within this narrative among the Tzeltal, Yucatec, Mam, and other
Maya groups (Thompson 1990:350-52). Kolonte’ is a borrowing from the Mopan kolonche’.
12 In some Q’eqchi’ versions, however, the colors of the corn are associated with the solar positions as seen
on the horizon (Braakhuis 2010:218).
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when it began to dry, it went, and that water, where it began to gather, went away, and began to
wash away the earth. Then was when everything appeared: streams, mountains, and stones.
Everything there is.
It all became visible, because they say that that water, where it dried away, and where it
began to gather together, washed away, and where it began to gather together, washed away the
earth. And everything appeared, and the many rocks there are became visible.

It is clear from this story and from analyzing all the available accounts of creation among the
Ch’orti’ that the earth was destroyed more than once. In the above account, the first line states
clearly that the earth was “destroyed again and again.” Fought rightly points out here that the
adverb iraj iraj “definitely means ‘again and again’,” which suggests to him “that cyclical
destruction of a world peopled as it is now is just what is meant” (1972:433 n.25.6). Indeed, in a
story about the destruction of the world published by El Comité Nacional de Alfabetización
(CONALFA) (López de Rosa and Mucia Patal 1997:113), the text explicitly notes that an event
took place “Tama inte’ satpar xe’ numuy tama e rum” (“During one of the destructions that
happened on the earth”). In another of Fought’s accounts (1972:354) the narrator also specifies
that the earth was flooded on numerous occasions: “Because the people used to tell long ago that
the sea, from time to time, rose up, in its waves, and rose up standing like the clouds. And when
it rose up standing, then it let itself come down, and covered everything on the earth.” Note again
the seas are said to “rise up” “from time to time” and cover the earth in a flood, clearly indicating
multiple floods of destruction.13
We learn that in some cases the reason for the destruction of the world was due to human
disobedience. For instance, in one version where the world was destroyed by a flood recorded by
Hull in 2002, God first attempts to destroy humans because they were all misbehaving
(malcriado). God therefore sends a massive flood to annihilate the human race, but a “small
group” (yar e grupito) quickly makes boats and they were able to survive the flood. They wait
out the deluge until they see dry land. Soon God realizes that some have managed to survive.
Curious to know how they did it, especially since all other land animals were killed, he sends a
bird to fly down and ask the humans. In one version it is a hummingbird (tz’unun); in another a
vulture (usij).14 The bird descends to earth to find the humans “eating their horses” (war
uk’uxyo’b’ uchij) in one version. Before the bird inquires of the humans, it notices scores of
dying fish flopping around in the small pools left after the flood. The bird (in this case, the
vulture) found the prospect of feasting on this bounty too much of a temptation and began eating
its fill. In fact, the vulture gorges itself on so many fish that it is too heavy to fly afterwards.
What is more, since it spends all its time eating, it never bothers to ask the people how they
13 The notion of a great flood may have been influenced in some aspects by Christian traditions. However,
the idea of a massive, destructive flood is pre-Columbian. On page 74 of the Dresden Codex, one of the four
surviving Maya codices, the goddess Chahk Chak Chel is shown emptying a jug of water, while water
simultaneously spills from the mouth of a large caiman, both of which symbolize a great flood that destroyed the
world, as Thompson (1993:214-16) first pointed out and other scholars have affirmed (see Schele and Grube
1997:198-99; Taube 1993:71; García 2006:5-6).
14 I have recorded versions with both the hummingbird and/or the vulture. The ALMG has published a
version of this story also with a vulture (ALMG 1999:8).
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survived the flood. After some time and effort, the vulture is able to fly back to the presence of
God. Upon arriving, God immediately asks what it was able to find out from the humans.
Ashamed, the vulture reports: “Matuk’a cho’b’” (“They didn’t say”). God berates the vulture for
eating the rotting fish rather than doing what he had asked. Thus, the Ch’orti’ say that the vulture
was cursed by God from that time forth to eat only rotting flesh.
In another version of this story, it was a hummingbird that was sent. In this case the
hummingbird follows the orders of God and asked the people directly, “No’x, kocha
korpo’x?” (“How did you all save yourselves?”). The people proudly responded, “Aa, no’n
korpo’n ti kapoder” (“Well, we saved ourselves by our power”). When the hummingbird
returned to God to report, it related how the humans took credit for saving themselves through
their own power and wit. Angry at the insolence of the people for not recognizing God as the one
who saved them, God retorted, “Well then, we have to destroy them right away.” In this case,
however, the “destruction” (satpa’r) God intended was more of a destruction through
transformation; he changed all humans into monkeys. In this version of the story, this is how the
last surviving humans from the first creation were finally destroyed. Furthermore, we also learn
from this episode where and when monkeys came into the world according to the Ch’orti’.
Yet another version of the story by the Academia de Lenguas Mayas de Guatemala
(ALMG 1999:8) contains both the vulture and the hummingbird. After the vulture’s failure, it
was forever cursed to eat only “tuj tuj xe’ ayan” (“all there is that stinks”). It is then that God
sends the hummingbird to see if it can find out how the humans managed to survive. The humans
similarly responded to the hummingbird: “No’n korpo’n tama kak’ek’wa’r” (“We survived
through our own strength”). When the hummingbird returned and told God what they had said,
he first praised the hummingbird for fulfilling his mission. The hummingbird was rewarded by
being allowed to eat “imb’utz tuno’r awya’r” (“all good food”), such as “uje’yr o’ uchi’r e nichir
twa’ anumse tuno’r ab’ixirar” (“the nectar or juice of flowers on which to live all your life”).15
God in his anger then visits the surviving humans and turns them into monkeys as punishment
for their prideful ways.
I now present two longer versions of the creation and destruction of the human race
recorded by Hull (2002) with different Ch’orti’ men. The first was an elderly man in his 90s. His
narrative is highly interesting in that it contains numerous details not found elsewhere. The story
is somewhat rough at times, however, as he tended to switch trains of thought during recitation
quite often. He also mixes certain Christian elements into the narrative at times and codeswitches often with Spanish:16
1. Entonces después kocha tama aquel tiempo b’an ani turo’b’ kocha turo’n tara’.
Then after, as in that time, we were living as we do here.
2. Después ke’ cuando hicieron el cielo, entonces subieron ixob’ tichan tu’no’rob’ b’an pue.
15 The hummingbird is always viewed in a positive light by the Ch’orti’. In other oral traditions it too is
said to have been rewarded for its actions by being allowed to drink the sweet nectar of flowers all of its days, such
as in the Story of the Kumix Angel (Hull 2009:131-40).
16 When code-switching is apparent, Spanish spellings are retained. When the Spanish forms are more
clearly a case of lexical borrowing, the Ch’orti’ spellings of Spanish words will be used.
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After when they made the sky, then they went up, they all went above, in fact.
3. Entonces kocha e Padre Celestial 2000 año ch’a’r atz’i makwe’ e ja’ che.
Thus, 2,000 years ago as Heavenly Father was indeed lying within the water, they say.
4. Entonces kocha ma’ni tuk’a e rum verdad, ya el hijo uche formar el mundo ira.
Then as there was no real land, there the son made this earth.
5. Kocha no’n ayan e maxtak ub’an.
Just as we have children also.
6. De aquí k’ani [ka’y] apatno’b’.
For here they began to work.
7. War inwa’ryo’b’ ‘patne’nik’ b’anixto ayi e Padre Eterno, kocha maku’ ja’ ani ch’a’r ya.
I was saying to them, ‘Work!’ just like Heavenly Father, since he was inside water there.
8. Ya ch’a’r ayi.
There he was.
9. Entonces yaja’ che ke’ i por eso pues ke’ después ke’ ya está al cielo.
Thus there they say and for this reason that afterwards the sky was now there.
10. Entonces separaron ta cielo e angelob’ yaja’ b’an pues.
Then those angels separated in the sky in fact.
11. I e angelob’ ub’an kocha formado umen e Katata’, ub’an el hijo de Dios, ayan.
And the angels, as they were also created by God, also the Son of God.
12. Verdad ke’—verdad e Kumix era el último hijo pero kone’r mixto ja’x tara turo’b’.
Truly, truly Kumix was the last child, but they do not live here anymore.
13. Talvez verdad ke’ pero los que fueron obediente aquel tiempo e angelob’ cuando che atz’i el
hijo de Dios konde uche formar e mundo.
Perhaps it’s true—but those who were obedient in those days, the angels, when they say that the
Son of God—when he created the world.
14. Entonces uyari uyok e ja’ ixin.
Then the water took root and went.
15. I de ahí mamajchi’ twa’ atz’ayma cha’yi, mamajchi’ twa’ atz’ayma.
And from there there was no one to irrigate they say; no one to irrigate.
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16. Entonces a’rena umen e Padre Eterno ke’ haga otros espíritu che.
So it was said by Heavenly Father, ‘Make other spirits’ he said.
17. Entonce uwajpi e rum.
Then they took some dirt.
18. Uyujta koche’ra.
He blew it like this.
19. Wa’r el hijo de Dios uyujta.
The Son of God stood blowing it.
20. Entonces chekta ixin solo taka uwich’ob’ uyangelob’.
Then they went appearing, just with the wings of his angels.
21. Entonce ka’y ajk’uno’b’, ka’y patno’b’ e rum ka’y tz’aymo’b’.
Then they began to be given; they began to work the land; and they began to irrigate.
22. Ja’x ani twa’ uchob’ celar e mundo, entonces ka’y patno’b’.
This was in order to make the world jealous, so they began to work.
23. I de ayi che’nob’ ayi imb’a ke’ ‘No’n kache mandar e rum’ che’nob’ ayi,
And from there they say they indeed said, ‘We ordered the earth,’ they say they said.
24. ‘No’n kache mandar’ cha’yi.
‘We ordered it,’ they say they said.
25. I entonces el hijo de Dios uche quejar taka utata.
And so the Son of God complained to his father.
26. Cha’yi ke’, ‘Ne’t maja’x ayi ne’t ache mandar e rum’ cha’yi uya’re utata, el hijo de Dios.
They say he said, ‘It is not you’ they say. ‘You ordered the earth,’ they say he said to his father, the
Son of God.
27. ‘Haga otros tierra’ che ayi.
‘Make other worlds,’ they say he said.
28. Uche otronte’ e rum el hijo de Dios.
The Son of God made another world.
29. Entonce eb’tana tari e san espíritu cuando che’na formar
So the Holy Spirit was sent when it was created,
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30. yixto era che tar e Padre Eterno.
just so, they say, it was with Heavenly Father.
31. Koche’ra wa’r taka uk’ab’ el hijo de Dios.
In this way he stands with the hand of the Son of God.

The first point of interest is that the text states that God and his son “went up” to some
unspecified locale after creating the sky. The story then notes that 2,000 years ago God was
“lying within the water,” a mysterious reference that does not appear in any other published
version. Later, the text reiterates that “Heavenly Father” was still “inside water there.” Some
implicit connection is made between the creation of the sky and the presence of God in the water
since it states that God’s being in the water is the “reason that afterwards the sky was now there.”
Furthermore, the angels are said to have “separated in the sky” at this point, an opaque reference,
though it could signify that this was the moment when God assigned four angels their respective
corner-posts at the corners of the sky.
The earth is then created by God’s son. No information is provided about the activities of
the humans except that they were commanded to work. The text then abruptly introduces the first
flood of the earth by simply saying “uyari uyok e ja’ ixin” (“the water took root and went” or
“the water went and took root”). Once the humans were all killed, there was no one left to
irrigate the land, so God commanded his son to “Make other spirits”—the second creation of
humans. God’s son did so by taking a handful of dirt and blowing it, causing humans to appear.
This act of repopulating the earth is unique in Ch’orti’ lore as far as I know.
The people wasted no time in beginning to irrigate the land. In another unclear statement,
the text says that humans starting irrigating “in order to make the world jealous,” a phrase for
which I have no explanation. However, the people seemingly became prideful and began to boast
that they had “ordered the world.” God’s son complained to him about this, telling God that the
people think they made and ordered the earth, but that it was really God. This caused God to
command his son to start again and make another world. 17 Thus, in this short text we have three
separate creations of humans, two of the earth, and one great flood.
The second story of the creation and destruction of the world recorded by Hull contains
numerous new details about the early moments of Creation, the conditions under which the first
humans lived, multiple floods, and how and why God created mountains during this time (2002):
1. K’ani ink’ajti unumer xe’ ak’ajnato ani oni’x i ne’n k’a’r nimener.
I want to relate a story that was still told long ago and that I still remember.
2. Uk’ajtyo’b’ ani ninoy i nitata tya’ war apatno’b’ o tya’ turo’b’ ajiryo’b’ aturan ani uk’ajtyo’b’ e
k’ajpesyaj ira.
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While the text uses the plural otros (“others”), the noun is given in the singular as tierra (“land/world”).
The following line also clarifies that is was indeed a single new earth: Uche otronte’ e rum, “He made another [sg.]
world.” The non-agreement of gender and number with adjectives and nouns is common when the speaker uses
Spanish terms while speaking Ch’orti’.
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My grandfathers would tell it, and my father when they were working or when they were seated
resting they told this story.
3. Uk’ajtyo’b’ ani ke’ oni’x e b’ajxan pak’ab’ob’ ub’an xe’ turanob’ ke’ konde wartokto ani
ak’a’pa uche e rum e katata’ i uturb’a e k’in.
They used to tell that long ago the first people also who lived, when God had just finished making
the earth and God placed the sun.
4. B’ajxan ma’ya’ni tuk’a e k’in ma’ya’ni tuk’a ub’an e ek’ ajtaka ani u’t e k’in, e rum i e jaja’r i
e Katata’ uche ayi koche’ra.
First they say there was no sun, nor were there stars, only the sky, the earth, and the rain, and God
made them in this way, they say.
5. I uturb’a upak’ab’ob’ to’r e rum i uyarak’ob’.
And he placed his people on the earth and his animals.
6. Inton che ke’ e b’ajxan pak’ab’ob’ ira apatno’b’ ayi apatno’b’ me’yra tama e rum.
Then they say that these first people worked, they say, worked a lot on the land.
7. Ma’ya’ni tuk’a e machit tak’in.
They did not have steel machetes.
8. Tama e pajb’irte’ e’yni apatnob’.
With whittled wood sticks they would work, they say.
9. Upajryo’b’ e te’ i tar upajnyo’b’ e rum i uyak’nyo’b’ u’t e jinaj.
They whittled wood, and with them they would dig the ground and remove the weeds from the
cornfield.
10. Koche ma’ya’ni tuk’a ub’an e k’in xe’ ujanch’akres u’t e rum, ik’sib’an taka e’yni anumuy.
Since there was no sun either to illuminate the earth, they just lived day to day in darkness, they
say.
11. Ma’chi una’tob’ jay ayan e akb’ar i ma’chi una’tob’ jay ayan ajk’in.
They did not know if there was darkness, nor did they know if there was sun.
12. Ajtaka uwiro’b’ e akb’ar ik’sib’aner.
They only saw the night in darkness.
13. Inton che ja’xirob’ tya’ war e’yni aptano’b’ uk’echo’b’ ayi’ kororte’ a’xin b’antaka ke’ ayan ani
i me’yra t’iw.
Then they say where they were working, they say, they were carrying, they say, wooden carrying
racks because there were many eagles.
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14. E t’iw che uk’uxi ayi e pak’ab’ tya’ war apatno’b’.
The eagles, they say, would eat the people while they were working, they say.
15. E t’iw ira ekmay watar ja’xir tu’t e k’in uch’uyi a’xin e pak’ab’ twa’ uk’uxi.
These eagles descended from the sky and carried away the people to eat them.
16. Inton che e pak’ab’ ira uche’yni inte’ unukir korortyo’b’ twa’ ukotb’a tu’jorob’ twa’ ukorpesob’
ub’o’b’.
So, they say, these people would made large wooden carrying racks to put on their heads to protect
themselves.
17. I tya’ watar e t’iw tu’t e k’in ja’xtaka e kororte’ uch’uyi a’xin.
And when the eagles came from the sky, they took away the wooden carrying racks.
18. E pak’ab’ aketpa, i wa’kchetaka ukotb’a otronte’ kororte’ tu’jor twa’ ma’chi asutpa ak’ujxa
umen e t’iw.
But the people remained, and they’d quickly put another wooden carrying rack on their heads so
they would not be eaten by the eagles again.
19. B’anixto koche’ra turanob’ ub’an.
In this way they also lived.
20. I koche kana’ta ke’ ja’xirob’ ja’x e b’ajxan pak’ab’ob’, inton che ma’ya’ni tuk’a e witzir ub’an.
And since we know that they were the first people, so they say that there were no mountains either.
21. Inyajrer turu e’yni e rum.
They say there was just land.
22. I b’antaka kawira e rum ani tech’er.
And we just see the earth was flat.
23. Matuk’a ani e witzir.
There were no mountains.
24. Inton che konda ak’axi e jaja’r me’yra, asib’i e noj ja’ uwech’e ub’a watar tama e rum tya’
turo’b’ e pak’ab’ob’.
So they say that when the rain would fall heavily, the sea would grow in size, spreading out over
the land where the people lived.
25. I b’an koche’ra che ataki e’yni a’xin e ja’ ira i tya’ anumuy e jaja’r ataki e ja’ a’xin.
And thus in this way they say that this water dries up, they say, where the rain occurs the water
dries up.
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26. Aketpa e syan chay ta takinar.
There remain a lot of fish on the dry parts.
27. Ak’a’ uk’uxo’b’ e chay che i upojpyo’b’ e syan chay i ja’xirob’ twa’ taka ke’ ja’xirob’ ma’chi
ani achamo’b’ umen e wi’na’r.
They eat up the fish, they say, and they roast many fish, and they—so that they would not die of
hunger.
28. Una’tob’ix ani ke’ achi’i’e ja’ che.
They had known that the water would rise up.
29. Ja’xirob’ ayan ani inte’ upajrb’irtyo’b’.
They had a boat.
30. Uyose ub’o’b’ aturanob’ i umaki ub’o’b’.
They got in, sat down, and hid themselves.
31. I konde achi’i’ e ja’ achu’jya a’xin tichan.
And when the water increases, they are carried away above it.
32. Ma’chi achamo’b’ ja’xirob’ akorpo’b’.
They do not die, but they save themselves.
33. I konde anumuy e ja’ e’kmay watar yer upajb’irtyo’b’ tya’ turo’b’ tar.
And when the water passes, they get off their little boats in which they were seated.
34. I alok’o’b’ tar i aka’y uk’uxo’b’ e chay xe’ aketpa a’xin.
And they leave (the boats) and begin eating the fish that remain.
35. B’anto ani koche’ra uchob’.
This they continually did.
36. K’ijna e Katata’ che.
God became angry, they say.
37. I uyeb’ta tari inte’ noxi’ jaja’r xe’ ma’chi’x anumuy inyajrer.
And he sent a great rainstorm that had nowhere to run off.
38. I b’ut’tz’a yaja’ tuno’r e rum tya’ turo’b’.
And it filled up there all of the earth where they were.
39. I mixtuk’a twa’ utajwyo’b’ tuk’a uk’uxo’b’.
And now they didn’t have anything to eat.
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40. I majko’b’ inyajrer umen e ja’, ub’ukyo’b’ e ja’ i jak’bo’b’ chamo’b’.
And they were covered over immediately by the water, swallowed the water, choked, and they
died.
41. B’anixto koche’ra sajto’b’ umen e Katata’.
Thus in this way they were destroyed by God.
42. Inton cha’yi e Katata’ ‘Kone’r k’ani’xto inturb’a nipak’ab’ob’ ya’ intya’chi’x.
Then they say that God said, “Now I want to put my people this time in a different form.
43. Insati’x e mojr ira i kone’r k’ani inche koche’ra.
I’ve already destroyed this group, and now I will make them in this way.
44. K’ani inturb’a a’xin imb’ijk e rum najtnajt twa’ asutpa witzirob’ i twa’ e witzir ira ja’x inte’
makte’ twa’ ma’chi’x anumuy e noj ja’ i twa’ ti’n a’xin aturanob’ nakpat xe’ k’ani inturb’ob’.
I will go about putting bits of dirt all around so that mountains return and so that these mountains
will be a fence so that a great flood will not happen again (for) those who will be living afterward
whom I will place.
45. Ma’chi’x a’xin ak’otoy e noj ja’ twa’ amajko’b’ koche inche taka e mojr ira.
The flood will no longer reach, so that they will be shut in as I did with the other group.”
46. I b’an koche’ra kana’ta b’anixto ayi chekta a’xin e witzir.
And thus in this way we know that mountains began to appear.
47. I b’an koche’ra che kay ayi xana e Katata’ uturb’a e witzir.
And thus in this way they say God went about setting mountains.
48. Intaka ayi kay xana uturb’a e rum najtnajt.
They say he just went about putting dirt far and wide.
49. I konde ja’xir ch’ayi upejka ayi e rum ch’y’enik wa’kchetaka cha’yi, inton wa’kchetaka ka’y
sib’i a’xin e witzir.
And when they say he spoke to the land, “Grow quickly!” they say he said, then right away the
mountains began to grow in size.
50. I ketpa e nukir witzir.
And the big mountains remained.
51. I b’an koche’ra kawira e nukir witzir ko’rako’ra.
And thus in this way we see big mountains everywhere.
52. I e witzir ira ja’x inte’ makte’ twa’ ma’chi anumuy e ja’ uchamsyo’n.
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And these mountains are a fence so that the water doesn’t pass and kill us.

The text states that the sky and earth were created before the sun and the stars. Indeed, the first
people (e b’ajxan pak’ab’ob’) are said to have lived in utter darkness. They would work the
fields with their wooden machetes but without the benefit of any light. At some point God
“placed” (uturb’a) the sun in the world, though the timing of this event is not stated precisely.
The narrative then introduces one of the great dangers the first people faced—giant
marauding eagles that would swoop down, grab humans in their claws, and carry them off to be
eaten.18 This myth is well known throughout Mesoamerica, such as among the K’iche’ (Ajpacajá
Túm, Chox Tum et al. 2001:141), the Ch’ol (Arcos 1998:25-30; Josserand 2003; Meneses López
1986:62-63), the Q’eqchi’ (Hull and Fergus 2009:108-18), and among the Huautla of Sierra
Mazateca (Boege 1992:61-81; Neiburg 1988). In most versions of this story the humans protect
themselves by placing large wooden cages or carrying racks on their backs or heads. When the
eagles try to grab them, they only make off with the wooden structure. The fear of large eagles
that can carry away humans is still found among many Maya groups today (Hull and Fergus
2009:108-18).
The above narrative also affirms that there were no mountains on the earth in the
beginning. The land is simply described as being tech’er (“flat”).19 This is corroborated in one of
Fought’s texts, which states that “everything was destroyed on the earth, because they say that
long ago, there were no mountains on the—world;” furthermore, “Because they say that the
world was once just stretched over the water; there were no mountains like today” (1972:353).
Therefore, as I previously noted, the land was constantly in danger from the water rising.
This narrative also suggests that rather than there being just a single great flood, the earth
was repeatedly inundated by the seas. The form of the verb “fall” (k’ax-) that appears here,
referring to the heavy rains, is in the incompletive aspect (ak’axi), perhaps indicating that this
was not a one-time event. However, the narrative then changes to the completive, making this
assertion somewhat less certain.
Soon the waters begin to recede and dry land becomes visible. The people find that fish
are to be had on these dry spots and begin cooking and eating them. A crucial line of the text
states that the people knew ahead of time (una’tob’ix ani) of the impending flood and therefore
were able to prepare boats (given as plural, upajb’irtyo’b’) in advance and survive the great
flood. After disembarking their boats, they subsisted off the dying fish for some time. For some
unstated reason, however, this angered God, so he sent a storm so large that the earth was not
able to contain the amount of water.20 The land quickly flooded, and the people summarily
drowned.
The destruction of the “first people” now gave God the chance to try again. So he created
humans again, this time intya’chi’x (“in a different form” or “in a different way”). God then
18

Ch’orti’.

Kerry Hull and Rob Fergus (2009:83-134) have previously published this portion of this eagle myth in

19

The Tzotzil of Larrainzar similarly note that at the first creation the earth was “completely
flat” (Thompson 1990:346).
20 Another

possibility is that God was angry that they had survived, though the text is unclear on this point.
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began to sprinkle dirt all around the earth in an effort to cause mountains (witzir) to appear,
which they did upon his verbal command.21 These mountains would now form a
“barrier” (makte’) between the sea and the land so that the earth would never again be flooded.
The Transformation of Humans into Animals
A number of the early humans created by God were either destroyed or transformed into
animals in Ch’orti’ tradition. For example, in one story, all the people who were destroyed by a
flood when the world was also destroyed turned into fish: “So they used to tell long ago, that the
fish were people” (Fought 1972:378). In addition, vultures are also said to have first been human,
but were changed into their present form due to disobedience. Similarly, raccoons are said to
have first been humans. Fought provides one account of how this happened (151-53). In this
version, the narrator states that “the Raccoon used to be like a person.” A few men discovered a
secret for hunting by changing themselves into raccoons. This way they were able to easily catch
the chickens and turkeys of their neighbors. All they had to do was to pass under the legs of their
wives to be transformed. Evidently, so many men took advantage of this that there began to be
very few men left, something that caused the women to fear. Therefore, they stopped allowing
men to pass under their skirts. Unfortunately, those who had already changed into raccoons could
not figure out how to turn into men again and therefore went to the mountains to hide. The
narrator notes that they remained raccoons, evidence of which is that raccoons have hands and
feet much like humans (b’an kocha uyok e jente uk’ab’) (Fought 1972:152; [orthography
altered]).
In another version of this tradition recorded by Hull in 2005, raccoons are also said to
have first been humans. The reason why God changed them into raccoons, however, differs from
the version just cited from Fought above:
1. E ejmach ja’x ani inkojt pak’ab’ob’ ub’an xe’ turanob’ b’ajxan to’r e rum.
Raccoons used to be people also who lived first on the earth.
2. Ma’chi kana’ta jay ja’x turanob’ b’ajxan ke’ Ch’ortyo’b’.
We don’t know if it was they who lived before the Ch’orti’.
3. Inton che ke’ yer e animalob’, koche kawa’re, e’ra yer uyarak’ob’ e Katata’ i ma’chi
o’b’yanob’ che.
So, they say, that the little animals, as we call them, these were little animals of God, they
wouldn’t obey.
4. Turanob’ to’r e rum ani koche no’n.
They used to live on the earth as we do.

21 This method of creating land/mountains is similar to an account recorded by Fought I mentioned earlier
(1972:378). Importantly, another of Fought’s texts informs us that it was only after the ground began to dry that
“everything appeared: streams, mountains, and stones. Everything there is” (353).
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5. A’reno’b’ twa’ upak’yo’b’ e nar, e b’u’r, e ch’um ja’xirob’ che.
They are told to plant corn, beans, and squash, they say.
6. B’ajxan ke’ ak’otoy e jaja’r o ayo’pa e jaja’r uk’uxo’b’ u’t ujinajob’.
Before the rain arrives, or the rain comes they eat the seeds of the field.
7. I b’anto ya’ kay che ucho’b’ inte’to jab’.
And thus always, they say, they were doing every year.
8. Watar ja’xob’ uk’uxo’b’ u’t e jinajob’.
They come to eat the seeds of the field.
9. Uketyo’b’ i uk’uxyo’b’.
They keep them back and eat them.
10. I ak’otoy e ajk’in matuk’a twa’ upak’yo’b’.
And the day arrives when there was nothing to plant.
11. Inton che e Katata’ k’oyran.
Then, they say, God grew tired of them.
12. I maja’xtaka e’ra ucho’b’, ucho’b’ me’yra mab’anb’anir.
And it wasn’t just this they did, for they had done lots of bad things.

Thus, due to their disobedience, God appeared to them in the shape of an animal. He grabbed one
of the humans and ripped out its intestines. He then stuck the innards up its rear end, causing all
of them to be turned into raccoons, with the eviscerated intestines transforming into their long
tails. They then began to live in the forests and make their homes there.
The ALMG (1999:25) has also published a version of this story of how humans became
raccoons:
Che ak’ajna, Ejmach pak’ab’ ani, b’an koche’ no’n aktab’ir ani umen e katata’ twa’ apatna to’r e
rum ira, yi che ak’ajna, Ejmach ira, injab’ injab’ ukete ani e jinaj, pak’i, yi tya’ ak’otoy e jab’ twa’
apak’ma, b’ajxan ak’a’pa uk’uxi, mixto tuk’a u’t ujinaj twa’ upak’i ya’, injab’, injab’, b’antaka
uche, ye’ katata’ k’oyran uwiran tuk’a war uche e Ejmach. Tari ja’xir uwajpi tu’nuk’ e Ejmach,
utz’oki lok’oy ujor, uturb’a tu’tusuy e Ejmach, tya’ ch’u’r ani ujor lok’oy unej. B’an koche’ra
k’otoy usatpa’rir e b’ajxan pak’ab’ ira umen e mab’amb’anir xe’ ayan ani tamarob’.
They say it is said that raccoons used to be humans, just as we were left by God to work this earth.
And they say it is said that year after year these raccoons would hold back the seeds they plant, but
when the year would come to plant, first they stopped eating; they no longer had any seeds to plant
there. Year after year they would do things like this. And God grew tired of seeing what the
raccoons were doing. He came and grabbed onto the neck of raccoon and ripped off its head and
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put it in the butt of the raccoon. Where its head used to be its tail came out. Thus in this way the
destruction came to be of these first people because of the evil that was in them.

In this case, humans are turned into raccoons as punishment for hoarding the corn seeds meant
for planting. Their fate was the same as in the previous narrative, though this time it is their
heads that are ripped off and put into their rear ends.22 Additionally, it is of interest that the
narrator makes the point that this was “usatpa’rir e b’ajxan pak’ab’ ira,” (“the destruction of the
first people” [emphasis mine]), in obvious contrast to later human creations.
Afterwards in the same version recited to Hull (2002, cited above), the narrator also noted
that humans were turned into monkeys for the same reason as the raccoon—for eating all the
seeds instead of planting them as they were obligated to do by God. Here too God takes out the
intestines of the monkeys and inserts them in their rear ends, thereby creating their tails. In this
telling of the story, the narrator ends by saying: “I b’an koche’ra k’otoy sajto’b’ e b’ajxanob’
t’oxma’r era xe’ uche e Katata’” (“And in this way they came to be destroyed, these first
creations that God made”). Once again, the narrator stresses that monkeys were created from
“these first creations.”
In another version, some humans were said to have survived the great flood by floating
on top of wooden cages (kororte’) (López de Rosa and Patal 1997:113). 23 When God asked them
how they survived, they responded: “No’n korpon kab’ajner,” (“We saved ourselves by
ourselves”), to which God disbelievingly replied, “Ib’ajner korpo’xka?,” (“You saved yourselves
by yourselves?”). The arrogant humans affirmed, “Kab’ajner” (“Yes, by ourselves”). God again
expresses his displeasure with them for not giving credit to him for their survival and changes
them into monkeys. In this version, however, it is not the entrails that are removed and put up
their rear ends as in the version of Hull cited above. Here the text states that God “uk’ok’chi ujor
e ma’x utakb’u24 tama usuy” (“cracked the head of the monkey [read ‘human’] open and attached
it to its rear end”). This is precisely what happened to the raccoons in the previous story
mentioned above (ALMG 1999:25).
Another tale published by the ALMG (1999:8) also contains a similar account of how
men became monkeys. When God learns of the haughty response of the humans that they saved
themselves from the flood by their own power, the text states God “utz’oki ujor e pak’ab’ob’
yaja’, uwajpi ayi utz’iri tu’yebarirob’ e pak’ab’ob’ yaja’, ja’xto kone’r Ma’x” (“he ripped off
those people’s heads, grabbed them, they say, and inserted them up the rear ends of the people.
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In a Ch’ol version of the Creation, when God sent jaguars to kill of the human race, one man barricaded
himself in his house. When God discovered him still alive “he tore off the man’s head and stuck it on his anus, and
the man was changed into a spider monkey” (Thompson 1990:345-46).
23 The story never explicitly states they were “humans” who turned to monkeys, but it is obviously implied
by logic and context: “chekta ub’ixirar e arak,” “their life as wild animals began” (lit. “appeared”) (López de Rosa
and Patal 1997:113). A similar tradition exists among the Tzotzil of some escaping the flood after the first creation
by floating in a box (Thompson 1990:347).
24

The verb utakb’u should be utak’b’u instead, which means “stick two things together.”
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Thus today they are monkeys”).25 Now, according to the text, “Tu’yeb’aririob’ ayi turu
ub’ijnusyajob’” (“They say their thoughts resided in their butts”). Because of their pride, many
of the early humans on the earth were transformed into monkeys, a belief that is still pervasive in
the Ch’orti’ area today.

Conclusion
While a complete version of the creation story does not exist among the Ch’orti’, the
various key components of the narrative are still known. In this study I have attempted to bring
as many of these details together for the first time into one source in order to better appreciate
these core mythic beliefs that have long been part of Ch’orti’ oral tradition. I have shown that
creation as such was not a singular event, but rather complex series of trials and errors, until God
felt satisfied with the behavior of humans. Numerous floods of massive proportions are said to
have occurred on the earth in the distant past, some for vengeance, some for punishment, and
others out of petulance.
The story of the development of human beings and animals is notable mainly for the way
that their histories intertwine. As we have seen, the Ch’orti’ believe various animals were first
humans that for one reason or another were transformed, at times voluntarily and at times not.
The influence of the central beliefs of the creations and destructions of the world in other
areas of Ch’orti’ mythology and their understanding of the physical and spiritual world can
hardly be overstated. They literally pervade nearly every area of traditional Ch’orti’ thought and
worldview. Indeed, the concepts of how the world was created and how it is constituted alone
have profound interconnections to all healing practices and conceptions of illness for the
Ch’orti’. Furthermore, much of traditional Ch’orti’ ritual is patterned in accordance with their
conception of their physical world, as described above, in terms of the four corners, the center,
and the physical layout of both heaven and earth. Thus, in order to better comprehend many
aspects of Ch’orti’ daily life, ceremonialism, oral tradition, ritual drama, and overall worldview,
the foundational myths of Creation and the destruction of the world are a necessary prerequisite.
Brigham Young University
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Traditional Poetry in Contemporary Senegal:
A Case Study of Wolof Kasak Songs
Cheikh Tidiane Lo

Introduction
This essay examines the contextual frame in which Wolof kasak songs are performed, the
system of values they convey, and the artistic quality embedded within this poetic genre. It goes
on to examine the change of the form as well as the factors that have contributed to the
disappearance of the poetic genre in contemporary Wolof society. I claim that this traditional
poetic culture, in spite of the disappearance of the cultural institution that birthed it, is being
transformed, revived, and recuperated in novel forms in accordance with modern, urban realities.
Kasak is a poetic genre performed by Wolof and other Senegalese ethnic groups in the
framework of circumcision initiation (Tandia 1999; Faye 2006). The choice of kasak songs may
be justified by the desire to contribute to the exploration and preservation of a poetic form hardly
known because of its esoteric features. In order to ground our work on a corpus collected from
authentic sources, I have traveled to various villages to meet different people who were able to
supply original oral texts. I used participant observation in one kasak performance and relied on
my personal recollections as a former young initiate in a semi-urban setting. I watched video
recordings of urban-based kasak events in Dakar and Thies, Senegal. This method has been
adopted to analyze patterns of change from the rural to urban setting. My corpus, however, is
composed of kasak songs essentially collected in the Saloum region, particularly in the Kaffrine
Department where the Saloum-Saloum dialect is predominant throughout the songs. In spite of
the modernization of the country, it still remains much attached to old Wolof oral traditions.
African oral poetry, especially West African, is marked by a genre called “panegyric” that
is pervasive among traditional communities (Biebuyck 1972; Guèye 2010). Other genres, no less
important, encompass heroic poetry—songs related to some professional activity, to household
life, and to major rituals and entertainment events. Local taxonomies in each ethnic community
differentiate the genres of oral poetry on grounds of themes, occasions, styles of delivery, and so
on. Okpewho (1992) highlights the complex task of classifying that lies in endeavoring to
classify the ethnic genres based on Western analytic categories, for many reasons. First, a vast
number of genres are not easy to classify, and second, some of these genres overlap in many
regards such as the performance style and structure. The high degree of intertextuality between
genres renders the classificatory task ever more challenging (Ben-Amos 1976).
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As for panegyric poetry, Ruth Finnegan (1970) assumes that this genre is the dominant
one across the continent, although she provides evidence based on data only from South and
West Africa. One of the explanative factors, she thinks, is the presence in a relatively recent
history of powerful empires, like the Zulu Empire in South Africa and the Mande Empire in West
Africa, alongside other numerous kingdoms. Finnegan teases out three major patronage systems
regarding praise poetry: court patronage, religious patronage, and freelance or less specialized
groups. The court patronage system comprises a group of highly trained professional poets in the
service of an emperor or king who go through systematic training processes before being
solicited by the royal family to keep a record of their genealogy. their genealogies, sing their
glories both in formal and informal gatherings. They constitute the collective memory of a whole
community. In many West African societies, these are castes, for instance, the gewel among the
Wolof and the griot among the Mandingo of Sierra Leone. The religious patronage is a group of
singers and spokespersons of certain religious families, especially the Sufi brotherhoods. They
sing Sufi texts and poems during religious ceremonies such as Maouloud or the Birthday of
Prophet Muhammed. The freelance poets are semiprofessional poets who peregrinate from one
social ceremony to another, begging by means of their songs. They benefit from a relative
amnesty to emit innuendos or threats to some deviant public leaders, or simply to those who fail
to reward them on appropriate occasions (Finnegan 1970). Kasak genre hardly fits these three
categories. Although it requires special training and initiation, kasak is not under the patronage of
any royal or religious authority, nor does it belong to a specific social caste.

Social and Cultural Context
Boys are regarded as ambivalent beings in the African worldview; they are both male and
female before circumcision. To eradicate this state of ambiguity, the foreskin must be cut. In the
Wolof world, circumcision is a pre-Islamic practice reinforced by the arrival of Islam (Erny
1987:38). Despite the Islamization of kasak, it has retained much of its African oral tradition that
it apparently shares with other African societies. Although there is not a single African culture,
nevertheless, as suggested by Cheikh Anta Diop, some common features indicate a general
cultural unity (Erny 1987).
Circumcision, during which kasak poems are performed, is a rite of passage that marks
the integration of boys into the sphere of manhood. In Africa, boys’ initiation traditionally occurs
in the wild that, for the villagers, represents the other world where the devils, the jinn, and the
ancestors meet. This estrangement severs the affective ties of the boys to their mothers to
introduce him into the rigorous world of manhood (38).
Among the Gikuyu in Kenya, circumcision was the passport to participate in battles,
because of the physical and psychological mortification they were prepared to endure. Similar
experiences are reported in Wolof initiatory institution. The choice of the wild bush to host the
ceremony is to make the njuli (“circumcised children”) capable of facing hardships later in life,
to prepare them for a world traditionally dominated by rural activities (growing crops) and, often,
battles. Initiation in the bush aims at molding the will of the candidate until it can bear any pain
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or ordeal at any moment. Many former kasak ritualists such as Ibrahima Willane confirm this
function of bush seclusion found among the Gikuyu (Lo 2010).
Being one of the most commonly shared rites among the Senegalese ethnic groups,
circumcision ritual songs are almost invariable in terms of content. Notwithstanding, their mode
of performance changes. Interestingly the ceremonies accompanying the circumcision are the
same among Sereer, Lebu, and Wolof and the terms used in the ceremonies are exactly the same:
kasak to designate the ceremonies of songs and dance held at night, njuli to designate the
circumcised boys, selbe to designate the supervisors, and lengé to designate the wooden sticks
the circumcised carry in their hands.
The process of circumcision may last fifteen days to a month. But according to Ibrahim
Willane, the mbaar1 (“tent”) could take months before the arrival of modern medicine to the
villages. The ngaman carries out the operation and when he is endowed with mystic knowledge
to protect the circumcised boys, he becomes Xumux. In other words, the operation is performed
by an adult male named ngaman who is selected for his wisdom and skills (Ndiaye 1986:33-34).
The blacksmith caste often provided the adequate circumciser. Also, the selbe must be a
competent supervisor who knows the secrets and the interpretations of the esoteric songs.
Another important figure of the mbaar is the Maam. He appears periodically, masked
with burning fire from his mouth, and holding burning swords. Ibrahima Willane asserts that the
Maam makes his appearance every two weeks. The njuli are made to believe that the Maam is a
demon who eats human flesh, particularly that of the njuli unless they provide food and valuable
belongings. Thus, the selbe can mischievously collect, as many as they can, things from the njuli.
This fictional character heightens the emotions and feelings of stress in the initiates. Loading the
rite with maximum emotional intensity insures the psychological metamorphoses among the
candidates (Erny 1987:226).
The number of njuli often exceeds twenty. The clothes of the njuli are called mbubu njuli
in Wolof but have a special term in Pulaar, wiyeng. Like a bride’s clothes, they are usually white,
made of cotton, and sewn like a long dress, with a long hat around which small sharp skips are
woven called yamb (“bees”). They serve to scare the uninitiated boys and the women. The njuli
should hold permanently a pakk, that is, a straw round plate 120 centimeters in diameter, with a
hole in the middle. A couple of sticks of approximately 60 centimeters known as Samba Solde
are tied on it. These sticks serve each to mark respectively the number of days spent in the mbaar
and the number of goat and sheep slaughtered during the initiation period. The pakk could be
used as a plate to eat on, but its essential role was to protect the njuli’s face as a mask when
strangers or women met them on their way.
They should be strongly protected against the roaming evil spirits; thus they bedeck their
bodies with talismans. They are also granted the freedom to kill any domestic animal for food
that they find on their way. Victor Turner (1982) calls this phase the “liminal phase” or
“liminality,” which licenses participants to invert the social structures and to break taboos and
norms. Each njuli is accompanied by a selbe who is asked to support him in understanding and
memorizing the songs. The latter are called selbe roŋ’a roŋ, and among the Yoruba people of
Nigeria, they are called mwitsi (Dierterlen 1965:275). Incantatory songs are sung not only to
1 Mbaar

is used as metonymy to mean the ritual activity of circumcision.
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exorcise the jinns (spiritual beings with malefic power) but also to heal diseases through its
therapeutic effects that appease pains. The final date must be searched out through divination and
is celebrated in a huge feast in the course of which the candidates are reminded of the lessons
acquired in the lël or mbaar.
Materially speaking, the mbaar is a tent built with wooden sticks to shelter the initiation
activities. It has a door, and behind it is a prison made of thorny wood. The main pillar of the
mbaar is called the kenu, a word derived from yenu (“carry on one’s head”). This pillar is also
designed to serve as a hand-cleaner after meals. Next to the tent is a long picket of around eight
meters on the edge of which is a burning ash bin. Such a picket is named Soccu Maam, the
toothpick of grandfather. The Soccu Maam has two significations: first, it serves as a guide,
indicating the nature of the place where the initiation activities occur; and second, it plays a
liturgical function as a mystical tool used to chase away the evil spirits. According to Ibrahim
Willane, only someone who possesses the required esoteric knowledge can do the implantation
of this picket. During the lёl or the ritual activities, a very important event usually takes place:
the Sus. The Sus consists of pulling a fictional worm from the penis of the njuli with a burned
iron tool. This operation is purely fake and is just designed to test the candidate’s courage. On
that day, the njuli are lined up before the door and escorted by the selbe. One by one, they enter
the mbaar in which a great fire is made. The njuli who have already discovered the trick are
convened, in connivance, to behave as if the Sus is real so as to make those who have not entered
shudder with fear. This dramatic event serves to heighten the dreadful atmosphere that prevails in
the mbaar. On the fifteenth day, some symbolic cakes (ngukutu) are made for profit for the
whole mbaar. The community offers them free of charge. Yet, the njuli must be content with
what their mothers provide them, whereas the selbe can eat the rest of the cakes without restraint.
This discrimination is, according to Ibrahima Willane, to protect the njuli from the witches who
sneak in and give lethal cakes to innocent, vulnerable njuli.
The mbaar is also organized in the image of a real-life situation. Therefore, it resembles a
model society in miniature in which all aspects, at least many aspects of life, are represented,
despite its relative degree of permissibility. There is a king called botale, a treasurer or jaraaf,
policemen, and a doctor. The doctor always holds bitter syrup made of soot (mboldiit) taken from
the traditional kitchen and mingled with lemon juice, red pepper, and salt. He administers this
syrup to any strangers suspected of disrespecting the regulations of the ritual space. The
individual, njuli, selbe or anyone, who infringes the regulations that determine the functioning of
the mbaar is judged and punished, if necessary. The aforementioned prison purges the sentences
of wrongdoers. The jaraaf is in charge of the gifts offered to the mbaar; his nomination depends
on his credibility. A thief is even chosen among the njuli for his athletic qualities, such as speed.
To track him down, a fast selbe is designated to pursue him. Physical fitness is part of the overall
training. The lël is also a period when not only through songs but also through practices wisdom,
technical prowess, intelligence are instilled in the njuli. Erny (1987) states that children know the
social importance of these facts, but without realizing their scope and implications: the time of
circumcision allows them to re-experience the genesis of the universe and to become
contemporaneous of the gestation of the world. These practices, for Willane, initiate the njuli into
what lies in wait for them in real life (Lo 2010). The corpus analysis discloses moral values
added to the poetic riddles to contribute to the total system of the circumcision period and on this
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basis the children’s socialization and personality-building strategies, started at early age of
childhood, are institutionally complete.

Passing the Rite: Circumcision
The circumcision initiation, as a “rite of passage” comprises three major stages. The first
stage is the physical estrangement from society. Children, ranging from seven to fifteen years of
age, are separated from their mothers and fathers at home, and brought to an initiation place,
from where they cannot return home. The second phase is the initiation period per se,
encompassing all the different activities used to educate the initiates. This phase is generally
known as liminal one, a period of indeterminacy, reversal of roles, and “antistructure” (Turner
1982). Younger initiates are permitted to insult and beat older uninitiates; theft of pets and other
things is condoned, as are other socially forbidden practices. The third and final stage is the
initiates’ reintegration or incorporation into society with an upgraded social status. For instance,
circumcised boys back in society are given much responsibility. Traditionally they can attend
certain meetings concerning political affairs, and they are prepared to enter conjugal life and
raise their own children, things that were impossible prior to circumcision. Songs of kasak need
to be comprehended from this perspective.

A Performance-Centered Approach
The following section examines the performance techniques of kasak genre, contrasting it
with women’s wedding songs (xaxar and taasu). The breakthroughs in the study of human
communicative systems in linguistic anthropology and folklore have shifted the focus from
structural studies of language to the notion of performance, as pioneered by scholars such as
Roman Jakobson (1960:377). Dell Hymes (1975; 1989) and the adherents of his ethnography of
speaking school have deepened our understanding of performance as intrinsically connected to
context or the situation of its realization, by critiquing, revamping, and building upon Ervin
Goffman’s (1979) ideas of interactional framing and keying which are set to clarify the
interpretative structure of a communicative message, such joke, quotation, and so forth.
Performance-centered study has also drawn upon works by theater and ritual scholars
who have complicated the structural approaches to human communication within particular
ritualized and dramatized occasions (Turner 1982; Schechner 1985). This performance-centered
approach, especially in the framework of verbal performance, as defined by Richard Bauman, is
a mode of verbal communication that “consists in the assumption of responsibility to an audience
for a display of communicative competence” (1977:11).
The performances of the songs studied here occur on specific cultural occasions:
marriage and circumcision. Outside of these occasions, the circumcision songs of kasak are not
vested with any social meaning. Even the circumcision songs were prohibited outside the cultural
framework in which they were destined to be sung or recited. In fact, at least with the Wolof of
Saloum, the spatial and temporal setting is fixed to night and within the mbaar perimeter. One
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informant told me that his circumcision initiation took place in a house in the small town in a
region called Kaffrine in 1992. His initiation was held in a house where as a young initiate he
learned to sing kasak songs during nightly performances. According to him, they were never
enjoined to sing the songs outside this ritual context. After the initiation period was over,
however, they would playfully sing kasak songs they remembered without the ritual meanings
conveyed in the mbaar. Compared to women’s wedding songs, however, we have slightly
different restrictions.
In general, wedding songs performances occur in “fixed” and “unfixed” settings,
depending on stages of the wedding celebration. The setting or backdrop of the poetic
performance can be said to be fixed when the songs are sung in one place, for instance, in either
the groom’s house or the bride’s house before her departure. In this case, singers and their
audience sit somewhere in the yard, gathering in a circular-form. The nuptials and the xaxar
songs are often sung in a fixed place. In contrast, the setting of the performance is viewed as
unfixed if the performers and audience alike are obliged to move, following the nuptial cortege
or transported by a horse-drawn cart or a car towards the new bride’s home, that is at her
husband’s household. Some wedding songs such as the taasu are enacted in the day, whereas
xaxar, the satirical songs, are sung at night while the bride is preparing to embark to join her
husband’s house.
In fact, kasak songs are performed only in the mbaar, which is the fixed place where the
ceremony takes place. The mbaar was always situated in the bush, away from the community’s
eyes. The choice of the bush is not fortuitous, insofar as it is the realm of the ancestors and the
spirits. The sanctity of the place, symbol of communion between the living and the dead, confers
a dose of sacredness on the performed songs. Therefore, the nature of the performance setting in
Wolof oral poetry can be said to vary from genre to genre. Unlike the Wolof, in Soninke society
circumcision songs are performed at night as well as in broad daylight (Tandia 1999). One could
argue that no generalizable conclusion regarding the context and occasion of performance in
ritual songs performances can be offered, since they vary along generic and group or ethnic lines.
From a performance-centered approach, however, it is crucial to insist that the temporal and
spatial dimensions plus the occasion play a role in unfolding images, symbols, and messages,
and they constitute the arena where performers and co-participants or audience members work
up the meanings behind these texts.
Examining one wedding song (taasu) will illustrate how it contrasts with kasak songs.
The performers of the wedding songs are, in general a group of women, among whom are geer
(non-caste group), gewel (speech, artists and drummers), and neeno (cobblers and blacksmiths)
(Diop 1981). Such precise terminology is interesting since singing in Wolof society is culturally
attributed to the griot, who is the gewel. But, for this category of songs, no clear-cut distinction is
made between griots and non-griots (Mbaye 1989). The status of the performer is then not
judged on the basis of her social caste, but rather on her mastery of the songs, the quality of her
voice, and, probably, her kinship with the marrying families. The singers of this oral poetry do
not receive training in a socially accredited institution, rather, by dint of attending ceremonies or
imitating famous singers, they themselves become good performers. The wedding poet-singers
may be invited to the wedding ceremony or may attend without an invitation. Although the
performers and the audience of this category of poetry are exclusively women, the messages,
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which are designed to reinforce ethical values of womanhood, are often “resistance” strategies
against the patriarchal system and men’s chauvinism (Guèye 2010:166). The efficacy of such
criticisms is difficult to gauge, although they reach men who are often within earshot. The
following excerpt illustrates this point:
Yanul sa ndaali
Gàddu sa gob bi
Aw sa yoonu tool
Genn góor loy sëggam
Yaa jaay sa doom ju jigéen

Carry the canary on your head,
Pick up your hoe,
And take the path to your field.
Lonely man why are you so sad?
You who have sold your daughter!

In fact, here the performers directly address the father of the bride, accusing him of selling his
daughter. They ironically summon him to go alone to his field without his daughter’s help.
Although he is not present at the performance, the father of the marrying girl may hear the
allusive words leveled at his person. Composed of the eligible marrying females, and of a few
old women, the audience is “active-receptive,” engaged in the performance, often challenging or
adding to the refrains. The performer sings solo, in a duo, or is accompanied by a chorus. She or
they may invite audience members to dance in the middle of the circle. Most of the songs are
accompanied by musical instrument, such as reversed bowl in a basin of water, calabashes, or
drums. The music accompanying these songs delights both public and singer. The musical
instruments contribute to the symphonic organization of the performance, the words
arrangements, and so on. The musical accompaniment has two major functions: it facilitates
harmonization of words with rhythms, while inspiring participants to repeat certain phrases
(Okpewho 1992:9-12). Audience participation is highly expected through the dance and
applause.
In contrast to the wedding song poets, the circumcision poets receive formal training
during initiations. Those who master the songs and their interpretations often become the best
performers. This class of poets is professional and possesses a monopoly over the meanings and
function of these songs. As is the case with the wedding songs performers, social caste is not a
consideration for the professional circumcision singers.
Unlike the audience of the wedding songs, that of the circumcision songs is
heterogeneous, two types of participants are easily distinguished: the njuli and the selbe. The
njuli comprise part of the listening public, addressees of most of the songs. They are often asked
to decipher the meanings of the songs or simply to repeat partially or integrally a song sung or
recited by a performer. Performers come from the selbe, but not all selbe are performers. Some
may master the songs, but play an auxiliary role helping the njuli master the songs and their
interpretations. These participants are termed selbe roŋ’a roŋ.
Among other performance keys, the occasion, the setting, the status of the performers and
audience members, and the cultural legitimacy of the events appear clearly as conditioning
factors on the songs. As Hanna states: “these contextual conventions, so different from the rules
governing every day speaking, set up expectations for the aesthetic performance”(1983:59). Such
formal considerations can be supplemented by the nature of the interactions, that is, the call and
response between performer and audience.
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Whether the performance-audience connection is passive or active depends on the oral
literary genre or the type of song. In the framework of our study of Wolof wedding and
circumcision poetic performances, we find both passive and active connections. Unresponsive
audience members of the public, for instance, confront an unskilled performer: the audience may
laughingly chide him to stop the performance. The way the musical instruments are played may
also indicate that the performance should stop. An active connection, involving the audience
members’ participation, seems to predominate in oral literature. Three kinds of interactions can
be observed in an active connection: a “co-operative” interaction, a “confrontational” interaction,
and simply a “dialogic” interaction. There is co-operative interaction when the performer and the
audience are engaged in a performance in which the audience recites a sequence or the whole
song in a supportive manner:
Tëgg ci mboob
Diyamo
Lekkul mboobee
Diyamo

A Blacksmith in a bush.
Diyamo
Never eats hay.
Diyamo

In this passage, for example, the audience is expected to recite the bold patterns, thus marking
the rhythm. The word “diyamo” is untranslatable, probably coined or borrowed from archaic
constructions. It functions to integrate the rhythm. A similar choral response occurs in the
following excerpt with the repeated syntagm “ay waay samba” meaning “so far so good”:
Ay way leen ñu xëy gonto roño
Ay waay leen ñu xëy gonto roñon
Ay waay Sàmba
Jigéen ñakk a ñakk solo
Ay waay Sàmba

Let’s move out day or night.
Let’s move out day or night.
So far, so good!
Women are so valueless.
So far, so good!

The audience members back up the performer in her lamentation of women’s condition in their
male-dominated community. Here the performer-audience connection is active and cooperative.
Such cooperation may be accounted for by the fact that the women involved in the performance
belong to the same age group as the bride. Whereas, in the confrontational interaction performer
and audience exchange contradictory ideas which may be expressed by their gestures as well.
The confrontation may be a contradictory verbal exchange or simply criticisms as the following
excerpts illustrate:
A. Yaay yaa neegoo
Yaay yaa neegoo
Yow mi jur di jaay
Jënde guro

Mother is so pitiless!
Mother is so pitiless!
You who give birth and sell,
Just to buy cola nut.

B. And war na
Doom bay

partnership is necessary,
Paternal Cousin,
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Partnership is necessary,
And here is a partner.

This is a one song that is composed principally of two strophes, each conveying a specific idea.
In strophe A the performer and chorus criticize the ruthlessness of the mother who gives birth to
girls and sells them just for cola nuts, which could be money or any wealth metonymically.
Strophe B replies to strophe A on behalf of the mother and justifies the marriage by asserting that
it is necessary for a girl to marry when a partner is found. Here, the interaction is confrontational
and dialogic. The dialogic verbal exchange can be also authoritative or egalitarian. The
authoritative verbal exchange is often characteristic of the performance of circumcision songs.
Most often the performer is a selbe, that is, a supervisor whose authority emanates from his age,
generally older than the njuli, and from the fact that he is already initiated and circumcised.
Analysis of the interaction between singer and audience leads to consideration of the aesthetics
of the performance itself, the combination of the visual bearings (gestures), the musical setting,
and the vocal somatic handling, since what is normally classified as poetry in African oral
literature is meant to be performed in a musical setting and the musical and verbal elements are
thus interdependent (Zumthor 1990:141-53). An appreciation of these sung forms (and to some
extent the chanted ones too) depends on some awareness of the musical material on which the
artist draws: we cannot hope to fully understand their effect or subtlety by considering only the
words on a printed page. A great part of oral poetic aesthetics cannot be rendered by a written
text. A tape-recorded performance, despite its usefulness, presents serious deficiencies as it
cannot communicate the visual attitudes of the performer and audience. Eyewitness and accounts
by reliable witnesses provide some confidence that the following descriptions are as accurate
descriptions of the original performances as is possible.
Verbal and non-verbal representations of the performance convey the overall beauty of
these oral texts in Wolof society. The visual bearing of the performer of the the wedding songs in
terms of her accoutrements seems to play a minor role. The singer usually wears ordinary clothes
and is not enjoined to hold any object that would contribute to the success of the performance.
She should demonstrate to the best of her ability a good vocal quality and attractive facial and
hand gestures.
Some songs require the singer to soften her voice to highlight patterns or motifs of
sadness, while in others the message conveyed needs to be accompanied by a rather strong tonal
voice. In kasak genre, “Poetic speech, voice, melody—text, energy, acoustical form—actively
united in performance cooperates in the singularity of a meaning” (Zumthor 1990:147). This is
what Okpewho (1992:9) terms the “vocal-somatic element”:
Amy yaa ngi dem Amy
Amy yaa ngi dem Amy
Sa dem neexu ma
Foo jëm Yàlla na fa yiw Yàlla jublu

You are going,
You are going,
Your departure displeases me.
May God’s bounty be where you go.

In this passage the singer strives to stress the sadness of the bride’s departure, an elegiac motif,
by dexterously handling her voice in a soft, low-pitched fashion. In contrast to this sad song,
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which can be understood only in terms of the developed theme of departure of the following
nuptial song is sung with a vigorous high-pitched voice:
Suma doon góor Suma doon góor
Du ma genn kër bay
Suma doon góor Suma doon góor
Gàddu fetal baa jaasi

If I were a man, if I were a man,
I would not go out of father’s home.
If I were a man, if I were a man,
I would take a gun or a sword.

Here the singer expresses on behalf of the bride her reluctance to leave her father’s home. This is
why she regrets that she is not a man. The success of the singer in both passages is reflected by
the way she adapts her voice to “express and arouse feelings of sadness among her audience
members” (Okpewho 1992:9). We can conclude with Okpewho that “here again, the somatic
underpinnings of the performance of such poetry count a great deal in its effectiveness as oral
poetry” (1992:9). Beside these vocal aspects, the aesthetics of the performance contribute to
fashioning gestures or kinetic features displayed by both performer and audience.
During the delivery of circumcision songs, both singer or reciter and the audience are
engaged in a complex network of bodily demonstration. The performer, if necessary, is expected
to practice subtle technical gestures to enthrall his audience in pain or in joy: “there are
essentially two ways in which a piece of poetry can affect us. One is by touching us emotionally
so that we feel pleasure or pain”(Okpewho 1992:8). Okpewho is surely alluding to the effect of
words, but oral poetry is not composed of words alone: the physical interaction between poet and
listener is crucial:
Mbaroo bama fekkee yet sa
Ba daw akk moom
Mbaar samba ni la doon daago
Ba daw ak moom

Mbaar when I picked the stick,
Till I ran with it.
Mbaar samba here was my gait,
Till I went with it.

In the delivery of this short song, the performer apes a gait that will incite the audience to laugh.
The performer is free to choose an odd way of walking; what is expected is the capacity of the
gesture to amuse the spectators to a high comic degree which will be the yardstick whereby his
artistic talent is measured. In this next song, the singer mimics a flying bird and imposes the njuli
to do the same:
Naaw naaw
Naaw fori ngombo
Naaw leen ca kaw
Góor day naaw

Fly fly!
Fly to glean ngombo.
Fly high and higher
A man should be swift.

According to Mor Wilane, an informant, the selbe–singer can beat the njuli who fail to perform
accurately the demanded movement (Lo 2010). I have witnessed on more than one occasion the
selbe chasing some audience members with a stick. The violence integrated into the performance
does not underplay the beauty of kasak song. As Harold Scheub (1977:4) argues that one of the
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ways the performer holds a firm control of his delivery “is achieved through securing and
sustaining the participation of the audience in the non-verbal and verbal aspects of the
production.” Moreover, the singer, before being authorized to perform, must negotiate the lengé,
a wooden stick that is regarded as the license to perform. Holding a wooden stick is a sign of
authority in religious contexts, namely in churches, mosques and synagogues, where pastors,
imams (Muslim prayer leaders at mosque), and other individuals of high standing usually have a
stick as a sign of leadership. Further studies are needed to arrive at stronger conclusions
concerning the provenance of the lengé in the context of Wolof initiation events. Lengé are
extensions of the body, tools utilized to achieve certain ritual or practical goals, especially when
the use of bodily limbs is limited. Kasak songs, however, imply ample use of bodily actions.
Acrobatic demonstrations are often required when performing certain songs such as this
following one:
Guy yo guy sanga ngaar
Guy yo guy sanga ngaar

Baobab 2 oh baobab upside down
Baobab oh baobab upside down!

Indeed the singer should be upside down as indicated in the song; that is, he must put his head to
the ground with his feet up in the air. This position is a puzzle posed to one of the audience
members who, to answer it, should plant a small wooden stick to the ground; otherwise, the
singer can beat him. A griot informer who has been animating kasak drumming for years recited
this song for me and described the technique of its performance, including the bodily riddle. All
this happens within commonly accepted rules. In sum, aesthetics of the African oral poetry and
the Wolof poetry in particular emanate, in large measure, from a performance process often
involving kinetic or bodily stunts. All of this conveys specific functions and bears patterns of
intertextuality. At one kasak performance I attended, the selbe requested some audience members
to mime a sexual act. On hearing this, shy people would run away to avoid being designated for
the dance. The authoritativeness of the performers is crucial for the efficacy of these performance
requirements. This particular performance, which was held in an urban environment, enjoined a
girl and a boy to perform the dance together, under the joking laughter of the audience. Generally
audience members cooperate and execute the performers’ commands. Curiously enough, in the
bush, where feminine presence is proscribed in terms of ritual taboo,3 this obscene dance would
not have been possible.

Initiation, manhood and the behavioral ethics
The initiation ritual songs convey a set of ideas, that is, certain cultural norms or
regulations that sustain both the songs and moral content’s organization, while they also covertly

identity.

2A

baobab is a big tree, scientifically called adansonia, and is one of the symbols of Senegalese national

3 Some interpretations posit that the feminine presence can cause an erection among circumcised boys,
which will delay healing of their penis.
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or overtly develop and inculcate behavioral ethics and values on which manhood is constructed.
Due to the sacredness of circumcision initiation described throughout the oral texts, it bears a
degree of mystery and of esoteric patterns. It is the sole traditional institution in Wolof society
through or by which the child is integrated adulthood and manhood is formalized. In fact,
starting from infancy, the child’s socialization follows a long process; yet the initiation that
occurs at this juncture—circumcision—confers an official finalization of the process. It is from
this perspective that Pierre Erny states that traditional education reaches its highest degree of
conscience at the moment of initiation (1987:39). The ritual integration into the adult word
should be followed up and completed by an updating of knowledge, aptitudes, and behaviors.
The individual should be subjected to an ordeal, that is, examined and strengthened for what is
expected of him in the future. The mysteriousness of the initiation manifests itself in multifaceted
dimensions: the linguistic format, the rituals performed in the mbaar, and so on. Our concern
here is the ritual aspects of the initiatory role’s organization. Circumcision initiation holds secrets
hidden from both the uninitiated and women. Without secrecy there is no initiation. This
encompasses everything that transpires in the exact nature of the masks and the rhombs, and the
fact that the initiation death is not a physical one, as may be believed or seem to be believed by
outsiders. It is concretized through formulae, codes, passwords, names and, above all, a language
learned during the training that unites all the initiated boys. These songs urge the njuli not to sing
or unveil the secrets of the initiation to the uninitiated or women:
Du ma way puriit
Puriit way ko aat
Aat way ko jigeen
Jigeen yobu teen
Teeno teen
Teen buur njaay la
Jigeen du fa root
Aat du ko yërndu

I do not sing for an uninitiated.
If you sing for the uncircumcised,
The uncircumcised will sing for woman.
Woman will take it to the well.
O well, o well!
The well is for kings.
Woman should not fetch water there.
The uncircumcised should not see it either.

In this song, which I collected verbatim from an active kasak performer, the singer vows not to
sing for an uninitiated boy because were he to do so the uninitiated might reveal the secret of the
initiation to women and the latter will discuss it at a well, where traditional women make their
own secret’s public. The term “well” repeated in the sixth verse stands for the initiation secret,
which should not be known by the uninitiated people or women. Uncircumcised boys uninitiated
into the traditional secrets should not be informed of the songs’ teachings; at this stage, because
of their ignorance and their gender indeterminacy, they are confused along with women. A
Bambara circumcision song goes: “until now you were in the darkness of childhood; you were
like women and you knew nothing” (Erny 1987:39) As for women, their apparent
marginalization from the initiation secret accounts for their belonging to a different gender
category.
Still, the mysteriousness of the initiation ceremony may be linked to a belief in
witchcraft, sorcery, or the presence of jinn. Indeed, Wolof traditional circumcision is cloaked
with superstitious practices. The njuli are believed to be like grilled fish: they exude an attractive
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odor for witches, or jinn, and as such they need a high mystical security arsenal. The use of the
pakk as a mask evolves along this line. The pakk serves to ward off evil spirits. This aspect of the
initiation is visible in the songs. For instance, in this following text, the performer stresses the
negligence of the selbe in looking after and protecting the njuli against the evil spirits, the
sorcerers who seek to devour them. I have heard this song sung many times. However, it was
nearly impossible to understand its hidden meaning until a fifty-five year old man agreed to
interpreted it for me:
Tokku mbel-mbel
Xandal ma sa lenge
Ma lakk suma lakki neeg
Bukkeeg béy
Bukki di lëm béy damm ci mboob
Bukki di ŋexal bëy di luur
Wallukatubéy jaar si bopp ba
Dëgg sa biir ba
Su ngeen weere wer njul
Tay ma laaleek selbe yii

Little boy screams, screams.
Fling hurl me your lengé,
I’ll mend the fence of my room,
Hyena and goat,
Hyena attacks goat breaking the hay,
Hyena howls while goat trembles.
Goat rescuer jumps over its head.
Kicks its belly!
If you expose the circumcised
So I will fight you supervisors.

The song paints a scene in which a bukki, or hyena, a symbol of sorcerer or an evil spirit, assaults
the goat, the njuli, in an attempt to kill them. According to the performer, the ngamaan defends
the njuli by vanquishing the intruder in a fierce fight. At the end of the battle, he warns the selbe
to be more vigilant and watchful. This song is indicative of the effort to induce in the njuli a firm
belief in the existence of an invisible world beyond the visible one. Owing to this mystical
dimension, no foreign selbe is accepted unless he has a good command of the canonical
initiation, that is, he must be able to decipher the songs and riddles and to understand, from
experience, the cultural practices. The following example highlights a foreign selbe who
demonstrates to the welcoming lël that he is experienced enough to take part in the ceremony:
Nikilin ñakalan
Janum ñagoor
Mate may nug
Mate buur
Ngaman na ngoog
Sumpu salumee
Man jaaru na
Daxar mbeler
Man sami na

Nikilin nakalan.
O adder.
You have bitten May Nug.
You have bitten the king.
Here is Ngaman.
Hey Sumppu Saloum.
I am already circumcised
Hey Daqar Mbeler.
I have been initiated.

Here the poet praises himself as someone who is like an adder which has bitten May Nug and the
king, a sign of his uncontested talent. He affirms that he has already undergone the initiation. The
verse “I have already been circumcised” is illustrative of the skill and experience he attempts to
demonstrate to his fellow co-supervisors. Initiation is an arena of entertainment and violence.
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Closely examined, the texts show the entertaining mood that prevails during the nights of kasak.
Dancing, singing, and so on mark this period, in the course of which most of the songs are sung
to increase the entertainment mood. Some songs dictate that the lël be animated, lively, and
musical. Current kasak performances filmed by television crews stress the entertainment side of
the genre:
Njulu si njaayo naam fati
Selbe joobe naam Jóob
Mbaar mi foh akk ree la
Budoon suñu mbaar njaay
Junjuŋ yaa ngi riiti
Xalam yaa ngi riitinthe

O Njuli Njaay!
O selbe job! Yes, Joob.
This mbaar is for fun and smile.
If it were ours,
The drums would be banged,
And the xalam would be played.

Yet, as mentioned above, the songs are often accompanied by violence since the njuli not only
can be beaten when they sing badly or fail to repeat some sequences requested by the performer.
Performance disclaimers are discouraged in traditional kasak performance, because they denote a
lack of seriousness in the learning process. Developing the child’s memory appears to be a key in
the transmission of the repertoire across generations, given that today’s initiates will be
tomorrow’s initiators:
Waa kër gi yo
Njaay Wali Njaay
Gonay Ata Mbaay
Cow leen mu riir
Man geena cow
Bañ geen a cow you
Sutu ma leen baat
Da ma leen i dóor

O house members!
Njaay Wali Njaay,
Children of Ata Mbaay,
O shout out loud!
You can shout out loud.
If you refuse to shout out loud,
Because my voice is not louder,
So I will beat you up.

The poet-singer sings while ordering the njuli to repeat after him as loud as he does, otherwise he
will beat them. According to Mor Willane, certain songs are feared by the njuli as they herald a
violent performance, punctuated by beatings or other humiliating acts. It is in this sense that
Pierre Erny wonders whether violence, brutality, and mutilation contribute to mortifying and
symbolically containing the overt rivalry and the propensity to revolt against the authority of the
elders of the society (Erny 1987:236). In short, the songs are an occasion to lay bare the
significance and quintessence of the initiation for the comprehension of its cultural meaning
within the Wolof society. They also serve as a means of building the personality of the njuli
through the moral lessons, the recommendations that run throughout the songs.
Kasak utterances, which are sung or recited, serve as strategies for constructing a model
of behavior and attitude as befits this society. Being dependent on the evolution of Wolof sociocultural contexts, the themes conveyed in these songs can be reduced to four: mun (“patience”),
jom (“endurance”), yar (“discipline”), dimbalante (“solidarity to fulfill the expected criteria of
manhood after circumcision”). As Assane Sylla astutely observes, to humiliate a man in Wolof
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society, it suffices to compare him with a woman, because, he argues: “si cela est choquant, c’est
que durant toute son enfance, le garçon avait subi une éducation qui mettait l’accent sur le
comportement viril qui doit être le sien en toute circonstance. Il a grandi avec la conviction qu’il
y a des qualités qui appartiennent a l’homme: courage, endurance, tenacité, virilité etc”4
(1978:128). Manhood, relatively speaking, was seen as the integration of a number of values
culturally and intrinsically linked to the male gender in a patriarchal community. It was obtained
after traversing the difficult rite of passage: circumcision. In the traditional Wolof worldview,
entering the mbaar has been the necessary step towards manhood:
Biri mbott
Mbottu yabul ngañaan
Rikinim rakanam
Mbamba nàmm ci waañ
Mbotu war warale
War jaami ngukam
Xàll mbaar yereet
Sukaabe mbay lam
Mbottaŋ ci jànj
jànj jaŋ si ngeeraan
Sibi goor wàlli goor
Wàlli goor ci mbaar

Biri frog,
Frog fears injury,
Rikinim rakanam
Mbamba sharpened the kitchen knife.
Frog trembles strongly.
Riding the slave of ngukam.
Please open mbaar wide.
Sukaabe mbay laam
Frog is up hill.
Hill is behind ngeeraan.
Sibi what is man’s duty?
Man’s duty is in mbaar.

In this passage, the uncircumcised boy is portrayed as a reluctant individual who trembles on
seeing the sharpened knife. He is encouraged to enter the mbaar wherehe attains the honor of
being considered a man. The two last lines “Sibi what is man’s duty/Man’s duty is in mbaar” are
telling in this respect. In addition, manhood should rest on knowledge, in other words, to be a
man is to be imbued with some cultural background capable of providing guidelines of conduct
vis-à-vis the community as a whole. This amounts to the importance given to initiation:
Aatoo
Bama doon Aatoo
Xaw ma dara
Aat samba Ndegam ma ko weesu
Xam na ci dara

O uninitiated,
When I was uninitiated,
I knew nothing.
Aat samba as I passed now,
I learnt something.

A performer acknowledges his ignorance before being initiated and his knowledge after the
initiation. Moreover, the uninitiated man who is old enough to undergo this rite of passage and
does not is traditionally regarded as a donkey who saunters his way in human society. This is
sustained in the following excerpt:

4 If this is shocking it is because during his childhood, the boy received an upbringing that laid emphasis on
the virile attitude which he should have under all circumstances. He grew up with the conviction that there are
qualities belonging to man: courage, endurance, tenacity, virility, and so on.
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Dama deemon mbubeen
Dëpiti ngeen njaa jaan
Mbitir mbitir mbitir
Rëpël dem ba mbaaree
Paaxe mbaam mi ñaw na

I went to mbubeen.
Njaajaan is back.
Mbitir mbitir mbitir
Walk to mbaar.
The uncircumcised donkey has come.

In the last line of this passage the word “paaxe” refers to someone who is uncircumcised. The
metaphor compares an uncircumcised man to a donkey, a symbol of silliness and stupidity.
Because of the pain of such an operation, songs of exhortation are profuse: exhortations to face
the knife, to endure the aches, and to avoid behavior that may delay healing. Exhortations are
achieved through songs sung before the operation is carried out or even during the healing
period. Recited before the operation, the following song arouses and tests the courage of the
candidate by referring to the knife’s small yet sharp appearance:
Sengoo
Sew ta diis sa ngo goo
Bara njaay
Sa weexe kuñ ko teg nga yuxoo
Bara njaay

Oh dear cutter!
How slim you are!
Bara njaay.
Shining, whomever you touch will shudder.
Bara Njaay.

The njuli timid and afraid is compared to a bird (yara) who flies leaving behind his feathers, that
is, his courage and honor, while his comrades, the other birds, take theirs with them. Assistants
who keep their respective initiates safe whisper the song’s interpretation:
Parrot is flying.
Crow is flying .
Yara is flying, but forgets its feather.

Among the Seereer, the candidate recalls the image of lion to touch his heart (Raphael Ndiaye
1986:35). Lions in Seereer society and Wolof society symbolize bravery and courage and their
usage prompts the hesitant boy to willingly accept the ordeal. The pedagogical intent is the same
in different ethnic groups, but the symbols differ in function:
O lion, the date can’t be postponed !
Husband of Ami does not accept,
The date can’t be postponed!
Noxor Saar ,a king, O Saar lion the date can’t be postponed!

These exhortations bring the njuli to a point where he becomes conscious of the dangers
of fleeing or showing any sign of cowardice that would dishonor his family. Analyzing the
Soninke initiation utterances, Tandia (1999:280) affirms that this exhortation strengthens the
boy’s heart by extirpating fear and leading him to acquire the courage necessary to honor his
family. In addition, because of the lack of modern medicine in traditional Wolof society,
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precautionary measures are transmitted through songs to prevent the njuli from scratching their
unhealed penises. The singer warns the njuli about the risk of scratching their itching injuries:
Gor na kàdd
Toun njay lawbe
Tiij na lawbe
Benteŋ jaayu naa
Semeñ dellu mbaar
Benteŋ benteŋ ngee
Benteŋ si mbeex
Xat ŋaale gi
Ku la ŋoli seen
Pësi yaw lañ jeeñ

I felled the Kadd,
In the place of lawbe, [social caste of carpenters and sculptors]
I hurt lawbe.
Benteng has swayed.
The axe went back to mbaar.
Benteng benteng!
Benteng in water
The poor penis,
Who parts you see.
Pesi, you are accused.

This highly esoteric song is a medical warning directed at circumcised children who neglect the
prescriptions of the circumciser: a circumcised boy carelessly hurts himself and must be treated
again. The song advises the selbe to take better care of the njuli so as to prevent them from
delaying their healing. In other words, the initiation songs serve as a medium of communication
whereby recommendations for the health and healing of the njuli are conveyed. In addition to
these exhortations, the songs transmit a model of moral conduct that the njuli should adopt to fit
harmoniously into society. As in the wedding songs, patience and endurance constitute the
backbone of the moral values instilled among the njuli. These values are indirectly transmitted
and implicitly codified in the songs. The initiated selbe then deciphers and interprets the
meanings to the audience. The njuli are encouraged to persevere and be patient in not only
current difficulties of the initiation, but also future hardships:
Njule muñël
Muñ leen ka goor
Luñ muñ mu jeex
Muñ yagul mbaar
Am yaay di ree
Ñàkk yaay di joy
Jirim boo génnee
Ku lay sargal mbaar

Njuli, be patient.
Endure it, men.
All what you endure will end.
Patience is not long mbaar.
With mother you laugh.
Without mother you cry.
Orphan, when you go out,
Who will welcome you ?

The Njuli learn patience, because, through this virtue, they overcome obstacles and pains
encountered in the mbaar. Similarly other songs, filled with metaphors, warn the njuli that
impatience, whether in the mbaar or in society at large, is always a source of frustration and
failure. The following excerpt illustrates this conception:
Mbotu mar na naan, Daw tabbi teen
Ba bett sebbe, muy daw di jooy

Frog is thirsty and rushes into a well.
When rain came, it ran crying.
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The frog symbolizes the loss of patience in life. Like the frog, a man who is too impatient to
engage in certain undertakings, without prudence and lucidity, may fall victim to bitter
disappointment after realizing his mistake. The notions of discipline and respect can be added to
this set of morals conveyed in kasak songs. Wolof society pays too much attention to the
discipline and respect of the different members within the community. For instance, in this
following passage, children are exhorted to respect the moral conduct of the community in order
to honor their families:
Guy meñi rëloo
Guy meñi rëloo
Reloo sabi ñoro
Sabaani ñoro
Guy sabi nga waw
Guy amul deeggo
Sagal a ko yóbboo
Kaddu sañu na
Doomu ñay du raay

Baobab has produced fruit.
Baobab has produced fruit.
Fruit is misbehaving.
If fruit misbehaved,
It is not Baobab’s fault.
Because Baobab has no thorn.
Sagal has brought it [thorn] there.
As the saying goes:
A child of an elephant should not shirk.

Baobab stands for the parents, whereas the fruit stands for the children. When children deviate
from their parents’ morality, they are guilty in the eyes of the society, but their parents are
irreproachable: “Baobab has no thorn, Sagal has brought it there.” The two last lines,
proverbially insist on the need for children to be like their parents since “a child of an elephant”
should also be an elephant. The notion of respect is strongly recommended to the njuli who
should scrupulously comply with, first of all, his parents’ advice, accomplishing any tasks or
services assigned to him by them. This attitude is expected of him by older members in the
society. Good behavior is required of him in regards to eating, entering adults rooms, and so on.
In short, the child is inculcated a system of values through the didactic function of advice and
songs. Erny (1987:16) states that, thanks to traditional education, the njuli is given a language, a
body of knowledge, a set of values, a broad frame of thinking and reference, a sensibility, an
“ethos,” and a model of living. This set of values is better manifested in the following song.
Woven with untranslatable patterns, the song is performed at the end of circumcision ceremony,
according to Youssou Mbaye, an informant and griot who used to perform kasak songs (Lo
2014). The performer can improvise moral suggestions, but his freedom is limited by the
repeated patterns:
Sa ngaari ngaarañ
Ngari ngañ nguri
Njaga racc
Yaw njul si njaayo
Ngari ngañ nguri
Njaga racc
Bula sa yaay yonne
Ngari ngañ nguri

Sa ngaari ngaaran,
Ngari ngan nguri.
Njaga racc!
O you njuli Ndiaye!
Ngari ngan nguri,
Njaga racc!
When your mother asks you a service.
Ngari ngan nguri,
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Njaga racc
Dawal ba dam ca
Ngari ngañ nguri
njaga racc
Bula sa bay yonne
Ngari ngañ nguri
Njaga racc
Dawal ba dam ca
Ngari ngañ nguri
Njaga racc
So deme gore
Ngari ngañ nguri
Njaga racc
Sa maas makk yi
Ngari ngañ nguri
Njaga racc
Ngala defal maleen makk ye
Ngari ngañ nguri
Njaga racc
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Njaga racc!
Run until you break your leg.
Ngari ngan nguri,
Njaga racc!
When your father ask you a service.
Ngari ngan nguri,
Njaga racc!
Run until your break your leg.
Ngari ngan nguri,
Njaga racc!
When you go out man.
Ngari ngan nguri,
Njaga racc!
Your older brother’s age class.
Ngar ngan nguri,
Njaga racc!
Please regard them as older brothers.
Ngari ngan nguri,
Njaga racc!

The songs reinforce attitudes and behaviors that help the njuli to assert his place in society and to
be successful in life. The ideal person is one endowed with the abilities to communicate, and to
help and be helped by others. This interpretation is exemplified in the following esoteric song:
Yum yum cëlee
Njaa jaan
Walam yum ngaar
Li ñaanut lay
Pësin ba nga ŋarala
Sam lagee waay
Yëxumlu li ci mbaar
Ku la jam sëgeem
Njay bërki yoo
Bërkatu njaay
Ku fa daagu naan
Dem njaay cëleet
Wamba yeroo
Wamba yeroo
Ku sa gawlo miin
Nganee mbara neex

Yum yum celee.
Njaa jaan celee.
Walam yum ngaar.
there is no excuse.
The fortune is in ngarala.
Yes, Sam lagee.
If you’re looking into mbaar,
Whoever pierces you will be ashamed.
Just yesterday njaay,
The very previous day,
Whoever came there would drink.
Go to njaay celeet!
Wamba yeroo!
Wamba yeroo!
If your gawlo knows,
Mbar’s hospitality is good.
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In the same line, the njuli are told to be active, that is, to strive to succeed in life. One can reach
one’s goal when one resolutely makes efforts to be tenacious. Lessons within the songs sharpen
the njuli’s intelligence and shrewdness. An initiated man who has learned many things in the
mbaar should not let himself be deceived or misled by young people or uninitiated men. In the
following song, an uninitiated man interprets the song as someone who is initiated and then
outwitted, which is a source of amazement for the performer. Another interpretation: when a boy
misleads an adult, either the adult (elephant) is too stupid or the boy (ngeeran) is a genius:
Jomi na jomeet
Ñay wu takk si ngeer
Ben ñay wa tuuti lool
Wala ngeer wa rëy loo

I am too mesmerized!
An elephant is tucked a ngeeraann [a small plant]
Either the elephant is too small.
Or the ngeeraan is too big.

Based on the interpretation of this song, an initiated man should not let himself be misled by an
uninitiated man, or an adult should not be misled by a young man. One of the circumcision songs
of the Soninke expresses the need of the njuli to help themselves and the strangers. Because of
the similarities between the Soninke and the Wolof, this sense of solidarity indicates that the njuli
are expected to bring as much support as they can to any needy people in society, especially
immigrants (Tandia 1999:291):
Maxa yige tera renme
Maxa mini tera renme
I be su renme na tere

Don’t eat alone under the traveler’s hungry eye.
Never quench your thirst alone, forgetting the stranger.
Know that someday one of yours will travel.

According to Assane Sylla (1978:202), this method of education urges the njuli to have control
of themselves without which they may become tempted; to adjust their bodies and spirits in order
to fortify their will; to develop qualities such as endurance, moderation, serenity necessary for a
spiritual, and moral ascension—objectives of circumcision ritual for children. These texts
combine artistic quality, expressed through performance and imagery, and messages conveyed to
reinforce Wolof worldview.

Change, Adaption, and Traditional Culture
Linguistic and performative systems of the Wolof have undergone major changes. The
movement of people back and forth from rural to urban areas and technological innovations,
such the radio and television, are re-shaping and re-adapting oral traditions into new forms of
performance. With urbanization and the emergence of modern medicine, traditional circumcision
is disappearing. Many parents have their sons circumcised at infancy, or at least, prefer to take
them to a medical center nearby. Those living in villages are unsurprisingly spared these
changes. Nearby dispensaries are a major factor in the extinction of bush-based circumcision,
which is imperative for “authentic” kasak performances. The corollary of these radical social
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transformations is arguably the disappearance of rites of passage and initiatory ceremonies such
as kasak.
Observing this change, Bay Samba, an informant, states that the disappearance of this
ancestral practice (initiation) in cities is regrettable (Lo 2014). These nostalgic overtones conceal
the ability of oral tradition to be “decontextualized” and “recontextualized” in different
environments (Bauman and Briggs 1990). When traditional folklore genres are decontextualized
and recontextualized, they create “intertextual gaps” (Bauman 2004:8) from which emerge
hybrid genres. Through these two processes, the genre is mediated and enters into dialogue with
other genres typical of the contemporary modern world. To illustrate, musical instruments, video
filming, and the participation of formerly excluded gendered groups such as women, along with
their feminine repertoire (taasu), factor into recontextualized kasak performances organized by
state agencies or private entities in cities. The view of Schechner (1985) and Bauman (2004),
which I share, is that performance is always new, whether in a given performance or across
successive performance contexts. The move of kasak, for instance, from rural contexts to urban
spaces, whether mediated or unmediated by communicative technologies, is inscribed in a
continuous sociohistorical change or process, constantly negotiated between performers and their
audiences.
Arguably, new forms of cultural recuperations keep us from declaring these traditions as
completely extinct. Oral traditions, including kasak, are an object of recuperation to fulfill needs
that differ from those linked to archaic rites, ranging from festivalization (the process of
transforming a ritual event into a folkloric festival for reasons other than ritual) and sensitization
campaigns to implicit political rallies. Similar processes are documented in linguistic uses of
Wolof orality in urban contexts (Irvine 2011:16-37), in political rhetoric (Seck 2011:120-49), and
other public events. Zumthor portrays these transformations, referring to the extinction of the
ritual institutions of oral poetry; he states, “rite has ceased to contain it. Its dynamism, now
liberated propels it toward the confused horizon of possibilities, avidly seeking
action” (1990:213).
In 2009, the Senegalese Agency for the Promotion of Tourism (ANTP) initiated the
second year of kasak ceremony themed “Kasak and African Renaissance.” Held in collaboration
with the zoological Parc de Hann in Dakar, the initiation lasted fifteen days and included
seventy-seven male participants. Former initiated boys, experienced campers, and paramedics
were employed to run the program. Ritual songs, storytelling, and puzzle sessions were
performed to reconstruct the traditional atmosphere of these events. Although the initiates were
circumcised at the hospital, the rituals were pre-arranged to re-valorize the traditional culture.
The Chair of the organizing agency, Mr. Seck, said that it has been a continuation of a product, a
program initiated in 2007 that consists in utilizing kasak in its cultural dimension, which has
become an industry. He added: “it is an innovation, and we have our cultural realities that no one
must forget” (Lo 2010).
In addition to tourism agencies’ contribution to the re-adaptation of this poetic and ritual
event, political leaders and municipal authorities were also involved. Richard Toll, a commune in
Senegal, can be illustrative in the political appropriation of kasak. In 2013, the local
representative of the political party in power, along with the municipality, organized a massive
initiatory rite and kasak for over 500 boys. This politicized kasak mobilized huge funds and
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made the event free for young participants. Waalo Lël, the organizing committee, adopted as
their slogan: “Revisiting Waalo Folklore.” Nocturnal kasak ceremonies, presided over by
politicians, were also organized. In additon, reflection and scholarly debates were also carried
out to appraise the revival processes. In Guejaway, a Department of the Dakar region organized a
colloquium at which local scholars and folklorists convened to discuss the place and function of
initiatory rites in contemporary Senegal. Values embedded within and conveyed through
circumcision were discussed: “Circumcision, from Yesterday to the Present.” The Lébou have an
annual festival called “fespence”5 during which kasak songs are performed to preserve them.
These initiatives have the same goal: the re-valorization of circumcision rites for cultural identity
and touristic and nostalgic purposes. Kasak becomes then a national heritage that groups and
individuals seek to revive.
Neo-traditional and modern musicians are also very active in recycling initiatory songs
on which they capitalize for their alternative musical inspiration and renewal of the melody to
their own melody, lyrics, and rhythms. Mbaye Ndaak (2008), a former kasak performer, is a local
folklorist whom I qualify as adhering to neo-traditional trends. He has a large collection of kasak
songs, folktales, and proverbs. As a secondary teacher of history and geographer, Ndaak has
capitalized upon his personal resources, which he has enriched through his numerous trips across
the western and central regions of Senegal. Thanks to his essays and public lectures at local
associations and urban cultural centers in Dakar, Ndaak has received growing fame. While
attending conferences in Europe, particularly in Germany, he met another musician named Jacek
Rabinsky. The latter expressed his desire to explore kasak repertoire and melody, and from their
collaboration a video was released online.
Ndaak thinks that ambitious individuals should re-valorize folksongs and the cultural
heritage of past generations. He lauds his commitment to the revival of traditional culture, and
thinks that there is no difference between tradition and modernity. He disparagingly critiques
modern musicians that imitate western melodies, leaving behind the vast local reservoir of oral
traditions. Certain modern musicians, however, are making recourse to oral songs to enhance
their originality and rootedness in African culture.
Many popular musicians are inspired by the traditional poetic repertoire. Omar Pene
(2013), a Senegalese national musician, has particularly worked on kasak, especially with his
popular album called Njuli, “The Circumcised.” This album is a “meta-song”6 that highlights
aspects of kasak tradition such as the need for patience and endurance within young njuli. Pene
utilizes his own memories of lël, the ritual ceremony, and performance of the songs. His interest
in this poetic genre stems from the environment in which he was raised, as his father was a kasak
singer. The connection between modern music and traditional repertoire and folksongs deserves
investigation. Revivalists utilize innovative strategies to blend traditional culture with modern
resources. Irele Abiola (1993:71) suggests that popular African musicians are more successful at
blending foreign musical elements (electronic instruments, for instance) with musical resources
grounded in African indigenous folk culture.
5 “Fespence”

is a coined word from festival and penc which is a Wolof term meaning public place.

6 “Meta-song” refers to kasak song used to reflect upon kasak’s extinction process that is emphasized in the
video clip.
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Until recently anthropologists and folklorists were preoccupied with the authenticity of
folk traditions, criticizing the commercialization and modernization upon them. To re-valorize
folk cultures in urban settings, state and private initiatives were negatively portrayed as
“folklorizing” culture, that is, staging and decontextualizing folklore materials for purposes other
than their functional roles in pre-modern and peasant folk groups. John H. McDowell defines
“folklorization” as “to remove traditional expressive culture from an original point of production
and relocate it in a distanced setting of consumption” (2010:182). Regina Bendix (2009) terms
such a process as “heritagization.” This romanticization of a fading folk culture was later viewed
as misrepresenting the flexibility of cultural forms that enter into conversation with, borrow
from, and relate to differing communicative modes that depend on new contexts of
“relocation” (McDowell 2010:182). Folklorization, for commercial or political agenda, does not
necessarily entail corruption of folk cultures reproduced in new contexts and settings. These
songs could create new spaces of sociality in which they fulfill functions in conformity with the
urban milieu, and could be accepted by performers and their audiences as legitimately
meaningful. Nevertheless, contemporary recontextualization calls for further investigation to
shed light on their new forms.

Conclusion
In this study I have endeavored to translate the folksongs by being faithful to the artistic
poeticity of the original texts. Attention has been accorded to extratextual parameters such as the
visual bearings of the performer/audience, the musical accompaniment, dances, and other
interactions implied during the oral and visual rendition of the songs. African oral poetry’s
aesthetic cannot be evaluated based on western standards such as alliteration and rhyme.
Although it does not exclude these techniques, its artistic quality resides in its ability to stir
emotion and influence behavior (Okepwho 1992:8). The psychological impact of the songs upon
circumcised children has not been privileged here, but such an approach would shed light on it.
Today, rampant urbanization, construction of modern hospitals, and other socioeconomic
factors are presumably putting these cultural institutions and rites of passage at risk. Children are
circumcised earlier in life and at hospitals, thereby rendering these initiatory practices irrelevant.
The ways in which these traditional pedagogic institutions have affected and contributed to the
character of the young Wolof, and by extension, other Senegalese, are being felt with the lack of
respect toward elderly people, of solidarity within age groups, and other unethical trends such as
depredation, aggression, and early sexuality. Because of the increased extinction of circumcision
songs and rituals, the national media and other traditionalists decry the lack of civism and
sensitivity to traditional taboos. Babacar Mbaye Ndaak, a local historian, confessed that the loss
of ethical values is due to the disappearance of traditional socializing institutions such as
circumcision rituals. These speculations can hardly be judged as valid or invalid. Nonetheless,
the pedagogy embedded within traditional socializing institutions seems to be different from
modern school methodology, whereby students are free to challenge the teacher, sue for physical
punishment, and so on. Today, corporeal punishment is banned at home and in the family, though
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it once played a crucial role in the socialization process of initiated adolescents, who showed
more respect to age hierarchy than uninitiated children.
Mass media, music production, and tourism are reversing the tendency for the
disappearance of the poetic form. Some revivalists are struggling to organize staged kasak
ceremonies in urban areas, inviting television crews to film them. Although they do not reject
medical advances, they incorporate traditional rituals, costumes, and oral songs as much as
possible. By funding these events, politicians attempt to widen their political base. The tourism
sector is also involved in re-valorizing many of the lost traditional practices for tourist
consumption. Increasing indices point to cultural preservation efforts led by private corporates or
elites who attempt to salvage rites of passage through camping, outings, guided tours, singing
and dancing workshops, and other events. National reserved parks are often made accessible to
initiation ceremonies in collaboration with paramedics and park professionals for supervision
and guidance. Through music production and documentaries, neo-traditionalists are working to
revive the poetic genre and initiatory rites. These revitalization attempts offer platforms for
safeguarding and rebranding kasak as a rich cultural treasure, that is, constantly transformed and
negotiated within its communities.
Indiana University
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The Silent Debate Over the Igor Tale
Robert Mann

The Igor Tale, or Slovo o polku Igoreve, is the only epic tale of its kind to reach us from
the Kievan period. It celebrates a military campaign undertaken in 1185 by a minor Russian
prince, Igor Sviatoslavich, against the Polovtsy, or Kumans, the perennial steppe foe of Rus' at
that time. Igor was defeated and captured, but he later managed to escape and return home. The
tale survived in a single manuscript that evidently dated from the sixteenth century. It was
published in 1800, about a decade after it was discovered, but the manuscript itself was
destroyed during the Napoleonic occupation of Moscow in 1812.1 A number of details in the tale
suggest that it was written down in the thirteenth century (Mann 2005:98-112).
For two centuries the Igor Tale has been treated as a poem that was composed by a
literate writer.2 Only a few dissenters have argued that the Igor Tale was originally an oral epic
song, and the question has not attracted much attention among specialists in early Russian
culture. It is, however, worthwhile to reexamine some of the arguments formulated by the
leading twentieth-century scholar in the study of Old Russian literature, Dmitrii S. Likhachev.
His ideas went far to shape the views of scholars throughout the world, yet certain aspects of his
argumentation have been ignored by his followers. When one takes a closer look at Likhachev’s
line of reasoning, it becomes clear that the hypothesis of a literate poet who penned the Igor Tale,
accepted as axiomatic by many students and scholars, stands on extremely shaky ground.
The evidence for an oral epic tradition of court songs in the Kievan era includes the Igor
Tale itself (regardless of whether it is the text of an epic song or a writer’s stylization of an oral
epic) and its allusions to the court singers Boyan and Khodyna. The Hypatian Chronicle
mentions “the famous singer Mitusa” who refused to serve Prince Daniil Romanovich of Galich
in the first half of the thirteenth century.3 The Pskov Apostol of 1307 contains what appears to be

1 The first edition of the Slovo o polku Igoreve was published by Aleksei Ivanovich Musin-Pushkin:
Iroicheskaia pesn’ o pokhode na polovtsov udel’nogo kniazia Novagoroda-Severskogo Igoria Sviatoslavicha,
pisannaia starinnym russkim iazykom v iskhode XII stoletiia s perelozheniem na upotrebliaemoe nyne narechie.
Moscow, 1800.
2 Leading

proponents of a written mode of composition are Roman Jakobson and Dmitrii Sergeevich
Likhachev. See D. S. Likhachev (1967:5-39); Jakobson (1948); (1952:62-63).
3 See

PSRL 2001b: column 794 (year 1241).
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a brief excerpt from an oral epic about princes’ feuds in the early fourteenth century.4
The question of oral composition in the Igor Tale is of immense importance for the study
of early Russian culture. If the Igor Tale was an oral composition, then the oral epic tradition of
Kievan Rus' was much different than many have imagined. The chronicles’ relation to oral
sources is different than most scholars have assumed. If the Igor Tale was an oral epic song, then
later works commemorating the 1380 victory over the Tatar horde would appear to draw from
oral tales to a degree that few have suspected. In brief, the role of oral composition in the Igor
Tale is an issue that has great significance for our understanding of the Kievan oral tradition and
of many early Russian literary works from the Kievan period and later.
Although Likhachev was the leading proponent of the Igor Tale’s composition by an
ingenious writer, it is a little known fact that he nevertheless admitted the possibility that the tale
was originally an epic song. In response to the theory of L. V. Kulakovskii, one of the rare
scholars who argues that the Slovo was a song, Likhachev wrote (1986:28):
Мне представляется, что «Слово» написано или записано одним автором. Если даже
«Слово» и произносилось на каком-то этапе своего существования устно, то окончательную

4 The

passage in the Pskov Apostol reads:

Сего же лѣта бысть бой на Русьской земли: Михаил с Юрьем о княженье Новгородьское.
При сих князѣхъ сѣяшется и ростяше усобицами, гыняше жизнь нашa. В князѣхъ—которы,
и вѣци скоротишася человѣкомъ.
In that year there was fighting in the Russian land: Mikhail with Yurii over ruling in Novgorod.
Under these princes feuds were sown and grown, our life perished. Among princes there were
feuds, and the lives of men were shortened.
It is generally treated as an excerpt from the Igor Tale, but various differences, including sound symmetries that
replace those in the similar passage in the Slovo, demonstrate that it comes from a different tale. See Mann
(1990:112-13); (2005:230-31).
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отделку оно получило в письменном виде под пером одного гениального автора. 5
It seems to me that the Slovo was written or recorded by a single author. Even if the Slovo were
performed orally at some stage in its history, it was the pen of a single ingenious writer that gave
the tale its final, polished form in writing.6

Here Likhachev does not concede that the Igor Tale was in fact an oral composition, but this
statement nonetheless reflects a certain wavering in his stance. He concedes the possibility that
the written Slovo might derive from an oral Igor Tale. In the same period, Likhachev wrote
(1985:20):
Это книжное произведение, возникшее на основе устного. В «Слове» органически слиты
фольклорные элементы с книжными.
Характерно при этом следующее. Больше всего книжные элементы сказываются в начале
«Слова». Как будто бы автор, начав писать, не мог еще освободиться от способов и приемов
5 In the introduction to his book, L. Kulakovskii (1977) formulates an eloquent argument that the Igor Tale
was a song. Among studies published up to that time, his introduction is the best summary of evidence for the tale’s
orality. However, his subsequent chapters attempting to reconstruct the tale’s musical features and arguing for a
dialogue-based structure in the tale are unconvincing. Likhachev speaks of a possible oral origin for the Slovo,
Molenie Daniila Zatochnika and Slovo o pogibeli russkoi zemli in other publications such as his article “‘Slovo o
polku Igoreve’ i protsess zhanroobrazovaniia v XI-XIII vv” (1972:69-75):

Такие произведения как ‘Слово о погибели русской земли’ или ‘Моление Даниила
Заточника’, —полулитературные-полуфольклорные. Возможно даже, что новые жанры
зарождаются в устной форме, а потом уже закрепляются в литературе.
Works such as the “Lay of the Ruin of the Russian Land” and the “Supplication of the Imprisoned
Daniil” are half-literary and half-folkloric. It is even possible that new genres arise in oral form
before becoming embedded in written literature.
O. V. Tvorogov’s position in regard to the genre question is close to Likhachev’s (1981:42):
Не имеет «Слово» аналогий среди других памятников древнерусской литературы.
Следовательно, это либо произведение исключительное в своем жанровом своеобразии,
либо—представитель особого жанра, памятники которого до нас не дошли, так как жанр
этот, сочетающий черты книжного «слова» и эпического произведения, не был
традиционным. Быть может, произведения этого жанра, предназначенные в первую очередь
для устного исполнения, вообще редко записывались.
The Slovo has no analogy among other monuments of Old Russian literature. And so, it is either a
work that is exceptional in its generic uniqueness or it is from a certain genre that otherwise never
reached us because it combined attributes of written and oral epic genres and was not a traditional
genre. Possibly works of this genre, intended primarily for oral delivery, were rarely written down.
Tvorogov’s statement that “possibly examples of this genre never reached us because it was not a traditional genre”
is puzzling. He seems to mean that in all likelihood only a few works like the Slovo were ever composed; therefore,
they never became a “traditional” genre and remained exceptional. This is almost stating that the Slovo (and perhaps
a couple other epics of its kind, for which we have no evidence) was indeed exceptional—not really a literary
“genre” at all—but we will wiggle and squirm this way and that in order to speak of a literary “genre” to which it
belonged.
6All

translations are the author’s, unless otherwise indicated by the citation.
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литературы. Он недостаточно еще оторвался от письменной традиции. Но по мере того как
он писал, он все более и более увлекался устной формой. С середины он уже не пишет, а как
бы записывает некое устное произведение. Последние части «Слова», особенно «плач
Ярославны», почти лишены книжных элементов.
[The Slovo] is a written literary work that arose on the foundation of an oral composition.
Folkloric elements organically coalesce with bookish ones in the Slovo.
Moreover, one characteristic feature of the tale is that its bookish elements are mostly at
the beginning of the Slovo. It is as though the author, after starting to write, could not free himself
from the devices and techniques of written literature. He had not yet detached himself sufficiently
from the writing tradition. But as he continued writing, he was more and more carried away by the
oral form. From the middle of the tale onwards he is no longer writing; instead, it is as though he
is writing down an oral composition. The final parts of the Slovo, especially Yaroslavna’s lament,
are almost devoid of written literary features.

But what, exactly, are the bookish devices that characterize the beginning of the tale? What
makes Yaroslavna’s lament and the entire second half of the tale closer to an oral composition
than the first half? If the second half of the tale is “almost devoid of written literary
features” (emphasis added), then what are the few literary features that it (that is, the second half)
contains? Moreover, if the “author” of the Igor Tale shifted from actively writing an original
work to merely recording the words of the second half of an oral tale, then we must ask: What
did the first half of that oral tale look like? If the ingenious poet created the second half of the
Slovo by simply writing down the second half of the song, then surely he used the entire song as
his primary model. In all likelihood, the first half of the Slovo must resemble the first part of the
song very closely! The ingenious poet must have been guided by that oral tale before taking the
easy way out and simply writing down the words that the singers sang, effectively renouncing his
position as ingenious poet. This shift would be like that of a school boy who writes a report
based on an encyclopedia entry, but halfway through his report he begins to plagiarize the
encyclopedia entry word for word. Such a shift on the poet’s part would be an energy saver, but it
would not be very ingenious. And there is another problem with this scenario. Some of the
proponents of a written mode of composition tell us there could have been a written epic genre to
which the Slovo belonged (although all the other specimens of this literary genre have vanished).
If the poet were writing in this genre, then why did he suddenly abandon his genre halfway into
his tale? Genres have rules and regulations, after all—traditional patterns that writers follow. Was
the new literary epic genre weak and anemic, impotent to restrain all its writers from reverting to
the older tradition of oral epics that continued to lure the monks and other literati back into the
fold? Possibly the ingenious poet struggled to continue writing with a modicum of originality,
but the stranglehold of the epic song tradition proved too strong for him and he failed to free
himself from its groping tentacles. More likely, of course, there was no such literary genre.
By and large, scholars have failed to heed Likhachev’s own ambivalence on the issue of
oral composition. Instead, many have taken his statements about an ingenious writer as an axiom
of early Russian literature, closing their eyes to the ways in which Likhachev himself vacillates
and mitigates this stance. At any rate, vacillation is what one might expect when no real evidence
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for a written mode of composition has been produced and when the importance of formulaic
composition for traditional oral tales is not really acknowledged. Likhachev’s wavering reflects
the failure among researchers to focus on the process of composition that would most likely
produce the Igor Tale, settling instead for a rather mechanical comparison of the Slovo with
recently recorded folk texts. Scholars point to differences that prove nothing because, if the Igor
Tale was oral, it belonged to an epic genre that had disappeared long before folk songs and tales
were collected—an epic genre that was certainly different from the byliny that we know from
recent centuries. The focus needs to shift to the evolution of motifs, the composer’s creative
thought processes, and his anticipation of the audience’s reception of each image and motif.
Proponents of a written mode of composition have given us generalities and abstractions that are
not closely anchored to the actual text of the tale. Instead, one needs to examine the text up close,
tracing the thought process of the purported medieval poet-genius as he shaped his epic “poem”
and the likely thoughts of his audience as they read or listened to his work.
Let us begin by examining a passage near the end of the tale, which, in Likhachev’s view,
might be little more than a transcription from an epic song. Take, for example, the depiction of
Gzak and Konchak as they pursue Igor (vv. 634-55):7
А не сорокы втроскоташа.
На слѣду Игоревѣ ѣздитъ Гзакъ съ
Кончакомъ.
Тогда врани не граахуть,
галици помлъкоша,
сорокы не троскоташа,
полозію ползоша только,
дятлове тектомъ путь къ рѣцѣ кажутъ,
соловіи веселыми песьми свѣтъ повѣдаютъ.
Млъвитъ Гзакъ Кончакови:
аже соколъ къ гнѣзду летитъ,
соколича рострѣляевѣ своими злачеными
стрѣлами.
Рече Кончакъ ко Гзѣ:
аже соколъ къ гнѣзду летитъ,
а вѣ соколца опутаевѣ красною дивицею.
И рече Гзакъ къ Кончакови:
аще его опутаевѣ красною дѣвицею,
ни нама будетъ сокольца,

It is not magpies that chatter:
On Igor’s trail Gzak and Konchak come
riding.
Now the ravens have ceased to caw,
The daws have grown silent,
Then the magpies did not chatter,
The serpents only slither.
The woodpeckers with their tapping
Show the way to the river,
And the nightingales announce the day with
happy songs.
Says Gzak to Konchak:
“Since the falcon flies to his nest,
Let us shoot the falcon’s son
With our gilded arrows.”
Says Konchak to Gzak:
“Since the falcon flies to his nest,
Let us snare the falcon’s son with a fair maiden.”
And Gzak says to Konchak:
“If we snare him with a fair maiden,
Then we will have no falcon’s son

7 Throughout this essay I cite the first edition of the Slovo o polku Igoreve published by Aleksei Ivanovich
Musin-Pushkin: Iroicheskaia pesn’ o pokhode na polovtsov udel’nogo kniazia Novagoroda-Severskogo Igoria
Sviatoslavicha, pisannaia starinnym russkim iazykom v iskhode XII stoletiia s perelozheniem na upotrebliaemoe
nyne narechie. Moscow, 1800. In my Latinized transcriptions of passages from the text, I delete final back yers, even
though final reduced vowels might well have retained a phonetic value in the epic songs of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. Line numbers for the text of the Igor Tale refer to Mann (2005:15-39).
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ни нама красны дѣвице,
то почнутъ наю птици бити въ полѣ
Половецкомъ.

Nor will we have the fair maiden,
And the birds will begin to slay us
On the Polovtsian plain.”

Let us try to retrace the author’s reasoning as he created this passage. Here, as in many other
parts of the tale, the author launches straight into a portrayal of action without providing a logical
frame to establish parameters of time and space for this episode. He does not begin by explaining
that the Polovtsy set out in pursuit of Igor when they learned of his escape. The reader must infer
the circumstances of the pursuit. The absence of a logical framework to establish setting is not
typical of early Russian chronicles and military tales. The Igor Tale poet’s avoidance of logical
framing demands an explanation. What inspired him to avoid establishing a clear setting? What
compositional model was he following? Instead of organizing his narration according to the
usual priorities of written genres, he launches straight into concrete details of the physical world.
He tells us that it was not magpies that were chattering; it was Gzak and Konchak in pursuit of
Igor. This negative simile is typical of traditional oral Russian songs, and the magpie simile was
inspired by that oral tradition. The instrumentation of sound in “A ne soroky vtroskotasha” is
impressive. If the author devised the consonance and assonance on the fly, so to speak, as he was
also avoiding the usual literary modes of presentation, then it must be admitted that he was a
master poet. At any rate, the orchestration of sound that we find in “A ne soroky vtroskotasha” is
unusual in early Russian literary genres, though it is what one expects in traditional oral songs
and tales. Like the use of a negative simile, the masterful consonance and assonance were
inspired by the oral tradition. And, of course, it is that oral tradition that the poet is following by
stubbornly focusing on physical realia and refraining from the use of literary techniques that
frame, organize, and explain. In the second part of the negative simile, the poet tells us that Gzak
and Konchak come riding. Interestingly, he suddenly changes to present tense. This use of the
historical present tense, a device that adds immediacy and vividness to the narrative, is rare in
early Russian written literature. (It can be found in battle tales in a few passages that clearly cite
or imitate oral epic formulae.) However, frequent transitions from past to present in a narrative
about the past is one of the earmarks of the Russian oral epic as we know it from byliny,
historical songs, and dukhovnye stikhi. The instrumentation of sound continues in this line,
conspicuously in “Gzak s Konchakom” and less obviously in “na sledu Igorevi ezdit Gzak.”
As one can see, these lines are marked by numerous features that surely come from
Russian oral epic tradition. Stylistically, there is virtually nothing to link them with any written
genre of the Kievan period. Yet, proponents of a written mode of composition consistently base
their arguments on the differences between the Igor Tale and the oral texts that were recorded in
recent centuries. Here, too, will they argue that “ne soroky vtroskotasha” (“it is not magpies that
chatter”) is not among the specific formulae that have been attested in folk songs and tales and,
therefore, is merely an imitation of oral lore, not a true specimen?
Ravens, daws, magpies, woodpeckers, nightingales. . . . The poet refrains from any
explanatory commentary in his own voice, limiting himself to the realia of the physical world. In
several lines consonance and assonance are conspicuous. Again the narrator switches from past
to present tense. Because there is no explanatory commentary such as one would find in written
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genres, the reader must infer whether the woodpeckers are guiding Igor or the Polovtsy to the
river. Of course, if this was a familiar traditional motif in Kievan times, then the author could
count on his audience’s ability to make the correct inference. The absence of explanatory
commentary echoes the same tendency toward concreteness and physicality in the Russian oral
tradition. Here, as in many Russian folk songs, animals in the wild seem to participate in the
events that are retold. The extreme parataxis is another conspicuous feature.8 Phrases are strung
together one after the other without conjunctions. This is not the norm for written compositions
of that time, but it is common in oral songs and tales. The short phrases are rhythmically similar
—of a length that could conceivably be embodied in song. They are united by grammatical
rhyming (parallel verb forms and syntax) that is typical of byliny and other folk songs. In early
Russian written literature an economy of style generally precludes repetition of a single phrase
unless repetition is required by the logical progression of the narrative. Here, however, the author
repeats the formulation that he has already used: “Soroky ne troskotasha” (“The magpies do not
chatter”). This would be somewhat odd for a poet who is extremely prolific in the quantity and
quality of the alliterations that he fashions. For some reason he returns to the formulation that he
already used in previous lines. With all his vast creative talent, he resorts to a redundancy.
Absence of logical explanation or abstraction, focus on physical realia, orchestration of sound,
grammatical rhyming, the role of nature as participant, extreme parataxis, repetition of the same
formula. . . . All of these are features of the oral epic, but they are atypical of early Russian
writing.
Likhachev evidently saw the pursuit episode as possibly the transcription of an oral epic
motif. (It comes in the second half of the Slovo, which he suggests is little more than the text of
an oral tale.) Yet, will his followers, skeptics in regard to an oral Igor Tale, argue that this
passage is the original composition of an ingenious writer? After all, those daws, the magpies,
the woodpeckers. . . . Those lines are not found in the Russian epic tales that were recorded in the
eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. Will they argue that this passage is different from
the oral epic that we know from transcriptions of byliny and, therefore, that it must be the
handiwork of a highly skilled poet who—for reasons that remain a complete mystery—wrote in a
style that was thoroughly that of an oral epic and resisted any temptation to lapse into the more
analytic style of a literate writer? Will skeptics adhere to the argument from “difference” and
insist that, although this passage is oral in style, the poet did not employ actual lexical formulae
from oral epic tales?
Opponents of the view that the Igor Tale was composed orally assume that the oral epic
tradition of the Kievan era must have produced only songs that were closely similar in their style
and sophistication to the oral epic songs preserved in byliny and historical songs. They make
little allowance for the five to six centuries that elapsed before the first transcripts of byliny were
made. And they make no allowance for the radical changes that Russian culture underwent—
documented changes such as the gradually ascendant role of writing, significant changes in the
language, and the eventual loss of an entire oral genre: the court epic song, composed by
professional court singers in response to current events (in sharp contrast to byliny that we know
8 Throughout the tale the subordinate conjunction “bo” is the workhorse signifying cause, motivation, or
reason. “Ponezhe” and “zanezhe,” earmarks of the written tradition, are conspicuously absent.
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today, which preserve in somewhat fossilized form a group of ancient epic tales that are rooted in
the Kievan period but with many changes and accretions dating from later centuries).
However, let us return to our survey of the passage portraying the pursuit of Igor. The
dialogue between Gzak and Konchak portrays the enemy as simpletons, a familiar strategy of
byliny and historical songs. The use of bird imagery to portray humans is a common device in
folk songs of many genres. “Krasnaia devitsa” (“fair maiden”) is a widespread oral formula,
with krasnaia serving as a fixed epithet of devitsa. The manipulation of Gzak’s name for
harmony of sound is remarkable. The form Gzak is used in the line “Molvit Gzak
Konchakovi” (“Gzak says to Konchak”), where it harmonizes with Konchak. The dative ending
–ovi creates assonance and consonance with the verb molvit.9 However, Konchak’s reply is
introduced with “Reche Konchak k Gze” (“Konchak said to Gza”), using the variant form Gza in
the dative case to create assonance: reche-Gze. This is a surprising detail to find in Kievan
writing because it reveals the tremendous importance that the poet ascribed to orchestration of
sound—an importance that is unparalleled in other written works. (In a previous passage, the
composer manipulates the name Ovlur in similar fashion to create assonance: “V polunochi
Ovlur”—but “Vlur vl”kom poteche.”) In the passage with Gzak and Konchak, seven of the
thirteen lines consist of word combinations that are repeated with little variation. Two pairs of
lines are virtually identical. This sort of “naive repetition,” combined with the folkloric bird
imagery, instrumentation of sound and the attested folk formula krasnaia devitsa, must certainly
come from the oral epic tradition, where it is a commonplace.
Thus, the 22 lines portraying the pursuit of Igor bear the formal and thematic earmarks of
an oral epic composition. Skeptics might break with Likhachev and maintain that the
formulations in the pursuit passage find no close lexical parallels in recent Russian folklore, and,
therefore, the passage is just a stylization of an oral epic motif. This skepticism is based to a
great extent on the absence of lexical parallels in recently recorded folkloric texts—lexical
parallels that could hardly survive a span of 500 years which saw major changes in the language
and the extinction of a major Kievan epic tradition.
Likhachev presented a hypothesis for the development of a written literary genre to which
the Slovo belonged (1986:28):
Думаю, что Боян и Ходына — реальные певцы. Жили они за столетие до автора «Слова». За
это время фольклорная традиция дружинной поэзии (термин «дружинная поэзия» мне
кажется удачным) перешла из устного бытования в письменность, сохранив довольно много
от устной поэзии Руси.
I think that Boian and Khodyna were real singers. They lived a century before the author of the
“Slovo.” In that interim of time the folkloric tradition of poetry among the princes’ retinues
(“retinue poetry” seems to be an apt term) passed from an oral mode of existence to a written
mode, preserving a rather large amount from the oral poetry of Rus'.

9 I have spelled ml”vit in its pleophonic form molvit; the possible distinction in pronunciation between a
syllabic l and ol is of no consequence for the sound parallel here.
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Likhachev does not explain how the oral epic court tradition made the transition to writing. We
know that the court epic tradition continued in some form through the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries (Mann 2010; 2014). Therefore, the transition from song to writing that Likhachev
envisions could not entail the complete replacement of epic songs by written tales. The song
tradition continued. How, then, did the transition happen? Was the epic genre hijacked by monks
and clergy, the writers and custodians of written texts in Kievan Rus'? The singers themselves
could hardly be mustered for this new enterprise. A transition to writing would drastically alter
the singers’ professional function of entertaining with song. The musical dimension of their
songs would be lost in a written text. If the song tradition continued, then what purpose did the
written epics serve? Reading the written texts out loud to a prince or to a gathered crowd would
seem superfluous alongside the musical performances of skilled singers of tales—tales that
perform the same function of glorifying the princes’ exploits. If the oral epic had been
undergoing a transition to writing throughout the twelfth century as Likhachev suggests, then by
1185 one might expect to find obvious lexical and stylistic intrusions that would betray a written
mode of composition in this new, written epic genre. But where are they? In one of the great
understatements of Igor Tale scholarship, Likhachev states that the written epics such as the
Slovo preserved a “rather large amount” (“dovol’no mnogo”) from the oral poetry of Rus'. In his
previous essay of 1985, he states that the first half of the tale appears to be the original
composition of a poet who halfway through the narrative lapsed into mere duplication of an
existing oral epic. Fifty percent is indeed a “rather large amount.” Actually, careful examination
of the text suggests that the “rather large amount” of oral material in the tale approaches one
hundred percent.
Now let us turn to a passage near the beginning of the tale—from the first half of the
narrative, which Likhachev claims is more clearly the poet’s own, original composition (vv.
107-22):10
Игорь къ Дону вои ведетъ.
Уже бо бѣды его пасетъ птиць подобію;
влъци грозу въ срожать по яругамъ;
орли клектомъ на кости звѣри зовутъ,
лисици брешутъ на чръленыя щиты.
О руская земле!
Уже за шеломянемъ еси!
Длъго ночь мркнетъ,
заря свѣтъ запала,
мъгла поля покрыла,
щекоть славій успе,
говоръ галичь убуди.
Русичи великая поля

Igor leads his warriors toward the Don.
The birds beneath the clouds prey on his sad fortune,
Wolves trumpet the storm in the ravines,
Eagles with their squalling summon
beasts to the bones,
Foxes yelp at the crimson shields.
O Russian land,
You are now far beyond the hills!
The night is long in ending,
The day is kindled by the dawn,
A mist has covered the plain;
The trill of the nightingale has fallen asleep,
The chatter of daws has awakened.
The sons of Rus' have barred the broad plains

10 Likhachev does not specify where, exactly, the writer changed his mode of composition. The midpoint of
the tale would be somewhere in the vicinity of the Boyars’ speech to Sviatoslav.
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чрьлеными щиты прегородиша,
ищучи себѣ чти,
а Князю славы.

With their crimson shields,
Seeking honor for themselves
And glory for their prince.

The present tense is used in the first lines before it shifts to past. All the lines are highly
rhythmic, with the cadence changing at “Dl”go noch’ mrknet.” Alliterations are conspicuous
throughout most of the lines. Six of the lines (highlighted with italics) are composed of formulaic
refrains that are repeated later in the tale. The narrative focuses entirely on the physical world.
There are no generalizations or analytic commentary. There is no authorial explanation to frame
the episode. Setting is established by a simple physical action: “Igor leads his warriors toward
the Don.” (Where, exactly, is he? Is his army traveling through the night?) The audience must
already be accustomed to this sort of narrative leap. All of these features are traits of oral epic
songs. The style of this passage is essentially similar to the pursuit episode near the end of the
tale. Likhachev did not point out the features of this passage that, in his eyes, make it stylistically
different from the second half of the tale. Its stylistic similarity to the pursuit episode forces me
to conclude that Likhachev was mistaken about the first half of the tale or he overgeneralized in
identifying the entire first half as an original written composition.
So far our search for the telltale traces of literacy has been fruitless. Let us consider part
of the battle portrayal, another episode in the first half of the tale (vv. 250-66):
Уже бо, братіе, не веселая година въстала,
уже пустыни силу прикрыла.
Въстала обида въ силахъ Дажь-Божа внука,
вступилъ дѣвою на землю Трояню,
въсплескала лебедиными крылы на синѣмъ
море у Дону;
плещучи, убуди жирня времена.
Усобица Княземъ на поганыя погыбе,
рекоста бо братъ брату: се мое, а то мое же;
и начяша Князи про малое, се великое
млъвити,
а сами на себѣ крамолу ковати.
А поганіи съ всѣхъ странъ прихождаху съ
побѣдами на землю Рускую.

Alas, brothers, an unhappy hour has arisen!
Alas, the plain has covered the troops.
Disgrace has arisen in the forces of
Dazhbog’s grandson.
As a maiden she stepped onto the land of Troyan.
She splashed her swan wings
On the deep-blue sea by the Don.
Splashing, she awakened fat times.
The princes’ struggle with the pagans perished,
For brother said to brother:
“This is mine, and that is mine also.”
And the princes said of what is small: “This is big,”
And they forged feuds against themselves.
And from all sides the pagans came,
Bringing defeat on the Russian land.

This passage is of special interest because it expresses one of the most central themes of the Igor
Tale: Russian princes’ failure to unite against the enemy, resulting in defeat at the hands of the
Polovtsy. Significantly, though, it never formulates this idea in any abstract, analytical way. It
adheres closely to a portrayal of the physical world, citing the princes’ words with direct speech
in a simple, naïve manner instead of summarizing the princes’ failings and explaining why
disunity is bringing disaster. The elemental portrayal is not the sort of presentation that one finds
in Kievan written genres. The Russians’ “disgrace” is portrayed as a swan-maiden who rises
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among Igor’s defeated forces and passes as a maiden bride to “the land of Troyan,” the territory
of the Polovtsy, bringing wealth and prosperity to the enemy.11 This set of imagery has to be a
traditional motif. Otherwise the audience would be as confused as we have been about its proper
interpretation. One might suppose that, hearing this motif for the first time, a twelfth-century
audience would understand that “Dazhbog’s grandson” alludes to the people of Rus'. After all,
Dazhbog had been their pagan god, and they are his descendants in a certain poetic sense.
However, Troyan was also their pagan deity, so how were they to figure out that “the land of
Troyan” means the land of the enemy? The composer of the tale must be manipulating familiar,
traditional motifs—and there is no evidence that those motifs were denizens of the written genres
that we know. The traditional model must have been an oral one. This obvious conclusion is
supported by the fact that the swan-maiden, who stands at the center of the imagery in this
passage, is found in oral songs and tales, not in early Russian written works.12
If one were to compare every passage in the first half of the tale with passages in the
second half, one would not find substantial stylistic differences between the two halves.
Likhachev’s assertion that the author seems to lapse into mere transcription of an epic song
midway through the tale does not withstand the test of comparison and it contradicts his own
theory that an oral epic would not mix genres. After all, the second half of the tale contains a
concatenation of generic elements: Yaroslavna’s lament, invocations to princes, and digressions
about previous feuds alongside ordinary epic narration. Likhachev’s arguments are not carefully
conceived. His contradictory stance reflects a lack of clear criteria for identifying oral
composition. In his time, the hypothesis of oral composition for the Igor Tale was not really
taken very seriously and the importance of the question was undervalued. In most people’s
thinking, the tale’s beauty and excellence simply had to be owed to a skilled writer. There is
nothing like it in Russian folklore; therefore, they reasoned, it can hardly come from an oral
tradition, which they associated with rustic songs and primitive instruments.
In my view, the Slovo contains only one passage that even begins to resemble the type of
analytic exposition that one finds in written literature. It follows the invocation to Yaroslav and
the grandsons of Vseslav to mount a united front against the enemy: “Вы бо своими крамолами
начясте наводити поганыя на землю Рускую, на жизнь Всеславлю. Которо[ю] бо бѣше
11 This passage alludes to “the land of Troyan” in association with the mouth of the Don, the same general
region where Gothic maidens aligned with the Polovtsy jingle the Russian gold.
12 As O. V. Tvorogov has noted, the use of usobitsa in reference to the struggle against an external enemy is
a conspicuous aberration in early Russian, where it normally refers to internecine feuding or uprisings. (See
Tvorogov’s entry for “usobitsa” in Entsiklopediia ‘Slova o polku Igoreve’, [1995:v, 150-51].) The fact that the
composer relied heavily upon lexical formulae suggests a new hypothesis regarding “usobitsa.” The anomalous
usage is with the verb “pogybe” in a passage that also alludes to the sun deity Dazhbog. Another passage with the
verb pogybati is “Pogybashet zhizn' Dazh'bozha vnuka” (“the life of Dazhbog’s grandson perished”). The verb
pogybnuti (“to perish”) was commonly used in reference to the sun’s disappearance during an eclipse. For this
reason, the perishing of the sun god’s grandson evokes associations with an eclipse. Possibly the unusual usage of
usobitsa in a context involving foreign enemies arose as the composer followed a template that alluded to the sun
and a solar eclipse, choosing the word usobitsa for its resemblance to solntse (“sun”). That is, there loomed behind
the mythological allusions of the Slovo an entire network of allusions to the pagan gods in an oral tale about the
conversion of Kiev and in oral epics that hearkened back to that conversion tale. My main point here is that the
theory of an oral Igor Tale makes it possible to envision formulaic templates to explain certain aberrations, whereas
the theory that the Slovo was written by an ingenious poet leaves us helpless to explain this particular anomaly.
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насиліе отъ земли Половецкыи.” (“For with your feuding you began to bring the heathen upon
the Russian land, upon the wealth of Vseslav. For it was from feuding that ravages came from the
Polovtsian land.”) Though brief, these lines are unusual in that they formulate the narrator’s
theme and point of view in bare, logical form—like an explanatory comment in the personal
voice of the author—not embedded in plastic imagery.13 However, this single brief passage,
which stands out from the rest of the tale, is hardly enough to demonstrate that the hand of a
lettered poet created any part of the tale.14
Let us back up now and take a close look at the depiction of Boyan, whom the composer
views as a genuine singer of tales and provides samples of Boyan’s art. Even if the poet’s
citations from Boyan’s songs are only approximations of what Boyan might have sung, they
nevertheless provide insights into the poet’s concept of epic song (vv. 55-72):
О Бояне, соловію стараго времени!
Абы ты сіа плъкы ущекоталъ,
скача, славію, по мыслену древу,
летая умомъ подь облакы,
свивая славы оба полы сего времени,
рища въ тропу Трояню
чресъ поля на горы.
Пѣти было пѣсь Игореви,
того (Олга) внуку:
«Не буря соколы занесе
чрезъ поля широкая;
галици стады бежать къ Дону великому!»
Чили въспѣти было, вѣщей Бояне, Велесовь
внуче:
«Комони ржуть за Сулою,
звенить слава въ Кыевѣ,
трубы трубятъ въ Новгрѣадѣ,
стоять стязи въ Путивлѣ!»

O Boyan, nightingale of yore!
Would that you could trill these troops,
Flitting, nightingale, through the tree of thought,
Soaring in mind up under the clouds,
Weaving praises around our times,
Coursing along Troyan’s trail
Over the plains and onto the mountains.
You would sing such a song to Igor,
Grandson of Oleg:
“No storm has swept the falcons
Across the broad plains;
The daws flee in flocks to the Mighty Don . . .”
Or might the song have thus begun,
O seer Boyan, grandson of Veles:
“Horses neigh beyond the Sula,
Praises ring in Kiev,
Trumpets trumpet in Novgorod,
Banners fly in Putivl!”

The poet admires Boyan and wishes that this “nightingale of yore” could sing about Igor’s
campaign. He introduces Boyan with no explanatory commentary, showing that Boyan is a
familiar legend in a narrative tradition. Instead of reminiscing in analytic fashion about Boyan,
he immediately spins a web of imagery portraying Boyan as a nightingale that flies in mind up
13 It is not altogether certain whether these words are intended to be the voice of the narrator himself and
not a continuation of Sviatoslav’s exhortations to the princes.
14 One might argue that another passage contrasts in style with that of the tale as a whole: “Отъ стараго
Владимира [170 лѣтъ] до нынѣшняго Игоря.” (“From old Vladimir [it was 170 years] until the present-day Igor.”)
The reconstructed number of years is based on the corresponding passage in the Zadonshchina, which refers to the
number of years since the Kalka battle (160 or 170 in the different manuscript versions). It was 170 years from
Vladimir’s death in 1015 until Igor’s 1185 campaign. It is debatable whether such chronology was maintained by
oral epic singers, but there is little evidence on which to base any argument.
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under the clouds and flits through the “tree of thought.” The first sample of Boyan’s singing is a
negative simile (“It is not a storm that carried falcons across the broad plains; flocks of daws flee
to the Mighty Don!”), an oral-folkloric device that the poet himself uses repeatedly in the Igor
Tale. The simile incorporates both present and past tenses, a feature that we find throughout
those parts of the narrative that are not attributed to Boyan. The metaphor associating people
with birds that are carried by a storm has analogues in wedding songs, while the general
technique of using birds to symbolize people is widespread in Russian folklore. Wedding songs,
for example, portray the bridegroom and his retinue as falcons pursuing smaller birds such as
daws or ducks. We have already seen that the composer uses bird imagery of this type in the
dialog between Gzak and Konchak. Interestingly, the first purported sample of Boyan’s art, like
most of the Igor Tale, does not have a recognizably regular meter. The question of rhythm and
meter in the Igor Tale will always be an open one because of all the unknowns: the role of
reduced vowels, possible lengthening of vowels, the possibility of a variegated meter. . . .
Nevertheless, the first lines attributed to Boyan show that, as far as we can tell from the written
text, the author of the Igor Tale did not seem to perceive rhythmic regularity as a requirement of
oral epic songs.
The second sample of Boyan’s art as it was perceived by the poet of the Igor Tale is very
regular in rhythm. As in the first sample, there is no generalizing or prosaic commentary. Events
of the past are narrated in the present tense. The entire motif focuses on features of the physical
world: the neighing of steeds, the ringing of praise songs, the blaring of trumpets, and the raising
of banners. These four lines are very symmetrical, marked by grammatical rhyme and ordinary
phonetic end-rhyme linking “zvenit slava v Kieve” and “stoiat stiazi v Putivle.” Folk songs do not
provide very close analogues to the second and fourth lines in the series, but they do provide
parallels to the first and third lines (“Steeds neigh beyond the Sula” and “Trumpets sound in
Novgorod”). Boyan’s metaphor “praise rings” (or “glory rings”) is closely akin to metaphors
elsewhere in the narrative that can be attributed to the voice of the narrator and not to the voice
of Boyan: “zvoniachi v pradedniuiu slavu” (“ringing at their grandfathers’ glory”) and “rasshibe
slavu Iaroslavlu” (“smashed the glory of his grandfather Iaroslav”). The orchestration of sound is
remarkable—but no more remarkable than that of other parts of the Igor Tale that are not
attributed to Boyan. In brief, Boyan’s lines do not differ stylistically from the rest of the
narration. Regardless whether the motifs attributed to Boyan are accurate renditions of his art,
they make it clear that the author of the Igor Tale perceived his own task as virtually identical to
Boyan’s: to create an epic song.
Moreover, the narrator tells us that—in an opening passage that was missing in the
manuscript found in the 1790s—he has begun his tale “in the old words of the heroic tales about
the campaign of Igor” (vv. 1-7):
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Не лѣпо ли ны бяшетъ, братiе,
начяти старыми словесы
трудныхъ повѣстiй о пълку Игоревѣ,
Игоря Святъславлича!
Начати же ся тъй пѣсни
по былинамь сего времени,
а не по замышленiю Бояню.

Was15 it not fitting, brothers,
To begin with the olden words
Of the heroic tales аbout the campaign of Igor,
Igor, the son of Sviatoslav?
Let this song begin
According to the true tales of our time,
And not according to Boyan’s fancy.

The lost introduction followed the motifs of familiar tales about Igor’s raid: “the olden words of
the heroic tales about the campaign of Igor.” Other tales about Igor’s defeat already circulated
before the version we know was written down. Any written tales about Igor’s battle would have
had a narrow audience, while the narrator is alluding to tales that seem to be widely known.
Those previous heroic tales must certainly be oral epics. 16
From the opening lines of the surviving text we can draw a few conclusions about its
author. He tells us outright that he composed on the backdrop of familiar tales that were
15

Mistakenly assuming that the opening lines are complete, editors and translators have always given a
“corrected” interpretation: Would it not be fitting, brothers, to begin. . . . However, the imperfect verb biashet
(“was”) never performed a conditional/subjunctive function in Old Russian. The only imperfect verb performing this
function was podobashe, and this was a linguistic accident stemming from its use in translating scriptural passages
from Greek. This conclusion is supported by the texts of the Zadonshchina, which derives from the epic tradition
that produced the Igor Tale. In the Zadonshchina, the passage corresponding to the first lines of the extant Slovo o
polku Igoreve comes not at the start of the tale, but after an introduction that would seem to correspond to the
missing introduction in the Slovo. Significantly, this introduction in the Zadonshchina includes an invocation to
ascend the Kiev Hills and view epic events from that vantage point. This Kievan feature, rather incongruous in a
Muscovite tale, must certainly derive from Kievan epic tradition—and it most likely goes back to an introductory
motif that is missing in the Slovo. See Mann (1990:169); (2005:96, 388n1); (2012:2).
16

The “heroic tales about the campaign of Igor” could hardly be the two early chronicle entries about
Igor’s campaign, which bear no stylistic resemblance to the Slovo whatsoever. L. V. Sokolova has argued that there
were at least two written tales about Igor’s raid that antedated the Igor Tale that we know. She maintains that the
differences between the Hypatian Chronicle and Laurentian Chronicle accounts are a reflection of the differences
between two different written tales that served the chronicles as sources. The major flaw in Sokolova’s theory is that
she limits her thinking primarily to a manuscript tradition when the tales about Igor were almost certainly oral. In
my view, she correctly equates “trudnykh povestii” with “bylinam” and argues correctly that the second sentence in
the Slovo is not intended as a negative response to the first extant line. We agree that “starymi slovesy” refers to the
familiar words of tales that are already known, although my belief is that they were known for around 20 years or
more by the time the Igor Tale was written down and, therefore, are perceived as somewhat old in an ordinary
chronological sense. Sokolova treats the extant opening lines as the actual opening of the tale. In my view, an entire
opening passage is missing, and in speaking of starting with “the olden words of the heroic tales about Igor’s
campaign” the narrator is alluding to the opening that he has just been spun along the lines of familiar epic tales
(Sokolova 1987:210-15; Kosorukov:1986:65-74). Because the narrator is referring to the beginning that he has
already made, this opens new avenues for interpreting the next lines: “This song should begin according to the
byliny of this time and not according to Boyan’s invention.” “Byliny of this time” could refer to the “heroic tales
about the campaign of Igor” that were somehow reflected in the missing introduction. The words of these tales are
“old” in that the tales have already circulated for several decades and they are familiar to all (Mann 2005:98-112).
According to this reading, the particle “zhe” in “Nachati zhe sia t”i pesni” is intended to emphasize and confirm
what was stated in the previous sentence—that it was fitting to begin in the manner of the familiar epic tales about
Igor. In the formulation “the byliny of this time” the intended contrast is with the legendary songs of Boyan, not
with “the old words of the heroic tales” about Igor’s campaign. This interpretation is in accord with historical details
suggesting that the Slovo was not written down until sometime in the thirteenth century, not in the 1180s or 1190s as
most specialists have argued.
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doubtless epic songs. He incorporates motifs from these tales in his own narrative. He asserts
some sort of break from the style of Boyan, yet he seems to idolize the legendary singer and
actually composes in a style that is virtually identical to Boyan’s, judging by the snippets that he
gives to illustrate what Boyan might have sung. The only antecedents in narrative art to which
the author alludes directly are oral epic tales—songs about Igor’s campaign and the epic songs of
Boyan. He never mentions the chronicles or any written literary works. He appears to be
operating exclusively in the realm of oral epic songs. If he is a lettered poet seeking to create a
new literary genre, one must admit that he is blessed with an unparalleled austerity and selfdiscipline in adhering to the stylistic norms of oral epic tradition and walling himself off from
any clear links with written genres. Far more likely, he is an epic singer and the Igor Tale is
essentially a transcription of his song.
His account of Sviatoslav’s dream provides further insights into his artistic technique (vv.
315-32):
А Святъславь мутенъ сонъ видѣ
въ Кіевѣ на горахъ.
«Си ночь съ вечера одѣвахъте мя, рече,
чръною паполомою, на кроваты тисовѣ.
Чръпахуть ми синее вино съ трудомь
смѣшено;
сыпахуть ми тъщими тулы поганыхъ
тльковинъ
великый женчюгъ на лоно, и нѣгуютъ мя.
Уже дьскы безъ кнѣса в моемъ теремѣ
златовръсѣмъ.
Всю нощь съ вечера босуви врани възграяху
у Плѣсньска на болони,
бѣша дебрь Кисаню,
и не сошлю къ синему морю».

And Sviatoslav dreamed a troubled dream
In Kiev, on the hills.
“Early last night they wrapped me,” he said,
“In a black shroud upon a bed of yew.
They ladled me deep-blue wine
mixed with sorrow.
From the empty quivers of the pagan interpreters
they spilled great pearls upon my breast
and treated me tenderly.
The main beam is now missing in my
gold-domed bower
All night long the ravens were cawing to Boos
In the fields around Plesensk.
They were thicket of Kisan [?]
And I cannot send to the deep-blue sea.”

The entire dream motif is comprised of actions in the physical world that are strung together in
fairly symmetrical fashion with no abstractions, no explanatory commentary, and no immediate
effort to clarify the omens. As one will see, no clarification was necessary because the motif was
already familiar to the audience. It presents oral lexical formulae that are recognizable from
recorded folklore: “yew bed” (tisova krovat’), “gold-domed bower” (zlatoverkhii terem), “deepblue sea” (sinee more). Instrumentation of sound, as usual in the tale, is masterful. Virtually all of
the omens seen by Sviatoslav in his dream are paralleled in wedding songs in which the bride has
a dream foreshadowing her wedding and separation from her maiden home. The bride dreams
that the boards in her paternal home come loose, the roof flies off, or the corner posts fall away;
Sviatoslav dreams that the central ceiling beam disappears in his gold-domed bower. The bride
dreams that she is presented with cloth, wine and pearls—gifts brought by the matchmakers in
the matchmaking ritual. Sviatoslav dreams that they bring him wine and the Polovtsian
interpreters spill out pearls for him from their quivers. Interpreters accompany emissaries from
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the enemy camp, much as matchmakers function as emissaries of the groom. (Hence, the
interpreters are unarmed and their quivers are empty.) In the bridal dream the pearls are
commonly equated with the tears shed by her. Birds in bridal dreams symbolize the family of the
groom. The lines alluding to ravens in Sviatoslav’s dream appear to be defective and muddled,
but the ravens are almost certainly associated with the Polovtsy, who correspond here to the
family of the groom in the wedding songs. Sviatoslav says that in his dream “they treated me
tenderly” (“i neguiut mia”) a detail that derives from a prominent feature of wedding songs and
laments: “Momma’s tender care” (“nega mutushkina”), which the bride will lose when she is
taken away by the groom. One can see that wedding song motifs have been adapted to the
context of Igor’s defeat in battle. Through the wedding imagery Sviatoslav’s role is associated
with the sad plight of the departing bride, while the Polovtsy are linked with the groom and his
matchmakers.
Proponents of the view that the author of the Slovo was an ingenious lettered poet claim
that he took folkloric motifs and raised them to new heights. In Sviatoslav’s dream, for example,
one can see that lyric motifs from ritual songs pertaining to a mere bride are adapted to portray
events affecting the welfare of the entire Kiev State. However, there is evidence that this
adapting of wedding songs was not the original handiwork of an individual author. For example,
it is somewhat odd that Sviatoslav envisions himself wrapped in a shroud when it is Igor’s army
who die, not the Kiev Prince. Moreover, one would expect the main beam in Sviatoslav’s bower
to represent the Grand Prince himself, not Prince Igor. Ordinary logic would require that both
these omens portend the death of the Kiev Prince. Their logical incongruity suggests that
Sviatoslav’s dream is a traditional epic motif that originally pertained to the death or defeat of the
prince who has the dream, but with the passage of time the motif came to be applied to other
contexts. This is to say that the poet of the Igor Tale was not the sole creator of the dream motif.
It was originated by singers who came before him. The tale of Olga’s revenge, retold briefly in
the Primary Chronicle, provides further evidence that the dream motif was already very old by
the late twelfth century.17 This tale, which probably goes back to the tenth century, relates how
Kiev Princess Olga, grandmother of Vladimir I, outwits Mal, Prince of the Drevliane, feigning
that she will marry him while actually plotting his demise. Throughout the tale, moments of an
apparent wedding ritual turn out to bring death to the Drevliane. In one chronicle compilation
(Obolenskii 1851:11), Mal is said to dream of a boat with black blankets and clothing
embroidered with pearls. He imagines these things to represent wedding gifts, portents of his
wedding with Princess Olga. In the end the boat turns out to be a funeral boat, and the black
blankets, like the black shroud in Sviatoslav’s dream, also portend his death. Thus, the technique
of blending wedding motifs into a context of battle and death was deeply embedded in Russian
epic tradition long before the poet of the Igor Tale set to work two or three centuries later. Mal’s
dream was doubtless a variation on the bride’s dream in wedding songs. These songs about the
sad lot of the bride had already been “elevated to a new level” long before Igor Sviatoslavich
was even born. This in no way reduces the splendor of Sviatoslav’s dream; it simply shows that
the motif is the product of collective authorship by many singers, not the brainchild of a genius
17 The tale is recounted in the Primary Chronicle (PSRL 1997: columns 53-60), where it is attributed to the
years 945-946. See Mann (2004).
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who sat down and, without even a meager supply of scratch paper, created a beautiful
masterpiece singlehandedly.
Another motif that underwent a long evolution before being employed by the composer
of the Igor Tale is the portrayal of a brave warrior as a fierce aurochs (170-87):
Яръ туре Всеволодѣ!
Стоиши на борони,
прыщеши на вои стрѣлами,
гремлеши о шеломы.
мечи харалужными
Камо Туръ поскочяше,
своимъ златымъ шеломомъ посвѣчивая,
тамо лежатъ поганыя головы Половецкыя.
Поскепаны саблями калеными
шеломы Оварьскыя
отъ тебе, Яръ Туре Всеволоде!

Fierce aurochs Vsevolod!
You stand your ground,
You spray arrows on the foe,
You thunder against helmets
With your Kharalug swords!
Wherever the fierce aurochs bounds,
His golden helmet flashing,
There lie pagan Polovtsian heads:
Cleft with sabres of tempered steel
Are their Avar helmets—
By you, fierce aurochs Vsevolod

This motif appears to derive from ritual songs in which the aurochs, an emblem of the thunder
god Perun, is portrayed as bringing fertility and abundance to the crops (Mann 1990:63). In
many songs of this type that were recorded in the past two centuries, the aurochs has been
replaced with a goat or other horned animal. 18 Wherever the beast bounds, there lie sheaves of
grain. Wherever the “fierce aurochs” Vsevolod bounds, there lie the heads of Polovtsy. Vsevolod
sprays arrows like rain, he “thunders” against helmets with his swords, and his helmet flashes
like lightning. The ancient connection with the rain-giver Perun in the underlying ritual song is
reflected in the portrayal of Vsevolod. Elements of the motif come from a system of imagery that
the composer of the Igor Tale clearly inherited. The “thunder” of swords, a “rain” of arrows, the
lightning-like flashing of helmets—these were all traditional metaphors.19 Most interesting,
though, is the role of “heads” as a replacement for “sheaves” in the underlying ritual song. In the
subsequent digression about Vseslav we find a related image: “They spread heads on the
sheaves” (“snopy steliut golovami”), a formulation that appears to derive from the wedding ritual
of making the nuptial bed with furs and blankets spread on sheaves of rye (Mann 1990:63). The
two images in the depictions of Vsevolod and Vseslav (one in Likhachev’s first half of the tale,
the other in the second half) spring from different underlying rituals, but each melds into the
same traditional system that brings harvested sheaves together with severed heads. The composer
must be working within a highly developed tradition. His imagery has already undergone a long
evolution before he begins to apply and manipulate it himself.
Skeptics will respond by insisting that the attempts of folklorists to assign a ritual origin
to the “fierce aurochs” motif is just speculation and therefore proves nothing. Others will argue
that a literate poet can employ traditional imagery in a poem that he writes, so there is nothing
18

Related songs with a similar motif have Iarilo, Elijah, or St. George instead of the horned animal.

19 Chronicle compilers and authors of written battle tales occasionally imitated them (alongside the usual
literary formulae such as “i byst’ secha zla”) to add a touch of zest to their accounts of battles.
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surprising in the fact that some of the metaphors of the Slovo had undergone a long evolution. I
would respond by saying that, still, the tendency in written literature is for most of the text to
flow from the writer’s own creative wellspring, coming in individual words, not in ready-made
blocks that have been honed by long tradition. And once again I would ask the skeptics to
identify the specific words, lines, metaphors or other features that identify the portrayal of
Vsevolod as the work of a literate poet. Could it be “gremleshi o shelomy mechi
kharaluzhnymi”? Or perhaps it is “pryshcheshi na voi strelami” or “tamo lezhat poganyia golovy
polovetskyia”? I would ask the skeptics to mark for me the passages that show the tale to be the
composition of a literate writer—because I fail to see those telltale signs.
Skeptics might point to the irregular meter of the Igor Tale, noting that most of the
famous epics of Europe have a regular meter. Those tales include the Iliad, the Odyssey, the
Nibelungenlied, the Song of Roland and the epic songs of the South Slavs. Many Russian byliny
have a flexible meter, but the rhythms of the Slovo show far more variation than those of byliny.
Although the acoustic dimension of the Igor Tale will possibly never be fully understood, a
number of passages provide key insights regarding the way the tale must have sounded to its
audience eight or nine centuries ago. One such passage is the portrayal of Igor’s army as a nest of
birds slumbering in the field (vv. 135-42):
Дремлетъ въ полѣ Ольгово хороброе гнѣздо.
Далече залетѣло!
Не было нъ обидѣ порождено,
ни соколу, ни кречету,
ни тебѣ, чръный воронъ,
поганый Половчине!
Гзакъ бѣжитъ сѣрымъ влъкомъ,
Кончакъ ему слѣдъ править къ Дону великому.

Oleg’s brave nest slumbers in the field.
Far has it flown!
It was born to be disgraced
By neither falcon nor hawk,
Nor by you, black raven,
Pagan Polovtsian!
Gzak flees as a grey wolf,
Konchak follows in his tracks to the Mighty Don.

For two centuries after the first publication of the Slovo, this passage has been viewed as
ordinary epic imagery. The enemy is represented by a raven, while the Russian army is a nest of
other birds (most likely falcons, judging by familiar patterns). There you have it—epic bird
imagery and nothing more. This perception of the imagery, however, overlooks a wedding song
that appears to have inspired the epic motif. In the wedding song, the bride is represented as a
bird that is sleeping at night when falcons come and steal her, handing her over to a falcon
symbolizing the groom. They tell him not to let the little bird be injured (or “disgraced”: “ne
davai v obidu”) by “falcons, nor ravens, nor by any little birds.” The motif has many versions
recorded throughout widely disparate regions of Russia. Here are several of them (Potanina
1981:318, 319; Zyrianov 1970:No. 215):20
Как вечор перепелица,
Как вечор золотокрылая

In the evening a quail
In the evening a gold-winged one,

20 I cite several songs so that the reader can see how each song reflects different features of a medieval
prototype that is also reflected in the motif of the Slovo.
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Во саду перепелила.
Как поутру не рано
Вдруг не слышна ее стало.
Сокола прилетали,
Ее силою взяли.
И с большой-большой охотою
Ее соколу в когти дали.
Еще ясного учили:
—Ты владей нашей перепелкой,
Не давай ее в обиду
Ни соколам, ни воронам,
Никаким злым кукушкам.

Sang in the garden.
Early in the morning
Suddenly she could be heard no more.
The falcons came flying
And took her by force
And with great glee
Laid her in the falcon’s claws
And told the bright falcon:
“Take our little quail.
Let her be disgraced
By neither falcons nor ravens
Nor any evil cuckoos!”

Вечор перепелочка
Во саду щекотала,
К утру бела света
Ее в тереме не стало.
Знать, к нашей перепелочке
Соколы прилетали,
Ее с собою взяли,
Кречету отдавали.

In the evening a little quail
Trilled in the garden.
By morning’s first light
She was gone from her bower.
To our little quail
Falcons came flying.
They took her with them
And gave her to the hawk.

Как вечор во садочке,
Как вечор во зеленом,
Перепелка младая
С перепелками пела.
Как на утренню свету
Перепелочки нету.
Не орлы налетали—
Перепелочку взяли.
Перепелочку взяли,
Соколу отдавали.
«Уж ты на, ясный сокол,
Младую перепелочку.
Не давай же в обиду
Младую перепелку
Ни орлам, ни орлицам,
Ни мелким-то ты пташкам».
Во высоком во тереме
Красна девица сидела
Со кумами, со подружками,
Со названными сестрицами.
Как на утренню свету

In the evening,
In the green garden,
A young quail
Sang with the quails.
But at morning’s light
The young quail was gone.
It was not eagles that came flying
And took the quail,
Took the quail
And gave her to the falcon:
“Here, bright falcon,
Take the young quail.
Let the young quail
Be disgraced
By neither eagles nor eaglets,
Nor by little birdies!”
In her high bower
A fair maiden sat
With her friends and close ones,
With those she called her sisters.
But at morning’s light
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Красной девицы нету—
Бояра наезжали,
Молодцу отдавали:
«Уж ты на, молодец,
Уж ты на, удалой,
Молодую девицу,
Молоду красавицу.
Не давай-ка в обиду
Ни свекру, ни свекровке,
Ни деверьям, ни золовкам,
Ни чужим-то да людям».

The fair maiden was gone.
The groom’s men had come
And handed her to the fine young lad:
“Here, brave lad,
Here is your young beauty.
Let her be disgraced
By neither father-in-law nor mother-in-law,
By neither your brothers nor your sisters,
Nor any other people.”

As the last example illustrates, the bird imagery in many of the songs is followed by an
interpretation of the imagery, making it clear that the “birds” who have come in the night
represent the family of the groom, who take the bride away from her maiden home. The rhythm
and syntax of the bird imagery in the Igor Tale echoes that of the wedding song. This
circumstance makes it fairly certain that the Igor Tale has variegated rhythms, not a regular
meter, and that in some cases the different rhythms reflect the rhythmic patterns of wedding
songs and other oral genres upon which epic singers sometimes drew. Even more intriguing is
the possibility that various motifs from other genres were sung with intonations and melodies
that echoed their source. In other words, the information that people received from the
performance of a derivative motif in, say, the thirteenth century was much richer than the meager
information that we receive from the written text today. In ancient Rus’, an epic singer’s
audience might have recognized a wedding motif not only by its words, but by its rhythm and
melody as well.
Another example of an echoed rhythm is in Vsevolod’s praise for his men of Kursk (vv.
74-92):
И рече ему Буй Туръ Всеволодъ:
«Одинъ братъ, одинъ свѣтъ свѣтлый—
ты Игорю!
Оба есвѣ Святъславличя!
Сѣдлай, брате, свои бръзыи комони,
а мои ти готови,
осѣдлани у Курьска на переди.
А мои ти Куряни свѣдоми къмети:
подъ трубами повити,
подъ шеломы възлелѣяны,
конець копія въскръмлени,
пути имъ вѣдоми,
яругы имъ знаеми,
луци у нихь напряжени,
тули отворени,

And fierce aurochs Vsevolod said:
“One brother—one bright light:
You, Igor!
We are both sons of Sviatoslav.
Saddle, brother, your swift steeds.
Mine are ready,
Saddled at Kursk before us.
And my men of Kursk are well-known warriors:
Swaddled under trumpets,
Cradled under helmets,
Suckled at the end of a lance,
They’ve travelled the roads,
They’ve sounded the ravines,
Their bows are taut,
Their quivers are opened,
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сами скачють акы сѣрыи влъци въ полѣ,
ищучи себе чти,
а Князю славѣ!»
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Their sabres are sharpened.
Like grey wolves in the field they bound,
Seeking honor for themselves
And glory for their prince!”

The long, rhythmic series of eight lines, each ending in a participle, finds remarkable parallels in
praise songs that were sung in traditional Russian folk weddings. (I am leaving aside the question
whether the immediate model for Vsevolod’s speech might be lines spoken by the druzhko in
Russian wedding ritual. The druzhko recites speeches that incorporate formulae from various oral
sources, including wedding songs, and Vsevolod’s role at this point resembles that of the
druzhko, who serves as leader of the groom’s journey to the home of the bride.) These songs can
be addressed to various participants or guests in the wedding celebration, but it was generally
mandatory procedure to sing praise songs to the bride and groom and their parents. Here are two
examples (Mann 1990:68):
Как у нас была Степанида душа,
Как у нас была Охромеевна
Береженое дитятко:
Со вечеренки спать кладена,
Со заутренки возбужена,
Колачем она выскормлена,
Сытою она выспоена!

In our house Stepanida, dear soul,
In our house Okhroveyevna
Was a pampered child:
Laid to bed in the evening,
Woken in the morning,
Fed with a twisting pastry,
Given a honey brew to drink!

У меня свет гостейка,
(имя и отчество)
Во любви позвана,
Во чести посожена,
Хорошо снаряжена:
Сережки яхонты,
Лице разгорелося,
Монисты золоты
Шею огрузили!

Our guest here,
[Name and patronymic] our light
Was invited in love,
Seated in honor,
Decked out finely:
Sapphire earrings,
Her face shines;
Coins of gold
Hang about her neck.

The metaphors in Vsevolod’s speech were created by blending battle terms with the more prosaic
wedding song formulae. The men of Kursk are swaddled under trumpets and lullabied under
helmets—not under a bed canopy. They are fed at the end of a lance—not at the end of a table.
The distinctive rhythm of Vsevolod’s speech appears to reflect that of praise songs that also
speak of “lullabying,” “feeding,” and “swaddling.” Like the passage in which the Russians’
“brave nest” slumbers in the field, Vsevolod’s lines in oral performance might have also echoed
melodic features of their source in the wedding ritual. Wedding song associations might have
been evoked not only by the words and rhythm of the passage, but also by its melodic
intonations. And, significantly, the disparate motifs deriving from different songs display
disparate rhythms, showing that it probably makes little sense to predicate a single, uniform
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rhythm for the Igor Tale or to approach the question of rhythm without taking the apparent
folkloric prototypes into account.
After Prince Igor sets out against the Polovtsy, the Div calls out from the treetops,
warning a Tmutorokan idol that the Russian army is approaching. Comparative study of a
number of Russian and Belorussian tales shows that a mythic bird that guards the approach to a
pagan idol was a feature of a medieval oral tale about the conversion of Rus'. The bird-idol
sequence survived intact in a number of Russian and Belorussian prose tales (skazki), while in
bylina tradition it separated into two distinct tales: one about the monstrous Solovei
(“Nightingale”) who sits atop nine oaks and guards the approach to Kiev, and another about
Idolishche (“Huge Idol”) (Mann 1990:7-37; 2005:113-19). However, even though the early
Russian audience of the Igor Tale was very familiar with the bird-idol sequence of the conversion
tale, they would still wonder why the narrator wove the bird and the idol into his narrative. Why
has the Div resurfaced in this tale? Why is Igor seemingly attacking an idol in Tmutorokan?
What connection does Igor’s campaign have with the baptism of Rus', the topic of the conversion
tale? Clearly, the composer of the Igor Tale counted on his audience’s prior familiarity with epic
adaptations of this motif. He did not need to explain the Div and the idol because his audience
had already heard epic songs that had alluded to the conversion tale in this manner.21 His allusion
to the conversion tale in the bird-idol motif was already a traditional feature of the oral epic
before he composed his Igor Tale; if it were his own original creation, then it would have
required explanatory commentary even for readers in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
One finds evidence of the same kind in the digression about Vseslav of Polotsk. The
entire digression is obviously a succinct retelling of Vseslav’s topsy-turvy history, a history that
was celebrated and bemoaned in epic songs that were already familiar to the audience. The tales
about Vseslav had to be part of popular lore for the audience to understand the compressed
allusions (vv. 505-09):
На седьмомъ вѣцѣ Трояни
връже Всеславъ жребій о дѣвицю себѣ любу.
Тъй клюками подпръся о кони,
и скочи къ граду Кыеву,
и дотчеся стружіемъ
злата стола Киевскаго.

In Troyan’s seventh millennium
Vseslav cast lots for the maiden he loved.
Leaning on the end of his staff,
He vaulted to Kiev town,
And touched with his banner pole
The Kiev golden throne.

First, Vseslav is said to “cast lots for the maiden he loved.” If this were not already a well-known
oral motif, the audience might wonder who the girl was! He casts lots “in Troyan’s seventh
millennium.” It is clear that the audience would know what this formula meant—the demise of
21

I have argued that one of these tales was an epic song about Igor’s victory over the Polovtsy on Elijah’s
Day in 1174. The conversion cycle portrayed Elijah as the Christianizer of Rus', the spiritual hero who overcomes
the pagan Div, enters Kiev, and destroys the heathen idol of his predecessor Perun. I believe a song was composed in
celebration of Igor’s 1174 victory and with motifs associating Igor with Elijah in his role as victor over idolatry and
pagan cults. In that hypothetical tale, Igor must have set out against the Tmutorokan idol and returned victorious,
while in the later tale about his 1185 defeat the idol motif is introduced in an ironic manner. Igor sets out like the
conquering hero Elijah (as he did in the 1174 tale), but this time his audacious plan ends in ignominious defeat
(Mann 2005:140-56).
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the pagan cults—because the narrator employs it without any explanation. Then Vseslav vaults
to Kiev on a walking stick. Only an audience that was already familiar with this motif would
understand that Vseslav’s vaulting was being depicted in terms of the miraculous feat of Elijah,
who on a mission of conversion vaulted to Kiev on the staff of the Church. (This motif survived
to some extent in the bylina about Il’ia Muromets—Elijah the Prophet reinterpreted as a mortal
superhero—who vaults to Kiev on a staff that he receives from a pilgrim named Ivanishche, a
reinterpretation of St. John the Apostle. In the portrayal of Vseslav, the conversion motifs are
used ironically, to contrast the feuding Vseslav with the saintly heroes of yore [Mann 1990:7-39;
Mann 2005:113-39].) After a series of misadventures, Vseslav flees from Kiev, “crossing the
path of the great Khors.” If this is the poet’s own creation, then what did he expect his audience
to make of it? They surely understood that Khors was a sun deity, but does the passage only
mean that Vseslav fled southward, intersecting the path of the sun? Does it mean that he fled at
night, before the sun rose? The “seventh millennium of Troyan,” the crossing of Khors’s path,
the casting of lots for a maiden, and the vaulting to Kiev cannot be the original creations of an
ingenious poet who was concocting all this imagery as he wrote. To be understood by the
audience these motifs had to come from traditional lore. They allude to events in previously
existing tales that the audience already knew. The skeptics have an intuitive understanding of
this, as shown by the fact that they debate what these formulae meant to a Kievan audience.
However, they forget that, to be understood by the audience, the formulae themselves had to be
embedded in traditional texts. The notion that those texts were written compositions is not
supported by any evidence whatsoever. Allusions that seem cryptic to us now were readily
comprehended by people who grew up amidst the oral tradition of the time.
Scholars of the Igor Tale have frequently assumed that the author of the Slovo was guided
by chronicles that he had read. They attempt to retrace the author’s sources in the various
chronicle compilations from which a twelfth-century writer might have drawn. However, the
version of history that one finds in the Igor Tale differs from all known chronicle accounts at a
number of points. The sequence of events in the portrayal of Vseslav does not agree with the
order of events as they are presented in the Hypatian and Laurentian Chronicles (Mann
2005:196-207). The digression about Iziaslav Vasil'kovich describes a skirmish with Lithuanian
forces that seems to have no identifiable analogue in any of the surviving chronicles. We cannot
even link the mysterious Iziaslav Vasil'kovich with any figure in the chronicles (Mann
2005:98-112). These discrepancies suggest that the Igor Tale drew upon oral, not written, history
and in fact was a link in a long chain of oral tales that were an important part of that oral history.
The chronicle accounts of Igor’s 1185 campaign also exhibit departures from the account
of the Slovo. The account found in the Hypatian Chronicle is clearly related to the Igor Tale in
some way, but discrepancies show that it most likely drew upon a different oral version of the
Igor Tale—one of the “heroic tales about the campaign of Igor” that are mentioned near the
beginning of the Slovo (Mann 2005:189-95). In the Slovo, Gzak and Konchak debate whether to
shoot Igor’s eldest son or marry him to a Polovtsian maiden. At the same point in its narrative,
the Hypatian Chronicle account presents a similar debate motif, but it has the two Polovtsy
debating which direction their next raid should go. Again, the author of the chronicle account
appears to be following an oral source that differed to a certain extent from the recorded Slovo.
In the chronicle entry, Sviatoslav weeps when he hears of Igor’s defeat. This is in agreement with
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the Slovo, in which Sviatoslav sheds tears as he rebukes Igor and Vsevolod for “making the
Polovtsian land cry too soon.” Then, in the Slovo, he proceeds to exhort various princes to “block
the gates to the field.” In the chronicle, on the other hand, Sviatoslav rebukes Igor and Vsevolod
for “opening the gates to the Russian land.” This metaphor fits the system of imagery that is used
in the Igor Tale, but the chronicle account has altered Sviatoslav’s words and changed an
exhortation to a rebuke. If the author of the chronicle entry were using a written Slovo as his
source, then one might expect him to provide a more “accurate” rendition of Sviatoslav’s speech.
Russian folk incantations, known as zagovory or zaklinaniia, tend to be organized
according to a number of traditional structural templates. One common pattern is essentially
tripartite (Mann 2005:140-56). First, a saint or other holy figure is addressed. Michael the
Archangel, Elijah the Prophet, St. George, and the Virgin Mary are among the most common
figures to whom the incantations are addressed. Some of the texts portray the holy figure seated
on a golden throne or ensconced among seraphim roundabout a heavenly throne. Second, the
holy figure is praised—sometimes for shooting evils or illnesses with fiery celestial arrows.
Finally, he is implored to intercede on behalf of the person reciting the incantation. Sviatoslav’s
exhortations to the princes bear the stamp of these traditional appeals to the saints, most notably
the exhortation to Yaroslav of Galich (vv. 420-37):
Галичкы Осмомыслѣ Ярославе!
высоко сѣдиши на своемъ златокованнѣмъ
столѣ,
подперъ горы Угорскыи своими желѣзными
плъки,
заступивъ Королеви путь,
затворивъ Дунаю ворота,
меча времены чрезъ облаки,
суды рядя до Дуная.
Грозы твоя по землямъ текутъ;
оттворяеши Кіеву врата;
стрѣляеши съ отня злата стола
салтани за землями.
Стрѣляй, Господине, Кончака,
поганого Кощея,
за землю Рускую,
за раны Игоревы,
буего Святславлича!

Galician Eight-thoughted Yaroslav!
You sit high
On your gold-wrought throne,
Bracing the high hills of Hungary
With your iron regiments,
Barring the way of the Hungarian king,
Closing the gates of the Danube,
Hurling times across the clouds,
Wielding your judgments as far as the Danube!
Your thunders flow throughout the lands,
You open the gates to Kiev,
From your father’s golden throne
You shoot down sultans in far-off lands.
Shoot then, lord, Konchak,
The pagan slave,
For the Russian land,
For the wounds of Igor,
The bold son of Sviatoslav!

The tripartite structure of Sviatoslav’s appeal to Yaroslav echoes that of the folk incantations.
First, Yaroslav is addressed. He is portrayed sitting high on a golden throne. His epithet, “eightthoughted,” is related to “six-winged” (used in another exhortation to the princes) and evokes the
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six-winged seraphim who guard the heavenly throne in folk incantations.22 Second, Yaroslav is
praised for feats that properly belong in a superhuman realm. His thunderstorms flow throughout
many lands. He “braces” the Hungarian mountains with his iron regiments. He “closes the gates”
of the Danube. He “flings times across the clouds,” much as Elijah the Prophet might fling
lightning bolts. He shoots his arrows across the skies, killing sultans in faraway lands. Finally,
Yaroslav is exhorted to aid the Russian cause by shooting the heathen Konchak. The underlying
template is that of folk incantations addressed to Elijah the Prophet, who controls water, rain and
lightning. The passage cannot be the spontaneous, original creation of an ingenious author who
was suddenly inspired by folk incantations. This sort of adaptation can only come from an
evolutionary process that probably began when a prince was likened directly to Elijah or other
saintly personage. Then, as time passed, the hyperbolic praise came to be applied to other heroes
without any direct reference to the divine figure who originally lay behind it. Without this
prehistory in the epic tradition, even an ingenious poet would hardly dare to portray a mortal
prince in the manner of Elijah or the Archangel Michael. This would be a tremendous artistic
leap. The sudden elevation of Yaroslav to the saintly realm of celestial feats might even raise
some gray eyebrows among an early Russian audience. The oral epic was the only likely
tradition in which the motif might have evolved. Skeptics might respond that a literate author
could have simply incorporated an oral epic motif at this point in his poem. This hypothesis is at
least grounded in evidence for the oral motif, but evidence for the literate author is not
forthcoming.
Three passages in the tale speak of foreign nations who sing praise as epic events unfold.
First, the Germans, Venetians, Greeks, and Moravians (all are Christian nations) sing praise to
Sviatoslav for his victory over Kobiak (vv. 302-14):
Ту Нѣмци и Венедици,
ту Греци и Морава
поютъ славу Святъславлю,
кають Князя Игоря,
иже погрузи жиръ
во днѣ Каялы.
Рѣкы Половецкія Рускаго злата насыпаша.
Ту Игорь Князь высѣдѣ изъ сѣдла злата,
а въ сѣдло Кощіево.
Уныша бо градомъ забралы,
а веселіе пониче.

Now the Germans and the Venetians,
Now the Greeks and the Moravians
Sing praise to Sviatoslav,
And sing reproach to Igor,
Who sank his wealth
To the bottom of the Kaiala.
The Polovtsian rivers
They filled with Russian gold.
Now Igor the Prince
Gets down from his golden saddle
And into the saddle of a slave.
The city walls grow weary
And merriment wanes.

This is after the defeated Kobiak has landed in Sviatoslav’s banquet hall. If we approach this
passage as the spontaneous creation of a brilliant writer, then a number of questions arise in
22 “Thought” (mysl’) and “mind” (um'”) are repeatedly used in place of “wings” to create metaphors in the
Igor Tale: “Не мыслию ти прелетѣти издалеча отня злата стола поблюсти?”; “Храбрая мысль носитъ васъ умъ
на дѣло”; “летая умомъ подь облакы.”
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regard to its reception by a medieval audience. First, where are these foreigners? Are they in the
banquet hall? And why are they singing praise and reproach? Is this a wedding celebration where
the unmarried girls sing praise to wedding participants, who are expected to reward them for the
praise song by dropping some coins into a glass of wine? Is these nations’ reproach somehow
like the reproach that is sung by maidens to wedding participants who reward the girls by
dropping coins into a cup of wine? Does the Kaiala River correspond to the wedding wine? Did
Igor really sink gold in a river? Did he really fill the Polovtsian rivers with Russian gold? Did the
foreign singers expect to receive some of that Russian gold? This is not to imply that the
medieval audience was stupid. As modern readers, equipped with a much more extensive and
variegated reading background, we also ask these questions because we are poorly familiar with
the norms of Kievan epic composition and with Kievan culture in general. If this motif were the
original creation of a poetic genius, then his medieval audience would be confused.
When we turn to the next variation on this motif, answers to our questions begin to
coalesce. After Igor’s defeat, the boyars allude to Gothic maidens in their interpretation of
Sviatoslav’s dream (vv. 354-64):
Уже снесеся хула на хвалу;
уже тресну нужда на волю;
уже връжеса дивь на землю.
Се бо Готскія красныя дѣвы въспѣша
на брезѣ синему морю,
звоня Рускымъ златомъ.
Поютъ время Бусово,
лелѣютъ месть Шароканю.
А мы уже, дружина,
жадни веселія.

Reproof has now come down on praise
Thralldom now has thundered down on freedom
Now the Div has plummeted to the ground.
For lo, fair Gothic maidens
Sing on the shore of the deep-blue sea
As they jingle Russian gold.
They sing the days of Boos,
And lullaby revenge for Sharokan.
But we, your loyal retinue,
Thirst for merriment.”

The previous motif, with singing Germans, Venetians, and the rest, alludes simply to the nations
as a whole. Here maidens are singled out, confirming our suspicions that the wedding ritual of
singing praise and reproach is a referent for the first variant. (In traditional ritual, only maidens
were allowed to sing the wedding songs.) In the first motif, the nations sing praise to the senior
prince, Sviatoslav, and then they sing reproach to Igor. Here, too, the Goths (allied with the
Polovtsy) sing praise for the ancient time when the Ants and Slavs were defeated and their leader
Booz was crucified. Then they “lullaby revenge” for the more recent Polovtsian leader Sharokan,
who was defeated in 1107. First they sing praise, then revenge. This corresponds to the wedding
ritual in which maidens sing a praise song and if the reward for their praise is too meager, they
launch into a song reproaching the addressee for being too stingy. The song of reproach is
figurative revenge. Significantly, the Gothic maidens jingle the Russian gold as they sing their
songs, much as girls at a traditional wedding jingle the coins that they receive for their praise
songs. This answers one question that was raised by the first variant: whether the foreign nations
expected to receive some of that gold. On the level of the metaphor’s imaginary referent (a
wedding celebration), the answer is yes. On the level of historical reality, of course, these motifs
with singing nations mean that Christian nations would be chagrined by Igor’s defeat, while
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peoples allied with the Polovtsy would be pleased. At any rate, the second variant adds
information about the imaginary referent—maidens who actually take possession of the gold—
and completes the picture so that we can say with confidence that the underlying referent is a
wedding ritual. While Igor’s army spills the gold, like coins for the wedding singers, into the
fictional Kaiala (the name is derived from kaiati, the term for singing songs of reproach) (Mann
1990:44-49), the Gothic maidens stand on the seashore as they jingle the gold. In each case, a
body of water seems to correspond to the wedding wine. (The same river-wine associations are
present in Igor’s desire to drink from the Don with his helmet as he first sets out with “passion
burning his mind.”) If we expand the metaphor slightly, we can say that the gold that Igor’s army
spilled into Polovtsian rivers has been washed down to the sea where it is garnered by the
singing Gothic maidens.
A third variation on the singing-nations motif comes at the end of the tale (vv. 664-79):
Дѣвици поютъ на Дунаи.
Вьются голоси чрезъ море до Кіева.
Игорь ѣдетъ по Боричеву
къ Святѣй Богородици Пирогощей.
Страны ради, гради весели,
пѣвше пѣснь старымъ Княземъ,
а по томъ молодымъ.
Пѣти слава Игорю Святъславлича.
Буй туру Всеволодѣ,
Владиміру Игоревичу.
Здрави Князи и дружина,
побарая за христьяны на поганыя плъки.
Княземъ слава,
а дружинѣ Аминь.

Maidens sing on the Danube,
Their voices weave across the sea to Kiev.
Igor rides up the Borichev Way
To the Blessed Virgin of the Tower.
The lands are happy,
The towns are gay,
Having sung a song to the old princes
And then to the young.
Let us sing: Glory to Igor, son of Sviatoslav,
To fierce aurochs Vsevolod,
To Vladimir, son of Igor!
Health to the princes and to their men
Fighting for Christians
Against the armies of the pagans!
Glory to the princes
And to their men—amen!

Here, as in the second variant, maidens are singled out, although the passage also refers to entire
nations and cities. They have sung first to the elder princes and then to the younger ones, much
as in the previous two variants. All three variants follow the etiquette of wedding ritual, in which
elder guests and participants are honored first. As Christians, the maidens along the Danube sing
in celebration of Igor’s escape from captivity.
The first two variants share a common template in wedding ritual: first, the singing of
praise; second, the singing of reproach; and third, dropping coins into the wedding wine.
Although this phase of the wedding ritual varies in different regions, the person who is praised
with a song (velichal’naia pesnia) most commonly drinks the wine into which he has just placed
his coins. It is in this context of drinking wine at a wedding celebration that the boyars say, “And
now we, your retinue, thirst for merriment” (vv. 360-63, 304-07):
Поютъ время Бусово,

They sing the time of Boos,
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лелѣютъ месть Шароканю.
А мы уже, дружина,
жадни веселія.

they lullaby revenge for Sharokan,
while we, the retinue,
thirst for merriment.

поютъ славу Святъславлю,
кають Князя Игоря,
иже погрузи жиръ
во днѣ Каялы.

they sing praise to Sviatoslav,
they sing reproach to Prince Igor,
who sank the wealth
on the bottom of the Kaiala.

Together with the thematic and rhythmic parallels uniting these two variants of a single motif,
the amazing coalescence of sound in the final two lines of each variant suggests that these lines
evolved from a common model that they both continue to echo.
It is clear that the wedding motif with singing nations was a traditional metaphor.
Otherwise it would have been somewhat confusing to the audience. The wedding referent is
partially revealed in the first variant, while the second and third variants reveal features that were
not fully exposed in the first version. This is hardly the work of a poet who is creating the
imagery as he writes. His audience would have already been familiar with wedding motifs of this
sort. Therefore, he was familiar with such motifs as well. The composer of the tale is adapting
familiar, traditional motifs to the circumstances of Igor’s defeat. If a writer were employing
multiple variants of a motif that was his own creation, one would expect the first variant to be
more explicit. The referents in wedding ritual would be delineated more clearly the first time,
paving the way for other versions, possibly less complete, to follow later in the text. However,
that is not what we find in the Igor Tale. The composer counts on his audience’s familiarity with
his poetic conventions. They come from an established tradition that has eluded any close
documentation in early Russian written tradition—other than the Slovo itself, the addendum to
the Pskov Apostol of 1307 and the later Zadonshchina. It was clearly a popular tradition, familiar
to all. If so, then why was that tradition so silent? The answer is obvious: it was an oral tradition.
It was not generally recorded in writing. And it was a song tradition that was eventually lost.
Many other formulae and motifs in the Slovo, if subjected to the same scrutiny, lead to the
same conclusion. Boyan is said to “course in Troyan’s trail.” In my view, this means that Boyan
sang songs about the conversion of Rus’, about the demise of the dragon Troyan in “Troyan’s
seventh millennium.” However, that is only my view (Mann 1990:7-37; 2005:113-39). What
were the audience to make of this allusion if they were not already familiar with the legendary
behavior of Boyan and Troyan? And what were they to make of the ingenious poet’s calling
Boyan the grandson of Veles? If they had no prior familiarity with these formulations, they might
mistakenly conclude that Boyan was an incorrigible pagan long after the conversion of most of
the populace to the Christian faith. When the narrator refers to the people of Rus’ as “Dazhbog’s
grandson,” the audience already knows epic motifs pertaining to Dazhbog, or else they would
wonder what the narrator was trying to insinuate with this allusion. When Oleg Sviatoslavich
mounts his steed in Tmutorokan, Vladimir hears ringing each morning far away in Chernigov. It
seems to be the ringing of Oleg’s stirrup that he hears. Later in the tale, Vseslav is in Kiev when
he hears the Polotsk church bells. In my efforts to understand these seemingly related motifs, I
have concluded that both ringing motifs go back to a tale about the conversion of Rus'. In that
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tale, the dragon Troyan plugs his ears when he hears church bells in faraway Constantinople
signaling the approach of the hero who will Christianize Kiev. Again, however, that is only my
reconstruction based on incomplete sources. A medieval Russian audience must have already
been familiar with this motif in order to comprehend the narrator’s allusion. The flight of Troyan,
“Veles’s grandson,” the faraway bells, and much more. . . . These are the traditional motifs of
popular oral tales, not the creations of an individual.
The placement of metaphors further suggests formulaic, oral composition in the Igor Tale.
The death of Iziaslav Vasil’kovich is portrayed metaphorically to evoke a wedding celebration.
As he dies, he is “caressed” by enemy swords on the bloody grass, and the same passage
contains an enigmatic allusion to a “lover on a bed” (s khotiiu na krovat’). Iziaslav “spills his
pearly soul through his golden necklace” when he is killed—a metaphor that appears to be a
variation on wedding song lines in which the bride spills tears over the matchmakers’ gifts: gold
and a pearl necklace (Mann 1990:50-62; 2005:176-82, 274-77). After Iziaslav dies, “voices grow
weary and merriment wanes, while the trumpets sound in Goroden” (vv. 476-94):
Единъ же Изяславъ, сынъ Васильковъ,
позвони своими острыми мечи о шеломы
Литовскія,
притрепа славу дѣду своему Всеславу,
а самъ подъ чрълеными щиты на кровавѣ
травѣ
притрепанъ Литовскыми мечи.
И схоти ю на кровать, и рекъ:
«Дружину твою, Княже,
птиць крилы пріодѣ,
а звѣри кровь полизаша.»
Не бысь ту брата Брячяслава,
ни другаго Всеволода.
Единъ же изрони жемчюжну душу
изъ храбра тѣла, чресъ злато ожереліе.
Унылы голоси,
пониче веселіе.
Трубы трубятъ Городеньскіи.

Alone Iziaslav, son of Vasilko,
Rang his sharp swords
Against the Lithuanian helmets,
Caressed the glory of his grandfather Vseslav,
And under crimson shields
On the bloody grass
Was himself caressed by Lithuanian swords.
And with his beloved on a bed [. . .]
[. . .] and said: “Your retinue, Prince,
Birds have covered with their wings,
And beasts have licked their blood.”
His brother Briachislav was not there,
Nor the other, Vsevolod.
Alone he spilled his pearly soul
From his valiant body
Through his golden necklace.
Voices grow weary,
Merriment wanes.
Trumpets trumpet in Goroden.

The voices are those of the maiden singers at a wedding celebration. A variation on the same
imagery concludes the earlier motif in which foreign nations sing praise to Sviatoslav and sing
reproach to Igor (vv. 308-14):
Рѣкы Половецкія Рускаго злата насыпаша. \
Ту Игорь Князь высѣдѣ изъ сѣдла злата, \
а въ сѣдло Кощіево.

The Polovtsian rivers
They filled with Russian gold.
Now Igor the Prince
Gets down from his golden saddle
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Уныша бо градомъ забралы, \
а веселіе пониче.

And into the saddle of a slave.
The city walls grow weary
And merriment wanes.

Here the words “city ramparts” have simply been substituted for “voices” to create this
metaphor. In the two variants (“city ramparts grow weary” and, later, “voices grow weary”), the
referent that appears to have inspired them—voices of singing maidens—is explicitly mentioned
only in the variant that comes later in the tale. The first variant (“city ramparts grow weary”) is
more highly metaphoric. That is, it departs from the logical norms of everyday language. It is a
further adaptation of the second, less metaphorical variant (“voices grow weary”). This means
that the composer of the tale already knew the second variant when he included the first variant
in his narrative. In other words, certainly the second variant and probably both variants are part
of a repertoire of ready-made poetic formulae that the composer already knew. An ingenious
author was not concocting this imagery as he wrote. This formulaic method of spinning a tale is
typical of oral traditions. The placement of variant formulae adds to the evidence that the Igor
Tale was first composed as an oral narrative before it was later committed to writing.
As Igor enters Kiev at the end of the tale, maidens sing and nations rejoice once again
(vv. 664-71):
Дѣвици поютъ на Дунаи.
Вьются голоси чрезъ море до Кіева.
Игорь ѣдетъ по Боричеву къ Святѣй
Богородици Пирогощей.
Страны ради, гради весели,
пѣвше пѣснь старымъ Княземъ,
а по томъ молодымъ.

Maidens sing on the Danube.
Their voices weave across the sea to Kiev.
Igor rides up the Borichev Way
To the Blessed Virgin of the Tower.
The lands are happy,
The towns are gay,
Having sung a song to the old princes
And then to the young.

The “weaving” of the maidens’ voices across the water appears to have been inspired by ancient
folk rituals such as that of Trinity Sunday, when each maiden would weave a wreath and toss it
onto the water. According to popular belief, the boy or man who found her wreath was destined
to be her husband. The first two lines in this passage (“Devitsi poiut na Dunai. V'iutsia
golosi . . .”) correspond to the beginning of Yaroslavna’s lament (vv. 547-48):
Копіа поютъ на Дунаи.
Ярославнинъ гласъ слышитъ . . .

Lances sing on the Danube.
Yaroslavna’s voice is heard . . .

“Maidens sing on the Danube” follows the ordinary contextual patterns of prosaic language.
However, lances do not ordinarily “sing,” and “Lances sing on the Danube” is a metaphor. It was
formed by taking the contextually neutral statement “Maidens sing on the Danube” and
substituting the subject “lances” for the contextually normal subject “maidens.” The resulting
imagery—“lances sing”—violates the ordinary contextual patterns of the language and,
therefore, immediately attracts the hearer’s attention. “Lances sing on the Danube” is a
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metaphoric adaptation of the formula “Maidens sing on the Danube.”23 The composer of the tale
already knew the second formula (with “maidens”) when he included the first variant (with
“lances”) earlier in his narrative. This is further evidence that the Igor Tale was first composed
with the traditional formulae of an oral narrative tradition. It was not composed by a writer who
spontaneously invented imagery as he wrote.
Skeptics are divided in their grounds for objecting. The unreasonable anarchists will deny
that anything at all is demonstrated by the order in which metaphoric variants appear. Others will
object that writers use formulae, too—especially in the medieval period—and it is conceivable
that an ingenious author employed some formulae that he had invented before writing the Slovo.
That is, he compensated for the fact that he worked outside any tradition by formulating a sort of
mini-tradition in his head. But why not use the variants with “voices” and “maidens” first in
order to make the wedding referent more comprehensible to readers? Was the genius trying to
camouflage his own allusions? That is highly unlikely. Certainly his formulaic style is owed to
an oral mode of composition that is made possible by an extensive repertoire of ready-made
formulae.
The Primary Chronicle relates that in the year 1022 Mstislav Vladimirovich, Prince of
Tmutorokan, killed the Kasogian leader Rededia when the two engaged in singlehanded combat
with their entire princedoms at stake (PSRL 1997: column 147). After finally throwing Rededia
to the ground, according to the chronicle, Mstislav took out his knife “and he slew Rededia” (“i
zareza Redediu”). The Slovo employs the same formulation: “izhe zareza Redediu pred p”lky
kasozh’skymi” (“who slew Rededia before the Kasogian regiments”). If one views the Igor Tale
as the product of a written tradition, one might conclude that the author of the Slovo borrowed
the formulation from the much older chronicle account. However, the version found in the Slovo
displays consonance and assonance that go beyond that of the variant in the chronicle. Especially
striking is “zareza Redediu pred,” but the additional instrumentation of sound extends to “izhe”
and “kasozh’skymi” as well. In all likelihood, the Slovo gives a more complete version of oral
formulae that epic singers used in reference to Mstislav’s duel with Rededia.
The Primary Chronicle account of the battle on Nezhata’s Field in 1078 (PSRL
1997:199-204) is remarkably similar in focus and general organization to the account in the Igor
Tale. First, it relates how Oleg Sviatoslavich set out from Tmutorokan and later waged battle
with Vsevolod Yaroslavich near Chernigov. Next, it tells of the death of Boris Viacheslavich,
Oleg’s ally, and then of how Iziaslav’s body was transported by his son to Kiev. Finally, the
chronicler laments at length the unhappy effects of fratricidal feuds. This sequence of narration
runs closely parallel to that of the Igor Tale.24 The close similarities suggest that the two accounts
are interrelated, but it is unlikely that either of them drew on the other as a direct source because
they differ radically in factual detail. For example, according to the chronicle, Iziaslav’s body
was taken to the Church of the Holy Mother and not to the Church of St. Sophia, as stated in the
23

voices.

Note that, as part of the traditional pattern, each of the two variant formulae is followed by a reference to

24 Two subtle parallels in focus and phrasing also point to a connection between the Igor Tale and the
chronicle account: slysha and pokhvalivshagosia vel'mi. Compare in the Igor Tale: “t'”i zhe zvon” slysha” and
“slava na sud” privede.”
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Igor Tale. In the chronicle, the son who takes Iziaslav’s body to Kiev is named Yaropolk. In the
Igor Tale he is named Sviatopolk. Moreover, Yaropolk conveys his father’s body in a boat in the
chronicle, while the Igor Tale states that the body was “rocked” (or “cradled”) to Kiev between
two Hungarian amblers. This discrepancy is most interesting because the verb leleiati (“to
lullaby,” “to rock,” “to cradle”), used in the Igor Tale, is commonly associated with rivers and
other bodies of water in Russian folklore. For example, a river “rocks away” the bride in this
passage from a wedding song (Kireevskii No. 660 [Miller and Speranskii 1911]):
Разлилась вода полая,
Разлилася, разлелеяла,
Унесла, улелеяла
Дочь от матери любимую.

The floodwaters have spilled over
Spilled over and rocked away
Carried away and rocked off
The dear daughter from her mother.

In the Igor Tale itself, leleiati is repeatedly used with bodies of water. Yaroslavna invokes the
Dnepr to “rock back” her true love, and she tells how the Dnepr once “rocked the boats of
Sviatoslav to the regiments of Kobiak.” She also tells how the wind “rocks ships on the deepblue sea.” Later, Igor praises the Donets for “rocking” him on its waves. These motifs testify to a
close connection between water and “rocking” in the folklore of the twelfth century. In light of
the general similarity and minor differences between the two accounts, the use of the verb leleiati
(“to rock,” “to lullaby”) at precisely that point in the Igor Tale which corresponds to the allusion
to a boat in the chronicle suggests that both accounts have as a prototype an oral tale which
originally spoke of “rocking” Iziaslav’s body to Kiev in a boat. The boat in at least one version of
the tale was replaced with amblers.
The confusion between the names Iaropolk and Sviatopolk finds parallel in a similar
confusion between the names Viacheslavich and Sviatoslavich in the various accounts of the
same battle on Nezhata’s Field. According to the Igor Tale, the Hypatian Chronicle and the
Laurentian Chronicle, the boastful Prince Boris, who was killed in the battle, was the son of
Viacheslav (PSRL 2002:192):
Бориса же Вячеславлича слава на судъ приведе. . . (Slovo o polku Igoreve.)
And Boris Viacheslavlich Glory led to judgment. . .
. . . И похвалився велми, не виды яко Б(о)гъ гордымъ противится, смѣреным же
бл(а)г(о)д(а)ть даеть, и да не похвалится силны силою своею. И поидоста противу, и
бывшимъ имъ на мѣстѣ на Нѣжатини Нивѣ и совокупившимъся обоимь бысть сѣча зла, и
пѣрвое убиша Бориса с(ы)на Вячеславля, похвалившаго(ся) велми.
. . . And he boasted much, not seeing that God opposes the proud and gives grace to the meek so
that the strong will not boast of their strength. And the two sides set out against each other, and
when they were at Nezhata’s Field they clashed and there was terrible slaughter. And first they
killed Boris Viacheslavlich, who had boasted much.
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However, other chronicles such as the Radziwill Chronicle, the Vologda-Perm’ Chronicle and
Tatishchev’s history identify Boris as a Sviatoslavich, a brother of Oleg and a son of Sviatoslav. 25
Which is historically correct: Sviatoslavich or Viacheslavich? Iaropolk or Sviatopolk?
These questions are very complex because both the Igor Tale and the chronicles drew upon oral
tales. The oral tales about the 1078 battle were over a hundred years old by the time they became
sources for the composers of tales about Igor. Historical inaccuracy could slip in at any time
during the transmission of the tales about the 1078 battle or tales about the battle of 1185 that
included a digression about 1078—not to mention the possibility of scribal errors in copying the
chronicles. However, we can see the process that led to these confusions if we look closely at the
poetic “packaging” of both these names in the Igor Tale. In both instances, the names are part of
a metaphor that links them tightly by consonance and assonance to the word that follows them:
. . . Iaropolk poleleia ottsa . . . (“Yaropolk rocked his father . . .”)
. . . Viacheslavlicha slava na sud” privede . . . (“Viacheslavich glory led to Judgment . . .”)

In each case, the second half of the name is “anchored” to a metaphoric formula by consonance
and assonance—and in each case it is the second half of the name that has proven to be stable
during the transmission of the tales. The first half of each name displays a lack of stability among
the various texts. The assonance and consonance in each formula (Iaropolk poleleia and
Viacheslavlicha slava) had served as a mnemonic device in the oral transmission of the tale, but
it was only half-successful. That is, -polk was preserved, but Iaro- and Sviato- were confused;
-slavlicha was preserved, but Viache- and Sviato- were confused. Iaropolk poleleia became
Sviatopolk poleleia—or the opposite happened in tales upon which the chroniclers drew.
Viacheslavlicha slava became Sviatoslavlicha slava in oral tales that some of the chroniclers
knew—or the opposite happened in tales that fed into the Igor Tale. 26
25

PSRL (1959:44 [year 1079]): Того же лѣта убиен бысть Изяслав Ярославич з Борисом
Святославичемъ у града Чернигова. И полощиша и Изяслава въ святѣи Софѣи в Киевѣ. The singular forms
byst' suggests that one name has been interpolated. See also Tatishchev (1963:87 [year 1073]).
26 The Sofiiskaia First Chronicle names both Boris Sviatoslavich and Boris Viacheslavich in its brief
account of the eleventh-century battle (PSRL 2000: column 204 [year 6587]):

Того же лѣта убиенъ быс(ть) Изяславъ Ярославичь с Борисомъ С(вя)тославичемъ, бьяся по
Всеволодѣ со Олгомъ С(вя)тославичемъ и с Борисомъ Вечеславичем у града Чернигова
<. . .> и положиша и Изяслава въ Святѣи Софии в Киевѣ.
This passage was first noted by I. M. Kudriavtsev: “Zametka k tekstu: ‘S toia zhe Kaialy Sviatopl’’k’’. . .’ v ‘Slove o
polku Igoreve’,” (1949:407-09). Note that this account, unlike that in the Primary Chronicle, states that Iziaslav’s
body was taken to the Church of St. Sophia, as in the Igor Tale. Likhachev argues that the “author” of the Igor Tale
used a chronicle that somehow combined the information found in the Sofiiskaia First Chronicle with the Primary
Chronicle account. It is more likely, however, that the two chronicle accounts were influenced by variant oral tales
about the death of Iziaslav that diverged in detail. One oral tale, like the Primary Chronicle, spoke of the Church of
the Holy Mother; another referred to the Church of St. Sophia, like the Igor Tale. The allusion to two Borises in the
Sofiiskaia First Chronicle probably stems from a chronicler’s efforts to mesh his written sources with the oral tales.
Gil’ferding points to two versions of the bylina about Sviatogor in which the formant Sviato- is preserved in a line
where it is supported by Sviatykh later in the same line. One version of the tale has “Sviatogor” while another has
“Sviatopolk.” The final syllable of the name was not preserved: “Святополк богатырь на Святых на горах.”
“Святогор богатырь на Святых на горах” (Gil’ferding 1873:XLVII).
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Orchestration of sound played a key role in composing the Igor Tale and in fixing word
combinations in the performer’s memory. This is illustrated by the use of alternate name forms
for Gzak (Gza) and Ovlur (Vlur) and by the preservation of that part of a name that alliterates
with the word following it (Sviatopolk poleleia and Viacheslavlicha slava). Consonance and
assonance permeate the entire Slovo. This fact, together with the tale’s remarkable rhythms, has
led many skeptics to entertain the notion that the Igor Tale, like sermons of that period, might
have been written for oral delivery. Curiously, however, sermons from the Kievan period by
Metropolitan Ilarion and Kirill of Turov—written compositions that were intended for oral
delivery—have almost no consonance or assonance. These sermons draw some skillful analogies
with Biblical lore, creating a number of metaphors in the process, but in comparison with the
Slovo, they can be called rather dry prose. Nothing in Old Russian written literature comes close
to the poetic splendor of the Igor Tale. The model for the composer of the Igor Tale was not any
written oratorical work but the epic song tradition instead. The tale was intended to be sung. Its
rhythmic patterns, its myriad alliterations, and its many connections with folk songs all show that
its dimension in sound was as important as its verbal content. The hypothesis that the Slovo was
composed in writing for oral delivery leads to a somewhat absurd scenario. First, the author
draws primarily upon the oral epic in writing the Slovo. Then, even though his poem is now in
writing, he delivers his work orally—presumably by reading the poem aloud, without melodic
features and without the musical accompaniment, to a gathered audience.27 In other words, the
inspiration and the delivery were oral, but the composing was done in writing. The first and third
moments in the scenario—oral epic model and oral delivery—are supported by abundant
evidence, but the second phase, composition in written form, has no evidence to support it and is
hardly compatible with the other two. If the only identifiable model for the tale is the oral epic
tradition and if we agree that the tale certainly seems designed for oral delivery, then why
continue to insist that it was composed in writing?
Proponents of a written mode of composition for the Slovo have failed to produce any
real evidence to support their view. Their strategy has always been to identify differences
between the Slovo and folkloric texts recorded in recent centuries. There are at least two reasons
why they do not move beyond this stance. One is that the Slovo betrays no clear signs of written
composition. Another is that the skeptics, generally speaking, have been seemingly unaware of
the research conducted by Albert Lord, Milman Parry, and other students of oral theory. The
basic principle of formulaic composition as a central technique of oral epic traditions is hardly
acknowledged in studies of the Slovo. Soviet studies seem to reflect a blissful ignorance of Albert
Lord’s teaching, and more recent scholarship devoted to the Igor Tale both in Russia and in the
West has followed suit. In order to maintain a good pace in performance, the medieval singer of
tales relied heavily on preconceived lexical formulae and traditional formulaic motifs. These
allowed him to decide upon his next lines while still completing ready-made formulae that only
required a certain amount of adaptation to a new context. The formulae provided the singer with
an intermittent “autopilot” that simplified his task.
It is formulaic structure that explains why flight from the enemy is consistently portrayed
27 A key question is whether the Igor Tale was committed to writing for use in performance or primarily for
the sake of preservation.
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as a nighttime occurrence. Gzak and Konchak flee at night. The carts of the Polovtsy squeal as
they flee at midnight. Igor and Ovlur flee at midnight. Vseslav flees out of Belgorod at midnight.
The timing of these events might sometimes coincide with historic truth, but as the oral tales
about a military campaign circulated among numerous singers, historic fact tended to twist and
bend into the formulaic patterns established by the song tradition (Mann 1990:103-09).
One of the key differences between the Igor Tale and folklore, according to Likhachev, is
that in folklore genres are not mixed or combined, while the Slovo combines folkloric genres:
lament (plach) and praise song (slava).28 This “mixing of genres,” in Likhachev’s view, is
evidence that the Slovo was not an oral, folkloric composition. That is, the author stood outside
the system of folkloric genres and borrowed from various genres as he pleased. However,
Likhachev’s supposition that court songs of the Kievan period did not mix genres is pure
guesswork. It is based on his impression of folklore recorded in recent times. However, when we
take a closer look at this folklore, we find that folk texts of one genre sometimes import motifs
from other genres. For example, one bylina incorporates a bridal lament that is fourteen lines
long. In another bylina we find a formula that is recited by the matchmakers in traditional
wedding ritual (Mann 1990:137):
У тебя то есть да лебедь белая,
Лебедь белая да одинакая дочь.

You have a white swan,
A white swan, an only daughter.

These passages demonstrate that Likhachev’s axiom, reiterated by him in multiple publications,
is not exactly true. It is not really research-based; instead, it is based on a general impression of
folklore. It is an attempt to generalize and synthesize before much data has been examined. More
important, it applies a perceived principle of folkloric composition to an extinct oral genre that
we know was quite different in function from the tales collected by folklorists in recent centuries.
In the Igor Tale, the most conspicuous motifs from non-epic genres include those that
come from wedding ritual. (Examples: “Oleg’s brave nest”; Vsevolod’s praise for his men of
Kursk; Sviatoslav’s reproaching Igor and Vsevolod for being hard-hearted.) Yet, the oral tale
28

See Likhachev (1985:20):

Связь «Слова» с произведениями устной народной поэзии яснее всего ощущается, как я уже
сказал, в пределах двух жанров, чаще всего упоминаемых в «Слове»: плачей и песенных
прославлений—«слав», хотя далеко не ограничивается ими. «Плачи» и «славы» автор
«Слова» буквально приводит в своем произведении, им же он больше всего следует в своем
изложении. Их эмоциональная противоположность дает ему тот обширный диапазон чувств
и смен настроений, который так характерен для «Слова» и который сам по себе отделяет его
от произведений устной народной словесности, где каждое произведение подчинено в
основном одному жанру и одному настроению.
The Slovo’s connection with oral folkloric works is most tangible in two genres that are mentioned
most often in the Slovo: laments and praise songs (slavy), but the connection is not limited to those
two genres alone. The author of the Slovo cites laments and praise songs literally in his work, and
he is guided most of all by them in his narrative. Their emotional contrast provides him with a
broad gamut of feelings and changes in mood that are so characteristic of the Slovo and distinguish
it from works of folklore, in which each work is limited to one genre and one mood.
Likhachev, however, admits that laments themselves commonly incorporate features of praise.
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about Ol’ga’s revenge also appears to have been an epic narrative that adapted motifs from
wedding ritual. Mal’s dream appears to be based on a bride’s dream in wedding songs (Mann
1990:52-53). The tasks that Ol’ga assigns Mal’s emissaries appear to be related to riddles posed
by a bride (Likhachev 1950a:297-98; Kholmogorov 1994). In other words, genres were being
mixed in Kievan epic narratives long before the Igor Tale was composed. The mixing of genres
in the Igor Tale was nothing new in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. It followed a truly
ancient tradition. Likhachev’s conjecture that twelfth-century epic songs would not have
combined motifs from various oral genres is not carefully conceived. It is contradicted by the
folkloric texts of recent times and by the evidence one finds in the chronicle retellings of the oral
tale about Ol’ga’s feigned wedding.
Another feature of the Igor Tale that raises scholars’ doubts about its oral origin is the
boldness of its metaphors. The narrator continually combines vastly disparate realms to create his
imagery: a battle and a wedding feast, playing the gusli and setting falcons loose to kill swans,
rejoicing at Sviatoslav’s victory over Kobiak and singing praise at a wedding, wielding great
power and closing the “gates” of the Danube . . . However, the tale about Ol'ga’s revenge shows
that the artistic principle of portraying epic events along the lines of traditional wedding ritual
was embodied in oral epic tales long before Igor’s luckless campaign. And, although it is true
that no folk texts from recent times display anything like the metaphoric daring of the Slovo, one
can nevertheless find what might be called vestiges of the medieval penchant for bold metaphor.
Most notable are metaphors in which the ground is “sown” with the bones of fallen warriors and
“watered” with their blood (Mann 1990:74):
Тут распахана была пашня
Не плугами и не сохами,
Добрых коней копытами;
Посеяна была пашня
Еще теми же драгунскими телами;
Взборонована была пашня
Еще теми же мурзавецкими копьями;
Поливана была пашня
Тою ли христианской кровью . . .

The field was plowed
Not with plows,
With the hooves of good steeds;
The field was sown
With those soldiers’ bodies;
The field was harrowed
With those enemy spears;
The field was watered
With that Christian blood.

Compare a corresponding motif in the Slovo (vv. 229-33):
Чръна земля подъ копыты
костьми была посѣяна,
а кровью польяна.
Тугою взыдоша по Руской земли!

The black earth beneath horses’ hooves
Was sown with bones
And watered with blood,
And sorrow sprouted
Throughout the Russian land.

In another folk song, sadness corresponds to the crops that are sown, as in the last line of the
passage just cited (Mann 1990:74):
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И ой, чем поля те насеяны?
Тоскою насеяны, грустью огорожены.
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And with what are those fields sown?
They’re sown with sadness, they’re fenced
with sorrow.

In these folk motifs we find the same imagery as in the Slovo—the same blending of the death
and sadness of battle together with the tasks involved in growing crops. These “agrarian”
metaphors are poetically very similar to the wedding-related imagery of the Igor Tale in that both
bring the violence and destruction of battle together with a seemingly opposite realm: a) the lifegiving activity of raising crops and b) a wedding, associated with pleasure, procreation and a
happy family life. It is this uniting of vastly disparate realms that makes the metaphors of the
Igor Tale so striking.
Many other folkloric parallels to the metaphors of the Igor Tale could be added here,
although most are less extensively developed: battle/feast; caressing/killing; treating to wine/
killing; drinking from one’s helmet/being victorious; gusli strings/singing birds; a marriageable
young man (Igor’s son)/a falcon; a bed canopy, mattress and blanket/tree, grass and air; a
grieving wife/a sad little bird; animation of wind, sun and river in a lament; the sun in the sky/the
hero in his homeland; a muddied river/sadness; leaves falling/sadness; approaching storm clouds/
the enemy . . . (Mann 1990:72-102). As a whole, they demonstrate that there is nothing in the
bold metaphors of the Slovo that is intrinsic to written literature alone. Indeed, the written literary
genres of early Russia never come close to the Slovo in the density and boldness of their
metaphors. And when they come closest, it is most frequently in the literary laments of saints’
lives—laments that are inspired partly by folk laments.
In one of his first monographs on the Slovo, Likhachev points to five passages as
examples of bookish features in the tale. All five passages are metaphors (1950b:143):
1) растѣкашется мыслию по древу
2) скача, славию, по мыслену древу
3) истягну умь крѣпостию своею
4) свивая славы оба полы сего времени,
рища въ тропу Трояню
5) спал(а) князю умь похоти

1) raced in thought through the tree
2) flitting, nightingale, through the tree of thought
3) drew out his mind with his fortitude
4) weaving praises around this time,
loping in Troyan’s trail
5) passion burned the prince’s mind

Note that all five passages are constructed around an “abstract,” or intangible, referent: mind,
thought or time. Likhachev’s conclusion stems from the fact that Russian folk narratives depict
primarily the physical world of tangible things. His statement reveals one tenet of the skeptics’
thinking: in their view, the boldest metaphors of the Slovo, especially those with “abstract”
referents, can hardly come from an oral tradition. However, this belief is not backed up by any
reasonable argument—when other bold metaphors in the Igor Tale, some of them no less
“abstract” than Likhachev’s examples, have parallels in oral-folkloric sources: “sorrow
sprouted,” “caressed by Lithuanian swords,” “swaddled under helmets,” “they treated the
matchmakers to drink.” . . . The entire tale, from start to finish, is marked by a striving for
metaphor, making it unreasonable to identify those metaphors with time, mind or thought as
“bookish.” Moreover, many of the metaphors have been shown to come from a traditional-
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formulaic repertoire used by the composer. Likhachev is judging the question of orality on the
basis of the differences between the Slovo and byliny. Their styles are indeed very different, but
they are different genres that served different functions. Byliny preserve the national myths of
long ago—usually in a fantastical form. The sequence of action and many details have long been
set in stone, so to speak. The Igor Tale, on the other hand, belongs to a genre that had to be far
more malleable and inventive because its function was to depict current events as well as to
preserve the memory of bygone days. Composers had to be “quick on their feet,” skilled at
adapting their motifs to new circumstances. It is safe to assume that the tradition of court epic
songs was more lively, dynamic and innovative than the bylina tradition that was recorded
between 1750 and 1950. A key innovative feature of the court tradition was the juggling of
images to form metaphors.
One reason for many scholars’ skepticism regarding the Igor Tale as an oral composition
is a desire, conscious or unconscious, to promote medieval Russian culture, to show that the
written literature of the Kievan period was not inferior to that of Western Europe.29 However, if
one proceeds from the type of analysis that I am proposing, one sees that the Slovo does not
really “elevate” oral lore to new heights as scholars have so often insisted. Judging by the
available evidence, the court epic song tradition of Kievan times was already on a high level
before the Slovo was written down. One can see that the amazing metaphoric fabric of the tale—
one of the primary features that make the tale so artful and “sophisticated”—is not the handiwork
of an individual poet. Instead, it is the creation of a collective tradition that melded military
campaigns with wedding songs and ritual. It blended invocations to saints with pleas to princes.
It combined storming warriors with the storming aurochs of ritual songs. . . . The material of
everyday folklore was crafted by court singers into epic songs that were intricate and refined.
The daring quality of its orally composed imagery was never equalled in Russian literature until
the early decades of the twentieth century when writers such as Nikolai Kliuev introduced a new
sort of poetry replete with highly innovative metaphor. The Slovo’s uncanny orchestration of
sound, which is the product of an oral tradition, has never been paralleled. In all likelihood, an
individual singer’s performance was somehow written down, eventually to become known as the
Slovo o polku Igoreve. However, the personal role of that singer in creating the tale’s exquisite
tapestry of imagery and sound was probably modest. Most of the honing and polishing had been
done by generations of singers who came before him.
Passages in the Slovo that can definitely be traced to a written tradition are limited to the
29

Consider Likhachev’s introductory statement to one of his monumental works on the Slovo (1985:3):

Многим читателям вся древнерусская литература известна только по одному памятнику
—«Слову о полку Игореве». И «Слово» поэтому представляется одиноким, ни с чем не
связанным произведением, сиротливо возвышающимся среди унылого однообразия
княжеских свар, диких нравов и жесточайшей нищеты жизни. Эти представления
поддерживаются традиционными мнениями о низком уровне культуры Древней Руси, при
этом косной и малоподвижной. Все это глубоко ошибочно.
The Slovo presents itself as a lonely, isolated work that towers orphan-like amidst the sad
monotony of princely feuds, primitive mores and the cruelest poverty. This picture is reinforced by
traditional views about the low level of culture in ancient Rus', a culture that is seen as backward
and stagnant. All of this, however, is seriously mistaken.
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allusions to the formula “seventh millennium.” However, even though this millennial formula
ultimately derives from church writings about the Last Judgment, it was certainly known in
popular oral legend much as in recent centuries. Its use in the Igor Tale goes back to earlier oral
tales about the conversion of Kiev and the demise of the pagan cults in the final “seventh
millennium” of the local gods (Mann 1990:124-25).
Those features of the Igor Tale that point to an oral mode of composition permeate the
entire fabric of the tale. Throughout the narrative the focus is on events in the physical world.
There is little framing of episodes such as one finds in written literary works. The narrator makes
no attempt to elaborate or explain in the manner of a writer. The use of the historical present
tense must certainly reflect oral epic formulae. The text is extremely paratactic, like that of oral
epics. Although the tale’s rhythms are varied, some can be related to folkloric texts, and the
relatively short units that we often call “lines” seem to be quite amenable to musical
performance. The alliterative qualities of the tale are totally unique in early Russian literature.
They make it altogether certain that the tale was originally intended for oral delivery. The large
number of folkloric parallels to lines in the Slovo include some of the metaphors that make the
Slovo so distinctive among early Russian literary works. All of these features are sustained with a
high degree of consistency throughout the Igor Tale. There are virtually no passages or
techniques that can be traced directly to a written tradition. The tale about Princess Ol'ga’s
revenge shows that the wedding/death imagery that plays such a central role in the Igor Tale was
already an old feature of the epic tradition long before the twelfth century. The way in which
certain metaphors come earlier in the tale than their more prosaic variants shows that both
variants were formulae that the composer knew before he began his tale. The narrator calls his
tale a song, and he sees the singer Boyan as his predecessor in the art of composing epic songs.
His samples of Boyan’s art can hardly be distinguished from the rest of the tale in their style and
formulaic content. The narrator states that (in an opening passage that is now lost) he began his
narrative “in the olden words of the heroic tales about the campaign of Igor”—other oral epics
that circulated in the decades following Igor’s defeat.
In brief, there is no real evidence that the Igor Tale was first composed in writing. When
Likhachev speculated that the second half of the Slovo is little more than a song transcript while
the first half appears to be the writer’s original composition, he was half right. The tale is
homogeneous in style, and all its many oral, formulaic features show that the entire tale must
surely be the text of an epic song.
Independent Scholar
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James Weldon Johnson and the Speech Lab Recordings
Chris Mustazza

Projects of historical reconstruction are common to all contemporary oppositional intellectuals in
America. This follows from the erasure of ‘other’ from dominant historical accounts; if it is said
by those who deny us now that we have no past, then we have to insist that we have a past as
deeply as we have a present.
(Hunt 1990:201)

Introduction
On Christmas Eve in 1935, James Weldon Johnson met with Columbia Speech Professor
George W. Hibbitt (1895-1965), a lexicologist and scholar of American dialects, and read
thirteen of his poems. Johnson, a polymath who distinguished himself as a poet, a lawyer, a
professor, a lyricist for Tin Pan Alley musicals, the American Consul to Venezuela and
Nicaragua, and a leader of the NAACP, had returned to his alma mater to capture his poetry in—
or perhaps reconvert it to—sound.1 Together, Johnson and Hibbitt created four aluminum records
of Johnson reading his poetry, with selections from Johnson’s 1917 Fifty Years and Other Poems
(his first collection of poems), the much-praised 1927 God’s Trombones, and his 1935 St. Peter
Relates an Incident. While bits of these recordings, most frequently the recording of “The
Creation,” have emerged in poetry audio anthologies,2 the majority have lain dormant in the
archive. It is odd that these recordings were never published in light of their quality. Many poetry
recordings made in Hibbitt’s speech lab were released in a series of records produced by the
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) and sold to schools on a subscription basis
(more on this later). Johnson may have opted to record only for Columbia’s on-site record
archive, and as a result, these recordings were never distributed, save for the fragments that made
it out of the archive—until now. For the first time, these recordings are available for public
download, historically contextualized, as part of the PennSound archive (Johnson 1935).

1 This

essay is dedicated to Professors Herman Beavers and Charles Bernstein, friends and mentors both.
Much of the thinking in the piece was developed in a seminar I took with Professor Beavers at the University of
Pennsylvania in 2014. I would also like to thank the Penn Digital Humanities Forum for the support necessary to
digitize these recordings, and I thank the staff of the Columbia Rare Book and Manuscript Library for their
assistance with the digitization process.
2 Including

Poetry on Record: 98 Poets Read Their Work, 1888-2006 (Mosby 2006).
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The context for the creation of these recordings begins in 1931, when the poet Vachel
Lindsay approached Barnard Professor of Speech W. Cabell Greet (1901-1972) and implored
him to record Lindsay reading his poetry. Lindsay had recently been rebuffed by the commercial
record companies he had approached since their executives had believed that poetry was not
sufficiently commercial to warrant the production. Greet, who possessed a Speak-o-Phone
recording device that he used to record samples of American dialects for his research, agreed to
use it to record Lindsay. In January of 1931, Greet and Lindsay recorded nearly five hours’ worth
of Lindsay’s poetry (Mustazza 2014).3 Lindsay died nine months later.
Galvanized by what he saw as the recording industry’s disrespect for poetry in favor of
more profitable content, Greet partnered with Hibbitt to create a series of recordings of American
poets, all made in Greet’s speech lab, with some being distributed in a series that would come to
be known as The Contemporary Poets Series. Greet and Hibbitt worked with Walter C. Garwick,
an audio engineer and the inventor of the portable field-recording device he later sold to John A.
Lomax for use in recording African American spirituals, cowboy songs, and other ethnographic
repertoires (Mustazza 2014). The series, which grew to include poets such as T.S. Eliot, Gertrude
Stein, William Carlos Williams, Harriet Monroe, and Robert Frost, was distributed by the NCTE
on 78rpm records to schools and to the public on a subscription basis, intended for “teachers,
students, and other lovers of literature” (Greet 1934:312).
Greet and Hibbitt actively sought out poets whose work was better heard than read, those
that foregrounded the sonic facets of their poetry. In a call for suggestions for poets to be
recorded in the series, published in American Speech, Greet prompted (1934:312):
“You are asked to give some thought to the use of records in studying and teaching literature, to
ask yourselves the following questions:
What poems of present-day authors lose most when transferred to the printed page, and should,
therefore, be preserved as the poet reads them?
What poets and what poems would I and my friends like most to hear?
What poems would be most useful in emphasizing for students that all poetry, not only the socalled lyric, exists first as song, in aural terms, before it is reduced to print?” (emphasis added).

Greet’s take on the textual preservation of poetry as intrinsically privative is fascinating,
to be sure. Regardless of whether we agree that in all poetry aurality has primacy over textuality,
Greet’s comments help to frame the editors’ criteria for selecting poets to be included in the
series. According to these criteria, which are constructed around pedagogy and scholarship, it is
no wonder that the editors included James Weldon Johnson in this eminent cadre of poets—
Johnson’s work, as we will see, challenges and complicates any attempt at opposing text and
speech. But, unfortunately, most of the recordings were never included in a distribution release.
3 I also edited the Lindsay collection, which is available here in PennSound: http://writing.upenn.edu/
pennsound/x/Lindsay.php (Lindsay 1931).
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Through my work editing the collection, I seek to bring these recordings to public attention and
also to situate them in their context among the rest of the recordings in the Speech Lab
Recordings,4 taking note too of the material conditions of their production.
It should not be viewed as happenstance that the editors of the Contemporary Poets
Series were scholars of American dialects, specifically ethnographers. Greet and Hibbitt were
interested in capturing for posterity the disparate and unique sounds of locality that serve as
variations (musical connotation intended) on our primary sign base, the American idiom. James
Weldon Johnson’s poetry functions in the same manner as the recordings themselves: it works to
preserve the sounds of African American cultures. As such, we might think of these sound files
as meta-recordings: recordings of recordings. In my forthcoming essay on the Vachel Lindsay
collection (Mustazza 2016), I make this point vis-à-vis Lindsay’s poetics and propose that the
recordings function as a sonic ekphrasis of the sounds of Lindsay’s America. So too do these
recordings of James Weldon Johnson operate as a sounded chronicle of African American life,
and in an even more specific manner. Johnson’s poetic preservations of the sounds of African
American folk sermons of the early twentieth century, alongside a set of dialect poems that evoke
vernacular speech sounds, perhaps of Johnson’s origins in Jacksonville, Florida, function as
sounded representations and poetic preservations of the kindred, though heterogeneous African
American cultures of the time. 5 And so Johnson is no less an ethnographer than Greet and
Hibbitt, and the appearance of this collection in PennSound is both a fulfillment of Johnson’s
hope for the preservation of the sounds of his America, as well as a tribute to one of the founders
of Afro-Modernism.6 This essay serves to introduce the collection and to historicize and
elucidate the poems of which it is comprised; I will also speculate on why Johnson selects these
particular poems from his oeuvre and what it must have meant for him to read them in 1935.7

God’s Trombones as Sonic Ekphrasis
The first two poems in the collection, “The Creation” and “Go Down, Death,” come from
Johnson’s famous 1927 collection of poems, God’s Trombones, which seeks to preserve for
posterity the sounds of African American folk sermons of the early twentieth century. From the
4 See my in-progress edition (Mustazza 2015) of the Speech Lab Recordings here: http://writing.upenn.edu/
pennsound/x/Speech-Lab-Recordings.php.
5 I will approach the question of the complicated relation of ekphrasis, preservation, and representation in
the next section.
6 For more on Afro-Modernism, see Kathy Lou Schultz’s dissertation, “‘In the Modern Vein’: AfroModernist Poetry and Literary History,” in the abstract of which she says of Afro-Modernism: “Afro-Modernists use
modernist technique in conjunction with African American and African historical content. Afro-Modernism
highlights uses of form along with issues of content, seeing form as a political issue. It confronts the singular,
unified lyric ‘I’, re-seeing black identities” (Schultz 2006).
7 This

essay covers a number of the poems read in Johnson’s reading at Columbia, but not all of them. The
full list of poems read is as follows: “The Creation,” “Go Down Death,” two separate takes of “Ma Lady’s Lips Am
Like De Honey,” “Answer to Prayer,” “Los Cigarillos,” “Teestay,” “Sunset in the Tropics,” “O Southland,” “We to
America,” “Mother Night,” “My City,” “Brothers,” and “Sence You Went Away.”
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title of the collection through the poetics Johnson enunciates in the preface of the work, these
poems are born sonic and stand as a waypoint between the ephemerality and preservation of
sound. To begin to approach the relation of the textual manifestation of the poems to Johnson’s
performance, where the medium is sound, we must explore the interplay between the dynamics
of preservation and representation.
Johnson states clearly in the preface to God’s Trombones that one of his primary aims in
writing the text of the poems is preservation. He notes that “[t]he old-time Negro is rapidly
passing” and that in the sermon-poems, Johnson has “tried sincerely to fix something of
him” (1927:11). The facet of the preacher that Johnson seeks to preserve is his speech—in both
content and form, the content being the topics of the sermons themselves (for example, the
funereal sermon in “Go Down, Death”) and the form being the delivery of the sermons. Facets of
delivery include the dialect with which the preacher speaks (which is distinct from the
congregation’s dialect), as well as the sonic dynamics of the performance (pitch and loudness
modulations, for example). In other words, the written poems are themselves sonic preservations,
transductions: the scoring of sound to be preserved on the printed page. Johnson says on the
mechanics of this preservation: “The tempos of the preacher I have endeavored to indicate by the
line arrangement of the poems, and a certain sort of pause that is marked by a quick intaking and
an audible expulsion of breath I have indicated by dashes” (10-11). One might conclude from
this that Johnson saw the textual medium as privative, as incapable of capturing the robust and
immersive phenomenon of the sermon—a position that would connect him with Greet’s
aforementioned stance of all poetry being born sonic. He speaks to this point in addressing a sort
of reader-response necessary when reading the poems for the preacher’s delivery: “There is a
decided syncopation of speech . . . the sensing of which must be left to the reader’s ear” (11).
And it must be left to the reader’s ear because the text cannot represent it, which brings us to the
question of representation.
To say that these poems are preservations alone elides the mediation that occurs as
Johnson refracts them through a poetic lens and re-encodes them to an alternate medium (sound
to text). In this regard, what we are hearing when we listen to the poems and seeing when we
read the poems is a kind of ekphrasis, a poetic description—or representation—of another art
form. I don’t think it is too dramatic to say that the conversion that occurs when Johnson scores
the speech sounds to text is tantamount to other radical forms of ekphrastic medium conversion.
Consider as parallels Gertrude Stein’s cubist poetic portrait of Picasso, “If I Told Him: A
Completed Portrait of Picasso,” or William Carlos Williams’ Pictures from Brueghel. Both of
these works take as their source or compositional strategy a non-textual medium and convert it to
poetry. Johnson takes speech sounds as his source and re-encodes them to text for the purposes
of storage (preservation). 8 In short, the poems that we see and hear are Johnson’s interpretation
and flattening of a multitude of different sermons, deliveries, preachers, and localities, condensed
into a single representation of all of them. What is then preserved is this representation, which
stands in as an abstraction for a variegated reality.

8 All of the language that I use here to connote computational processes of encoding, inscription, and
playback is very intentional, as I believe Johnson’s poetics functions on similarly formalistic complexity.
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All of this brings us back to the context of these recordings being made in a speech lab.
What Johnson is doing in the recordings—what I called earlier the reconversion of the poems to
sound—is capturing his representation of an abstracted model for speech sounds (in this case the
dialect of the preachers) for purposes of preservation, which is very similar to the way Greet and
Hibbitt used the lab for their research. One might be tempted to point out that the subjects who
were recorded in the Speech Lab represent a particular—these were individuals speaking the way
they spoke—versus Johnson’s mediated homogenization of the particular into the abstract. But
this elides the fact that the goal of Greet and Hibbitt’s capturing these speech samples was to
make generalized statements about the way people spoke and the migration or sources of
dialects. Making linguistic claims about the way a group of people speaks is no less of a
generalization than Johnson’s representation. We might just say that Greet and Hibbitt’s approach
was inductive, while Johnson’s was more deductive.
But what is essential to take away here is that in both cases, a multitudinous reality is
being flattened into a generalized representation. Johnson said of the variegated dialects that
made up African American speech: “An ignorant Negro of the uplands of Georgia would have
almost as much difficulty in understanding an ignorant sea island Negro as an Englishman would
have. Not even in the dialect of any particular section is a given word always pronounced in
precisely the same way” (Johnson 1922). Interestingly, this statement aligns directly with the
pragmatic dialect work that Hibbitt did while working for the U.S. Navy. A bulletin from
Columbia to celebrate Hibbitt’s career upon his transition to professor emeritus describes his
employment when “the U.S. Navy borrowed him from the Columbia faculty to work with
submarine crews” during World War II (Columbia 1963). His duties included “recasting the
intelligibility of orders given in emergency situations ‘so that Maine would not misunderstand
Texas because of regional variation in pronunciation. Faulty communications had caused too
many losses’” (ibid. 2). Hibbitt’s work is an applied example of Johnson’s point that it is
problematic to make generalized statements about the way people speak. That said, given that
Johnson’s work is a single-author literary representation of a heterogeneous reality, a
generalization is necessary. We just need to bear in mind that it is as such, and while Johnson
does “fix something” of preachers of the early twentieth century, he does mediate, center, and
abstract our view into what and who is being preserved. While much more could be said on this
topic, suffice it to say for now that bearing in mind the vectors of preservation and ekphrastic
representation are crucial when listening to these recordings.
In addition to the relationship between preservation and representation vis-à-vis the
context of the recordings’ production in the Speech Lab, the poetic relationship between orality
and textuality in God’s Trombones is also worth attention. I saw Johnson’s use of lineation and
punctuation as a sort of musical notation for language, a way to mark the timing of delivery, as a
proto-Projective Verse. Decades after Johnson published God’s Trombones, Charles Olson wrote
that poetry moves from “the HEAD, by way of the EAR, to the SYLLABLE / the HEART, by
way of the BREATH, to the LINE,” and praised the advent of the typewriter because “[f]or the
first time the poet ha[d] the stave and the bar a musician has had” (Olson 1950). Johnson’s
poetics prefigures Olson’s theories on the musicality of language and the use of the so-called
vers libre in transducing these sounds to page. The creation of these recordings, then, raises a
fascinating question: if the text is a transduction of sound to the page, and the recordings are the
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conversion of sound (the preacher) to sound (the recordings) as mediated by Johnson (and the
text?), which is a truer representation of the culture they seek to preserve? In other words, is the
text a libretto for the sound, only necessary in the absence of sound (a position Greet might take),
or does the text function as something more than a scoring?
My instinct would have been to argue that these recordings provide a truer view into
Johnson’s aesthetics than does the text, but I have come to reconsider this dichotomization after
reading Brent Hayes Edwards’ caution to resist “relegating the text to the status of a [musical]
score” (1998:585). He quotes Aldon Nielsen’s point in Black Chant that “African American
traditions of orality and textuality were not opposed to one another and did not exist in any sort
of simple opposition” (quoted 581).9 Edwards’ Derridean deconstruction of the primacy of
speech over text leads him to suggest a theory of a “black poetics of transcription that would link
such elusive uses of music to the more conventional or ethnographic ‘recordings’ or referencings
of music, and oral expression in general” (emphasis added, 581). I agree with Edwards’ point
that the best way to approach these recordings from God’s Trombones is phonotextually: reading
the text of the poems while listening to Johnson perform them.10 And it will be in this free play
of differences (to carry forward Edwards’ Derridean line of argument) that we can best access the
cultural preservation through sonic representation, the sonic ekphrasis Johnson accomplishes.
Resisting a strict dichotomization of textuality and orality, as Edwards and Nielsen
suggest, does not negate the poems’ place as a sort of offset forebear for Projective Verse poetics.
A close examination of Johnson’s performance of the poems from God’s Trombones as compared
to the text reveals that he is very faithful to his poetics of textually scored sound, and thus is in a
kind of alignment with what would come to be Projective Verse: he pauses at the end of each
line, and to some degree for the em-dashes. But a crucial facet of the composition of the text is
that most lines break in natural places, with each line containing a complete dependent or
independent clause and ending with a comma or period. These poems do not look like, say, a
poem by William Carlos Williams, employing a radical visual syntactical fracture. In the lines’
shaping around complete clauses, one might note that the grammatical line breaks mirror the
sonic facets endemic to everyday speech and reading. In other words, generally speaking, one
interjects a pause in speech or reading aloud when a comma or period is encountered. And so the
question is raised of whether the composition of the poems on paper influenced their sound as
much as the sounds of speech influenced the textual presentation, returning us to inextricable and
dialectical bond Edwards and Nielsen suggest between text and performance.
But these recordings of Johnson’s sermonic performances from God’s Trombones go
beyond demonstrating the inception of the formalistic elements of African American modernism;
the content of the recordings is worth more attention than it has generally been given. Take, for
example, Johnson’s performance of “Go Down, Death.” The funeral sermon takes its title from
the African American spiritual “Go Down, Moses,” which relates the biblical story of God telling
Moses to command the Pharaoh, “Let my people go.” Johnson was interested in this spiritual, as
9 See

Nielsen (1997).

10 It is my intention to eventually create a text-audio alignment of these poems from God’s Trombones. Here
is an example of what this would look like: http://www.writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Creeley/i_know_a_man.php
(Creeley n.d.).
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evidenced by his reference to it in his poem “O Black and Unknown Bards” and in the preface to
his anthology, The Book of American Negro Poetry, where he emphasizes the role of the
spiritual: “I doubt that there is a stronger theme in the whole musical literature of the world.”
Johnson goes on to note, “It is evident that the opening lines of ‘Go Down, Moses’ . . . have a
significance beyond the bondage of Israel in Egypt” (1922). It seems clear to me that Johnson
here references the application of “Let my people go” to the institution of slavery. But how do
we get from here to “Go Down, Death”? What is the commonality between the spiritual framed
within the context of slavery, as applied to the funereal sermon? The overtones of the poem are
certainly conciliatory: “Weep not, weep not, / She is not dead; / She’s resting in the bosom of
Jesus.” Perhaps Johnson is creating a parallel between the emancipation of Sister Caroline from
her illness and the abolition of slavery. In other words, maybe the poem suggests that a long
period of suffering has ended and that the path forward, while not easy, will lead to the same
liberation that Moses commanded of the Pharaoh for God’s people. One of Johnson’s reasons for
writing God’s Trombones was to honor African American preachers as community leaders,
possessing the trust of their congregations and thus the great power that comes with such trust. In
these performances, we can hear Johnson enacting the cadences of the preachers who seek to
lead their people onward in the wake of the recent cessation of the institution of slavery.

Dialect(ic) Encounter
None of the poems in God’s Trombones are written in conversational dialects. Johnson
gives two reasons for this, one pragmatic (the sermons were not delivered in dialect and so he
does not portray them as such), and the other ideological: “[dialect] is an instrument with two
complete stops, pathos and humor” (1927:7). He goes on to explain that the reason for this is not
a “defect” of the dialect itself, but rather contemporaneous, binary stereotypes of African
Americans as “happy-go-lucky or . . . forlorn figure[s]” (7). In other words, Johnson renounces
the use of dialect poetry—for this collection and in general—because primarily white audiences
did not perceive that poetry written in dialect does not reduce to the binary opposition of pathos
or humor. Thus, it is significant that here, in 1935, Johnson reads three dialect poems: “Ma
Lady’s Lips Am Like De Honey,” “Answer to Prayer,” and “Sence You Went Away.”
“Sence You Went Away” is a demonstration of Johnson’s ability to craft a complex
aesthetic from an ostensibly simple poem written in dialect. Johnson describes the poem,
originally set to music with his brother J. Rosamond Johnson and Bob Cole (Morrissette
2013:37) as “a little Negro dialect poem” in his comments prepended to the recording. But his
use of the diminutive “little,” along with the poem’s prima facie appearance as a song about
unfulfilled desire for the presence of another, belie its complexity. The poem pivots on a
Derridean slippage that Johnson creates between “sence,” a dialect form of “since,” and its
homophone “sense.” In the latter case, the poem asks to be read/heard as a direct address to the
speaker’s senses, in the figurative sense of the word (“I’ve lost my senses”): Sense, you went
away. Thus, the poem can and should be read two ways at the same time, with the polysemous
“sence” as the pivot point between them. For example, consider the following, from Johnson’s
The Book of American Negro Poetry (Johnson 1922:75):
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Seems lak to me de stars don’t shine so bright,
Seems lak to me de sun done loss his light,
Seems lak to me der’s nothin’ goin’ right,
Sence you went away.

This excerpt could be read/heard with two simultaneous interpretations: 1) the aforesaid
surface case about desire for presence, and 2) a commentary on the attenuation of the speaker’s
senses due to the lack. In the literal interpretation of the latter, his sense of sight attenuates, along
with his ability to perceive the positive facets of life. He responds through the direct address to
these senses, suggesting that the lack of his desired companion parallels the departure of his
senses: “Sense, you went away.” As such, well beyond being limited to binary constructions of
humor and pathos, Johnson’s use of dialect poetry is complex and prefigures the poetics of
writers of the late twentieth century who focus on the slipperiness of language, poets like
Nathaniel Mackey and Harryette Mullen.
Johnson’s renunciation of dialect poetry likely ended around 1932, when he wrote the
introduction for Sterling A. Brown’s collection of poems Southern Road (1932). As Johnson
wrote there, “Mr. Brown’s work is not only fine, it is also unique. He began writing just after the
Negro poets had generally discarded conventionalized dialect, with its minstrel traditions of
Negro life. . . . He infused poetry with genuine characteristic flavor by adopting as his medium
the common, racy, living speech of the Negro in certain phases of real life” (Brown 1932:xxxvi).
Just as poetry written in dialect is complex, capable of conveying more than “two complete
stops,” so too is Johnson’s view of the poetics of dialect poetry.
Here, again, we can return to the context of the recordings’ production in a speech lab,
made by professors who studied American dialects and sought to record them for posterity. But
what is most interesting to note is the particular brand of prescriptivist linguistics that W. Cabell
Greet, the founder of the Speech Lab Recordings, worked within. An obituary for Greet, under
the subheading “True U.S. Tongue Sought,” says of the many dialect recordings he made of
students in his speech lab, “The idea was to make the students ‘speech conscious’ and to uncover
the true unadulterated tongue of the United States from all of the twangs, drawls, nasalities, lilts
and burrs of the several regional dialects that Greet studied” (emphasis added, Hanley 1972:38).
The positivist idea of a single, “true” U.S. dialect runs counter to Johnson’s work to explore,
preserve, and celebrate the regional tongues that, as he alludes in his comments on African
American dialects’ reception as representations of only pathos or humor, were often constructed
as symbolic of the Other. Also consider Johnson’s dialect poetry within the context of Hibbitt’s
aforementioned work on the pragmatic homogenization of dialect for communications purposes.
Shifting speech sounds away from the particular localities that birthed them toward a centered
ideal (even if for pragmatic ends, like Hibbitt’s), runs counter to the poetics that drove Johnson to
preserve speech sounds as literary representations. And so this complication of the notion of
recording dialect poems in a lab meant for the study of dialects is crucial: these poems are not
just framed by the fact that they were recorded within the context of such conditions of
production, but also by the particular linguistic research conducted in the lab.
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Toward a “Self-Determining Haiti” Through Poetic Reframing
It is noteworthy, I would argue, that among the thirteen poems that Johnson reads, three
are subsections of the longer poem “Down by the Carib Sea”: “Los Cigarillos,” “Teestay,” and
“Sunset in the Tropics.” “Down By the Carib Sea” was originally published in the 1917 Fifty
Years and Other Poems and reprinted, as Johnson notes in the comments for these poems, in his
1935 St. Peter Relates an Incident. While the overall set of poems Johnson chooses to read for
the Speech Lab Recordings definitely skews toward St. Peter Relates An Incident, no doubt
because the book had just come out, there is still the question of why he chooses these particular
sections of “Down By the Carib Sea” to read. In Sondra Kathryn Wilson’s presentation of St.
Peter Relates An Incident in her edition of James Weldon Johnson’s Complete Poems, she
suggests that the poems in St. Peter fall into two groups: “The poetry of the first type manifests
protest, challenge, and hope. The poems of the second type . . . are not imbued with the
polemical aspects of the race problem. The sentiments expressed in these poems are common to
all humankind” (quoted in Johnson 2000:47). I would argue that the text of “Down By the Carib
Sea” constitutes a dialectical encounter between the two types of poems Wilson identifies: it is
both oppositional and objectivist (the latter connoting a detached observation of a scene).11 In
other words, the poem serves as both an immersive observational chronicle and an impassioned
polemic. Through his reading of these particular selections of the poem in the recordings,
Johnson shifts the dialectical balance toward the pole of oppositional poetics (to borrow from
Erica Hunt) and reframes the poems’ target to be his experiences in Haiti exploring crimes
against race on behalf of the NAACP.
The text of “Down By the Carib Sea” (Johnson 2000:75) comprises six sections that
portray a day of life in the tropics, presented in accordance with an Aristotelian dramatic poetics:
unity of place (albeit an amalgam of tropical locales), unity of time (one particular day), and
unity of plot (the poem’s speaker seems to reflect a unified subjectivity). The poem charts a
Caribbean day from sunrise through the day’s events (smoking, imbibing a local drink, admiring
a woman, and dancing) through sunset. While the poem, taken as a whole, presents a complex
mixture of bitter, oppositional irony (“Los Cigarillos”) through earnest expressions of romantic
musings (“The Lottery Girl,” “The Dancing Girl”), it is via Johnson’s omission of the later
category that the poem as presented in the Speech Lab Recordings becomes oppositional.12 By
omitting “Sunrise in the Tropics,” Johnson takes us into the poem in medias res (cf. aforesaid
dramatic poetics), and by foregrounding “Los Cigarillos,” he sets the poem’s atmospherics in the
realm of political commentary.

11 I highly recommend Charles Bernstein’s essay “Objectivist Blues” for more information on scoring
speech for sound, dialect poetry, and objectivism (Bernstein 2008). Also see Dennis Tedlock’s The Spoken Word and
the Work of Interpretation (Tedlock 1983).
12

Poets who agreed to record for the series were permitted to choose which poems they would read. One
constraint may have been that the aluminum records could only hold about 6 minutes’ worth of material. Thus,
longer poems would have to be segmented. As such, I argue that there is some authorial intent in the selection and
sequencing of the content. Aside from any intentionality, I claim the listener can and should find meaning in the
selection of poems read, just as with any musical or poetic collection.
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By beginning his reading of “Down by the Carib Sea” with “Los Cigarillos” (“The
cigarette smokers,” as Johnson translates the title in his prefatory comments), Johnson takes as a
point of departure a satire of reductive, Ameri-centric views of life in the Caribbean. The poem
turns on a conceit presented in its refrain: “For life in the tropics is only a joke, / So we pass it in
dreams, and we pass it in smoke, / Smoke—smoke—smoke” (76). The first line here suggests an
interplay with Johnson’s view of dialect: that a primarily white audience seeks to reduce a black
Other to a false binary of “happy-go-lucky” or “forlorn.” The Ameri-centric view of the
Caribbean presented here enacts this dichotomization by presenting the Caribbean residents as
“happy-go-lucky”: seeing life as “only a joke.” While “smoke,” at this point in the poem
references the smoke emanating from the smokers’ cigarettes, it takes on a polysemy as the poem
progresses: “Tropical constitutions call for occasional revolutions / But after that’s through, /
Why there’s nothing to do / But smoke—smoke.” The smoke now also comes to reference a city
burning as a result of revolutions, here highlighted by the pun on “constitutions.” Johnson’s
satiric use of the playful and reductive “occasional revolutions” serves to highlight this Americentric dichotomization by rendering it absurd. Hearing Johnson read “Los Cigarillos” is crucial,
as the vacillation of the quality of voice between playful (“occasional revolutions”) and grave
(“Smoke—smoke—smoke”) enact the dialectic at the heart of the poem: the former quality of
voice suggesting Ameri-centric views of the Other, particularly the black body, and the latter
suggesting the direness that such a view creates.
Johnson was immersed in various locales of the Caribbean throughout his career. Given
that “Down By the Carib Sea” was published in 1917, we can reasonably deduce that it
references Johnson’s history as U.S. Consul to Venezuela (1908-1910) and U.S. Consul to
Nicaragua (1910-1913). Indeed, Puerto Cabello, Venezuela, where Johnson was stationed, is
located right on the Caribbean Sea. While Johnson’s assignment in Nicaragua put him in Corinto
(Morrissette 2013:101), located on the Pacific side of Nicaragua, the poem also references this
period, as is evidenced by the section titled “Teestay,” a phoneticization of “tiste” (Johnson
2000:76), a nonalcoholic Nicaraguan drink made with cocoa beans and corn (“F&D” n.d.).
Johnson’s reading of “Teestay” carries on the repetition set forth in “Los Cigarillos”: “Teestay,
teestay / The national drink on a feast day;” (Johnson 2000:76). While the poem itself does not
read as overtly political, two factors should be appreciated: 1) to phoneticize a simple word like
“tiste” implies an American audience who would otherwise have limited knowledge of cultures
and languages outside their own, and 2) Johnson was Consul to Nicaragua during the American
occupation (Logan 1971:398) that sought to prevent the building of a Nicaraguan canal by any
power but the United States government (Solaún 2005:24).13 To the former point, Johnson’s
poetics involving the blending of languages within a poem (“dolce far niente,” “sin duda,” and so
on) render “tiste” as one of the simpler pronunciations. To spell it phonetically, I would contend,
denotes an opposition to the assumed audience of the poem. As for the second point, the
Nicaraguan “rebels” who sought to resist the U.S. Occupation, with troops departing from
Johnson’s town of Corinto (NYT 1912), are perhaps those who engage in “occasional
revolutions.” Johnson’s dramatic and sonorous conclusion to the constellation (pun intended) of
13 In fact, Corinto, where Johnson was stationed, was the “western terminus of the proposed
canal” (Keasbey 1896:25).
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poems he reads is “Sunset In the Tropics,” a female gendering of “Queen Night” that snuffs out
the day’s activities by enveloping the rays of colored light in darkness. In other words, there is no
sunrise: only sunset. Thus, Johnson’s selections from “Down By the Carib Sea” move this poem
into the realm of the political and oppositional.
But even though “Down By The Carib Sea” was influenced by Johnson’s time in
Venezuela and Nicaragua, I believe that Johnson’s inclusion of the poem in his 1935 selected
poems and reading of it at Columbia in the same year reframe the poem to focus on his
experiences in Haiti and reaffirm its oppositional stance. In 1920, Johnson traveled to Haiti, on
behalf of the NAACP, to investigate reports of crimes along racial lines by occupying U.S.
forces, thus immersing Johnson in the midst of a second American occupation of a Caribbean
nation in less than a decade (Morrissette 2013:80). Johnson’s investigative journalism turned up
numerous abuses, such as the rape of Haitian women by U.S. soldiers (Johnson 1920), and
chronicled his findings in four essays written for The Nation, later compiled into the book SelfDetermining Haiti. Johnson’s research, which questioned the purpose for America’s presence in
Haiti to begin with, suggests a link between a New York banker with ties to the State Department
and financial interests in Haiti (Logan 1971:398-99). In other words, Johnson locates capitalistic
and imperialistic reasons for the U.S. presence in Haiti and reports them to break the silence of
what he felt was media censorship of the country’s actions: “There is the strictest censorship of
the press. No Haitian newspaper is allowed to publish anything in criticism of the Occupation or
the Haitian government. . . . Nothing that might reflect upon the Occupation administration in
Haiti is allowed to reach the newspapers of the United States” (Johnson 1920:9). Johnson’s work
would lay the groundwork for the eventual withdrawal of U.S. forces from Haiti, but it would
take a decade before the Haitians were permitted to elect their own government (Logan
1971:402). As a result, Johnson’s reading of these selections in 1935 takes on a new meaning
with the reframing (in the Goffmanian sense of the word) of Johnson’s experiences in Haiti. In
other words, these readings serve as an ethnographic chronicle of imperialistic pursuits
throughout the Caribbean and serve as both a link in the chain of witness and as a bulwark of
opposition against future recurrences.

The Oppositional Poetics of Sound
Drawing from the same collision of Classical dramatic elements and modern poetic
practice that drives “Down By the Carib Sea,” Johnson chooses to read “Brothers—American
Drama,” a harrowing poem about a lynching. The poem takes the form of a Shakespearean
tragedy, written in blank verse, but Johnson alters the form by blending in elements of classical
Greek drama, specifically the use of the “Mob” as a morbid stand-in for a dramatic chorus. The
function of the chorus in Classical Greek drama was often to give voice to the collective morality
of a particular town or community, and Johnson’s mob functions to negate the classical chorus,
serving as the voice of a collective immorality in America. The Shakespearean aspects of the
poem, especially the violence that takes place “on stage” (compare to Greek drama like Oedipus
Rex, where violence like Oedipus’s putting his own eyes out takes place off stage) function as an
embedded modernism: Shakespearean poetics reject tenets of Greek drama. And it is through the
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modifier “American” in the poem’s title that a second rejection, and thus modernism, occurs: the
appropriation and redeployment of European forms, used to elucidate the violence committed
along racial lines in Johnson’s America.14 Departing from this point of progressive modernisms
summing to Afro-Modernism, I would make the argument that the power of this reading of the
poem derives from the sonic facets of Johnson’s performance.
Johnson’s reading of “Brothers—American Drama” enacts the aesthetic set forth in the
text. One of the jarring elements of the poem is the clinical precision with which the Mob
describes the lynching occurring, the cold detachment that creates a tension with the concept of
an angry mob: “Fetch water! Water! Pour a little on / The fire, lest it should burn too fast. Hold
so!” We are immediately struck by the archaic diction used, one that is often associated with high
society, here applied to a mob. Johnson’s reading of the poem enacts this through a performative
and patrician enunciation of the poem. The exceptional aesthetic tension that derives from this
disjuncture between calculating and frenzied, so-called refined language and base actions is what
powers the poem and situates it as an oppositional poetics and a key work of Afro-Modernity.
I would include in this constellation of oppositional poems “We To America,” a poem
that makes its oppositional function clear in its title: by creating a disjunction between African
Americans (“We”) and “America” as a metonymy for whiteness, Johnson presents his topic. The
poem proceeds to create a set of binary oppositions that crescendo into the threat of revolution
(Johnson 2000:61):
How would you have us, as we are?
Or sinking ‘neath the load we bear?
Our eyes fixed forward on a star?
Or gazing empty at despair?
Rising or falling? Men or things?
With dragging pace or footsteps fleet?
Strong, willing sinews in your wings?
Or tightening chains about your feet?

Johnson’s voice enacts the gradient from rhetorical exchange to threat, in the lowering pitch and
severity with which he delivers the final lines of the poem. Unlike his reading of “Brothers—
American Drama,” where his reading derives its power from a disjuncture between sonic form
and content, here Johnson’s reading serves as illustrative of the poem’s content.
Finally, I would also add Johnson’s reading of “O Southland” in this constellation of
poems of resistance. The title of the poem interacts with the title of the collection within which it
was originally published: Fifty Years and Other Poems. The title poem of this collection,
completed in 1913, designates the amount of time that had passed since the signing of the
Emancipation Proclamation. “O Southland” takes the form of a lyric ode, spoken to Johnson’s
native South. The poem calls for progress toward equality for African Americans in the South:
14 Consider as a parallel Claude McKay’s use/redeployment of the sonnet form in “If We Must Die,” as
discussed in PoemTalk #71 (PoemTalk 2013).
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“O Southland! O Southland! / Do you not hear to-day / The mighty beat of onward feet, / And
know you not their way?” Interestingly, Johnson chooses to end his reading of the poem before
he reaches the end of the text, stopping with: “And God’s above, and God is love, / And men are
only men.” The binarization of divinity and humanity in this poem is a theme in Johnson’s work,
and here functions to implore the South to consider all men equal, that anyone who is not divine
(that is, everyone) is human and the same. The tone of “O Southland” is quite different than that
of “Brothers—American Drama” and “We To America,” in that it takes a less direct form of
opposition. Rather than being a biting, Juvenalian satire or a poem of defiant opposition, it
engages with reason, suggesting that time brings change and conservatism is bound for failure. In
other words, it is modern: it seeks the iterative path toward a better future.
These poems of opposition were written and performed at a time when lynchings were
still occurring, and this is the frame within which these poems should be understood. Indeed, one
of the formative events of Johnson’s life was his own near lynching at the hands of a mob in his
own Jacksonville, FL (Morrissette 2013:36). Johnson went on to work on the Dyer AntiLynching Bill in 1921, “a bill that would have made lynching a national crime, but it failed to
become law because of insufficient votes in the Senate” (JWJI n.d.). As such, these poems resist
by serving as acts of remembrance: ethnographic chronicles that (re)light the past so as to protect
the future. These poems, which focus on African American life, taken together with the
selections read from “Down By The Carib Sea,” focusing on those of African descent in the
Caribbean, display Johnson’s concern for all peoples of the African diaspora.

Conclusion
It is unclear how James Weldon Johnson came to meet W. Cabell Greet and George
Hibbitt and to be recorded in this session, but there are many possible avenues. For example,
Johnson was an alumnus of Columbia University, and his teacher was Brander Matthews, a
colleague of Greet and Hibbitt’s.15 Indeed, Matthews wrote the introduction to Johnson’s first
collection of poetry, Fifty Years and Other Poems. One of Johnson’s “literary mentors” was H. L.
Mencken (Morrissette 2013:104). Mencken was close with W. Cabell Greet, and their
correspondence is housed at Columbia, as part of the W. Cabell Greet Papers. It is possible that
Mencken was the connection, given his interest in poetry and his relationships with Greet and
Johnson.16 Other possible connections include Carl Van Vechten, who mediated Hibbitt’s
recording of Gertrude Stein the previous year, or perhaps Stein herself, as Johnson had given her
a copy of God’s Trombones when she visited New York in 1934 (Morrissette 2013:116) (the
same trip when she came be to be recorded by Greet and Hibbitt 17). Regardless of whether any of

15

Matthews did die, however, six years before these recordings were made, so he would have had to
introduce Greet to Johnson before the Lindsay recordings were even made.
16

Mencken was also an admirer of Vachel Lindsay. See his remembrance of Lindsay (Mencken 1947).

17 See my edition of Gertrude Stein’s recording in the Speech Lab here: http://writing.upenn.edu/
pennsound/x/Stein.html (Stein 1935).
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these were the connections that led to Johnson’s recording session, we are fortunate that his
poetry was recorded and survived to be digitized and presented to the public.
One of Johnson’s most famous dicta is his claim that “The final measure of the greatness
of all peoples is the amount and standard of the literature and art they have produced. The world
does not know that a people is great until that people produces great literature and art. No people
that has produced great literature and art has ever been looked upon by the world as distinctly
inferior” (Johnson 1922:vii). It is essential to listen to these recordings with this quotation in
mind, as well as to hear them as part of his work to “extol black literature as an integral part of
American literature” (quoted in Johnson 2000:xviii). Just as in the poem “O Black and Unknown
Bards,” where Johnson speaks for the unattributed authors of the spirituals, who represent a
collective voice, these poems stand as both an act of remembrance and tribute and a gesture
toward the future. Johnson’s portrayal of the voices of preachers as community leaders interacts
with his work in these recordings: to light the way toward a new Afro-Modernism. And the
recordings provide the final, heretofore missing component to the crucial dialectical dynamic of
orality and textuality in Johnson’s work. In other words, rather than providing a more authentic
form of Johnson’s poetry (cf. Greet’s comments on the privative nature of text), the release of
these recordings through PennSound marks an essential component to developing a rich
phonotextual understanding of a body of work crucial to American Literature.
University of Pennsylvania
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A New Algorithm for Extracting Formulas from Poetic Texts
and the Formulaic Density of Russian Bylinas
Dmitry Nikolayev

Ever since the promulgation of Milman Parry’s formulaic theory of epic poetry in the
works of Francis Magoun (1953) and Albert Lord (1960), the problem of estimating the
formulaic density of a text or a group of texts has been frequently addressed in studies of oral
and ancient poetry. Different estimates have been proposed for the formulaic densities of
Homeric epics and hymns (Edwards 1988), Middle English alliterative poetry (Ward 1986), preIslamic Arabic poetry (Monroe 1972), and Russian bylinas (Uxov 1975 Arant 1990), to name
but a few lines of enquiry. The early work in this field was characterized by widely divergent
results (cf. 90% ratio of formulas in the Iliad proposed by Lord as compared to 57.5% of
formulas in Homeric texts in Minton 1975), largely due to the methodology used by the scholars.
Since they were not able to calculate the total number of formulas in a text of any considerable
length, let alone a corpus of texts, the scholars resorted to sampling procedures. In most cases
this meant choosing a representative body of verse lines and then calculating the ratio of lines in
it found elsewhere in the same corpus. The advent of computer technologies providing easily
searchable full-text corpora could have led to a new consensus in this field. However, the
statistical study of formulas in poetic text fell into decline at the end of the 1970s, and the early
computerized efforts in this field (Vikis-Freibergs and Freibergs 1978a; Strasser 1984) were not
kept up.
In fact, as far as I am aware, Vikis-Freibergs and Freibergs’ 1978 paper on the formulaic
density of Latvian folk songs about the sun is the only published attempt at formulating a strict
procedure for counting formulaic density of a poetic text amenable to implementation as a
computer program. The scholars maintain that their method, “while developed on one particular
corpus . . . can be readily adapted to other computer-accessible [corpora]” (Vikis-Freibergs &
Freibergs 1978a:330). This is indeed true, but, as I will show in the following, their algorithm is
not entirely satisfactory as far as the extraction of formulas itself is concerned. I instead propose
a new algorithm, one which is both more flexible and more powerful, and report the results of its
application to a corpus of Russian bylina epics.

Vikis-Freibergs and Freibergs’ Algorithm
The algorithm used by Vikis-Freibergs and Freibergs to estimate the formulaic density of
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Latvian sun songs is rather straightforward. All the texts from the Montreal corpus of Latvian
Sun-songs are put into a computer and stored in the memory (Vikis-Freibergs and Freibergs
1978b). Frequency counts are then taken of overlapping word pairs and word triplets from each
line (that is to say, n-1 word pairs and n-2 word triplets are taken from a line of n words) and of
larger non-overlapping units: single lines and line couplets. The extracted units are then arranged
in the form of two printouts: the first presents the units in order of decreasing frequencies of
occurrence, and the second gives an alphabetical listing.
The data obtained in this way can be used to estimate the formulaic density of a text
understood as the proportion of units occurring at least n times in the corpus. Applying the
program to the Latvian sun-songs and using 2 as the lower threshold, Vikis-Freibergs and
Freibergs obtained the following results: of all the word pairs in the corpus 63.1% are formulaic,
and the same holds for 46.7% of word triplets, 43.5% of lines (the last two evidently constitute a
single formulaic level), and 20.8% of couplets.
Unfortunately the results obtained in this way, though in clear numeric form, are hard to
interpret. Firstly, formulaic word pairs and triplets can overlap since, by design, overlapping
word pairs and triplets are all counted independently. In order to avoid over-counting one must
carefully scan all the resulting formulaic units, which moreover must be indexed as to their
position in the corpus. The data of the last kind are not provided by the scholars’ algorithm, so
when dealing with a sufficiently large corpus over-counting becomes unavoidable, which is a
major drawback.
Secondly, the frequency counts of units of different level are hard to combine. It is not
possible to simply sum up the ratios of formulaic word pairs, word triplets, and lines. Therefore,
the formulaic density obtained in this way is manifold: formulaic densities for word pairs, word
triplets, and lines are computed separately. To some extent this can be regarded as an advantage
because the results are more nuanced. By looking at formulaic densities on different levels (word
pairs, triplets, larger n-grams, lines) we can discern the basic building blocks used by singers to
improvise the text. For instance, if we see a high formulaic density on the level of word pairs but
a considerably lower one on the level of word triplets, we can conclude that it is word pairs that
are memorized and recombined in the process of oral composition. A unified formulaic density
measure does not provide such information. It is still desirable, however, to have a unified
measure of formulaic density that can be applied to any poetic text regardless of its line lengths
and couplet structure. The algorithm proposed below is meant to provide such a measure, while
at the same time taking care of overlapping text units.

The New Algorithm
Before describing the algorithm, which was implemented in Python 3 for the sake of this
study, it is useful to say a few words about the notion of formula. I follow Vikis-Freibergs and
Freibergs’ definition of a syntagmatic formula (as opposed to paradigmatic formulas, where
elements can be substituted, and formulas as syntagmatic patterns) as “any syntagmatic string of
units occurring at least twice in any given corpus” (1978a:331).
A case can be made against studying syntagmatic formulas in their own right since
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formulas-as-patterns are no less prominent a feature of oral poetics. However, there is a good
reason, at least at the moment, to do exactly this. Theoretically, it is possible to extract strings of
words with identical syntactical features in order to identify variable-content formulas—that is,
formulas-as-patterns if we do not demand a certain verbal overlap, or paradigmatic formulas if
we do. However, this model/method is possible only for languages with good morphological
analyzers, and these languages are precious few and do not include northern varieties of Russian
in which bylinas are composed. Moreover, the application of this enhanced algorithm could not
be universal since the definition of syntactically identical words will vary between languages,
and the algorithm developed for this study is meant to be applicable to any text separated into
words and lines.
I also follow Vikis-Freibergs and Freibergs in disregarding the position of a formula in a
line. There are two main reasons for doing this. First, it is very hard to analyze metric structures
automatically (moreover, many oral traditional texts, including Russian bylinas, are rather loose
metrically and allow for additional words to be added at beginnings and endings of otherwise
identical lines). Secondly, repeated text units found in different metrical positions undermine
Parry and Lord’s theory of oral poetry, which is predicated on the principle of maximum
parsimony of formulaic elements used by oral poets, but there is no evident need to disqualify
them as formulas sensu latu.
However, when applying formulas defined in this manner to large corpora the results are
flooded with prepositional phrases (“to the house”), semantically impoverished pronoun-verb
pairs (“he went”), and all sorts of combinations involving function words (“and then,” “you did,”
and so forth). These clearly can not be regarded as formulas in any meaningful sense. Therefore,
it is necessary to maintain a stop-list of the most frequent function words used in the texts under
investigation and filter out the combinations with them.
The following stop-list was used for the analysis of bylinas:
а, а-й, ай, без, бы, в, вам, вас, ведь, во, вот, все, всё, вы, где, гой, да, дак, де, до, е, его, ей,
ему, еси, есь, еще, же, за, и, из, им, их, ише, ишше, ище, й, к, ка, кабы, как, ко, ле, ли, м,
меня, мне, мня, мой, моя, мы, на, нам, нас, не, нет, ни, о, ой, он, она, они, от, по, под, про, ро,
с, сам, своей, свою, со, т, там, те, тебе, тебя, то, того, той, тому, тот, ту, тут, ты, тя, у, уж, х,
что, я, ёго, ёму
[a, a-j, aj, bez, by, v, vam, vas, ved', vo, vot, vse, vsjo, vy, gde, goj, da, dak, de, do, e, ego, ej, emu, esi, es',
eshhe, zhe, za, i, iz, im, ih, ishe, ishshe, ishhe, j, k, ka, kaby, kak, ko, le, li, m, menja, mne, mnja, moj, moja,
my, na, nam, nas, ne, net, ni, o, oj, on, ona, oni, ot, po, pod, pro, ro, s, sam, svoej, svoju, so, t, tam, te, tebe,
tebja, to, togo, toj, tomu, tot, tu, tut, ty, tja, u, uzh, h, chto, ja, jogo, jomu]

Additionally, when dealing with highly inflected languages, such as Russian, it is
desirable to be able to conflate into a single formula the same prepositional or noun phrases with
different case endings, like в занней горнице (“in the back room”) and в занню горницу (“to the
back room”). The preferable strategy would be to lemmatize each word in the text and to use
strings of lemmas instead of the original token strings. However, the orthography of the written
texts of bylinas rather faithfully reflects the features of the singers’ varying dialects, and no
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existing lemmatizing algorithm would be able to sort out the forms. Fortunately, Russian words
are generally rather long, and it is possible to simply disregard all the letters from the fifth on.
The above mentioned prepositional phrases then become equivalent: в занней горнице / в
занню горницу [v zannej gornitse / v zannu gornitsu].
It turns out that the probability of different non-trivial phrases having the same 4-symbol
word-beginnings is rather slight. To measure it I randomly took five texts from the corpus and
investigated all the formulas extracted from them by the algorithm. Only one text of five
produced spurious formulas: there were two of them, together comprising 10 words—out of 597
words in all the formulas in this text. Consequently we should expect our algorithm to exaggerate
the formulaic density of texts by approximately 1.5%.
It can also be noted that there is no truly significant difference between using 4-symbol
keys and full words. The following chart shows that the difference in the mean formulaic density
for the corpus computed with 4-symbol keys and 5-symbol keys (full words, essentially) does
not exceed 2.5% (vertical bars indicate standard deviation):

A change from 4- to 3-symbol keys also yields the difference of less than 3%. Only offkilter 2- and 1-symbol keys change the mean formulaic density dramatically.
Therefore, the following definition was used for this study:
A formula is a non-trivial syntagmatic string of words occurring at least n times in a
given corpus, where non-trivial means that
(1) if a formula consists of two words both of them should be absent from the stop
list;
(2) if a formula consists of more than two words, not more than half of them
(rounding down) should be present in the stop list.
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The occurrences of a formula are counted based on the occurrences of its formulaic key,
where a formulaic key is a concatenation of the m-letter beginnings of all the words in the
string. I use concatenation in the sense of linking/chaining character strings together. For
instance, concatenation of “one” and “two” yields “onetwo.”
n was taken to be 2, and m to be 4 in the present study.
Finally, I take formulaic density to be the ratio of the words of the text used in the
formulas in it.
Based on these definitions the algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. A text, read from a file and stripped of all punctuation signs, is first converted to
a 2-dimensional array where each subarray corresponds to a line in the original text and
every element in these subarrays is an instance of a special data structure, PoeticWord. A
PoeticWord consists of:
i) the original word string,
ii) a Boolean value serving as an indicator as to whether this word was used in a formula,
and
iii) a list of text units (N-grams) to which it belongs and which track its state.
When a PoeticWord is used, it sends a signal to the N-grams containing it, which then
become blocked to prevent overlap.
2. Overlapping N-grams of different lengths (a lower threshold of 2 and an upper
threshold of 14 were used in this study) are extracted from subarrays corresponding to the lines
of the original text. Each N-gram observes the state of all the PoeticWords it contains.
At the same time these N-grams are added to a dictionary where their formulaic keys (as
defined above) are used as the keys and the entries are lists of N-grams having the same key. The
keys are also added to the special key list where they are stored in the decreasing order of length.
Inside the same-length runs they are stored in the order of occurrence in the original text.
A random 5-element snippet from the N-gram dictionary extracted from one of the
bylinas in the corpus looks as follows:
подазлатсереведь: Подарил-то злато серебро ведь
наширодвор: на широкой двор; на широкой двор; на широкой двор; на широкой двор; На
широком двори
уживадамыведькожусьдибуде: У жива да мы ведь кожу-ту сьдирать будем
тутзаплнашода: Тут заплакало-то нашо-то да
взелелужк: в зелены лужка; В зелены лужка
[podazlatsereved': Podaril-to zlato serebro ved'
nashirodvor: na shirokoj dvor; na shirokoj dvor; na shirokoj dvor; na shirokoj dvor; Na shirokom
dvori
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uzhivadamyved'kozhus'dibude: U zhiva da my ved' kozhu-tu s'dirat' budem
tutzaplnashoda: Tut zaplakalo-to nasho-to da
vzeleluzhk: v zeleny luzhka; V zeleny luzhka]

The second and fifth items in this sample contain N-grams which occur more than once in
the text.
3. The keys from the key list are taken one by one. If the corresponding N-gram list from
the N-gram dictionary is of length one, it means that this N-gram is unique in the corpus and the
next key is taken.
If the length of the N-gram list in the corresponding dictionary entry is greater than one,
the first non-blocked N-gram from it is added to a temporary list and all the words in this N-gram
are marked as used (which blocks all other N-grams containing these words). If there are other
unblocked N-grams in the list in this dictionary entry, they are also added to the temporary list,
which is then added as an entry to the resulting formula dictionary with the same formulaic key
used as the key. If there is only one unblocked N-gram in the list in the original-dictionary entry,
it is eventually unblocked since the words in it are not yet used in any formula. If there are no
unblocked N-grams at all, nothing happens and the next key is taken.
When the list is exhausted all the formulas from the text are contained in the formula
dictionary and can be retrieved. A random snippet of the formula dictionary for the same bylina
looks as follows:
всезелевина: все зелена вина; все зелена вина
красзоло: красно золото; красна золота; красным золотом
тутильядаильямура: тут Илья да Илья Мурамець; тут Илья да Илья Мурамець
ильюмура: Илью Мурамця; Илью Мурамця; Илью Мурамця; Илью Мурамця; Илью Мурамця
vsezelevina: vse zelena vina; vse zelena vina
[kraszolo: krasno zoloto; krasna zolota; krasnym zolotom
tutil'jadail'jamura: tut Il'ja da Il'ja Muramec'; tut Il'ja da Il'ja Muramec'
il'jumura: Il'ju Muramcja; Il'ju Muramcja; Il'ju Muramcja; Il'ju Muramcja; Il'ju Muramcjaa]

The formulaic density is then computed by counting the used PoeticWords in the 2dimensional array and dividing this number by the total number of words. 1
Following this procedure we obtain a list of non-overlapping and non-embedded
formulas. Repeated occurrences of a word pair, for instance, are counted only if they do not form
part of some repeated N-gram of a greater length. The algorithm is flexible: all the parameters
(the number of occurrences of an N-gram sufficient to prove that it is a formula, the definition of
an equivalent pair of N-grams) can be tweaked independently. The algorithm can process poetic
texts in any language provided that it is divided into words and lines and that the algorithm
1 The program presented in the appendix also maintains a list of first and last words of all formulas,
which makes it possible to provide a printout of the original texts with formulas in brackets and cross references
between lines with the same formulas. Below I use this feature to present one fully analyzed bylina.
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knows the relevant alphabet and the stop list (which can be made empty). Finally, it should be
pointed out that the algorithm is sufficiently fast to take on really large corpora: a huge document
compiled from 609 Russian bylina texts and containing more than 140,000 lines was analyzed in
less than a minute.
In the following section I report the results of applying this algorithm to the a corpus of
Russian bylina epics, but first I provide an example of full analysis of a text from the corpus.
Every formula is accompanied by references to other lines in the text where it appears;
semicolons separate references for different formulas.
Dobrynya and the dragon (Selivanov 1988)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

[Dobrynjushke-to matushka govarivala]
Da Nikitichu-to matushka nakazyvala
Ty [ne ezdi-ka daleche vo chisto pole]
Na tu na goru da Sorochinskuju
Ne topchi-ka ty [mladyh zmeenyshej]
Ty [ne vyruchaj-ka polonov da russkiih]
[Ne kuplis' Dobrynja vo Puchaj-reke]
[Puchaj-reka ochen' svirepaja]
[Serednjaja-to strujka kak ogon' sechet]
Dobrynja svoej matushki ne slushalsja
Kak on edet [daleche vo chisto pole]
Na tu [na goru na Sorochinskuju]
[Potoptal on mladyih zmeenyshej]
Povyruchal on [polonov da russkiih]
Bogatyrsko ego serdce raspotelosja
Raspotelosja serdce nazhadelosja
On pripravil svoego [dobra konja]
On [dobra konja] da ko Puchaj-reke
On slezal Dobrynja so [dobra konja]
Da snimal [Dobrynja plat'e cvetnoe]
On [zabrel za struechku za] pervuju
Da [zabrel za struechku za] srednjuju
Govoril sam da takovo slovo
Mne [Dobrynjushke matushka govarivala]
Mne Nikitichu mamen'ka nakazyvala
Chto [ne ezdi-ka daleche vo chisto pole]
Na tu [na goru na Sorochinskuju]
Ne topchi-ka [mladyh zmeenyshej]
[Ne vyruchaj polonov da russkiih]
I [ne kuplis' Dobrynja vo Puchaj-reke]
[Puchaj-reka ochen' svirepaja]
[Serednjaja strujka kak ogon' sechet]

24
26, 69, 100
28, 71, 101, 166, 168, 182, 199
29, 72
30
31
32
164, 179
27, 70, 90
181
76, 167, 200

18, 19, 53, 144
17, 19, 53, 144
17, 18, 53, 144
54
22
21
1
3, 69, 100
12, 70, 90
5, 71, 101, 166, 168, 182, 199
6, 72
7
8
9
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

A Puchaj-reka ona krotka-smirna
Ona budto luzha-to dozhdevaja
Ne uspel Dobrynja slovca smolviti
Vetra net da tuchu nadneslo
Tuchi net da budto dozhd' dozhdit
A dozhdja-to net da tol'ko [grom gremit]
[Grom gremit] da svishhet molnija
Kak letit zmeishhe Gorynishhe
O tyeh dvenadcati o hobotah
Dobrynja toj Zmei ne priuzhahnetsja
Govorit Zmeja emu prokljataja
Ty teper' Dobrynja vo moih rukah
[Zahochu tebja Dobrynju teper'] potoplju
[Zahochu tebja Dobrynju teper'] s"em-sozhru
Zahochu tebja Dobrynju [v hobota voz'mu]
[V hobota voz'mu] [Dobrynju vo noru] snesu
[Pripadaet Zmeja] ko bystroj reke
A Dobrynjushka plavat' gorazd ved' byl
[On nyrnet na berezhok] na tamoshnij
[On nyrnet na berezhok] na zdeshnij
Net u Dobrynjushki [dobra konja]
Da net u [Dobryni plat'ev cvetnyih]
Tol'ko lezhit odin [puhov kolpak]
[Puhov kolpak] da [zemli Grecheskoj]
Po vesu tot kolpak da celyh tri puda
Kak uhvatil on kolpak [zemli Grecheskoj]
Da shibnet vo Zmeju vo prokljatuju
On otshib Zmee dvenadcat' hobotov
Tut upala Zmeja da vo kovyl'-travu
Dobrynjushka na nozhku povertok byl
Skochit on na zmeinye da [grudi belye]
Na kreste u Dobryni byl bulatnyj nozh
Hochet on rasplastat' ej [grudi belye]
A Zmeja emu Dobryne vzmolitsja
Oj ty [Dobrynja syn Nikitinich]
My polozhim s toboj zapoved' velikuju
Tebe [ne ezditi daleche vo chisto pole]
Na tu [na goru na Sorochinskuju]
Ne toptat' bol'she [mladyh zmeenyshej]
[Ne vyruchat' polonov da russkiih]
Ne kupat'sja tebe Dobrynja vo Puchaj-reke
I mne ne letat' da [na Svjatuju Rus']
Ne nosit' ljudej mne bol'she russkiih

39
38

46
45
48
47; 239
83
52
51
17, 18, 19, 144
20
56
55; 58
56

65
63
161
3, 26, 100
12, 27, 90
5, 28, 101, 166, 168, 182, 199
6, 29
99
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76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Ne kopit' mne [polonov da russkiih]
On povypustil Zmeju kak s-pod kolen svoih
Podnjalas' Zmeja da vverh pod oblaku
Sluchilos' ej letet' da mimo Kiev-grada
Uvidala [on Knjazevu plemjannicu]
[Molodu Zabavu doch' Putjatichnu]
Iduchis' po ulice po shirokoj
Tut [pripala Zmeja] da ko syroj zemle
Zahvatila ona [Knjazevu plemjannicu]
Unesla [vo noru vo glubokuju]
Togda [solnyshko Vladimir stol'nokievskij]
Po tri dnja da tut [bilich klikal]
A [bilich klikal] da slavnyh rycarej
Kto by mog [s"ezdit' daleche vo chisto pole]
Na tu [na goru na Sorochinskuju]
Shodit' vo noru da vo glubokuju
Dostat' ego [knjazevu plemjannicu]
[Molodu Zabavu doch' Putjatichnu]
Govoril Aleshen'ka Levont'evich
Ah ty [solnyshko Vladimir stol'nokievskij]
Ty [nakin'-ka jetu sluzhbu da velikuju]
Na [togo Dobrynju na Nikiticha]
U nego ved' so Zmeeju zapoved' polozhena
Chto ej ne letat' [na Svjatuju Rus']
A emu [ne ezdit' daleche vo chisto pole]
Ne toptat'-to [mladyih zmeenyshej]
Da ne vyruchat' polonov russkiih
Tak voz'met [on knjazevu plemjannicu]
[Molodu Zabavu doch' Putjatichnu]
[Bez boju bez draki-krovolitija]
Tut [solnyshko Vladimir stol'nokievskij]
Kak [nakinul jetu sluzhbu da velikuju]
Na [togo Dobrynju na Nikiticha]
Emu [s"ezdit' daleche vo chisto pole]
I dostat' emu [Knjazevu plemjannicu]
[Molodu Zabavu doch' Putjatichnu]
On poshel domoj Dobrynja zakruchinilsja
Zakruchinilsja Dobrynja zapechalilsja
Vstrechaet ego da [rodna matushka]
[Chestna vdova Efim'ja Aleksandrovna]
Oj ty rozhono moe ditjatko
[Molodoj Dobrynja syn Nikitinich]
Ty chto s piru nevesel idesh'

14, 167, 200

103
93, 104, 111, 134, 205, 248
49
92, 110, 133, 204, 206, 210
132
95, 106, 129
88
87
109, 130
12, 27, 70
84, 110, 133, 204, 206, 210
81, 104, 111, 134, 205, 248
86, 106, 129
107
108
74
3, 26, 69
5, 28, 71, 166, 168, 182, 199
80
81, 93, 111, 134, 205, 248
207, 211
86, 95, 129
96
97
89, 130
84, 92, 133, 204, 206, 210
81, 93, 104, 134, 205, 248

123, 135
124, 136
186, 217

119
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119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

Znat' [mesto bylo] tebe ne po chinu
Znat' [charoj na piru] tebja priobnesli
Al' durak nad toboj nasmejalsja-de
[Govoril Dobrynja syn Nikitinich]
Oj ty gosudarynja [rodna matushka]
Ty [chestna vdova Efim'ja Aleksandrovna]
[Mesto bylo] mne da po chinu
[Charoj na piru] menja ne obnesli
Durak-to nado mnoj ne nasmejalsja ved'
A nakinul sluzhbu da velikuju
[Solnyshko Vladimir stol'nokievskij]
Chto [s"ezdit' daleche vo chisto pole]
Na tu na goru da na vysokuju
Mne shodit' [vo noru vo glubokuju]
Mne dostat'-to [Knjazevu plemjannicu]
[Molodu Zabavu doch' Putjatichnu]
[Govorit Dobryne] [rodna matushka]
[Chestna vdova Efim'ja Aleksandrovna]
Lozhis'-ka spat' da rano s vechera
Mudrenee utro budet vechera
On vstaval po utrechku raneshen'ko
Umyvalsja da on beleshen'ko
Snarjazhalsja on horoshohon'ko
Da idet na konjushnju na stojaluju
A beret v ruki uzdu on da tesmjanuju
A beret on dedushkova da ved' [dobra konja]
On poil Burka pit'em medvjanyim
On kormil pshenoj da belojarovoj
Sedlal Burka v sedlyshko cherkasskoe
On [potnichki da klal] na potnichki
On na [potnichki da klal] vojlochki
Klal na vojlochki cherkasskoe sedlyshko
Vse podtjagival dvenadcat' tugih podprugov
On trinadcatyj klal da radi kreposti
Chtoby dobryj kon' s-pod sedla ne vyskochil
Dobra molodca v chistom pole ne vyrutil
Podprugi byli shelkovye
A shpen'ki u podprug vse bulatnye
Prjazhki u sedla da [krasna zolota]
Tot shelk ne rvetsja bulat ne tretsja
[Krasno zoloto] ne rzhaveet
Molodec na kone sidit da sam ne stareet
Poezzhal [Dobrynja syn Nikitinich]

125
126
201
114, 135
115, 136
119
120

86, 95, 106
89, 109
85
84, 92, 110, 204, 206, 210
81, 93, 104, 111, 205, 248
209; 114, 123
115, 124

17, 18, 19, 53

149
148

159
157
67
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162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

Na proshhan'e emu matushka pletku podala
[Sama govorila takovo slovo]
Kak budesh' [daleche vo chistom pole]
Na toj na [gore da na vysokija]
Potopchesh' [mladyih zmeenyshej]
Povyruchish' [polonov da russkiih]
Kak tyi-to [mladye zmeenyshi]
[Podtochat u Burka oni shhetochki]
[Chto ne mozhet bol'she Burushko poskakivat']
A [zmeenyshej ot nog da on otrjahivat']
Ty voz'mi-ka jetu [pletochku shelkovuju]
A ty bej [Burka da promezhu] nogi
[Promezhu nogi] da [promezhu ushi]
[Promezhu nogi da mezhu zadnie]
Stanet tvoj [Burushko poskakivat']
[Zmeenyshej ot nog da on otrjahivat']
Ty pritopchesh' [vseh do edinogo]
Kak budet on [daleche vo chistom pole]
Na toj na [gore da na vysokoi]
[Potoptal on mladyh zmeenyshej]
Kak te li [mladye zmeenyshi]
[Podtochili u Burka oni shhetochki]
[Chto ne mozhet bol'she Burushko poskakivat']
[Zmeenyshej ot nog da on otrjahivat']
Tut [molodoj Dobrynja syn Nikitinich]
Beret on [pletochku shelkovuju]
On b'et [Burka da promezhu] ushi
[Promezhu ushi] da [promezhu nogi]
[Promezhu nogi da mezhu zadnie]
Tut stal ego [Burushko poskakivat']
A [zmeenyshej ot nog da on otrjahivat']
Pritoptal on [vseh do edinogo]
Vyhodila [Zmeja ona prokljataja]
Iz toj iz nory iz glubokoi
[Sama govorila takovo slovo]
[Ah ty jej Dobrynjushka] Nikitinich
Ty znat' porushil svoju zapoved'
Zachem stoptal [mladyih zmeenyshej]
Pochto vyruchal [polony da russkie]
[Govoril Dobrynja syn Nikitinich]
Ah ty jej Zmeja da ty prokljataja
Chert li tja nes da cherez Kiev-grad
Ty zachem vzjala [knjazevu plemjannicu]

196
11, 179
180
5, 28, 71, 101, 168, 182, 199
14, 76, 200
5, 28, 71, 101, 166, 182, 199
183
184
177, 185, 192
187
188
189; 189
190
191
171, 185, 192
193
11, 164
165
13
5, 28, 71, 101, 166, 168, 199
169
170
171, 177, 192
117, 217
172
173
174; 174
175
176
171, 177, 185
178
208
163
228
5, 28, 71, 101, 166, 168, 182
14, 76, 167
122

84, 92, 110, 133, 206, 210

121
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205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244

[Molodu Zabavu doch' Putjatichnu]
Ty otdaj zhe mne [knjazevu plemjannicu]
[Bez boju bez draki-krovolitija]
Togda [Zmeja ona prokljataja]
[Govorila-to Dobryne] da Nikitichu
Ne otdam ja tebe [knjazevoj plemjannicy]
[Bez boju bez draki-krovolitija]
Zavodila ona boj-draku velikuju
Oni dralis' [troi sutochki]
No [ne mog Dobrynja] Zmeju perebit'
Hochet tut Dobrynja ot Zmei otstat'
Kak [s nebes Dobryne] [glas glasit]
[Molodoj Dobrynja syn Nikitinich]
Dralsja so Zmeej [ty troi sutochki]
Poderis' [so Zmeeju eshhe tri chasa]
Ty pob'esh' [Zmeju da tu prokljatuju]
On podralsja [so Zmeeju eshhe tri chasa]
On pobil [Zmeju da tu prokljatuju]
Ta Zmeja ona krov'ju poshla
Stojal u Zmei on [troi sutochki]
[Ne mog Dobrynja] krovi perezhdat'
Hotel Dobrynja ot krovi otstat'
[S nebes Dobryne] opjat' [glas glasit]
[Ah ty jej Dobrynja] syn Nikitinich
Stojal u krovi [ty troi sutochki]
Postoj u krovi da eshhe tri chasa
Beri svoe kop'e da burzameckoe
I bej kop'em da vo syru zemlju
Sam kop'ju da progovarivaj
Rasstupis'-ka [matushka syra zemlja]
Na chetyre rasstupis' da ty na chetverti
Ty pozhri-ka jetu [krov' da vsju zmeinuju]
Rasstupilas' togda [matushka syra zemlja]
Pozhrala ona [krov' da vsju zmeinuju]
Togda [Dobrynja vo noru] poshel
Vo te vo nory da vo glubokie
Tam sidjat [sorok carej] [sorok carevichej]
Sorok [korolej da korolevichej]
A prostoj-to sily toj i smetu net
Togda Dobrynjushka Nikitinich

81, 93, 104, 111, 134, 248
84, 92, 110, 133, 204, 210
105, 211
194
135
84, 92, 110, 133, 204, 206
105, 207
224
225
227; 227
117, 186
229
221
222
219
220
213
214
216; 216
197
218

237
238
234
236
48
; ;2
246

2 These marks indicate the second instance of this formula (which is actually a false positive discussed later

in the text) appears on the same line as first one (and vice versa—hence two marks).
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245
246
247
248
249
250
251

Govoril-to on carjam da on carevicham
I tem [koroljam da korolevicham]
Vy idite nyn' tuda otkel' prineseny
A ty [moloda Zabava doch' Putjatichna]
Dlja tebja ja jedak teper' stranstvoval
Ty poedem-ka ko gradu ko Kievu
A j ko laskovomu knjazju ko Vladimiru

123

242
81, 93, 104, 111, 134, 205

In line 241, we see a false positive: sorok carej and sorok carevichej are regarded as a
formula. Sorok carej means “forty tsars,” and sorok carevichej means “forty princes.” Prince is
derived from tsar by means of a suffix, which misleads the algorithm. On the whole, however,
the method seems to be remarkably robust.
This type of representation can be used to analyze different types of verbal repetitions
found in the texts. It also can be used to investigate the locality patterns in formula repetitions.
The following diagram was produced by connecting all the lines that have the same formulae
(lines are arranged from left to right):

Fig 1: An arc diagram of formulaic connections between the lines of the bylina Dobrynya and the dragon. Points on
the horizontal axis represent the lines of the text arranged from left to right, and the arcs connect the lines having the
same formulae. It was made in R using package ”arcdiagram” by Gaston Sanchez available at https://github.com/
gastonstat/arcdiagram

We see that formulaic repetitions tend to be nonlocal—that is, they connect distant lines—and
also to some degree symmetric. Instead of simply helping the oral poet to improvize the text,
they also help him structure bylina as a whole.
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Formulaic Density of Russian bylinas
For the sake of this study a corpus was assembled containing the texts from major
editions of Russian bylinas (Azbeleva and Marčenko 2002; Astahova 1958, 1961; Gorelov
2001a, 2001b, 2003, 2004; Selivanov 1988; Smirnov 1978; Smirnov and Smolickij 1974). After
removing the duplicates and the texts shorter than 100 lines, which were mostly incomplete, the
resulting corpus contained 609 texts and over 140,000 lines.
There are two possible ways to compute the formulaic density of the texts in this corpus:
(1) Since the texts are sufficiently long it is feasible to compute their formulaic density
based exclusively on the internal repetitions (this measure can be tentatively called
internal formulaic density of a given text) and then take the average or investigate the
quantiles.
(2) It is also possible to compute all the recurrent lines in all the texts; in this case it
seems reasonable to raise the minimum number of repetitions that constitutes a
formula since, on the one hand, corpus contains very close variants of the same
bylinas, and, on the other hand, there is a greater probability of a false match and of
extracting meaningless word groups.
Since both these procedures are easily performed using the new algorithm, both the
internal formulaic densities and the overall density were computed.
The internal formulaic densities of the texts in the corpus have the following histogram:

Fig 2: A histogram of formulaic densities of the texts of bylinas in the corpus. The full list of values can be found in
Appendix I.
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This sample has a mean of 32% and a standard deviation of 11, which indicates, roughly,
that an average Russian bylina is 22-42% internally formulaic (minimum and maximum values
are 7.3% and 70% respectively). Also it can be noted that 75% of bylinas are more than 24.3%
internally formulaic and 25% of bylinas are more than 40% internally formulaic.
To compute the overall density of the corpus, a mega-document containing all the 609
texts was compiled. Setting the minimum number of repetitions of an N-gram to 5 generates a
formulaic density of 34.7%, which is predictably (though very slightly) higher than the average
internal formulaic density of singleton texts. Counting any duplicate items, the overall formulaic
density rises to 56%.
Finally, to illustrate the applicability of the algorithm to texts in different languages using
different orthographies, the formulaic density of the Iliad was calculated based on the edition by
Allen and Munro (1920; 1922). Formulaic keys were not used; only exact N-gram matches were
taken into account. With the provisional stop list comprising the most frequent function words of
the Iliad we get the formulaic density of 44.8%. With an empty stop list this number rises to
56.6%.

Conclusion
The algorithm presented in this paper provides an adequate means of estimating the
formulaic density of a poetic text or a corpus of poetic texts in any language provided that the
texts are divided into lines and words. The algorithm is fast, it is immune to over-counting, and,
with certain modifications, it can be used to extract different types of formulas: simple verbatim
repetitions, strings of identical lemmas, provided an additional lemmatizing module is used, or
even sets of words if the order of the elements in the formula is not crucial.
The implementation of the algorithm used in this study is available at the GitHub
repository (https://github.com/macleginn/fast-formulaic-analysis); its usage is described in
Appendix II. It requires a working distribution of Python 3, but no knowledge of Python itself is
needed. All the analysis parameters—alphabet, stop-list, number of symbols used in the N-gram
key, and required number of occurrences of an N-gram—are specified in a simple configuration
file.
Russian State University for Humanities /
The Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy
and Public Administration (Moscow)
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APPENDIX I
Internal formulaic densities of the bylinas from the corpus used in the study:

17.8,
28.0,
17.6,
23.1,
15.3,
33.0,
33.3,
23.6,
34.7,
30.1,
34.7,
20.7,
19.4,
19.6,
30.6,
26.7,
37.8,
36.8,
19.9,
36.4,
28.4,
40.4,
28.5,
22.7,
23.4,
52.7,
37.8,
38.7,
31.1,
26.7,
13.8,
53.3,
29.7,
50.7,
24.3,
58.8,
17.7,
47.8,
39.9,

20.6,
19.4,
20.4,
22.8,
25.0,
30.6,
24.2,
38.1,
34.5,
16.3,
50.5,
26.2,
28.3,
26.3,
43.7,
22.8,
31.3,
19.8,
35.3,
27.4,
20.1,
30.7,
33.4,
23.1,
34.2,
49.5,
17.7,
40.9,
20.1,
47.7,
47.0,
51.8,
33.4,
27.4,
37.3,
32.6,
24.5,
29.4,
58.2,

20.7,
25.1,
12.2,
22.7,
26.9,
25.4,
31.2,
27.0,
33.2,
36.7,
42.8,
27.2,
27.7,
30.7,
42.3,
34.6,
25.2,
26.4,
31.4,
28.4,
20.2,
47.9,
40.7,
30.7,
26.6,
42.2,
47.1,
33.2,
27.7,
28.0,
52.7,
42.7,
45.8,
29.6,
44.6,
34.8,
30.7,
24.4,
29.2,

18.6, 17.3, 22.1, 13.3, 23.5, 26.6, 19.2, 15.1, 16.1, 27.9,
16.7, 17.1, 22.5, 13.5, 21.4, 22.9, 29.9, 25.9, 21.3, 13.0,
11.5, 24.2, 17.4, 23.9, 13.0, 20.1, 18.9, 15.6, 18.6, 19.8,
12.1, 14.0, 24.7, 15.6, 22.8, 20.0, 18.9, 16.1, 12.2, 11.6,
26.9, 29.8, 23.9, 23.0, 37.1, 36.3, 27.2, 27.5, 34.1, 30.0,
28.2, 35.5, 23.2, 21.2, 19.8, 17.4, 24.8, 17.8, 37.5, 53.4,
40.8, 35.0, 39.6, 30.4, 29.8, 32.2, 40.3, 46.2, 32.8, 35.9,
24.1, 28.8, 13.6, 18.5, 36.2, 46.9, 53.4, 24.4, 38.6, 25.9,
32.4, 42.2, 33.0, 30.5, 35.8, 46.4, 29.6, 50.3, 35.8, 56.1,
49.4, 45.7, 48.7, 33.4, 46.0, 49.4, 49.3, 40.1, 62.0, 30.4,
51.8, 30.3, 26.9, 45.3, 47.9, 8.1, 16.6, 29.0, 36.8, 35.1,
30.7, 25.8, 23.3, 21.0, 22.5, 24.5, 16.9, 29.0, 21.0, 22.2,
26.3, 27.0, 37.4, 20.2, 25.9, 21.2, 25.2, 38.0, 32.4, 22.5,
25.4, 44.9, 24.8, 15.0, 30.5, 44.6, 44.9, 29.6, 21.4, 27.2,
25.6, 43.3, 55.5, 50.5, 42.3, 37.8, 41.2, 26.8, 46.3, 37.8,
38.3, 28.5, 33.9, 44.1, 43.8, 30.0, 39.1, 36.7, 30.7, 32.1,
35.4, 34.5, 23.5, 42.6, 34.8, 44.2, 27.1, 22.6, 25.0, 35.5,
47.3, 55.0, 51.5, 28.3, 32.1, 49.7, 43.0, 41.5, 25.9, 29.2,
25.1, 50.9, 39.6, 36.9, 17.3, 35.9, 31.5, 32.6, 16.2, 23.8,
34.9, 26.9, 48.7, 41.5, 25.7, 23.8, 21.7, 15.6, 28.0, 21.7,
22.2, 28.2, 24.6, 17.8, 24.7, 29.8, 23.4, 21.2, 25.4, 17.6,
37.6, 43.3, 40.9, 33.1, 34.6, 37.0, 40.7, 34.7, 47.0, 44.0,
40.8, 48.2, 38.0, 52.1, 25.5, 15.7, 23.6, 53.7, 49.5, 54.8,
41.6, 40.3, 39.1, 43.9, 29.5, 34.5, 44.9, 31.8, 42.1, 37.1,
27.5, 32.3, 26.4, 14.6, 19.8, 18.7, 26.7, 26.7, 18.0, 48.2,
31.4, 35.9, 23.0, 52.4, 41.5, 21.6, 29.4, 30.6, 37.3, 30.4,
32.5, 70.0, 47.5, 31.4, 41.3, 35.3, 33.1, 32.7, 25.3, 32.7,
29.5, 42.3, 38.1, 29.7, 39.5, 40.1, 31.8, 39.2, 31.6, 31.0,
37.5, 29.6, 38.9, 47.5, 42.2, 26.2, 38.9, 50.4, 38.8, 27.7,
24.9, 44.1, 33.2, 37.9, 42.0, 38.0, 41.2, 58.1, 34.5, 35.5,
16.3, 40.3, 32.9, 32.5, 20.3, 30.8, 34.7, 41.5, 28.7, 52.7,
46.7, 50.1, 35.4, 66.0, 32.6, 18.8, 28.4, 31.6, 26.1, 47.6,
26.3, 47.7, 20.8, 24.4, 28.7, 21.9, 23.8, 30.5, 28.6, 30.5,
31.0, 29.9, 24.3, 36.0, 23.6, 34.8, 26.4, 24.3, 29.7, 36.2,
48.9, 32.2, 43.8, 47.9, 32.7, 24.7, 32.4, 23.4, 24.7, 26.0,
7.3, 28.5, 22.2, 28.4, 47.5, 46.5, 38.6, 28.0, 16.6, 33.1,
39.6, 23.2, 40.5, 29.7, 10.9, 26.5, 33.6, 24.3, 37.0, 32.5,
26.7, 19.0, 25.0, 16.9, 22.9, 36.6, 43.0, 44.9, 28.9, 33.9,
31.1, 31.5, 41.5, 40.6, 23.3, 25.5, 17.3, 32.9, 39.8, 30.2,
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53.5,
46.5,
19.0,
19.0,
36.9,
34.1,
49.4,
56.2,

46.9,
25.0,
27.0,
47.5,
28.7,
29.8,
44.4,
39.2,

44.0,
37.7,
24.5,
15.6,
30.0,
24.2,
35.3,
35.9,

52.9,
24.0,
39.7,
17.6,
34.4,
46.2,
42.7,
38.1,

45.6,
14.0,
18.4,
31.6,
25.4,
26.2,
38.5,
47.7,

22.5,
27.1,
20.5,
27.8,
37.6,
45.6,
45.3,
60.2,

40.5,
52.7,
27.7,
28.6,
48.9,
46.5,
52.9,
48.0,

26.1,
16.6,
32.2,
27.0,
60.9,
48.1,
34.1,
34.2,

36.0,
56.9,
38.0,
40.2,
29.7,
37.3,
37.7,
21.3,

28.9,
19.2,
21.2,
43.1,
19.4,
31.1,
19.6,
54.9,

23.0,
25.0,
19.8,
43.2,
31.5,
39.9,
32.6,
19.4
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22.0,
40.4,
25.4,
39.9,
43.3,
36.6,
23.7,

21.7,
45.2,
16.3,
25.5,
48.5,
59.6,
46.2,

APPENDIX II
Usage guide for the Python program:
The program consists of four files, which should reside in the same directory:
FormulaicAnalysisLib.py is a library containing classes and functions implementing the
algorithm described in this paper. Please refer to it in order to gain a deeper understanding of
how the program works.
alpha_stop.conf is a configuration file containing the alphabet, the stop list, the
formulaic key length, and the number of occurrences, which make a repeated N-gram qualify as
a formula. All these parameters, except stop-list, must be non-empty.
compute_formulaic_density.py is a script that computes formulaic density of a single
text based on the parameters in the configuration file. The usage is:
python3 compute_formulaic_density.py [options] pathToFileWithText

Options include -s (show formulas on the screen) and -f (create an html file with the text
with formulas in square brackets and cross-references). These arguments can be used separately
or combined as -sf or -fs. If the path is a directory, a random file from that directory will be
selected.
compute_formulaic_density_batch.py is a script for computing formulaic density of all
files in a given directory. The usage is:
python3 compute_formulaic_density_batch.py pathToDirectory

Text files should be in UTF-8 and their names should not start with a dot or period “.” as
temporary or hidden files created by the operating system sometimes start with dots or periods,
and this restriction prevents the algorithm from trying to process them. The script prints the
number of texts (files), lines, and words on the screen, as well as the mean formulaic density,
sample standard deviation, and quartiles. The full report is written to report.csv.
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APPENDIX III
Dobrynya and the dragon in Cyrillic script:

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

[Добрынюшке-то матушка говаривала]
Да Никитичу-то матушка наказывала
Ты [не езди-ка далече во чисто поле]
На ту на гору да Сорочинскую
Не топчи-ка ты [младых змеенышей]
Ты [не выручай-ка полонов да русскиих]
[Не куплись Добрыня во Пучай-реке]
[Пучай-река очень свирепая]
[Середняя-то струйка как огонь сечет]
Добрыня своей матушки не слушался
Как он едет [далече во чисто поле]
На ту [на гору на Сорочинскую]
[Потоптал он младыих змеенышей]
Повыручал он [полонов да русскиих]
Богатырско его сердце распотелося
Распотелося сердце нажаделося
Он приправил своего [добра коня]
Он [добра коня] да ко Пучай-реке
Он слезал Добрыня со [добра коня]
Да снимал [Добрыня платье цветное]
Он [забрел за струечку за] первую
Да [забрел за струечку за] среднюю
Говорил сам да таково слово
Мне [Добрынюшке матушка говаривала]
Мне Никитичу маменька наказывала
Что [не езди-ка далече во чисто поле]
На ту [на гору на Сорочинскую]
Не топчи-ка [младых змеенышей]
[Не выручай полонов да русскиих]
И [не куплись Добрыня во Пучай-реке]
[Пучай-река очень свирепая]
[Середняя струйка как огонь сечет]
А Пучай-река она кротка-смирна
Она будто лужа-то дождевая
Не успел Добрыня словца смолвити
Ветра нет да тучу наднесло
Тучи нет да будто дождь дождит
А дождя-то нет да только [гром гремит]
[Гром гремит] да свищет молния

24
26, 69, 100
28, 71, 101, 166, 168, 182, 199
29, 72
30
31
32
164, 179
27, 70, 90
181
76, 167, 200

18, 19, 53, 144
17, 19, 53, 144
17, 18, 53, 144
54
22
21
1
3, 69, 100
12, 70, 90
5, 71, 101, 166, 168, 182, 199
6, 72
7
8
9

39
38
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Как летит змеище Горынище
О тыех двенадцати о хоботах
Добрыня той Змеи не приужахнется
Говорит Змея ему проклятая
Ты теперь Добрыня во моих руках
[Захочу тебя Добрыню теперь] потоплю
[Захочу тебя Добрыню теперь] съем-сожру
Захочу тебя Добрыню [в хобота возьму]
[В хобота возьму] [Добрыню во нору] снесу
[Припадает Змея] ко быстрой реке
А Добрынюшка плавать горазд ведь был
[Он нырнет на бережок] на тамошний
[Он нырнет на бережок] на здешний
Нет у Добрынюшки [добра коня]
Да нет у [Добрыни платьев цветныих]
Только лежит один [пухов колпак]
[Пухов колпак] да [земли Греческой]
По весу тот колпак да целых три пуда
Как ухватил он колпак [земли Греческой]
Да шибнет во Змею во проклятую
Он отшиб Змее двенадцать хоботов
Тут упала Змея да во ковыль-траву
Добрынюшка на ножку поверток был
Скочит он на змеиные да [груди белые]
На кресте у Добрыни был булатный нож
Хочет он распластать ей [груди белые]
А Змея ему Добрыне взмолится
Ой ты [Добрыня сын Никитинич]
Мы положим с тобой заповедь великую
Тебе [не ездити далече во чисто поле]
На ту [на гору на Сорочинскую]
Не топтать больше [младых змеенышей]
[Не выручать полонов да русскиих]
Не купаться тебе Добрыня во Пучай-реке
И мне не летать да [на Святую Русь]
Не носить людей мне больше русскиих
Не копить мне [полонов да русскиих]
Он повыпустил Змею как с-под колен своих
Поднялась Змея да вверх под облаку
Случилось ей лететь да мимо Киев-града
Увидала [он Князеву племянницу]
[Молоду Забаву дочь Путятичну]
Идучись по улице по широкой
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45
48
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17, 18, 19, 144
20
56
55; 58
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65
63
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3, 26, 100
12, 27, 90
5, 28, 101, 166, 168, 182, 199
6, 29
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14, 167, 200
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83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

Тут [припала Змея] да ко сырой земле
Захватила она [Князеву племянницу]
Унесла [во нору во глубокую]
Тогда [солнышко Владимир стольнокиевский]
По три дня да тут [билич кликал]
А [билич кликал] да славных рыцарей
Кто бы мог [съездить далече во чисто поле]
На ту [на гору на Сорочинскую]
Сходить во нору да во глубокую
Достать его [князеву племянницу]
[Молоду Забаву дочь Путятичну]
Говорил Алешенька Левонтьевич
Ах ты [солнышко Владимир стольнокиевский]
Ты [накинь-ка эту службу да великую]
На [того Добрыню на Никитича]
У него ведь со Змеею заповедь положена
Что ей не летать [на Святую Русь]
А ему [не ездить далече во чисто поле]
Не топтать-то [младыих змеенышей]
Да не выручать полонов русскиих
Так возьмет [он князеву племянницу]
[Молоду Забаву дочь Путятичну]
[Без бою без драки-кроволития]
Тут [солнышко Владимир стольнокиевский]
Как [накинул эту службу да великую]
На [того Добрыню на Никитича]
Ему [съездить далече во чисто поле]
И достать ему [Князеву племянницу]
[Молоду Забаву дочь Путятичну]
Он пошел домой Добрыня закручинился
Закручинился Добрыня запечалился
Встречает его да [родна матушка]
[Честна вдова Ефимья Александровна]
Ой ты рожоно мое дитятко
[Молодой Добрыня сын Никитинич]
Ты что с пиру невесел идешь
Знать [место было] тебе не по чину
Знать [чарой на пиру] тебя приобнесли
Аль дурак над тобой насмеялся-де
[Говорил Добрыня сын Никитинич]
Ой ты государыня [родна матушка]
Ты [честна вдова Ефимья Александровна]
[Место было] мне да по чину
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74
3, 26, 69
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86, 95, 129
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126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
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160
161
162
163
164
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166
167
168

[Чарой на пиру] меня не обнесли
Дурак-то надо мной не насмеялся ведь
А накинул службу да великую
[Солнышко Владимир стольнокиевский]
Что [съездить далече во чисто поле]
На ту на гору да на высокую
Мне сходить [во нору во глубокую]
Мне достать-то [Князеву племянницу]
[Молоду Забаву дочь Путятичну]
[Говорит Добрыне] [родна матушка]
[Честна вдова Ефимья Александровна]
Ложись-ка спать да рано с вечера
Мудренее утро будет вечера
Он вставал по утречку ранешенько
Умывался да он белешенько
Снаряжался он хорошохонько
Да идет на конюшню на стоялую
А берет в руки узду он да тесмяную
А берет он дедушкова да ведь [добра коня]
Он поил Бурка питьем медвяныим
Он кормил пшеной да белояровой
Седлал Бурка в седлышко черкасское
Он [потнички да клал] на потнички
Он на [потнички да клал] войлочки
Клал на войлочки черкасское седлышко
Все подтягивал двенадцать тугих подпругов
Он тринадцатый клал да ради крепости
Чтобы добрый конь с-под седла не выскочил
Добра молодца в чистом поле не вырутил
Подпруги были шелковые
А шпеньки у подпруг все булатные
Пряжки у седла да [красна золота]
Тот шелк не рвется булат не трется
[Красно золото] не ржавеет
Молодец на коне сидит да сам не стареет
Поезжал [Добрыня сын Никитинич]
На прощанье ему матушка плетку подала
[Сама говорила таково слово]
Как будешь [далече во чистом поле]
На той на [горе да на высокия]
Потопчешь [младыих змеенышей]
Повыручишь [полонов да русскиих]
Как тыи-то [младые змееныши]
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159
157
67
196
11, 179
180
5, 28, 71, 101, 168, 182, 199
14, 76, 200
5, 28, 71, 101, 166, 182, 199
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169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
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204
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209
210
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[Подточат у Бурка они щеточки]
[Что не может больше Бурушко поскакивать]
А [змеенышей от ног да он отряхивать]
Ты возьми-ка эту [плеточку шелковую]
А ты бей [Бурка да промежу] ноги
[Промежу ноги] да [промежу уши]
[Промежу ноги да межу задние]
Станет твой [Бурушко поскакивать]
[Змеенышей от ног да он отряхивать]
Ты притопчешь [всех до единого]
Как будет он [далече во чистом поле]
На той на [горе да на высокои]
[Потоптал он младых змеенышей]
Как те ли [младые змееныши]
[Подточили у Бурка они щеточки]
[Что не может больше Бурушко поскакивать]
[Змеенышей от ног да он отряхивать]
Тут [молодой Добрыня сын Никитинич]
Берет он [плеточку шелковую]
Он бьет [Бурка да промежу] уши
[Промежу уши] да [промежу ноги]
[Промежу ноги да межу задние]
Тут стал его [Бурушко поскакивать]
А [змеенышей от ног да он отряхивать]
Притоптал он [всех до единого]
Выходила [Змея она проклятая]
Из той из норы из глубокои
[Сама говорила таково слово]
[Ах ты эй Добрынюшка] Никитинич
Ты знать порушил свою заповедь
Зачем стоптал [младыих змеенышей]
Почто выручал [полоны да русские]
[Говорил Добрыня сын Никитинич]
Ах ты эй Змея да ты проклятая
Черт ли тя нес да через Киев-град
Ты зачем взяла [князеву племянницу]
[Молоду Забаву дочь Путятичну]
Ты отдай же мне [князеву племянницу]
[Без бою без драки-кроволития]
Тогда [Змея она проклятая]
[Говорила-то Добрыне] да Никитичу
Не отдам я тебе [князевой племянницы]
[Без бою без драки-кроволития]
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240
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244
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Заводила она бой-драку великую
Они дрались [трои суточки]
Но [не мог Добрыня] Змею перебить
Хочет тут Добрыня от Змеи отстать
Как [с небес Добрыне] [глас гласит]
[Молодой Добрыня сын Никитинич]
Дрался со Змеей [ты трои суточки]
Подерись [со Змеею еще три часа]
Ты побьешь [Змею да ту проклятую]
Он подрался [со Змеею еще три часа]
Он побил [Змею да ту проклятую]
Та Змея она кровью пошла
Стоял у Змеи он [трои суточки]
[Не мог Добрыня] крови переждать
Хотел Добрыня от крови отстать
[С небес Добрыне] опять [глас гласит]
[Ах ты эй Добрыня] сын Никитинич
Стоял у крови [ты трои суточки]
Постой у крови да еще три часа
Бери свое копье да бурзамецкое
И бей копьем да во сыру землю
Сам копью да проговаривай
Расступись-ка [матушка сыра земля]
На четыре расступись да ты на четверти
Ты пожри-ка эту [кровь да всю змеиную]
Расступилась тогда [матушка сыра земля]
Пожрала она [кровь да всю змеиную]
Тогда [Добрыня во нору] пошел
Во те во норы да во глубокие
Там сидят [сорок царей] [сорок царевичей]
Сорок [королей да королевичей]
А простой-то силы той и смету нет
Тогда Добрынюшка Никитинич
Говорил-то он царям да он царевичам
И тем [королям да королевичам]
Вы идите нынь туда откель принесены
А ты [молода Забава дочь Путятична]
Для тебя я эдак теперь странствовал
Ты поедем-ка ко граду ко Киеву
А й ко ласковому князю ко Владимиру
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A Model of Defiance: Reimagining the Comparative Analysis of
Concealed Discourse in Text
Jillian G. Shoichet

This paper proposes that texts produced in diverse oral-traditional environments exhibit
similarities in their disguise of subversion, particularly social or political resistance to the status
quo. The disguise used in a particular text reflects the relationship between the text and its
referents, or the cultural environment in which the text is produced and used. Cross-textual
similarities reflect the similar processes used to disguise subversive ideas. This paper explores
the following questions: 1) How might a particular text have been used to disguise resistance to
the dominant hegemony? 2) What is the nature of that resistance as it is presented in the text? 3)
What comparisons might we find among textual disguises of resistance from various literatures?
I introduce a new model for the comparative analysis of veiled discourse in text and then reflect
briefly on what this analysis can tell us about the nature of the relationship between textual
disguise and cultural environment. By encouraging us to map the relationship between textual
features and their cultural referents, the model offers us a window into the human capacity to
disguise subversive discourse in various forms, to innovate new ways of sharing information,
and to renegotiate power relationships in what may otherwise seem to be a stable hegemony.
That disguise processes may be similar in diverse cultural and textual traditions suggests
interesting possibilities for our understanding of the role of authority (and author/ity) in human
intellectual evolution.
The new model builds on political scientist James Scott’s (1990) concept of “hidden
resistance” and the “hidden transcripts” of subordinate cultures. But where Scott conceives of the
hidden transcript as a figurative representation of the subordinate group’s private communication
within the public sphere, I have interpreted the concept of “transcript” more literally, querying
how writing and text themselves might be used as a vehicle to preserve and transmit a concealed,
subversive discourse. I am not the first to do so: scholars from various fields have applied Scott’s
ideas in their reading of texts for evidence of concealed discourse.1 But I take the conversation in
a new direction: the model I propose enables a comparative analysis of disguise processes across
time and place. I argue that we can observe a set of universal—or, at least, pan-cultural—
principles at work in the creation of textual disguise. By emphasizing how the disguise processes
manipulate or utilize the relationship between a text and its oral-traditional referents, the model
1 For Scott’s model applied in readings of various ancient texts, see particularly Horsley (2004a, 2004b),
Kittredge (2004), Elliott (2004), and Boyarin (1995, 1998, 1999).
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opens another window onto the relationship between oral tradition and written text and,
potentially, the evolution of human intellectual development. I do not seek to suppress the
dissimilarity among such diverse groups as those I discuss here, for example: the rabbinic sages,
the Greek oral-traditional poets, and the Catholic peasantry of eighteenth-century Ireland. But
insofar as these groups, and others, navigated environments that limited how they could express
particular viewpoints without incurring the disapproval—or worse—of the dominant hegemony,
we can recognize common features in the ways they employed writing and text to conceal certain
ideas.
The study is informed by the work of John Miles Foley (1990 and 1999), who argues that
“oral traditions work like languages, only more so” (1999:20), in that they are idiomatic and
referential. The degree to which one understands the meaning of an oral tradition depends on the
degree to which one is familiar with the tradition’s cultural context.
In view of this, any comparative analysis of literatures from diverse cultural
environments is naturally limited due to the difficulty of drawing cross-genre comparisons
(Foley 1990:3):
One simply cannot expect a cogent analysis to come out of a comparison of, for example, riddles
and epics; the generic assumptions implicit in the forms must be at variance, and this variance
seriously reduces, if not actually invalidates, the legitimacy of the proposed comparison.

Foley goes on to argue the importance of an analysis that respects “the principle of genredependence” (3), wherein comparison texts are, “as far as is feasible in separate poetic traditions,
precisely the same genre” (8). A comparative analysis of diverse literatures that does not take
into account the principle of tradition-dependence, or what Foley defines as the “respect for a
given literature’s linguistic and prosodic integrity,” is similarly meaningless (4):
By counterposing Homeric phraseology to the diction of Old English, Old French, or whatever
other poetry one chooses as comparand, without making adjustment for the individual
characteristics of each poetry, one simply calculates the extent to which the compared work is
composed of Homeric Greek formulas, obviously a useless index.

On the surface Foley’s arguments would seem to dissuade us from a comparison of
distinct genres and traditions; I propose, however, that there is room for a meaningful analysis
across genres and traditions if we consider the function of certain textual features within
particular contexts. Where a particular feature seems to provide space within the text for the
preservation of hidden discourse, we can examine how this function might be used in the process
of disguise. A cross-textual comparison of these feature functions, and a dialogue that considers
the possibility of parallel or similar processes of disguise, offers a window into the evolution of
subversive discourse and human power relationships.
This study rests on the understanding that the manner and method of a text’s subversive
discourse depend on the character of the relationship between human beings and the written
word in a given time and place. Specifically, the nature of a textual disguise depends on the oral
character of the culture that produces the text. In the three primary examples considered in this
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paper, the audience’s fluency in a particular oral-traditional “language” is necessary for complete
understanding of the subtext. This fluency helps to ensure that the subversive discourse attracts
little or no attention from the dominant group, and is understood as resistance only by
likeminded individuals.
If we consider human beings’ relationship with the written word from the perspective of
the consequences of writing,2 we might see the written word as either a tool of the tyrant, used in
the domination or intimidation of individuals or groups, or a weapon of the weak, used to
galvanize support for a political or social cause.3 But when we look for consequences, we risk
overlooking the quiet narrative of writing and text. We may fail to recognize adequately the
function of writing in the day-to-day life of an individual who lives in a time and place where
social and political changes are not overt, where open revolt or rebellion is neither possible nor
desirable, but where it may still be distasteful to silently and willingly accept the status quo
without expressing resistance at all.
The capacity of text to conceal subversive ideas is in part due to what has been referred to
as its “fixity”: once a text is recorded in written form, it is “fixed” in a way that oral traditions
are not.4 This fixity makes altering a written text a messy endeavor: the editor erases, rewrites,
and appends, and always risks introducing errors into the original. But while fixity limits our
ability to alter a text physically with the same ease with which we might alter an orally delivered
narrative, the same fixity encourages increasingly complex interpretations: one can layer the
fixed, written word with additional, hidden, meaning. Theoretically, one can imbue an individual
written word with any number of abstract meanings that are not textually represented. 5
The analytical model I propose is designed to reveal textual similarities not in the nature
of political or social resistance but, rather, in the processes used by oral-traditional cultures to
disguise these discourses. Oral traditional cultures, or cultures with a high degree of orality or
Walter J. Ong’s (1982) concept of “oral residue,” may use quite similar techniques to disguise
particular discourses in textual material, even though the precise relationship between text and
oral traditions in each case is unique.
I identify three principles of disguise: articulation, by which a text hides secondary
meaning through its use of diction and syntax, cloaking resistance beneath a veil of words;
construction, by which a text disguises hidden transcripts or subversive meaning through
narrative or textual structure; and diversion, by which a text obfuscates subversive meaning by
2 For this determinative view of writing see, for example, Goody (1977 and 1987), Goody and Watt (1968),
and Havelock (1982 and 1986).
3 It arguably functioned this way in the Reformation, the French Revolution, and Nazi-occupied France. Cf.
French playwright Jean Anouilh’s Antigone (1954), first performed in 1943. The play transforms the classic Greek
story into a subversive political commentary on Nazi power. See also Steiner (1994) and Scott (1985).
4 The

idea that writing has negative effects on human communication due to its fixity can be traced through
history. In the Phaedrus, Plato expresses concern that writing has a negative impact on memory and intelligence
(275a). In 2 Corinthians 3:6, Paul states, “[T]he letter killeth, but the spirit [that is, breath] giveth life.” Consider
Foucault’s (1970 and 1977) argument that writing “kills” the author.
5 This is not to suggest that this sort of multi-layered, abstract symbolic meaning is not also possible in a
wholly oral-traditional context. Rather, the fixed nature of a canonized text demands a fluid interpretive approach to
ensure the text remains relevant as the world in which it was created changes over time.
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focusing audience attention elsewhere—much like the magician’s sleight of hand.6 As a test case,
I will apply the three-principle model in a reading of a tractate in the Babylonian Talmud, a
compendium of rabbinic oral tradition (c. 550-600 CE), using Daniel Boyarin’s (1995)
discussion of veiled subversion in the Talmudic martyr narratives. I then undertake a comparison
reading of other oral-derived literature. In this paper, I consider hidden discourse in Homer’s oral
epic The Odyssey (c. seventh century BCE) and Castle Rackrent (1800), an eighteenth-century
novel by Irish writer Maria Edgeworth.7

Subversive Discourse in the Babylonian Talmud
According to rabbinic tradition, God revealed two religious “texts” at Mt. Sinai: the
written Torah, and the “oral torah,” a vast corpus of oral-traditional scriptural exegesis, folk
narrative, law, and commentary—in written form a total of several thousand pages longer than
the Torah itself. In the Mishnah, the oldest portion of the oral tradition (c. 200 CE), God tells
Moses and his descendants to preserve the oral torah in memory and to transmit it to each
successive generation by word of mouth.
By the end of the first century BCE, the Near East was largely Hellenized; for many
Jews, Greek was the language of daily life. Most members of the Jewish population experienced
the biblical texts in an oral-performative mode, as the text was read aloud in the Temple on the
Sabbath and on holidays. The oral presentation of the written Torah was frequently accompanied
by orally delivered and (often) memorized interpretative traditions and exegetical discussion.8
When the Second Temple was destroyed in 70 CE, the Jews lost for the second time in
cultural memory their social, geographical, religious, and political center. 9 Jews who had
together experienced the physicality of the Temple space were once more linked only by their
common memory of it. The one remaining symbolic and physical cultural link the Jews had with
each other—the Torah—was potentially a tenuous one: the written law required meticulous
preservation and interpretation. Eventually, the interpretative tradition was so lengthy and

6 For

a comprehensive presentation of the model and its applications, see Shoichet (2010). The terms I use
—articulation, construction, and diversion—are merely descriptive, and the features they reference need not be
limited to those found in oral-traditional material. Nor should these three principles be seen as definitive; there may
be other principles of disguise. The model presented here serves as a starting point for comparative analysis and
discussion.
7 The three examples discussed in this paper do not represent a random sample of oral-derived literature.
They have been chosen particularly for their capacity to illustrate all elements of the model as it is presented here.
Other literatures may illustrate these elements to a greater or lesser degree, or even require that the model be
modified in scope or specificity in order to support a meaningful comparative analysis.
8 See

Niditch (1996), who points out that the biblical texts give us an insight into a world that, though
highly literate, was shaped by oral-cultural tradition, and in which one’s experience of a text was thus determined
largely by the oral-traditional environment in which one lived.
9 One of the primary sources for the final years and destruction of the Second Temple is Josephus’ The
Jewish War. See also Shalit (1972:251-53). Though The Jewish War is the most comprehensive “contemporarywitness” account available, there are various discrepancies between Josephus’ version of events and other accounts.
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cumbersome that it was written down, recorded in its final form as what is known today as the
Talmud, likely in the early sixth century CE.10 But as Mikliszanski argues (1945:437):
. . . the change was rather of an external character; the text that was conceived and developed in
spoken words remained practically the same . . . The ancient prohibition against writing down the
oral law is still stressed in the written texts of the present Talmud; the written form is only, if one
may say, a mnemonic device so that the text should not be forgotten. 11

There is little evidence to suggest that the scholars of the great rabbinic academies of
Babylonia were well versed in the scribal arts; writing played an important but marginal role in
the academies (Elman and Gershoni 2000:6).12 Referring to written material during legal and
theological discussions would have been awkward given the rapid repartée of rabbinic debates
and the unwieldy form of written documents at the time. The oral torah, on the other hand, was
“imprinted on the memory ready formulated, . . . kept alive by constant repetition” (Gerhardsson
1998 [1961]:81). That the rabbis structured their interpretations in dialogue form suggests that
this was the form most likely to be remembered, nurtured, and transmitted.13 Debates were
fiercely competitive, conducted aloud in front of a learned audience; emphasis was placed on a
rabbi’s skill in immediate response—which demanded that he retrieve from memory the talmudic
and Scriptural passages that supported his argument.14 When there was doubt about the wording
of a particular passage, a group of highly skilled “repeaters” (tannaim) would be called in to

10

There are actually two versions of the Talmud in existence today: the Palestinian Talmud, or the
Yerushalmi, and the Babylonian Talmud, or the Bavli. The texts are similar in subject matter, likely derived from the
same source material. The latter includes more anonymously authored (or, at least, unattributed) material, is more
poetic, and is considered to be the standard, forming the basis for much of contemporary Jewish law. See Halivni
1986, Rubenstein 2003.
11 See also Gerhardsson (1998 [1961]:81), who discusses the inherent awkwardness of the Talmud as a
written text, with its meticulous preservation of oral-formulaic language and structure.
12 Elman (1999:53) uses the term “pervasive orality” to describe the era of Babylonian rabbinism, in which
reading was common and writing was known, but neither played an important role daily life. There is still
significant debate about how much the form of the Talmud is indicative of an (older) oral style or of its oral
composition and transmission. For the purposes of this study, I presume that the written form of the Talmud belies
the oral culture of the fifth- and sixth-century rabbinic academies. This view is supported by the observations of
Mandel (2000:77).

13 See

Lightstone (1994:10) and Neusner (1994:186).

14 Citing Ong’s (1982) observations of the essentially “agonist” nature of oral societies, Rubenstein
(2003:62) suggests that the hostile environment of the rabbinic academy was due in part to its emphasis on oral
dialectic and debate. For discussion of the relationship between violence and oral culture, see Ong (1982:43-46).
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recite the oral text from memory.15 Memory rather than writing was ultimately seen as the more
flexible and reliable aid to study.16
As an interpretive tool, the Talmud is less interested in arriving at solutions than
exploring the dialectic process itself. Arguments seem contrived in order to satisfy style or
structure requirements rather than to contribute new material or to arrive at any certain
conclusion. Rubenstein (2003:3) suggests that “spurious questions” and “forced answers” act
more as “literary devices to emphasize aspects of the debate” rather than as valid discussions of
points of law. Neusner (1994:203) argues that it “is not that the [Babylonian Talmud’s] framers
are uninterested in conclusions and outcome . . . the deep structure of reason is the goal.”
Frequently, the rabbis seem more comfortable leaving things unresolved: “in the course of a
talmudic discussion, an argument that threatens to resolve a controversy is considered a difficulty
[kushia], while one that restores the controversy itself is called a solution [terutz]!” (Boyarin
1995:27)
Ultimately it was not the individual sage who wielded authoritative power but rather the
“community of Rabbis” that debated halakhic (“legal”) matters and decided on an interpretive
direction (Boyarin 1985:27).17 But in its presentation of diverse and often conflicting opinions
and interpretations, the Talmud arguably canonizes dissent and preserves for posterity a unique
process of inquiry. The dissenting voice continues to inform later discussion; unresolved
arguments are retained in their unresolved state, suggesting that the rabbis viewed the inquiry as
ongoing and a dissenting voice as having an inherent value in its capacity to guide or inform,
despite the fact (or, perhaps, because of the fact) that it presents an alternative point of view:
there may be a time and place in the future for new understanding of old arguments.18
Arguably, this dialectic blueprint enabled the rabbis to preserve and transmit a particular
political and social philosophy—of both accommodation and resistance to authority. This
“hidden transcript” was in a language that its oppressors either did not know or did not know
well. The nature of the message is partly embedded within the structural framework of the text
and is therefore not wholly discernible to one who studies only the content of the text. At the
same time, the content of the text itself is layered with meanings in addition to the denotative;
one’s understanding of a given passage thus depends on one’s familiarity with other talmudic
15

See Mandel (2000:76) and Rubenstein (2003:62).

16

See Rubenstein (2003:62). Elman also points to “the overwhelming likelihood that [the] legal material
[of the Babylonian Talmud] (about two-thirds of the total) was orally transmitted, and that the analytical and
dialectical redactional layer, perhaps 55% of the Babylonian Talmud . . . was also orally composed. This long period
of oral transmission and composition took place against a backdrop of what I shall term ‘pervasive orality’ in
Babylonia” (1999:52, 53).
17 Even a rabbi with a dissenting opinion may advise following the direction indicated by the collective
majority, despite the fact that the oral torah’s preservation of his singular view grants it a certain merit. See, for
example, Mishnah Eduyyot 5:7.
18

The Talmud is not a collection of all possible arguments; it is a heavily (re)edited, (re)interpreted and
(re)annotated anthology of commentary. We should not assume that the “dissent” preserved within the pages of the
Talmud is there solely for the purpose of preserving dissent (or, indeed, that it is actual dissent rather than a
manufactured artifice of dissent). Instead we might ask: How does the relationship of these dissenting voices to the
surrounding dialogue contribute to the whole?
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material and with contemporary social and cultural symbols within the context of the Babylonian
rabbinic environment.19
Talmudic scholar Daniel Boyarin (1995) has interpreted tractate Avodah Zarah in the
Babylonian Talmud using Scott’s hidden-transcripts model.
When Rabbi Eliezer was arrested [by the Romans] for sectarianism, they took him up to the place
of judgment [gradus]. The judge [hegemon] said to him: “An elder such as you, has dealing with
these foolish things?!” He [Eliezer] said: “I have trust in the J/judge.” The judge thought that he was
speaking about him, but he was speaking about his Father in heaven. He [the judge] said: “Since
you have declared your faith in me, you are free [dimus].”20

At another point in the tractate:
They brought Rabbi Hanina the son of Teradyon, and said to him: “Why did you engage in Torah?”
He said to them: “For thus the Lord my God has commanded me!”
They immediately sentenced him to burning, and his wife to execution [by the sword], and his
daughter to sit in a prostitute’s booth. 21

Boyarin argues that Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Elazar avoid angering the Romans by using
duplicitous language and action to transmit disguised information to their contemporaries. By
engaging in word and logic play, the two rabbis satisfy the Romans that they are “innocent” (of
the charges of sectarianism) and their followers that they are “guilty” (of worshiping a Jewish
God and teaching Torah). The Romans understand one meaning by the rabbis’ words and actions;
the rabbinic audience understands a different meaning by the same words and actions.
In contrast, Rabbi Hanina uses no trickster language. His frank defiance of the Romans
and his declaration of obedience to a Jewish God are arguably honorable: his declaration that he
“occupies” himself with Torah because “thus God has commanded me!” is comparable to the
Christian martyr’s “Christianus sum!” Yet when the Hanina narrative is read in conjunction with
other Talmudic passages, particularly other martyr narratives, its meaning is ambiguous.
Hanina’s declaration not only seals his own fate but also condemns his wife to execution and his
daughter to prostitution: the audience now questions the “honor” of his declaration. Moreover,
the account of Hanina’s sentencing follows immediately upon accounts of witty escapes from
similar fates and thus by comparison seems even harsher: we now question the wisdom of his
declaration. The Talmud refers to the fate of Hanina as a punishment, not as an honourable event:
19 For more on the political program of the rabbis, see, Biale (1986). For more on the multilayered meaning
of the talmudic writings, see Lightstone (1994), Neusner (1994), Boyarin, (1995, 1998, and 1999). I have argued
elsewhere (Shoichet 2010) that the meaning of oral-traditional texts, or texts composed within highly oral-traditional
environments, must be located and understood within the context of the environment in which they are composed
and/or used.
20

Translation by Boyarin (1997:12).

21

Translation by Boyarin (1999:56).
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now we question whether the Talmud itself approves of Hanina’s words. Finally, the narrative
seems to suggest that to teach Torah in public, in flagrant defiance of the law of the land, would
be as much an affront to God as it would have been to the Romans: now we question whether the
Talmud approves of Hanina’s actions.
Arguably, the narrative of Rabbi Hanina on its own presents little opportunity for a hidden
transcript of subversive discourse. But when it is viewed as a single thread in the larger tapestry
of the Talmud, we see a very different meaning, one accessible only to those aware of the textual
environment of the Talmud and the role these narratives might play within the wider rabbinic
culture. While Hanina may represent the Jewish equivalent of the Christian martyr (displaying
the fortitude and honesty attributed to Christian martyrs of the time), it is also possible that
Hanina serves as a warning to those who inhabit an environment in which the dominant group
exacts punishment for unacceptable behaviour, and in which the narrative culture of the
subordinate group venerates the trickster, preserving and interpreting for future generations these
tales of cunning and intellect. 22
Boyarin highlights one other “hidden transcript” within the text, one that illuminates
Rabbi Eliezer’s possible un-rabbinic leanings. The phrase translated by Boyarin as “arrested for
sectarianism” could just as easily be translated as “arrested by sectarianism”23 —that is,
intellectually or spiritually transfixed by Christianity. Arguably, one of the hidden transcripts
embedded within the Talmud may point to at least one rabbi’s affinity for early Christian
teachings.
From Boyarin’s reading, we can argue that subversive meaning in the martyr narratives is
disguised using methods that exploit the relationship between the written text and the oraltraditional culture of the rabbinic world. First, word play in the Eliezer narrative suggests two
very different political meanings—one meaning satisfies the Roman hegemon and secures Rabbi
Eliezer’s release from custody; the other indicates to the rabbi’s followers that he rejects the
hegemon’s authority and instead places his trust in God. (Another possible interpretation of the
same passage suggests not only the rabbi’s essential distrust of both the Roman judge and God
when it comes to determining a fair and appropriate fate for human beings but also his greater
faith in his own wits to determine a favourable outcome.) This example illustrates the new
model’s first principle of textual disguise, articulation, whereby subversion is concealed through
the duplicitous use of diction and syntax (including double entendre, word play, and multiple
“extratextual” meanings layered onto a fixed text). Using this principle, one or more politically
subversive meanings can be hidden “in full view” of the dominant group, enabling members of a
subjugated population to engage in the sort of information exchange that may not otherwise have
been tolerated in an open forum.
Second, the textual structure of the tractate also presents opportunities for the disguise of
subversive ideas. Using the principle of construction, a discrete passage can suggest one
meaning when it is read or heard in isolation from other passages or texts but another (often quite
different) meaning when it is read or understood in conjunction with other episodes, or as an
22

Possibly the Talmud also makes a statement here about the value of martyrdom in general, Christian
martyrdom in particular.
23

The prepositional prefix b’ in Hebrew has multiple meanings.
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element of the textual structure as a whole. This structural obfuscation enables users of the text to
discuss the text openly. A scholar who is intimately familiar with the composition of the Talmud
as a whole understands the meaning of a particular episode within this larger framework; those
who do not know the Talmud in this way (Jews and non-Jews alike) are not likely to have this
insight or to be able to fully engage in interpretative dialectic.
Third, the martyr narratives devote much time and space to detail: how the rabbis respond
publicly to the accusations made against them, the personal conversations they engage in with
each other and with their colleagues, and, in Hanina’s case, the grisly details of his execution.
Elsewhere in the Talmud, there are similarly extensive discussions of ostensibly finicky narrative
details, or of halakha (religious law). From this, one could understand a primary meaning of the
martyr episodes to be the historical and narrative details of the rabbis’ arrests or the resolution of
minutiae. I propose, however, that these details operate according to the third principle of
disguise: the diversion, or deliberate misdirection away from subversive meaning by focusing
audience attention on other elements of the text. By seeming to focus on details, the Talmud
gives the impression to the uninformed audience that its primary meaning is in these details. An
audience familiar with the nature of Talmudic discourse and the environment in which this
dialogue takes place (both as historical commentary and as a tool for the contemporary study of
halakha) will recognize a more complex and subversive meaning.

Subversive Discourse in Homer’s Odyssey
The three principles of disguise are not unique to the concealment of hidden discourse in
the Talmud. A critical reading of Homer’s Odyssey suggests that Homer makes use of the same
three principles in order to present an idea of feminine agency that would likely not have been
acceptable to all members of his audience. From this reading, it is possible to propose how
Homer conceives of female resistance to political and social structures in ancient Greece and—as
illustrated in the case of Penelope—what resources might be available to Greek women who
desired to manipulate social or political circumstances to their advantage.
In the ancient world, Homer’s fictionalized account of the events following the Trojan
War was likely performed in front of an audience, at least in part for the purposes of
entertainment. Where the Talmud is primarily a warehouse of legal arguments, rules, and
narrative illustrations, the Odyssey is a cohesive narrative and performative whole, with a cast of
characters who engage in complex interactions with each other. The epic may function as a
“warehouse” of cultural information,24 but if so, this is not billed as the poet’s primary purpose.
Yet both texts are “oral,” in that they were composed within a primarily oral context and
recorded in writing sometime after they were composed. It is generally agreed that the earliest
versions of both texts were used or performed—and therefore received by the audience—in oraltraditional environments where written texts (and literacy) were still rare. While both have been
edited significantly as texts, they both retain oral-traditional characteristics and can be
24 See Eric Havelock (1982 and 1986), who calls the Greek epic a memory storage “warehouse” in the
context of Greek oral poetry.
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understood best if we view them as reflections of an oral tradition rather than wholly literary
texts.25 At the same time, both texts are presented as records of historical events and people. We
may understand these people and events to be somewhat fictionalized (perhaps contemporary
audiences did as well), but they are not presented as fictions per se. Rather, they are presented as
the authors’ interpretation—or their orally transmitted “memories”—of history.26
In the ancient world, Greek women were valued most highly for their obedience, their
fidelity, their modesty, their industriousness, their diligence in fulfilling filial duty, and their
ability to manage a household; the act of weaving and the tools of weaving came to symbolize
these qualities, and the process and products of wool-working (carding, spinning, weaving, the
loom, and the distaff) were often seen as symbols of femininity. Attic vases frequently depicted
women holding spindles, “which were confused or interchangeable in these portraits with handheld mirrors” (Kruger 2001:151), both traditional representations of femininity.27 In many
examples, the female body is sexualized; the loom and distaff become symbolic not only of
women’s beauty and charm but also of a woman’s desirability and of her own sexual appetites
(Kruger 2001:53). Arguably this, coupled with the suitability of weaving as a mode of
signification, made weaving a powerful communicative tool, particularly for those with little
social power. Textile production offered women a forum for the expression of ideas, convictions,
desires, and resistance within what was generally a fairly rigid, patriarchal social system.28
Weaving enabled the weaver to “voice” a narrative or deliver a message (or, by committing the
action of weaving, allude to her power to do so) with a greater degree of autonomy and creativity
than she might otherwise have had.
This powerful metaphor for creation is associated almost wholly with the socially
“inferior” half of the species—resulting in an intriguing and provocative juxtaposition. Already
women represent the mysterious creative force of childbirth; as spinners and weavers, women
potentially wield, metaphorically at least, all the powers of the Fates.
25 Scholars have catalogued “characteristics” of oral-traditional literature in the cultures of both ancient
Greece and the biblical and rabbinic worlds. See particularly Lord (1960), Foley (1999), Thomas (1992), Havelock
(1982 and 1986) and Kirk (1976) for oral tradition in Greece; Elman (1999), Elman and Gershoni (2000),
Gerhardsson (1998 [1961]), Jaffee (2001) and Niditch (1996) for oral characteristics in the biblical and rabbinic
traditions.
26 In an oral-traditional context, where an account of history amounts to what is remembered and
transmitted orally, the details that survive are likely those details that remain culturally relevant. The concept of
accuracy as we understand it may be of little importance, not least because it becomes increasingly difficult to judge
the relative merits of two differing oral renditions of the same event. Herodotus contends frequently that he records
the version most likely to be the “true” one, based on his own judgment of the information. Yet he often includes the
“untrue” versions as well, frequently in far more descriptively lurid detail than the “true” version. I argue, as others
have done, that these untrue accounts include some important version of truth (Gr. aletheia) that the so-called “true”
record lacks. On the relationship of aletheia to memory and history, see Flory (1987), Gill and Wiseman (1993), and
Shrimpton (1997). See also Goody and Wilks (1968) and Shrimpton (2006).
27

See also Jamin (2001:1), who discusses the relationship between a woman’s completion of household
tasks and her value.
28

Weaving is not always wholly a woman’s domain, either as a physical activity or as a metaphor for other
action. In various ancient societies, men wove textiles. See, for example, Elizabeth Wayland Barber’s (1994:259-61)
discussion of Egyptian male weavers. In the Odyssey, both women and men “weave” plans or spin “webs” of deceit,
and the ancient Greek poet story-teller—frequently male—“weaves” the threads of his narrative together.
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From this perspective, we see how the symbolic power of weaving also lends itself to the
subversion of the traditional representations of feminine virtue. When a female character displays
traits in direct conflict with traditional feminine virtues, and yet is also depicted as weaving, then
the symbolic meaning of the activity changes: weaving can also symbolize virtue’s “opposite.”
Once weaving has been established as a metaphor for deceit as well as virtue (just as the
material woven on a loom has a “right” side and a “wrong” side), then Penelope can no longer be
interpreted as purely virtuous. Even the meaning of the weaving metaphor itself is ambiguous:
Penelope’s weaving of Laertes’ shroud suggests at once both her virtuous fidelity to Odysseus
and her deception of the suitors.29
At the same time, in a society where women have little opportunity to voice their
opinions or concerns in a public forum, “textiles represent a text inscribed with a personal and/or
political message;” a weaver may use her craft to uphold dominant patriarchal ideology if that is
what she supports, but “if she is not a confederate of the dominant culture her textile will unmask
these signs [of a patriarchal society] and represent them as marks of tyranny” (Kruger 2001:23)
In this way a virtuous activity such as domestic textile production becomes a potent tool of
personal and political expression—and potentially a tool for political resistance to the dominant
ideology (13).30
Using the symbolic power of the weaving metaphor, Homer bestows upon various female
characters in the Odyssey the power to manipulate the lives of others.31 This move on the part of
Homer invites an exploration of the relationship between male social authority and female
power, not only as presented in the Odyssey but also as it suggests aspects of the social and
political environment of Homer’s Greece.32 Some women wielded considerable power to effect
social change, despite appearances to the contrary. This power had to be wielded in a clandestine
29

See Pantelia’s (1993) discussion on the symbolic differences of various types of wool-working in the
Odyssey: When women must preserve or protect domestic order, they weave; when the threat to domestic order
abates, they spin.
30

Ultimately, Kruger admits, even Penelope’s weaving “cannot change patriarchal society or her place in it.
Weaving as process can only negotiate for her a space, and time, until she can be properly re-accommodated into
this society as Odysseus’s wife” (2001:57). But this view does not consider the possibility that Penelope’s aim all
along has been to retain her autonomy while she orchestrates circumstances so that her husband—a man whom she
is both in love with and irritated by—can resume his position when he returns, without getting himself killed in the
process. If we read Penelope in this way, then her skill in manipulating the potentially destructive yet powerful force
of the male ego becomes apparent. She pits the suitors against each other by leading them all on (Od. 2.83-110). She
embarrasses Telemachus in front of the other suitors, ensuring that he forcefully asserts his status as the master of
the house in public, in front of both his suitors and his disguised father (Od. 21.343-53). (Is this also Penelope’s way
of demonstrating to Odysseus her formidable capabilities as a single parent and his own superfluousness as head of
the house? After all, as the next master of the household, Telemachus seems not to have suffered at all from the
absence of a father figure.) Finally, she manipulates Odysseus into admitting his identity in Book 23 by threatening
his ego with intimations of her infidelity (174-204).
31

In addition to Penelope, both Circe and Kalypso have this power. Athena, the consummate goddess of
weaving, dresses both herself and other characters in disguise, and weaves deception in order to achieve the
narrative outcome that Homer desires.
32

Recent scholarship on the textualization of oral epics (Honko 2001) and the role of the “mental text” in
the preservation and transmission of oral traditions has reinvigorated discussions about the identity of Homer, which
in turn call into question the origins of Penelope’s resistance. Arguably any resistance we find encoded in the
Odyssey may not be the product of a single poet or group of poets but, rather, of an entire oral-traditional culture.
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and deceptive manner, however, as its existence was not openly acknowledged. Pantelia (1993)
argues that we can understand weaving in the Odyssey as symbolic of how a woman maintains
domestic order amidst threat or chaos by creating order from disorder, weaving together discrete
elements into something new and whole. In some cases the success and maintenance of order
may require deception.33
If we read the Odyssey as a “story about Mediterranean social practices” as Winkler does
(1990:143), then we cannot fail to recognize that Homer has given Penelope a remarkable
amount of power within the confines of the narrative: the plot hinges on whether she chooses to
wait for Odysseus’s return or to marry one of the suitors, both of which, arguably, she is within
her rights to do—as Odysseus’s wife, to await his homecoming and preserve the stability of his
household, and as Odysseus’s widow, to take another husband. We gain a clearer insight into
Penelope’s character, and into Homer’s understanding of the potential for female social and
political strategy, if we seriously examine “the power and intelligence [that] are hers” (143), even
given the limited environment in which she operates. The scene of the marriage bed, below, is
the symbolic culmination of Penelope’s subversive politics.
Circumspect Penelope said to him in answer:
“You are so strange. I am not being proud, nor indifferent
nor puzzled beyond need, but I know very well what you looked like
when you went in the ship with the sweeping oars, from Ithaka.
Come then, Eurykleia, and make up a firm bed for him
outside the well-fashioned chamber: that very bed that he himself
built. Put the firm bed here outside for him, and cover it
over with fleeces and blankets, and with shining coverlets.”
So she spoke to her husband, trying him out . . . 34

In Homer’s Traditional Art (1999), Foley examines patterns of oral-traditional
signification. The repetitive, formulaic diction and structure of oral traditions tend to draw our
attention away from the fact that, unlike a living, spoken vernacular (6):
. . . oral traditions tend to employ focused varieties of language (or registers), . . . customarily
[sacrificing] the broad applicability of general-purpose language in order to do fewer things well.
In this respect they are usually more densely idiomatic and resonant than everyday registers.”

33 Cf. Levaniouk (2008:19), who suggests that Penelope’s deceptive tactics indicate that “sometimes
flexibility and variation are a requirement of continuity.” Her weaving and unweaving of Laertes’ shroud, for
example, is intended to preserve Telemachus’ inheritance.
34

Od. 23.173-81. The translation used throughout this paper is by Richmond Lattimore.
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In the Homeric poems one word or phrase may “resonate” with multiple meanings, drawn from
historical and contemporary Greek contexts; an audience member fluent in this language will
understand at least a range of these culturally specific meanings.35
The meaning of an oral tradition, argues Foley (1999:6-7), is determined by the audience
as much as it is by the poet, perhaps even more so—for when the referential advantage of
traditional language is lost (that is, when the audience is no longer fluent in the cultural and
idiomatic meanings layered by the poet onto individual words, phrases or scenes), then the poet
must change his composition in order to get his meaning across. When we consider Homer’s
Odyssey from the point of view of the audience, meaning is generated on two levels: first, the
referential, which Foley calls meaning “behind the signs,” referring to idiomatic, culturally
specific meaning not immediately apparent in the literal sense of the word or phrase, and second,
the situational, which Foley dubs as meaning “between the signs,” referring to the “local,
immediate, and individual details that are full partners in the negotiation of Homeric art” (7).
Between-the-signs meaning is generated by the textual, situation-specific use of the word,
phrase, or scene in the context of the narrative itself, though not discounting the meaning that the
word or phrase or scene might have for the poetic characters in the textual situation—meaning
which may itself be generated by extratextual referentiality, or “behind-the-signs” meaning. Both
types of meaning are important (6-7): “The art of the . . . Odyssey stems not solely from the
uniqueness of the instant nor solely from its traditional meaning, but rather from their
interaction.”
Foley’s model is based on the Greek concept of sêma (pl. sêmata). The term has wide
application in ancient Greece, and is used loosely to mean something understood to stand for
something else. Thus, a sêma could be a prophecy or an omen, tombs or burial mounds,
Odysseus’s scar, or the marriage bed of Odysseus and Penelope in the excerpt above. The
meaning of the sêma depends on the audience’s intimate understanding of the “immanent
tradition, without which [the sêmata] are empty signifiers, mere parts without their implied
wholes”; to the ancient Greeks, then, “sêmata amount to signals or tokens of impending realities,
realities that can be apprehended if—and only if—one knows the code” (Foley 1996:27).
It is this awareness that enables us to read the character of Penelope and her everyday
activity of weaving as suggestive of female social resistance within a rigid patriarchy—not
necessarily as Homer’s condemnation or commendation of such resistance but rather as his
reflection of it, along the lines of “This is how a woman might resist social or political pressure
within the context of an ancient Greek patriarchy, and this is how that resistance may be
construed as something else.” The sêma of weaving is also indicative of Homer’s deft poetic
manipulation. Not only does he weave deception in the context of the narrative, but he also uses
the text to disguise the true intentions of Penelope. Ultimately, the nature of her resistance to the
role ascribed for her remains concealed beneath a complex layer of sêmata, all of which require
the audience’s fluency in the language of traditional referentiality being used but which
contradict each other and thus enable the nature of Penelope’s resistance to remain concealed and
inscrutable.
35 See also Wienker-Piepho (2001:151): “The oral-traditional background of the texts provides the ‘natural
background,’ against which each individual act of the Homeric epics, however unique it may appear, takes place.”
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Homer’s depiction of Penelope reflects his conception of how a woman might manipulate
a rigid patriarchal social system to satisfy her personal goals. Viewed in this way, Penelope is a
symbol of female resistance to male domination—a resistance that takes place in such a subtle
manner that it can be concealed as acquiescence to patriarchal norms, or at the very least,
understood as such by the men whose real social authority would be suspect if women’s actions
were interpreted differently. The cleverness of Homer’s presentation is that it can be read either
way—Penelope’s actions can be interpreted as wholly supportive of Odysseus and the patrilineal
order of his household, or they can be interpreted as Penelope’s rejection of the role she is
expected to play. She is not simply a grieving widow or a protective mother or a loyal wife or a
devoted daughter-in-law. She has been for all intents and purposes the autonomous ruler of a
wealthy and powerful household for close to two decades. She now faces the challenge of
retaining power and wealth for a husband who may no longer be alive, or for a son who is not yet
of an age that he can protect himself from enemies who perceive him as a direct threat. She must
do this from her relatively powerless social position as a woman, without seeming to upset the
natural social order or to jeopardize the social standing of the men in her life.
Traditionally Penelope has been read by literary critics as either a loyal wife devoted to
preserving the household of her husband or an individual who wields a significant degree of
power over the people around her and to some extent orchestrates the outcome of events. The
primary difference between the two readings is one of agency: How much power does Penelope
actually have over people and events? The answer depends to a large extent on how much we
think Penelope knows. If she suspects the beggar is Odysseus (long before the revelation scene in
Book 23), then arguably all her actions from this point are calculated to achieve a particular
outcome (Murnaghan 1994:78-79): “[I]f Penelope is acting with knowledge of what she is doing,
then she has some control over her situations” and “knowingly cooperates in [Odysseus’s]
success.” If Penelope is completely ignorant of Odysseus’s identity, then she is “limited by her
position in a patriarchal system,” an “unwitting accomplice” in Odysseus’s plan (78-79).
By presenting two possible versions of Penelope, and providing sufficient material to
justify either interpretation, Homer effectively “tells two stories at once” (78): the audience can
choose to view Penelope as Odysseus’s “unwitting accomplice” or as his willing, strategic
partner. The two versions of Penelope together serve to disguise Homer’s presentation of
feminine resistance. Homer’s socially acceptable, virtuously feminine Penelope serves to conceal
a second Penelope, sêma of female deceit and subversion of the patriarchal order. This
duplicitous, subversive Penelope uses the kleos of the virtuous, feminine Penelope to further her
agenda without drawing unfavorable attention to herself, or to Homer as author of the subversive
discourse.36 In this way, the poet presents an unconventional or socially objectionable idea of

36

The similarities between Foley’s (1999) application of sêmata and the three principles of disguise are
limited, not least because the sêmata as Foley presents them are not intended by the ancient author as purposeful
disguises of subversive or hidden meanings; rather, they reflect the oral register in use within the cultural context.
The meanings associated with this oral register may serve to suggest the deeper cultural, social, and political
meaning of the oral tradition within the oral-traditional environment rather than to subvert social or political
ideology. The principles of disguise, on the other hand, are often used intentionally to conceal expressions of
resistance that could compromise the author or his audience if they were understood by those individuals or groups
that had a vested interest in ensuring that subversive meanings and intentions were not preserved or transmitted.
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“woman” while at the same time directing audience attention away from the unconventional
Penelope toward the more conventional version.
Homer has no cause to conceal or otherwise disguise the “unwitting accomplice”
Penelope; she displays the qualities considered to be indicative of feminine virtue. Even when
she attempts to deceive the suitors, arguably she does so in the interests of preserving the social
and political position of her husband and family. On the other hand, Homer does have reason to
disguise the “strategic partner” Penelope, for though she uses deception to preserve Odysseus’
power, she also deceives her husband by concealing her suspicions about his identity. Arguably,
this Penelope is not simply duplicitous in service to her husband and family but also uses
deception to establish her own agency, both as wife of Odysseus and as queen of Ithaka. The
longer she maintains this deception, the more likely she will be able to force Odysseus to admit
his vulnerability (his jealousy and his political and social need of her) and to reveal his identity
to her in a manner of her own choosing. Perhaps even more importantly, her deception enables
her to exact a particular revenge on her husband—for his long absence, his public deception of
her, and his lack of trust. In deceiving Odysseus, Penelope is arguably even more calculating
than Odysseus, effectively proving herself to be the greater “master” of disguise. This discourse
of feminine power is disguised by Homer in ways that can be understood according to the threeprinciple model of disguise.
In the Odyssey, words associated with the act of weaving (and woven material itself)
signal both womanly virtue and feminine deceit. The sêma of weaving thus serves to symbolize
(among other things) both versions of Penelope: the virtuous wife who weaves cloth as one of
her daily domestic activities in service of the family, and the clever deceiver who weaves wiles
in order to preserve order in the household.37 But Homer’s deceptive, yet virtuous Penelope hides
an even more deceptive Penelope: one who “weaves” time and events in a manner that benefits
herself first, her family and household second. Homer’s multifaceted Penelope thus illustrates the
principle of articulation. Ultimately, by associating her so closely with the act of weaving (and
by his frequent mention of her loom), Homer casts Penelope as an author—of her own destiny
and of the destinies of other characters in the poem, and thus on some level of the poem itself.38
At the same time, by dressing Penelope in the clothing of the virtuous-yet-ignorant wife, Homer
successfully disguises this presentation of female social and political power from those who do
not wish to see it.
37

Foley (1999) understands sêma to mean more than simply a sign or symbol that suggests to the characters
and to the audience additional or alternative realities within the bounds of the narrative itself. A sêma may also be
any sign to the audience of alternative realities beyond the limits of the oral traditional performance. Such signs are
not limited to the traditional sêmata in epic poetry, such as dreams or prophecies. Words, phrases, typical scenes, and
narrative patterns may also “resonate” with meanings drawn from various other historical and contemporary Greek
contexts, and thus act effectively as sêmata. Audience members fluent in the language of oral-traditional sêmata will
understand not only their meaning within the world inhabited by the characters of the poem but also their relation to
events or circumstances in the contemporary world. For extended discussions on the role of weaving and female
social power in ancient Greece, and Penelope in this context, see Cohen (1995), Kruger (2001), Marquardt (1993),
Murnaghan (1994), Pantelia (1993), and Winkler (1990).
38 Arguably

Penelope’s role as “author” is simply one more element “authored” by Homer himself. But the
fact that Homer casts Penelope in this role is indicative of how he views the potential capacity of Penelope—and
perhaps of women generally—to orchestrate events to her advantage, despite her seemingly restrictive social
position.
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The two versions of Penelope are also key to recognizing subversive elements in the
scene of the marriage bed in Book 23, a scene that Foley would argue falls within the parameters
of a typical scene sêma (that is, a “recognition scene” typical of oral traditions) and which I
argue illustrates the principle of construction. Prior to the marriage bed scene, Penelope
professes to be still unsure of Odysseus’s true identity, despite the fact that Telemachus,
Eurykleia, and Odysseus himself have all assured her that the beggar is indeed her husband. She
is accused by them of being “mistrustful” (O. 23.72) and “harsh” (O.23.97), of having a “hard
heart” (O.23.97) and a “stubborn spirit” (O.23.100). Odysseus alludes to her delicate femininity,
suggesting that it is his rough appearance that turns her off (O.23.114-16). But it is when
Penelope orders Eurykleia to set up a “firm bed” for him outside her bedroom—let it be “that
very bed that he himself built” (O.23.178-79)—that the power in the narrative shifts most
dramatically. Penelope knows, and she knows that Odysseus knows, that the bed is created from
the trunk of an olive tree that grows up through the centre of the room—and could not have been
moved by Penelope alone; Odysseus accuses her of having moved it with the help of a lover.
With his accusation (which belies his insecurity), Penelope has won the game, tricking him into
revealing his identity while divulging nothing about herself. In this way subversive meaning is
hidden by the narrative structure of the poem, wherein the two versions of Penelope work
together to conceal her clever gambit until the last moment.
Yet while the scene of the marriage bed serves to bring about the achievement of
Penelope’s goal, I argue that the scene also acts within the text according to the third principle of
disguise, diverting audience attention away Homer’s final punctuation on Penelope’s hidden
transcript of resistance. For domestic order to be restored (and for the poem to reach a
conclusion), Penelope must accept Odysseus as her husband and master of the house, acceding
her position of power. If she does not do this, his identity as master of the house and ruler of
Ithaka is in doubt, and the poem has no conclusion. Penelope is the only one in the epic who can
re-establish domestic order: ultimately, the telos (fulfillment) of the poem, and the fate of Ithaka,
rests in a woman’s hands—an unpalatable prospect for much of Homer’s contemporary audience.

Subversive Discourse in Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent
In Castle Rackrent,39 Maria Edgeworth disguises two subversive discourses: that of
members of the Anglo-Irish Ascendency who are sympathetic to the plight of the colonized
native-Irish population and who, as avatars of modernity, 40 aim to reveal to the world the value
of the Irish mind; and that of an Anglo-Irish observer who harbors conflicting opinions about
39 Castle Rackrent is the earliest and best known of Maria Edgeworth’s “Irish novels.” Edgeworth was the
first author to write English-language novels set in Ireland, populated with Irish characters, and addressing Irish
themes. These are known as her Irish novels. Castle Rackrent was published in 1800, two years after the Rebellion
of 1798 and a few months prior to Ireland’s union with Great Britain.
40

Richard Lovell Edgeworth, for example, was a member of the Lunar Society of Birmingham, whose
members applied practical science in the solution of industrial problems. While they and their inventions were often
viewed indulgently as cranks by contemporaries, many of their ideas find expression in modern-day commonplaces
(Butler 1972:34-35).
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Ireland’s impending Union with Great Britain but whose political voice is circumscribed by her
sex and social position.
Edgeworth conceals both of these discourses beneath the veneer of another hidden
transcript—that of the native Irish peasant—creating a clever double-layered disguise that masks
her political opinions from an unsympathetic audience.41 To reveal Edgeworth’s primary-level
hidden transcripts, we must first unpack the secondary-level transcript of Edgeworth’s fictional
Irish Catholic narrator, Thady Quirk. Thady narrates the ignominious fall of the Protestant landowning family he serves, and the takeover of the estate by his own son, Jason Quirk. Throughout
the tale he professes his loyalty to the Rackrents and denounces the actions of his son, but a
critical reading reveals more than one subversive message.
The earliest and best known of Maria Edgeworth’s Irish novels, Castle Rackrent was
published in 1800, two years after the Irish Rebellion and a few months before Ireland’s Union
with Britain.42 Unveiling subversive discourse in the novel presents a different interpretational
challenge, due in part to the fact that the author is not nominally of the oral culture she depicts,
which adds an additional layer of interpretive ambiguity. Where the rabbi-authors of the Talmud
were participants in the oral culture the Talmud recalls, and where Homer was a participant in the
oral culture that is the immediate environment of the Odyssey’s composition and performance,
the English-born, Protestant Maria Edgeworth is ostensibly an observer of the native-Irish, oraltraditional environment that Thady Quirk represents.
Yet Edgeworth cannot be called an “objective” observer: as a member of the Anglo-Irish
Ascendency, her social and political status is dependent on the Anglo-Irish role as political
liaison cum social interpreter of what sixteenth-century writer John Derrick characterized as the
natives’ “wild shamrock manners” (Quinn 1966:62). If the Irish become wholly assimilated into
the British Empire, and imperial England no longer has need for cultural interpreters, then
arguably the Anglo-Irish Ascendency loses its political raison d’être and has trouble justifying its
“ascendency” in imperial Ireland.43
With the introduction of the anti-Catholic Penal Laws in 1695, it became increasingly
difficult for Catholics to participate in social, economic, and political life in Ireland.44 By 1714
only seven percent of the land in Ireland remained in the hands of Catholic landowners.
41

The extent to which Thady’s voice is representative of Edgeworth’s own views has been the source of
much lively scholarly debate. See, for example, Butler (1972 and 1992); Cochran (2001); Corbett (1994); Egenolf
(2005); Harden (1987); Hollingworth (1997); and Newcomer (1987).
42 The Irish Rebellion of 1798 was an uprising led by an Irish revolutionary group against British rule. The
United Irishmen were inspired by both the American and French revolutions of the same time period. The rebellion
was unsuccessful, and the Act of Union that followed in 1800 resulted in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland.
43

See Daniel Hack’s (1996:147) discussion of the social and political position in which the Anglo-Irish find
themselves in the period leading up to Union: “This group’s identity is not so much national as what might be called
inter-national, constituted as it is by the negotiation—not the union but the trait d’union—between two nations, two
national identities.” See also Kaufman and Fauske (2004:12).
44 Catholics were excluded from the professions and from Parliament, and had restricted access to
education. Schooling for the lower classes (when it existed), was often provided through the Protestant Church, and
was thus not open to Catholics, or not palatable to them.
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Prejudicial inheritance laws restricted Catholic landowning even further. The perceived need to
“control Ireland” quickly became synonymous with the need to “control the Irish”—both to
ensure that English settlers in Ireland did not become completely assimilated into the native
culture and to ensure that the seemingly unpredictable and wily Irish were made to contribute
positively to the new economic and social order. In a letter to a friend, Maria describes the
genesis of the character of Thady Quirk as an exercise in literary mimicry: “He was an old
steward (not very old, though, at that time; I added to his age, to allow him time for generations
of the family[)]—I heard him when first I came to Ireland, and his dialect struck me, and his
character, and I became so acquainted with it, that I could think and speak in it without effort: so
that when, for mere amusement, without any ideas of publishing, I began to write a family
history as Thady would tell it, he seemed to stand beside me and dictate and I wrote as fast as my
pen could go.”45
The Irish were viewed by the English public as savage, first and foremost because they
were Catholic—and a rather “lax and archaic” type of Catholic at that (Foster 1988:30). They
were also superstitious: their traditional folklore was populated with fairies and demons, and
their rituals were suggestive of otherworldly forces unwelcome in the English Christian tradition.
Finally, the Irish did not cultivate their land. Though parts of Ireland were considered by the
English to be beautiful, the extensive and dangerous peat bogs were unappealing to English
settlers. Much of the countryside must have seemed to the English to be symbolic of the
perceived Irish character: inhospitable, deceptive, and wild.
Irish women were less conservative than English women, in both dress and bearing: they
drank alcohol, wore what the English considered to be provocative clothing, could choose to
keep their own names after marriage, and could demand (and receive) a divorce. The complex
Irish laws of the tuath allowed a family to increase its familial circle by entering into deliberate
commitments (that is, other than marriage) with other families. It was possible, for example, for
a foster brother to be more deeply committed to his foster sibling than to his natural sibling
(Foster 1988:26). The Irish legal system and the Irish land title system were so complex that they
seemed to the English to be a “celebration of anarchy” designed to confuse the outsider (Foster
1988:26).
Even the Irish mode of speech was suspect: the use of exaggerated oral narrative and a
fondness for metaphor, hyperbole, irony, and analogy fueled the English perception of the Irish
as deceitful and, ultimately, rebellious. Patricia Palmer (2001:86-87) points to the Englishman’s
lack of curiosity about the Irish language as a marker of the gulf between the oral-traditional
native Irish culture and the highly literate world of the English settler.
By the late eighteenth century, though many of the restrictions imposed by the Penal
Laws had been lifted, the cultural stereotype of the untrustworthy native-Irish rebel persisted
(Foster 1988:206).46 Tensions mounted through the 1790s in the wake of the French Revolution,
45

Maria Edgeworth to Mrs. Stark, 6 September 1834, in Butler 1972:241. See particularly Foster
(1988:32), although unflattering perceptions of Ireland go back much farther than this: see Strabo (63/64 BCE- c. 24
CE, in Geography 4:5.4); Pomponius Mela (d. c. 45 CE), Description of the World 3:53); Gerald of Wales (c.
1146-1223), History and Topography of Ireland (in Anderson and Bellenger 2003:291).
46
See, for example, Foster 1988:206. There is also disagreement as to how strictly and universally
some of the laws were enforced in the first place: see Foster 1988:205-207; Dowling 1968:22.
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which the English feared would further fuel Irish unrest. When the Irish Rebellion erupted in
1798 with some of the bloodiest violence Europe had ever seen, Britain’s worst fears about the
Irish “savages” seemed justified; Susan Egenolf (2005:845) writes that “[a]s many as 30,000
people were killed in the Irish rebellion—more than in the French Reign of Terror.” Edgeworth’s
Thady Quirk must have seemed rather harmless by comparison—a doting, foolish, and affable
family retainer—a native Irishman who posed no threat and was easy to control.
Edgeworth’s writing was profoundly affected by the social and political turmoil of the
last decades of the eighteenth century. And, as Egenolf goes so far to argue (2005:851), any
reading of Castle Rackrent “is incomplete without considering these surrounding events.” It is
less clear, however, precisely how these events shaped the character of Thady Quirk or the
meaning of the text. What we know of Edgeworth’s life complicates our interpretation as much
as it clarifies. Edgeworth biographer Marilyn Butler (1972:271-398) suggests that Maria was
driven by the desire to please—particularly to please not only her father, but also her reading
public.
Arguably Edgeworth’s desire to please sets the stage for the incorporation of hidden
meaning beneath a patina of socially and politically acceptable dialogue. Edgeworth identified
herself as Irish. She was both delighted and proud of the native Irishman’s figurative use of the
English language and fascinated by Irish irony and self-deprecatory expression.47 What the
reader hears in Thady’s voice is a believable representation of a peasant Irishman’s perspective,
complete with irony, double entendres, and wit. But it is also possible that the author does
exactly what her fictional narrator does: tells one story to please one audience, while injecting a
subtext that better reveals her own perspective.
It is possible to read Castle Rackrent as a straightforward account of the sad collapse of a
moneyed family—both a witty social commentary and a window onto a vulgar, “rustic world,”
believable precisely because of the simplicity and guilelessness of its narrator (Butler 1992:7-8).
But while most early critics found in narrator Thady Quirk a simple, loyal soul, recent
interpretation “has begun to swing the other way” (Butler 1992:8). Characterized by
contradiction, the novel encourages a more nuanced reading (Neill 2001:89):
Thady, after all, as his mantle reminds us, is a man under cover, and like any undercover agent his
success must depend in part on his ability to interiorize the very values he works so hard to
undo . . . it is perfectly possible for feelings of genuine affection and respect to coexist with much
more hostile and subversive attitudes; . . . their simultaneous fraudulence is often not apparent
(because not consciously articulated) even to himself.

Thady’s narrative follows a distinctive pattern: he salts his tale liberally with professions
of loyalty to his retainers, and then gives us such a detailed and sordid account of the Rackrent
family that we doubt such a sorry group could ever inspire anyone’s good feeling. He professes
his own ignorance, and then relates details that belie the extent of his knowledge and insight into
47

Edgeworth’s pride in her Irish countrymen’s clever use of language is apparent in Irish Bulls (co-written
with her father), an extended essay on the verbal blunders supposedly characteristic of the Irish when they speak
English, where she writes that these “blunders” actually demonstrate “the eloquence, wit and talents of the lower
classes of people in Ireland” (in Butler 1972:363).
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human character. He extols the virtues of a man, and then tells us a tale that demonstrates the
man’s opposite qualities.
While Thady repeatedly professes his lack of sophistication and his general ignorance of
gentlemanly subjects—the law, politics, business, and social custom—it is ultimately through
such professions of “ignorance” that the reader learns quite a bit about Irish law, politics,
business, and social custom. Arguably Thady’s actions smooth the way for his attorney son
Jason’s eventual takeover of the Rackrent estate. By the end of the narrative, we question
whether the illiterate and supposedly simple Thady Quirk is not, rather, a dubious and complex
character indeed.
The novel includes an editorial frame: a Preface by a fictional Editor, as well as a
Glossary and a Notes section, both styled as if written by the Editor. We are told by the Editor
that Thady has been “persuaded” to recount the Rackrent family history, the retainer’s “feelings
for ‘the honour of the family’, as he expressed himself, [having] prevailed over his habitual
laziness” (1992 [1800]:63). The Editor assures us that we can believe the honesty of Thady’s
“plain, unvarnished tale” precisely because it lacks the refinement of the “highly ornamented
narrative” penned by the consummate literary biographer: “[w]here we see that a man has the
power, we may naturally suspect that he has the will to deceive us” (62). The implication is that
Thady, the “illiterate old steward” (62), clearly does not have “the power” and therefore (we are
to assume as a logical course) it is most unlikely that he has “the will” to deceive us. As readers
we are encouraged to trust the Editor’s assessment of Thady’s simplicity and to accept his
narrative with a similarly indulgent air.
Several factors support a more suspicious reading, however. First, if we take the Editor’s
observations of Thady’s character at face value, then Thady is a simpleton, loyal to a family that
clearly does not deserve his loyalty. Yet there is ample evidence to suggest that Thady is actually
a shrewd observer of human character, with a keen wit and a fine-tuned ability to cloak his
merciless display of the Rackrents’ shortcomings beneath the seemingly disjointed ramblings of
a simple-minded old fool. But if we dismiss the Editor’s observations of Thady’s character as
simply incorrect, then other elements of the Editor’s preliminary caution also become
problematic. Either the professedly authoritative Editor is gullible and obtuse, taken in by an
“illiterate old steward,” or the Editor is not taken in at all, leaving us to wonder if he is even
complicit in Thady’s deception. Thady’s “plain, unvarnished tale,” which would have been
believable were Thady an idiot precisely because of its lack of refinement, suddenly takes on all
the sinister possibilities of the “highly ornamented narrative,” with its capacity to deceive. Now,
every word that Thady “dictates” to the Editor becomes suspect: the Editor is no longer a reliable
guide to native Irish culture; rather, if he is not Thady’s accomplice, then he (and all he
represents) is the target of Thady’s duplicity.
Yet if we understand that the Editor is not taken in by Thady’s presentation, then the role
of the Editor itself becomes part of the novel’s deception—for it is in part the Editor’s
pronouncements about Thady’s character (and his firm editorial direction in the Preface, the
Notes, and the Glossary) that sustain the credibility of Thady’s narrative. If the Editor knows that
Thady is not what he seems, then the Editor is no longer an honest guide; rather, he aids Thady’s
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subterfuge by declaring such subterfuge to be impossible.48 Now we can no longer trust that
these are indeed “tales from other times” or that “the manners depicted in the following pages are
not those of the present age” (1992 [1800]:63). We cannot even trust the Editor’s characterization
of Thady Quirk as illiterate, with all the implications of inferiority that the trope of the Irish
illiterate suggests to literate, colonial England. Even Thady’s “partiality to the family, in which he
was bred and born” (62) must be re-examined: Which “family” is meant? Is Thady loyal to the
Rackrents? Or is he loyal to the Quirks, presumably the family in which he was “bred and born,”
and which family, it could be argued, Thady’s actions best serve to benefit?49
Thady’s critics fall into two camps. There are those, like Elizabeth Harden, who view
Thady’s self-presentation as genuine (1987:91):
For Thady’s great appeal lies in his simple charm and unconscious naiveté, made possible by the
artistic device of “transparency”—the ironic presentation of external fact in such a manner that the
reader may see the truth underneath the external statement and draw his own conclusions.

James Newcomer (1967:151), on the other hand, sees Thady as “artful rather than artless,
unsentimental rather than sentimental, shrewd rather than obtuse, clear-headed rather than
confused, calculating rather than trusting.” This Thady takes advantage of circumstances and
manipulates events to aid in his son’s acquisition of the Rackrent estate, all while professing
innocence, ignorance, and loyalty to the family he betrays. While we must now be suspicious of
everything Thady tells us, as Newcomer points out, “now we have to feel a degree of admiration
for him” (ibid.).
Newcomer does not deny the possibility that Thady holds real affection for his Rackrent
employers; he simply points out that, whatever Thady’s true feelings for the family, “at every
step toward Jason’s acquisition of the whole estate, his father Thady aids and abets” (162).
Thady, Newcomer argues, is not a simple soul (151): “The true Thady reflects intellect and
power in the afflicted Irish peasant, who in generations to come will revolt and revolt again.”
I agree with Newcomer that a calculating Thady Quirk is suggested by internal clues in
the novel itself, as well as by Edgeworth’s own family history.50 Maria Edgeworth and her father
both demonstrated an interest in coded messages and the ease with which text and other
communication methods could be used to conceal information from one audience while it was
being passed on to another. In 1795, Richard Lovell Edgeworth offered the Dublin government
the use of his “tellograph,” an invention that enabled him to convey a coded message

48 After all, we have been fairly warned of the likelihood of “literary manufacture” in the “highly
ornamented narrative” by a man with the power and the will to deceive. Glover (2002:297-98) also highlights the
possible duplicity of the editor.
49

See Glover (2002:298), who points to the same ambiguity.

50

For alternate interpretations, see Brookes (1977), Hollingworth (1997), and Warner (1981).
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successfully from Scotland to Ireland;51 Maria wrote the paper that he delivered on June 27 1795,
to the Royal Irish Academy, “An Essay on the Art of Conveying Secret and Swift Intelligence.”
In Castle Rackrent, as in Homer’s Odyssey, subversive discourse is concealed by the
narration of two different tales simultaneously. The first tale is the innocent account introduced
by the Editor—a tale of past unsavory Irish landlordism, a “tale of other times” told by a
reluctant, naturally lazy and bashful illiterate. The second tale is a subversive and revolutionary
one, in which the supposedly subservient native Irishman actually wields considerable control
over his circumstances.
The first tale is the “factual” narrative, wherein we presume that Thady means exactly
what he says. The Editor assures us that this narrative is trustworthy because it is told to us by a
narrator who lacks guile, and whose tale demonstrates the dogged, misplaced loyalties of a
devoted butler to the sort of family “which could no more be met with at present in
Ireland” (Edgeworth 1998 [1800]:63). The second tale, however, is a distinctly native-Irish one,
in which all things are not as they seem, in which irony abounds, and in which the very shrewd
Thady lets the reader know exactly what he thinks of the Rackrent family—provided the reader
is “literate” in the narrative language that Thady is using. In this second tale, a “world turned
upside-down” version of Irish history, the illiterate and ignorant subordinate dominates his
oppressor by virtue of, ironically, his cultural literacy: that is, Thady is fluent in two social
“languages,” while the Editor is not.52 The first tale offers the Editor and the English audience an
example of the sad, accepted narrative of Irish history, while the second tale speaks particularly
to those members of Thady’s audience who understand the oral-narrative style that Thady uses.
Part of the reason the disguise works so well is that arguably both narratives are true. Thady is
the subservient, loyal retainer to the Rackrent family, but he is also a shrewd and manipulative
orchestrator of the Rackrents’ downfall. He is at once proud of his son’s achievements and
ashamed of his methods—perhaps because in both cases he recognizes in Jason a reflection of
himself.
How can Thady be both subordinate and dominant? Subaltern studies scholar Homi K.
Bhabha has observed that a desire to subvert the agenda of one’s oppressor cannot be equated
with one’s desire to cease being subordinate.53 A slave must at some level retain his perspective
as a slave in order to fully appreciate the success of his subversive tactics, or, as O’Hanlon
(1988:205-6) suggests, the slave must “stand in two places” in order to satisfy that part of
himself that needs to witness the inversion of social power. Following this line of argument,
Thady must retain his subaltern perspective in order to appreciate the reversal that occurs by the
51 The project had been undertaken previously by various seventeenth-century European thinkers, including
John Wilkins, Fontenelle, and Leibnitz. Edgeworth’s invention was never used by Dublin—perhaps because
Edgeworth’s loyalties were at times suspect both in County Longford and in the capital, see Butler (2001:275).
52

Or, at least, the editorial commentary suggests this to be the case. Arguably, one who recognizes the
power of writing and text to effect particular communication (whether he is literate or not) is potentially better able
to appreciate and control the processes of information-sharing than a literate individual who underestimates the
value of non-literate expression.
53 “It is difficult to conceive of the process of subjectification as a placing within Orientalist or colonial
discourse for the dominated subject without the dominant being strategically placed within it too” (Bhabha
1983:24-25, emphasis in original).
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end of the novel; that is, the reversal would not be complete unless his role as Rackrent family
retainer, in itself “a kind of slavery” (Cochran 2001:61) had been fully experienced. Thus, he is
“honest Thady” the loyal manservant, but he is also the duplicitous and untrustworthy native
Irishman traditionally feared by the English. Determining where the “honest Thady” leaves off
and where the duplicitous Thady begins is impossible, as the two aspects of his personality are
inextricably intertwined.
We find evidence of the principle of articulation in the use throughout Thady’s narrative
of the Irish bull and other verbally styled “irishisms.” These enable Thady to hide particular
meanings behind words that (denotatively) mean something else. In many instances, truth is
disguised by its exact opposite, or by a statement of extraordinary contradiction. Thus, at a very
basic level, the elements that we generally understand to convey meaning in any text—namely,
the written words themselves—are used in Castle Rackrent to conceal an oral “subtext.”
The principle of construction, the cloaking of subversive meaning in textual structure, is
evident in Edgeworth’s use of the editorial apparatus. In most texts, the additions of a Preface,
Glossary, Notes—the very use of an Editor—suggest an authority, an insight and an objectivity
above and beyond what the core text can offer the audience.54 In Castle Rackrent, however, the
employment of the textually derived editorial apparatus conveys the very opposite of what it
might mean in a wholly textual setting.
Finally, as in tractate Avodah Zarah and Homer’s Odyssey, the third principle of disguise
is manifested in the extraneous details that draw audience attention away from the subversive
message beneath the surface text. In Castle Rackrent, audience attention is diverted away from
subversive meaning by the principle of using words to disguise meaning. In other words,
Edgeworth uses Thady’s diction and syntax (and the Editor’s emphasis on Thady’s diction and
syntax) to focus audience attention on what Thady says and divert audience attention away from
what Thady does. This enables the narrator to take advantage of the Rackrent family’s
misfortunes and misdeeds in order to help his son take over the Rackrent estate, all while
proclaiming his innocence and ignorance of the finer points of law and politics. Because Thady’s
diction and syntax mark him as an unsophisticated, uneducated native, and because the image of
the uncivilized savage is such an ingrained one in the English imperial consciousness, it is
possible—even easy—for the “civilized” English reader (Edgeworth’s primary contemporary
audience) to overlook any of Thady’s actions that do not adequately reflect the popular image of
the uncivilized imperial subject.
A closer examination of the text illustrates how each element of the disguise works in
conjunction with the others. First, we will consider how the words themselves disguise
subversive discourse.
54

This formal editorial “carapace” (Hollingworth 1997:100) was encouraged by Richard Edgeworth and
added later, hurriedly, in the autumn prior to publication. Because of this, “there is a temptation to look on [the
editorial material] as afterthoughts, irrelevant to the narrative” (Hollingworth 1997:99). Yet Hollingworth argues that
the haste with which these parts were added “may actually be a sign of their importance. If the rush to publication
occurred in the context of the urgency of the Union debate, it can be argued that the formal additions were seen as
indispensable features of the text” (1997:100). He continues: “The Notes and Glossary . . . act to promote Castle
Rackrent from the position of fictional narrative to that of sociological document . . . By such treatment the narrative
text is legitimized. The comic triviality of the provincial tale is reconstituted as a document of scientific
interest” (102).
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In the Preface, Edgeworth invites the reader to forgive Thady’s simple-mindedness (1992
[1800]:62):
[w]here we see that a man has the power, we may naturally suspect that he has the will to deceive
us; and those who are used to literary manufacture know how much is often sanctified to the
rounding of a period, or the pointing of an antithesis.

But it is also possible to read Edgeworth’s words as a warning: despite his illiteracy, Thady has
“the power” to deceive; the manipulation of words in order to disguise meaning is not the
exclusive domain of the literate.
Thady’s rhetorical style arguably conceals from the fictional Editor the Irishman’s true
opinions of the Rackrent family and the underlying motivations for his actions. He uses a
distinctly Irish oral style, known for its colorful hyperbole, fantastic claims, and flamboyant
analogies,55 all of which serve to conceal his unflattering judgment of the Rackrent family. While
it is possible to read Thady’s memoir as the nostalgic reflection of a simple, uneducated peasant,
it is also possible to read it as the narrative of one who uses the guise of a simple, uneducated
peasant to relate a tale with a very different message.
We know, for example, that Thady is a man who prefers not to do unnecessary work.
First, he begins his narrative on “Monday morning.” The Glossary informs us that all new
projects are begun by the native Irish on Monday morning: “all the intermediate days, between
the making of [excuses] and the ensuing Monday, are wasted: and when Monday morning
comes, it is ten to one that the business is deferred to the next Monday morning” (1992 [1800]:
123, emphasis in original). Second, Thady “walks slow and hates a bustle” (72), and his pipe and
his solitude are cherished companions: “I had no one to talk to and if it had not been for my pipe
and tobacco, should, I verily believe, have broke my heart for poor Sir Murtagh” (72). The
“ignorant English reader” may understand this shirking of duties to be examples of Thady’s
laziness. Yet if we suspect that Thady is being subversive rather than loyal (or subversive despite
his loyalty), then his words instead signal his contempt for the Rackrent family, as well as his
practical good sense. Why begin a new project at the end of the week when one’s time could be
spent more enjoyably with pipe and tobacco? More to the point, why “bustle” to begin a new
project for a family for whom you have little respect and who, doubtless, will put you to work
sooner or later anyway?56
Throughout this ambiguous presentation of Thady’s character, we are constantly
reminded (both by the Glossary and by Thady’s frequent references to his own illiteracy and lack
of education) that Thady is not writing the narrative himself: He is having someone else write the
story for him. And while he could have chosen to dictate the story to “my son Jason,” who is
both literate and educated, he has chosen to dictate his tale to someone who A) is not a member
55
56

See Foster (1988:26). For a discussion of Irish oral style in Castle Rackrent, see Neill (2001).

On beginning a new project at the end of the week, Chuilleanáin (1996:28) adds: “The Editor’s
impatience is that of an employer irritated by the resistance of the Irish worker; the reader is assumed to belong to
the same class and thus to share his exasperation. But the employer’s power over his laborers is simultaneously
called into question by the absurdity of beginning work on the last day of the week and the tyranny of the authority
that demands it.”
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of the lower classes, and B) is most capable of telling the tale to the greatest number of nonnative-Irish and non-lower-class individuals. The Editor’s own marginalia underscore the fact
that Thady’s disguise has been so successful that the Editor is not even aware of the essentially
subservient role he himself plays in Thady’s subterfuge.
Thady openly professes loyalty to and admiration for his employers at various points in
the text. This is in keeping with expectations common in imperial England, that the
unsophisticated lower-class subjects of the imperial order are grateful to those wealthier and
powerful civilizing forces that undertake to “improve” them, and that a peasant’s naïveté can
lead to misplaced admiration and loyalty. Thady also peppers his narrative with references to
native-Irish fairies and folklore. This supports imperial England’s stereotype of the native Irish
peasant as uneducated and superstitious. Yet a suspicious reading of Thady’s professions of
loyalty, his use of Irish rhetorical style, and his references to Irish folklore suggests that such
statements serve merely to disguise his real opinions, which are not admiring but, rather,
mocking and disdainful. Though he refers to Sir Murtagh as a “learned man in the law,” he then
describes how many suits the man has lost and the extent of his debt due to his obsession with
legal wrangling. And though Murtagh is “a learned man in the law, he was a little too incredulous
in other matters” and dies soon after he has the bad judgment to dig up a fairy-mount. To one
audience, Thady’s declaration of Murtagh’s expertise, followed by a nonchalant discussion of
Murtagh’s incompetence, attests to the unsophisticated peasant’s misplaced loyalty to a wealthy
employer in a position of power. To an audience familiar with Thady’s oral-traditional narrative
style, however, Thady’s particular dismissal of Sir Murtagh’s “learning” implies that Thady
considers there to be wisdom in peasant superstition and a certain poetic justice in Sir Murtagh’s
ignominious end.
Next, we will consider how structure hides subversive discourse. The editorial apparatus
in Castle Rackrent functions rhetorically as a literary disguise of an oral hidden transcript. The
Notes and the Glossary create a structural framework that serves to mask any subversive ideas
that Thady (or Edgeworth) might express. For Edgeworth’s audience, the editorial devices and
the fictional Editor confer upon each other and, circularly, the editorial material the air of
expertise and authority. At the same time, their use implies that the subject of the editorial
commentary (both the human subject and the narrative subject) is less authoritative and less
sophisticated than the Editor himself. Thus, the structure of the book itself immediately suggests
that Thady’s narrative is uncultured and suspect—suspect not because it conceals something
subversive but, rather, because it is too simple for the sophisticated reader to understand without
adequate editorial guidance by an expert accustomed to dealing with uncivilized cultural
subjects.57
It is very difficult, however, to view the Editor as authoritative once we have revealed the
use of disguise through diction and syntax. If we know that the words of Thady’s text conceal
subversive meaning, and we have been fairly warned that “[w]here we see that a man has the
power, we may naturally suspect that he has the will to deceive us” (62), then we can no longer
trust the guidance of the Editor, whom Edgeworth deliberately styles as “[having] the power”
57 See John Cronin, who notes that the linguistic “otherness” of the native Irish population created anxiety
among Anglo-Irish leaders, and that this anxiety is reflected in Anglo-Irish novels of the time, which “nearly always
[come] to us with [their] footnotes or afternotes packed with details of regional explication” (1980:11).
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and as being “used to literary manufacture” (62). Ironically, it seems, the literary Editor does not
have as much power or as much skill in literary manufacture as the illiterate native Irishman
whose idiom the Editor attempts to “translate” for the “ignorant English reader” (63, emphasis in
original). The Editor’s overconfidence serves to underscore the fact that he himself is not aware
of much of the oral subtext of Thady’s narrative. While he explains peculiar or intriguing Irish
idiom and custom where it is clearly introduced in the text, he fails to consider the possibility
that the entire narrative is an extended Irish bull, overlooks those parts of the text in which Thady
uses irishisms less obviously, and is oblivious to much of the wit in Thady’s words. Ultimately,
the “authority” conferred on the fictional Editor by Edgeworth’s editorial carapace serves to
disguise the fact that, where Irish oral tradition is concerned, Thady is actually the authority, and
the Editor is the illiterate.
Last, we will consider how diversionary tactics—red herrings—are used to disguise
subversive discourse.Though he is pigeon-holed by the fictional Editor as a simpleton, Thady
Quirk is actually a character of contradiction, conflicted in his feelings for the Rackrent family
and torn in his loyalties to the family he has served and the family he has sired. He professes
distress at the poor treatment of Sir Condy by his son Jason58 but still encourages the latter’s
ambitions. While his affection for the Rackrents seems genuine, it does not stop him from airing
the family’s dirtiest linens. Yet traditionally Thady has been judged by what he says as a loyal
family retainer rather than by what he does, even though the latter ultimately serves to aid in the
fall of the Rackrent family and the takeover of the estate by Jason Quirk. Thady’s language
draws our attention away from the discrepancies between his words and his actions. Not only do
Thady’s words themselves hide subversive meaning, however; the fact that Thady uses a
particular vernacular also conceals subversion. Arguably, we see evidence of the third principle
of disguise—the red herring, or the diversion that draws audience attention elsewhere—in the
fact that Thady speaks the way that he does.
The text invites another interpretation, however. It is possible that Thady Quirk’s entire
narrative—his use of the vernacular, the relationship between Thady and the Editor, the use of
the editorial structure, and the potential for Thady’s account to disguise a subversive message of
social resistance—is in itself the red herring, employed by Edgeworth, wittingly or unwittingly,
as the looming political Union with Britain rendered the role of the Anglo-Irish Ascendency
increasingly ambiguous. If Edgeworth wished to conceal a political critique, this double blind—a
hidden transcript disguised by another hidden transcript—would have enabled her to do so,
cloaking any personal, subversive opinions with Thady’s narrative (which potentially disguises
the Irishman’s resistance beneath the patina of a feigned naïveté). By creating a narrator who can
be interpreted on many levels, Edgeworth encourages her audience to focus on the ambiguities
inherent in the tale being told—that is, Thady’s tale. With audience attention focused on Thady’s
narrative, Edgeworth would have been able to express social and political opinions that could not
otherwise be expressed openly by a professed supporter of the imperial order (as the Edgeworth
family was), let alone by a woman with no official political voice. The most compelling hidden
transcript in Castle Rackrent is a distinctly female, Anglo-Irish one—one that arguably would
have had much to say about the impending Union with Great Britain.
58

See Edgeworth (1992 [1800]:109).
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Discussion and Conclusion
The three texts considered here employ similar processes to cloak subversive ideology
beneath a veil of oral-traditional referents59 unique to the environment in which each text was
created or used. Within the framework of the analytical model introduced in this paper, the
Talmud can be read as a “blueprint” for resistance, one that enabled Babylonian Jews to preserve
and transmit a particular political and social philosophy. By deliberately preserving dissent, the
rabbis endorsed a form of intellectual debate that encouraged questioning authority—not only of
other rabbinic scholars, but of God Himself.60 The fact that in many cases resolution is not
wholly achieved, or is achieved only after long debate, suggests that the ultimate goal was not
resolution, but discussion, reflection and, ultimately, deeper insight.
Homer’s Odyssey can be read as a tale of female resistance to male domination: Penelope
rewrites to some extent the role circumscribed for her within an ancient Greek patriarchy. Homer
conceals this narrative by writing two versions of Penelope: the virtuous, socially acceptable
Penelope conceals not only a subversive Penelope but also Homer’s provocative social
commentary on male/female relationships in ancient Greece. While both versions of Penelope
are duplicitous, the virtuous Penelope is simplistically, almost childishly so, and her deceit can
be forgiven in the context of an ancient culture that expects women to be intellectually and
morally weak. Behind this Penelope lurks a much more dangerously deceptive Penelope—one
whose duplicity empowers only Penelope herself. Homer uses a transcript of tacitly acceptable
resistance (that is, Penelope deceives the suitors in order to further her husband’s social and
political goals) to conceal a socially unacceptable transcript of resistance (that is, Penelope
deceives Odysseus in order to further her own social and political goals). The fate of Ithaka is in
the hands of this second Penelope: Odysseus may be king, but Penelope has the power to deny
him his throne.
Much like Homer, Castle Rackrent’s narrator Thady Quirk tells us two tales at once. The
first tale satisfies the expectations of the dominant audience, represented by the “ignorant
English reader” and the Anglo-Irish landowning class. The second tale speaks to the subordinate
population represented by the native-Irish peasantry. Thady’s fluency in two cultural languages
—the oral traditions of his native-Irish upbringing and the idiom of a dominant Protestant AngloIreland—enables him to disguise his role in the downfall of the Rackrent family beneath his
loyal servitude. The disguise is successful precisely because both aspects of Thady are truthful
representations of the “real” Thady Quirk, a study of eminently human contrasts. He is a loyal
servant but he is also a clever traitor. He loves the family he serves, despite its flaws, but he also
loves the family into which he was born, and the goals and desires of the two are difficult, if not
impossible, to reconcile.
Yet Thady’s entire narrative, and the editorial carapace that encases it, serve ultimately to
divert audience attention away from another hidden transcript, namely, Edgeworth’s warning that
the role of the Anglo-Irish Ascendency as political and cultural liaison is secure only as long as
the English and the native Irish continue to mystify each other. A political union with Great
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Britain threatens to upset that balance. Ultimately, we are not meant to be able to read Thady
Quirk’s intentions; he exists in order to confuse—he is the author’s symbolic representation of
the cultural gap between the English and the native Irish, and the ongoing need for Anglo-Irish
“translators.”61
A key similarity among the three texts considered here is that dialogue disguises action.
Arguably, when a textual scene is stripped of all literary explanation for why or how a character
does things, the meaning of the scene changes. If we strip away the dialogue (that is, an
individual’s diction or syntax, the exchange that occurs between characters within the confines of
the narrative, or the language used by the narrator) and examine simply the function of a scene or
the action that occurs within the text, it is apparent that the characters’ actions differ in some
cases quite significantly from what the text or characters say they do or intend to do. It is in the
gap between the dialogue and the action that the narratives’ socially subordinate characters are
able to defy the dominant hegemony.
The three-principle model of disguise is not limited to its capacity to illustrate the context
of defiance, however. Because it focuses on specific relationships between the text and the text’s
oral-traditional referents, the model provides a flexible framework for the comparative analysis
of—potentially—any cultural phenomena that one individual or group may wish to conceal from
another. Many aspects of human experience are not the primary subject-matter of historical
documents—the role of women in a social patriarchy, for example, the social function of
sexuality, and the perceptions of children. But a critical reading of a particular text may still
reveal these human perspectives. For this reason, I have expressed the principles inherent in the
disguise process in general terms, making them readily transferable to varying contexts. Though
the precise expression of disguise may differ from text to text, the model potentially enables the
observer to make cross-cultural comparisons not only about “hidden transcripts of resistance” but
also about concealed discourse on other topics, providing a window onto how oral-traditional
cultures might disguise ideas by interweaving text and oral tradition, wielding both in tandem to
create a formidable “weapon of the weak.”
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